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ESEB '95: timetable
Monday
8.30
Rlcnary leviurc

W Schar!oo: Evoluiio/wry
change - smoolh or jumpy

George Square
Lccture Theaire

Presidential address

9.30

4) The genetic basis of
adapcaiion and spcciaiion
LT4
5) The evoluiionary
biology of irees and
forests
LT2
11) The evoluiion of
plasUviiy

Applclon
Tower

LT5

Coftee

Tuesday
L)H trwin: The end-Permian
mass exlinction: whaf
dijference did // nuike ?

2) Proeesses of molecular
evoluiion
LT4
14) Interactions belwecn
parasile Iransmission and
host sexual straiegy
GS
15) Evoluiionary
radiaiions and
developmem
LT2
6, 9, 11 continued

Wcdncsdav

OUcASJt'M

3) Evolution of planiparasiie interactions
LT2
10) Complex dynamics
and evoluiion
LT3
17) Hybrid zones
LT4
2« 8, 16 coniinued
2 moves to LTI

11.00

Fhursday
E Szathmary: Towards a
classificalion of repiieators
with juicy examples

1) The Red Queen:
sclection for genetic
diversily
LT2
7) Conflicting and
concordant data sets in
molecular systemaücs
LT4
13) Chromosomal
Variation and evoluiion
LTI
8, 10, 16 continued

taday

Animal
language antl human
language
J Maynard Smilh:

12) Selfish genetic
elemenls
LTI
1, 7, 8, 17 continued
17 moves to LT 5

2, 4, U, 14, 15

3, 8, lö, 16, il

1. 7, 8, 13, 10, i<S

hSEB officen meeiing
Appleion Tower

coniinued
ESEB Council meeting
Applcton Tower

coniinued

Lunch 13.00
Teviot Row

coniinued

i, 7, 8,
continued

14.00
Applclon
Tower

6) Dcvelopmcnial stahility

8) Behaviour and evoluiion

Excursions

LTI
9) Evoluiion of lifc cycles
and maling bysiems in
lower plants and fungi

J, 1, 8, U, 14, M

7, 8, lö, 12, 17

16) Currem lopics in
populaiion simviure

11.30

4, 5, 11

4, 5, 11

lea

continued

contmucd

GS

(Depan 2pm. George Sq)
a) Royal Botanic Gardens
b) Silurian fossils and
LT?
paleoenvironment in the
LT3 2, 9, 11, 15 coniinued
Pcniland Hills
11 move:» to LTI
c) Ttujr of Glenkinchie
Distillery
d) Edinburgh Zoo
e) Birdwaiching in the Förth
Esiuary

continued
14 moves to LT 3

tö, 12,11

continued

15.30
16.00

4, 5, 6, 9,
11 continued

2,

1, 1, Ü, 13, 14, l i

11, 15
16 continued

continued

1, 7, 8. 10 continued

Intemülinnal Society of
Btochemkal Systemutics
business meeting LT4
17.30

18.00-19.30
Evcning mcaJ
PolloL-k Halls

Journal of Evoluliunan
Editorial hoard
20.00

Civic/University reeeption
17.45. Playfair Library.
Old (ollcuc

tiSEB busmess meeting
South Hall. Pollock Halls
20.30

Banquet: Royal Museum of
Scotland

Ceilidh: South Hall, Poilock
Halls 20.00

TIMETABLE
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

6)
7)
8)

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

The Red Queen: selection for genetic diversity
Processes of molecular evolution
Evolution of plant-parasite interactions
The genetic basis of adaptation and speciation
The evolutionary biology of trees and forests
Developmental stability
Conflicting and concordant data sets in molecular systematics
Behaviour and evolution
Evolution of life cyclesfand mating Systems in lower plants and fungi
Complex dynamics and evolution
The evolution of plasticity
Selfish genetic Clements
Chromosome Variation and evolution
Interactions between parasite transmission and sexual strategy
Evolutionary radiations and development
Current topics in population structure
Hybrid zones

LT2
Thu-Fri
LT4/1
Tue
LT 2
Wed-Thu
LT4
Mon
LT 2
Mon
LT1
Mon-Tue
LT4
Thu-Fri
GS
Tue-Fri
LT3
Mon-Tue
LT 3
Wed-Fri
LT5
Mon-Tue
LT1
Fri
LTI
Thu
GS/LT3 Tue, Thu
LT2
Tue
LT5
Tue-Thu
L4/5
Wed. Fri

In most cases, ihe firsl author will presenl ihe puper; where this is
not ihe ca.se, the presemer is in bald. Abstracts are Hsteä
alphabeticallv by presenter in the following seclion: the numbers
given for each talk/poster are in this order.

LT1
GS

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre I etc
George Square Lecture Theatre

1)

The Red Queen: selection for genetic diversity
Dieler Eben, Zoology Dept., Univ. of Oxford. South Parks Road, OXI 3PS, UK
Andrew Read, ICAPB. Univ. of Edinburgh. Wesi Mains Rd., EH9 3JT. UK

Appleton Tower Lecture Theaire,2

, Thursday
t
'

9.30- 10.00
10.00-10.30
10.30 - 1 1.00
Coffee

Chair: A Read
99a Eben D
47 Brown JKM
174 KelleyS

Chair: A Read
11.30- 11.50

170 JudsonOP

11.50- 12.10

197 Linie TJ & Heben PDN

12.10 - 12.30

360 Thomas R & Norton RA

12.30 - 12.50

419 Kondrashov AS &
Yampolsky L

Friday

Chair: D Eberl

9.30 - 9.50
9.50 - 10.10
10.10- 10.30
10.^0

198 Lively CM, Jokela J &
Dybdahl M
166 Jokela J & Lively CM
296 Read AK. Morris K,
Gemmill A & Viney ME
I 37 Gulbrandtsen B

Plants and pathogens
The co-evolution of virulence
Genes and memes in the evolution of disease resistance in
crops
The Red Queen, a grass and its viruses

Andern asexuals
Preserving genes: the maintenance of genetic diversity in a
model metapopulation
Cryptobiosis. the Red Queen, and the myth of the ancient
asexual
Long-term parthenogenesis and the evolution of acariform
mites
The evolution of recombination under fluctuating selection:
when is it possible?

Catching the Red Queen
Through the looking glass: parasites sex and clonal
diversity in a New Zealand snail
Parasites, sex and early neproduction in a mixed population
of freshwater snails
Is sexual reproduclion by parasitic nematodes an immune
evasion strategy ?
Variation in mating rate in hermaphrodites maintained by a
sexually iransmitted disease

Coffee

Chair: J Jokela
I 1.30 - 1 1.50

a

1 1.50 - 12.10
Üä 12.10- 12.30
12.30 - 12.50

Friday
yj le.oo ü

i6'2"

-

16.20
16.40

16.40 - 17.00
1 7.00 - 17.20

263 Okamura B, Jones CS &
Noble LR
388 Vemon JG. Okamura B &
Noble LR
404 Weinzierl RP, Schmidt P.
Berthold K, Beukeboom
LW & Michiels NK
239 Mokievsky VO

Extreme genetic homogeneity in a cyclically clonal
freshwater bryozoan
Temporal pattems in the genetic stmcturt of a parasitised
population of freshwater bryozoans
The cost of sex for a hermaphrodite: how much does the
flatworm Dugesia potychrna (Turbellaria. Platyhelminthes)
pay ?
A new modification ofthe Red Queen hypoihesis: wildgoose chase in anthropogenic transformed ecosysiems

Chair: D Eberl

403 Wedekind C. Seebeck T
Bettens F & Paepke AJ
70
317
316
Bullini L

MHC-dependeni mate preferences in humans
The role of sexual reproduclion in the spread of viruses
ihrough fungal populations
Discrete packing of species and laxon cycles
Genetic structure of the hybridogenelic Rana esculenta
from Italy

Posters
237 Mitchell SE
378 van Dijk P & Schotman T
386 Verdyck P. Dsender K.
Grootaen P & Hulselmans J

Compeiition and the maintenance of genetic diversity
in Daphnia magna
The generation of genetic diversity in Taraxacum
officinale
A comparison of genetic variability between monoand polyphagous chrysomelid beetles of the genus
Phyllotreta: a case study of Ihe niche-width Variation

=i^£äiiyiii======================

2)

Processes of molecular evolution
John Brookneid. Genetics Dept., Noitingham University
Queen s Medical Cemre. NG7 2UH, UK

Sponsored bv the Genetical Södel)/

Tuesday
9.30 - 10.00

10.00 - 10.30
10.30- 11.00
Coffee
11.30 - 12.00
12.00 - 12.30
12.30 - 13.00
Lunch
14.00 - 14.20
14.20 - 14.40
14.40 - 15.00

<W| 15.00

- 15.20

Tea
16.00 - 16.20
16.20 - 16.40
16.40 - 17.00
17.00 - 17.20

Wednesday
9.30 - 9.50
9.50- 10.10
10.10 - 10.30
10.30 - 10.50

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 4/1

Chair: JFY Brookfield

150 Holland PWH. Garcia
Femandez J, Williams N.
Sherman A, Patton S &
Shimeld S
13a Averof M & Akam M
175 King V

Homeobox genes and chordate evolution

Hox genes and the divemfication of insectcrustacean body plans
Evolution of SRY in the Felidae

Chair: JFY Brookfield

10 Anxolabherc D &
Nouaud D
358 Schlotterer C

Generat Discussion

P sequences in Drosophila where did they come
from and where are they going ?
ITS polymorphisms and their meaning for concerted
evolution in Drosophila melanogaster

Chair: L Bachmann

29 BeyeM

325
Schmid
K &
Tautz D
.c n
u
T
15 Bachmann L, Venanzcm F
& Sbord- ni V
205 Machado CA Herre EA &
Bermingham h
Chair: W Stephan
186 Koufopanou V. Bun A &
Taylor J
183 Kostia S. Ruohonen-Lehto
M & Varvio S-L
193 Lachmann M
347 Stephan W. Kirby DA &
Muse SV

The homeobox genes Arup. Dfd and Sxr Cluster in
the honeybee (Apis mellifera L.)
Evolutionary divergence of Drosophila genes
Tandemly repeated satellite DNA of Dolichopoda
schimazzii: a lest for models of the evolution of
highly repetitive DNA
Fig wasps. nematodes and Ihe generation time effecl
in molecular evolution

Molecular evolution of three funeal protcins
Aniodactyl genome flngerprintine bv SINE-PCR and
—i-PCR
DI^D
SSR-anchored
Are random changes Ihe optimal way to change the
DNA ?
Epistasis and the evolution of compensatory
mutations

Chair: JB Braverman
289 Pritchard JK & Schaeffer
SW

44 Braverman JB, Langley CH
& Aguade M
163 Jenkins DL, Ortiori CA &
Brookfield JFY
78 Cunningham C, Bull J &
HMlis I)

Levels of DNA sequence Variation in a Drosophila
melano/tasier pseudogene provide evidence of linked
directional selection
Evidence for genelic hitch-hiking at the essil wins
locus of Drosophila melanogasier
A lest of adaptive evolution in DNA sequences
Controlling transcription
Replicable in vitro DNA sequence evolution of
^

Posters

2)
17 Bakardjieva NT
67 Cirera S & Aguade M
154 Horak R, Kasak L &
KivisaarM
204 Lunadei M, Perani P.
Caccio S. Saccone S &
Bemardi G
220 Martin Campos JM &
Aguade M
265 Varvio S-L & Onkamo P
270 Palo J & Varvio S-L
322 Scapoli C, Nesli C,
Meloncelli D & Barrai 1
420 Yurchenko VY &
Kolesnikov AA
310 Rozas J & Rozas R

Processes of molecular cvolution

Some tendencies in the evolution ot enzymcs in
plants
The sex peptide in Drosophii.i: evolution at ihe
molecular level
Mutational processes in nongrowing cells of
Pseudomonas putida under stress conditions
Single-copy sequence homology among the GCrichesi isochores of the genomes from cold-blooded
vertebrates
Evolution of the Pgd region in Drosophila
subobscura: relationship between chromosomal and
molecular polymorphism
Microsaiellite mutation mechanisms in Artiodactyls:
allele sequence differences within and between
species
Moose, Alces alces, lacks microsaiellite Variation
within and between Eurasian and Canadian
populations
Asymmetrie Strand mutation induced by methylases
The evolution of minicircles in Trypanosomotids
DnaSP, DNA sequence polymorphism: an interactive
Computer program for estimatihg population genetic
parameteni from DNA sequence data

3)

Evolution of plant-parasite interactions

Arjen Biere & Joop Ouborg,
Netherlands Inst, of Ecology. P.O.Box 40, NL6666 ZG Heteren. Netherlands

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 2

ednesday
9.30- 9.40
9.40- 10.20
10.20 -11.00

Chair: A Biere

i Burdon
22 Barrett J
335 SimmsEL

Coffee

Introduclion
Classic genetic models in coevolution
Costs and benefits of plant response to herbivore and
pathogens

Chair: A Biere
11.30 -12.15

6 1 2 1 5 - 13.00

Thursday

102 Ennos R & McConnell KC
49 Burdon J & Ericson L

Chair: J Ouborg

14.00- 14.30

416 W00ID

14.30 -15.00

382 Vanderberghe F &
Chavigny P
407 Wennstrom.;

15.00 -15.30

Phenotypic Variation in plant resistance - implications
for pathogen evolulion
Metapopulations: an appropriate framework for
studying (he dynamics of spatially dispersed hostpathogen interactions

Tea

The shapes of aphid galls: insect control and/or plant
constraints
Host plant species as a factor influencing genetic
diversity in populations of aphids Aphis gnssypii
Interactions between systemic diseases and plants in
natural plant populations

Chair : J Ouborg
98 16.00- 16.30
16.30 -17.00

^17.00 -17.30

80 Damgaard C & Ostergaard
H
30 Biere A & Honders S

268 Ouborg NJ&MuddeCL

Density dependent growth of the barley powdery
mildew fungus: infection efficiency and spore
production
Variation in reproductive success of the anther smut
fungus Usiilago viohcea on two related host species,
Silene alba and 5. dinica
Population size, inbreeding and disease susceptibilily
- IJsnia^o
palhosyslcm

Posters
Klein M

258 Nyman T, Roininen H &
Vuorinen J
261 O Hara RB & Brown JKM

Indicalors for biotopic management: analyscs of the
Cynipid Isocolus scabiosae galling differcnt host
plant simctures
Evolution of differem gall lypes in willow fceding
sawflies (Hymenoptera: Tenthrilidae)
Frcquency and density dependent fitness in the wheat
mildew fungus

4)

The genetic basis of adaptation and speciation
Peter Keightley, Beate Nürnberger & Michael Whitlock,
ICAPB, Univ. of Edinburgh. West Mains Rd.. EH9 3JT, UK

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 4

Monday
9.30 - 10.00

Chair: B Nürnberger
151 Hollocher H

10.00 - 10.30

299 Rieseberg LH

10.30 - 11.00

269 Palopoli M & Wu C-I

Genetic pattems of sexual Isolation in Drosophila
tneUmogaster
Genie and stmctural bamer* to introgression as
nevealed by genomic mapping
The genetic basis of hybrid male sterility between
Drosophila sibling species. rapidly spinning a
complex web of epistasis

Coffee

Chair: P Keightley
11.30 - 12.00

202 Long AD, Mullaney SL.
Reid LA. Langley CH &
Mackay TFC

12.00 - 12.30

319 Kuutinen H & Savolainen
O
209 Mackay TFC. Lyman RF &
Fry JD

12.30 - 13.00

1s Standing Variation in quantitative traits due to allelic
variants at candidate neurogenic loci? Evidence from
QTL mapping and quantitative complementation
testing in Drosophila
Genetic basis of flowering time Variation
The genetic basis of quantitative genetic Variation:
candidate genes and Drosophila bristle number

Lunch

Chair: M Whitlock
14.00 - 14.20
14.20 - 14.40
<-rS- 14,.40 - 15.00
>15.'.00 - 15.20

105 EtgesWJ
60 Carriere Y & Rolf DA
227 Meagher TR & Costich DE
374 van Delden W & Kamping
A

Genetics of ineipient speciation in Drosophila
mojavensis: the role of epicuticular hydrocarbons
Change in genetic architecture resulting from the
evolution of insecticide resistance
Nuclear DNA content and floral evolution
The relationship between laliludinal clines for
allozymes. inversions and life history traits in
Drosophila melanogasler

Chair: M Whitlock
381 van Tienderen P
387 Verhoog M. Brakefield P &
Holloway GJ
194 Lehmann C
17,00 - 17.20

212a Mallet J

Natural Variation in flowering lime in Arabidopsis
ihuluina
Melanie genes: theireffects on fitness
Heavy metal tolerance in populations of
Calamaxrosiis epigejos (L.) Roth and Agropyron
repens (L.) P. Btauv
Mimicry, raciation and speciation in Heliconius butterflies

Posters
184

Kosuda K Effect of melärT 'ic tumours on ihe adult viabilily of their
carricrs in Drosophila melanogaster
224 McCabe J & Panridge L
Direcl and correlated responses to seleclion on wing
area with constant cell size in Drosophila
melanogaster
262
Oka N & Okuyama M Why have the diving birds been heavily victimized by oil
pollution? Aspect of an evolutionary adaptation in nutritive
depot stmeture of diving birds
370
Vakkari P Induslrial melantsm of moths in Finland

5)

The evolutionary biology of trees and forests
Adrian Newton. IERM. Univ. of Edinburgh, West Mains Rd.. EH9 3JU. UK

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 2

Monday

Chair: A Newton

9.30 - 10.00

355 Szmidt A. Wang X-R. Lu
M-Z & Parducci L

10.00 - 10.30

336 Sinclair W, Mornian J &
EnnosR
126 Gillies ACM. Wilson J &
Newton A

10.30 - 11.00

Coffee
410 White L & Abemethy K

12.00 - 12.30

138 Harris SA

12.30 - 13.00

282 Pennington RT

Lunch

14.20 - 14.40
14.40 - 15.00

15.00 - 15.20

16.20 - 16.40
16.40 - 17.00

Aucumea klaintana: a Pleistocene success story now
in decline ?
Molecular markers and the study of evolulion and
systematics in tropical tree legumes
Phylogenetics of tropical trees: combining molecular
and morphological data in Andira (Leguminosae.
Dalbergieae) to study dispersal biology

Chair: W Sinclair
207 Machon N, Godelle B &
Gouyon P-H
290 Pras-Glowacki W &
Wysocka'ü
385 Vendramin GG. Vicario F.
Lelli L & Rossi P
203 Lu M-Z. Szmidt AE &
Wang X-R

Tea
16.00 - 16.20

An examination of genetic diversity within and
between provenances of Cedrela odorata (mahoeanv)
using RAPD markers

Chair: A Newton

11.30 - 12.00

14.00 - 14.20

Population genetic stmcture of Pinus sylvestris (L )
revealed by analysis of allozymc and RAPD
Variation: discrepancies and similarities
Mitochondrial markers in native Scots Pine

W Sinclair
Villani F. Chembini M.
Cesaroni D & Sbordoni V
8 Alslrom-Rapaport C &
Gullberg U
98 Easton E

How did forest trees colonize Europe?
Genetic stmcture of Pinus mugo Turro populations
from the Tatra mountains
Genetic relationships among A. alba and the relic
population of A. nebrodensis based on RAPD
markers and chloroplast DNA Variation
Molecular characterisation of randomly amplified
Polymorphie DNAs (RAPDs) in Pinus sylvestris '

Chair:

391

Geographie Variation and genetic stmcture in natural
populations of Castanea sativa Mill. in Turkey
Sex ratio and sex determination in the dioecious
willow species Salix viminalis
Analysis of genetic diversity and clonal spread in
discrete populations of aspen (Populus tremula L.)

Posters
63 thevallier M H & BorgeI Ä
180 Koelwyn HP. Savolainen O
& Koski V
213 Malvolti ME. Spada M .
Beritognolo I & Cannata F
369 VakkariRÄ Mattila A

Contnbution to the Classification
32 Acacia with
reference to their genome size deiermined by flow
cytometry
Inbreeding depression in Scots Pine: the later life
stages
Genetic variability in European naturalised Stands of
Juglans regia L.
Genetic Variation in the Stands of English oak
(Quercus robor) and European white elm (Vlmus
laevis) in Finland

6)

Developmental stability

John Manning, Environ. and Evol. Biol., Univ. of Liverpool. PO Box 147, L69 3BX, UK
Anders Pape Meiler. Population Biol.. Copenhagen Univ., Universiietsparke/i 15, DK-2100

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 1
Chair: AP Moller

Monday
14.00 - 14.10
14.10 - 14.30

Moller AP
42
Kesbeke F & Saccheri I

14.30 - 14.50

122

14.50 - 15.10
15.10 - 15.30

214
240

Introduclion
Developmental stability, genetics and eyespot
formation on Bicyclus wings
Developmental instability and human functional brain
asymmetnes
Asymmetry and the menstrual cycle in women
A meta-analysis of the heritability of developmental
stability

Tca

Chair: AP Moller
16.20 - 16.40

295 Raymond M. Pontier D,
Dufour AB & Moller AP
353

16.40 - 17.00

361

17.00 - 17.20

411

16.00 - 16.20

17.20 - 17.30

Tuesday

Moller AP

187a

9.50 - 10.10

278

10.10 - 10.30

234
Godelle B, Dajoz I, TillBottraud l <& Gouyon P-H

10.30 - 10.50
10.50 - 11.10

Plumage conduion affects flight Performance in
starlings: implicalions for developmental
homeostasis, abrasion and moult
Fluctuating asymmetry and honest signalling of
phenotypic quality in human sexual selection
Gene families, partial functional redundancy and
genetic stability
Conclusion

Chair: JT Manning

9.50

9.30 -

An evolutionary explanation for human handedness

7
306 Rodionova NV

A study of phenotypic variance of bilateral traits in
fishes
On the evolutionary stability of ontogenesis in a statedependent model of Leslie type for a population with
age structure
Pollen aperture morphogenesis: what is the ränge of
possible forms ?
Developmental stability before and after meiotic
recombination in subspecific hybrids of European
house mice
Cellular mechunisms of resorbtive processes in the
developing skeleton in the different classes of
venebrate

1)

Conflicting and concordant data sets in molecular systematics

Jeffrey Powell. Biology OML427. Yale Universily, New Häven CT 06520-8104 USA
Rory Post. Entomology, Wageningen Agric. Univ., Poslbus 8031. 6700 EH. Netherlands

Sponsored by ihe International Society for Biochemical Svslematics
Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 4

Thursday

Chair: R Post

9.30 - 10.00

56 Caccone A. Garcia BA &
Powell JT

10.00 - 10.30

223 Ruvinsky I & Maxson L

10.30 - 11.00

286 Post RJ. Rubio JM &
Martin PEM

Coffee

The Anopheles gambiae complex: contrasting
phylogenies from nuclear and mitochondrial DNA
sequences in mosquitoes
Phylogenetic relationships among families of modern
frogs (Bufonidae): insights from mitochondrial gene
sequences
Evolution of major sperm protein genes in parasitic
and other nematodes

Chair: R Post
11.30 - 12.00

320 Sbordoni V

12.00 - 12.30

235 Milinkovitch MC. Adachi J,
LeDuc R. Famir F. Georges
M & Hasegawa M
330 Sharp P

12.30 - 13.00
Lunch

Concordant vs conflicting character sets in
systematics: hints from Dolichopoda
A sensitivity approach to character-type weighting
and species sampling allows resolution of conflicts in
molecular phylogenetic analysis

Chair: V Sbordoni

14.(K) - 14.20

127 Gleason J & Powell JR

14.20 - 14.40

229 Mes IHM & t Hart H

14.40 - 15.00

349 Stevens J & Wall R

15.00- 15.20

275 Pascual M. Balanya J.
Latone A & Serra L

Tea

A molecular phylogeny of Ihe DromphiUi mUisumi
sibling species based on period. Adh and cxtochrome
oxidase subunil 1 DNA sequences
Ciadistic analysis of combined datasets to resolve
radiation events in Aeonium (Crassulaceae)
Genelic Variation in populations of the blowfly
Lucilla sericata: mtDNA sequences and RAPD
analysis

Diagnosis of sibling species of Drnsnphiki by ihree
molecular techniques

Chair: V Sbordoni
16.00 - 16.20

111 Flook P & Rowell H

16.20 - 16.40

132 Grau R & Bachmann L

16.40 - 17.00

422 Zhang D-X & Hewitt GM

17.00 - 17.20

58a Carlos J. Oromi P & Hewitt
GM

The use of mtDNA sequences for phylogenetic
reconstruction of higher Order insect relationships
The intergenic spacen; of the 5S rDNA genes: a
suitable marker for phylogenetic analysis 7
Insect mitochondrial control negion: stracture.
evolution and usefulness in evolutionary studies
Phylogenetic and population studies on Canadian
darkling beetles of the geners Pimeliu and Hemeler
(Tenebrionidae. Coleoptera) using mtDNA sequences

7)
Friday
9,30- 11.00
Coffee

RPost
Chair: R Post

11.30 - 11.50

255 Noble LR. Jones CS,
Vemon JG & Okamura B

11.50 - 12.10

192 Kuusipalo KL

12.10 - 12.30

287 Pouyand L. Desmarais E,
Chenuil A, Bonhomme F &
Agnese J-F
123 Gaiesy J & Arciander P

12.30 • 12.50

Conflicting and concordant data sets
in molecular systematics

Tour of posters
A molecular and morphological investigalion ofthe
large arionids (Mollusca: Pulmonata) of NW Europe:
identifying friend and foe
Divereification of endemic Nile Perch Lates mariae
(Centropomidae, Pisces) populations in Lake
Tanganyika, east Africa, studied with RAPD-PCR
Phylogenetic relationships and systematics of the
Oreoehromis niloticus subspecies complex (Pisces:
Cichlidae) with use of microsatellite markers
Phylogenetic placement of the recently discovered Vu
Quang ox based on multiple genetic loci

Lunch

Chair: R Crozier
76 Crozier RH. Dobric N. Imai Molecular phylogeny of the Myrmecia pilosula
HT. Graur D, Coumuet J-M group, including ants with the lowest (possible)
& Taylor RW
chromosome number
The systematics of the New Zealand flightless beeile
103 Emerson BC & Wallis G
14.20 - 14.50
genus Prodontria with some biogeographic and
conservation implications
14.50 - 15.10 211b Malacrida AR, Guglielmino Genetic analysis and phylogenetic inferences among
CR, D Adam P, Toni C,
species of Tephritid flies
Marinoni F & Gasperi G
15.10 - 15.30
279 Paulauskas A, Smoga A &
Genetic variety and phylogeny of the Anseriformes
Mozaliene E
order
14.00 - 14.20

Tea

Chair: R Crozier
16,00 - 16.20

417 Wusier W & Salamao MG

16.20- 16.40

66 Cimamta R, Forti G,
Nascetii G & Bullini L

16.40 - 17.00

349a Stewart D. Hoch R,
Sutherland B & Zouros L

17.00

mtDNA evolution of neotropical pit vipers (Bothrops
atrox species group)
Reproductive Isolation and parapatric habitat
displacement between the sibling species
Hydromantes amhrosii and H. strinaiii
Accelerated rates of molecular evolution in the blue
mussei, Mvtilus

hiternattonal Society of Biochemical
Systematics business meeting

Posters

7)
& 18 Bandi C. Corona S.
gl
Damiani G. Grigolo A,
M
Magrassi L, Sacchi L &
Sironi M
27 Bensasson D
19 Bianciotti V, Bandi C,
Minerdi D, Sironi M &
Bonfante C
48 Buades C. Carrio R, Moya
A & Lattore A
77 Cuenoud P. Andrews S,
Spichiger R & Manen J-M
97 Dijksira E, Posi RJ & de
Vryer PW
168 Jones C. Noble L &
Rollinson D
196
217
218
256
272

277
315
321
345

368
372
373

375
302

Conflicting and concordant data sets
in molecular systematics

Endocytobiosis in cockroaches and lermites: a
phylogenetic approach

Using mitochondrial DNA to examine the Pleistocene
history of Podisma pedestris
The bacterial endosymbiont of a mycorrhizal fungus
belongs to the rDNA group II of Pseudomonads

Molecular phylogeny of the family Aphididae based on
different subunits of the F-ATPase complex
Preliminary results on the phylogeny and
biogeography of (he genus Hex (Aquifoliaceae)
The choice of DNA sequence for taxonomic studies
of planthoppers (Homoptera: Dlphacidae)
Molecular characterization of the Bullmus forskalii
group (gastropoda: Planorbidae) in Cameroon. West
Afnca; intermediale hosts for Schislosoma spp.
Leskinen E & Pamilo P
Evolution of Baltic Sea Enieromorpha (Chlrophyta)
based on nuclear rDNA ITS sequences
Mantovani B. Tinti F. Scali Molecular characterization of the BaB300 satellite
V & Bachmann L
DNA family in hacillus stick insects
Marchi A, Addis G & Cmjar Geneiic stracture and divergence of Pnlwmmatus
R
coridon (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) from the island of
Sardinia
Said MMS Noble LR &
The amplification and characterization of
Craig IW
cholinesterase-like genes in various organisms
Palacios C & GonzalesPhylogenetic relalionships in genus Limonium
Candelas F
(Plumbaginaceae) inferred from cpDNA restriction
analysis
Passamonti M. Mantovani B Preliminary analysis of satellite DNA In four species
& Scali V
of tapetinae (Bivalvia: Veneridae)
Sanlucci F. Cicolani B
Preliminary data on genetic differentialion between
Andreani P & Bullini L
frehwater crayfish
Venanzetti F. Bachmann L
Highly repetitive satellite DNA :is a molecular marker
& Sbordoni V
for phylogenetic analyses of the genus Dolichopodti
Siauffer C & Lakatos F
Phylogenetic relalionship of the European tps De
Geer bark beetles (Coleopiera. Scolytidae): a
mitochondrial DNA and allozyme analysis
Vachot A-M & Monnerot M Access to museum collections for evolutionary
studies
van de Peer Y & de Wächter TREECON for Windows: a Software package for the
R
construction and drawing of evolutionary trees for
the Microsoft Windows environment
van de Peer Y, van der
The evolution of stramenopiles and alueolates based
Auwera G & de Wächter R
on small ribosomal subunit RNA taking into account
nucleotide variabilily
van der Auwera G, de Rijk
The phylogeny of the mastigomycetes as inferred
P & de Wachler R
from large ri bosomal subunit RNA sequences
Rey 1. Arano B &
When explosive chromosome divergence does not
Machordom A
run parallel to genic differentialion: the case of the
JossoriaUodents^>f^hej£enus^>n»mvj^^^^^^^^

8)

Behaviour and evolution

Linda Partridge, Genetics & Biometry, Universily College London,
4 Stephenson Way. NWI 2HE, UK

George Square Lecture Theatre

Chair: L Partridge

Tuesday
14.00 - 14.45
14.45 - 15.30
Tea

Chair: L Partridge

16.00 - 16.45
16.45 - 17.30

Wednesdaiy
9.30-

9.!50

9.50 - 10.10
10.10 - 10.30
10.30 - 10.50
Coffee

I

89 Dias P & Blondel J
2 AlamloR

Chair: B-E Saether
153 Horak P
169 Joensson KI. Tuomi J &
Järemo J
312 Saether B-E. Andersen R &
Torkild TveraaT
331 Sheldon B, Gustafsson L &
Quamstrom A

Chair: P Forslund

11.30 - 11.50
11.50 - 12.10
12.10 - 12.30
12.30 - 12.50

Thursday
9.30-

273 Parker G
173 Keller L

9.50

9.50 - 10.10

113 Forslund P
341a Soler JJ & Moller AP

348 Stern DL
39 Boulinier T, Monnat J-Y &
Danchin E

Chair: S Parri
11 Cook J. West S & Compton
S
145 Hellriegel B & Ward PI

10.10 - 10.30

185 KoliahoJ

10.30 - 10.50

274 Parri S

Coffee

Chair: M Kirkpalrick
11.30 - 11.50

176a Kirkpatrick M

11.50 - 12.10

82 DawsonK

12.10 - 12.30

305 Ritchie MG

12.30 - 12.50

210 Mackenzie A. Reynolds J &
Sulherland W

Sperm competition games
Evolution of partitioning of reproduction in animal
societies

Adaptation and local maladaptation in Medilerranean
blue tits
Evolution of lekking behaviour

Life hislory evolution
Selection on female phenotypic quality in the Geeat
Tit
The consequences of pre- and post-breeding costs of
reproduction on the evolution of reproduclive effon
tactics
How do long-lived seabirds avoid over-investing in
their offspring?
Trade-offs between life history traits and sexual
omaments
-

Parasitism
Intraspecific nest parasitism in the bamacle goose:
behavioural tactics of parasites and hosts
Cuckoo host selection: characteristics determining the
selection of the host by the European cuckoo
(Cuculus canorus)
Phylogenetic evidence that aphids. rather than plants,
determine gall morphology
Ectoparasitism as a faclor of habitat selection in a
colonial bird

Sexual selection
Male dimorphism. alternative mating strategies and
virginity in Hg wasps
Sperm competition in the yellow dung fly
Scathophaga siercorarici: adding the female
perspective
Sexual selection in a wolf spider: male dmmming
activity. body > 'e and viability
Female prefereni.es for male dmmming Signals in a
wolf spider Hygrolycosa rubrofasciara

Sexual selection
Evolution of mating preferences for male geneuc
quality
Evolutionary consequences of a trade-off between
parenlal effort and mating effon
The "shape" of female mating preferences in a
bushcricket
Assessing potential sexual selection on leks

_g_)
Thursday

Chair: RA Johnstone

1 14.00 - 14.20

137a Hammereiein P

14.20 - 14.40

246 Nagelkerke CJ

14.40 - 15.00

409 West S & Flanagan K

I 15.00 -

15.20
15.20 - 15.40

167 Johnstone RA
253 Nishimura K & Yamakita N

Tea

Chair: T Boulinier
16.00 - 16.20
16.20 - 16.40

16.40 - 17.00

Friday
9.30 -

86 De Meester L. Weider U &
Tollrian R
291 Pulido F & Benhold P

356a TaneyhillD

Chair: A Sih
9.50

9.50- 10.10

215 Mappes J & Alatalo R
114 Forsmann A

10.10 - 10.30

334 Sih A & Slorfer A

10.30 - 10.50

341 Smithson A & Macnair MR

Coffee

/.

Chair: L Willing

^ 11.30 - 11.50
j|ll 50 - 12.10
12.10 - 12.30
12.30 - 12.50

115 Frischknecht M
413 WiningL
285a Popovkina A
393 Vogl C & Gnllitsch B

Behaviour and evolution
Evolutionarily stähle Strategien

Phenolypic and genetic approaches to evolution; a
new synthesis?
Hierarchical levels of spatial structure and their
consequences for the evolution of sex allocation in
mites and other anhropods
Simultaneous optimisation of sex allocation and
clutch size
Multiple displays in animal communication
Evolution of cannibalism: a simple strategy model in
the view of parental control

EcologV
Diel vertical migration and size dependent habitat
panitioning in Daphnia a towerexperiment on the
impact of fish predation on clonal existence
Relalionship between incidence and amount of
migratory activity in the blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) consequences for the evolution of sedentariness in a
migratory bird species
Rules and mechanisms in the evolution of foraging
behaviour
Colour.s
Synergistic selection on waming coloration:
experiments with traditional and novel Signal
Opposing fitness consequences of colour pattem in
male and female snakes
The evolution of ineffective anlipredator behaviour in
a sunfish-salamander System
Frequency-dependent fitness and the evolution of
floral traits through pollinator behaviour pattems

Ecology
Predators choosing between patches with a Standing
crop: the inlluence of leaming rules and input types
The body mass allometries as evolutionarily
determined by the foraging process of mobile
organisms
Behavioural changes in Ruddy Shelducks (Tadoma
fermginea Pall.) of the Askania-Nova population
Quantification of swimming behaviour of fish with
^jmjmtomated^ideomonitonnij^stern^^^^^^^^^

jy_=I_5£|iavjour_and^evoliUion=
Friday
14.00 - 14.20

Chair: JJ Boomsma
36 Boomsma JJ

14.20 - 14.40

106 Fjerdingsiad El, Boomsma
JJ. Thoreu P & Paxton RJ

14.40 - 15.00

280 Paxton RJ, Thoren P,
Tengo J & Esloup A
243 Moritz RFA & Schmitz J

15.00 - 15.20
Tea

Chair: E Svensson
16 00 - 16.20

352 Svensson E & Nilsson J-A

16.20 - 16.40

314 Sandeil M

16.40 - 17.00

339 Smith HG & Wennerberg L

17.00 - 17.20

351 Sundstrom L & Chapuisat
M
398 Walin L & Seppa P

17.20 - 17.40

Social evolution
Queen-male conflict over mating in eusocial
hymenoptera: eager females and reluctant males ?
Pattems of polyandry in the leafcutter am Ana
columbica - microsatellite generic data and sperni
counts compared
Genetical relatedness in a communal bee using
microsatellite loci
Sociality and the rate of evolution in social wasps

Sex allocation
Mate quality affects offspring sex ratio in the blue tit
(Parus caeruleus)
Female-female competition and the role of females in
influencing mating Systems
Patemity and patemal care in polygynous European
starlings
Facultative sex ratio biasing in ants
Sex allocation of the two forms of Myrmica

Posters
34 Blier P & Lemieux H
244 Mountsen KN
61a Chapman T, Gray N &
Panridge L
219 Marrow P, Stevenson 1R,
Clulton-Brock TH.
Housion AI & McNamara
JM
254 Noach EJK.de Jong G &
Scharloo W
328 Sella G, Besostri Grimaldi
B. Premoli MC & Ramella L
112 Forchhammer MC &
Boomsma JJ
22()a Maninez JG. Soler M &
Soler JJ
125 Gensch P & Fjerdingstad EJ
133 Groolaen P

337 Skarsiein F & Folstad I

Energetic meiabolism and habitat competition in
Nereis virens
Crawling behaviour in Macoma balthica: ihe parasilemanipulation hypothesis revisited
Nulrilion, age at reproduclion and the cost of mating
in female Drosophila melanogaster
Reproductive decisions and life history lactics in
Soay sheep

Locomotor activity in selection lines of Drosophila
mekmogasier
Sex ratio and local mate competition in Dinophilus
Xyrocillatus
Wait or wander: the evolution of mating system in
musk oxen
Egg destruction by great spotted cuckoos: adapiation
orexaptation?
Efficiency of detecting multiple inseminations in ants
at different levels of sperm bias using microsatellite
markers
Male secondary sexual characters and sexual
selection in the n. wne fly genus Cymatopus
(Insecta. Diptera, Dolichopodidae)
On sperm and the immunocompeience handicap

Evolution of life cycles and mating Systems

9)

Richard Ennos, IERM, Univ. of Edinburgh, West Mains Rd.. EH9 3JU, UK
Sarah Otto. ICAPB, Univ. of Edinburgh, West Mains Rd.. EH9 3JT UK
Rolf Hoekstra, Genetics, Wageningen Univ., Dreijenlaan 2, NL6703'HA Wageningen, Netherlands

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 3

Monday

(

14.00 - 14.30
14.30 - 15.00
15.00 - 15.30
Tea

1

16.00 - 16.30
16.30- 17.00
17.00 - 17.30

Tuesday
9.30-

10.00

Chair: RF Hoekstra

25 Bell G
148 Hoekstra RF
129 GoffL

Comparative biology of life cycles in seaweeds
Evolutionary biology of fungi: promises and problems
The evolution of parasitism in red algae

Chair: RF Hoekstra

Algae

267 Otto SP

What population genetic models predict about the
distribution of haploidy and diploidy
87 De Visser A. Hoekstra RF
Deleterious mutations and the ecology of sex in
& Van den Ende H
Chlamydomonas
401 Wattier R, Destombe C.
r r — ^ genetic structure of a
,, ,
'Population
• " haplo-diploid
• • » p i u - u i p i u i a red
r e o seaweed
seaweed
Valero M. Dallas J & Veuille Gracilana verrucosa: within population microdifferentiation
M
and breeding System

Chair: F Debets
88 Debets F

10.00 - 10.30

293 Ramsdale M & Rayner
ADM

10.30 - I 1.00

247 NautaM

Fungi
The dynamics of mitochondrial plasmids in a Hawaiian
population of Neurospera intermedia
Relationships between genomic conflict and phenolypic
instability following sympatric and allopatric matings in
basidiomycete fungi
Is the highly Polymorphie vegetative incompatibility System
selectively neutral?

Coffee

Chair: SP Otto
11.30 - 12.00

31 Biermann GH

12.00 - 12.30

53 Burt A, Carter DA, Koenig
GL. White TJ & Taylor JW
85 De Haan A & Van Damme
JMM

12.30 - 13.00

Gamete recognition and molecular Variation in circumarctic
sea urchins (Echinoidea: Strongyloccntridae)
Molecular markers reveal cryptic sex in the human pathogen
Coccoides immitis
The maintenance of male sterility

Lunch
14.00 - 14.20

Chair: X Vekemans
256a Noirot M

14.20 - 14.40

222 Maurice S

14.40 - 15.00

344 Staedler T

15.00 - 15.20

384 Vekemans X

Tea

Chair: NK Michiels

16.00 - 16.20

93 Doums C. Delay B & Jame
P

16.20 - 16.40

233 Michiels NK. Weinzierl RP
& Streng A
189 Kraak SBM & de Looze
EMA

16.40 - 17.00

Evolutionary potentialities in agamic complex: old and new
concepts
The effect of pollen limitation on plant reproduetive Systems
and the maintenance of sexual polymorphism
Gene siiencing and mating sysiem evolution in polyploid
hermaphrodites
Inference on ancient population genetic parameters from
sequence data on multiallelic mating System loci in plants: a
dream or reality ?

The evolution of phally polymorphism in the hermaphrodite
freshwater snail Bitlinus tnwraius: genetic Variation of the
aphally frequency within and between populations
Sperm exchange in the planarian flalworm Dugesia
polychroa. a simultaneous hermaphrodite: do they trade?
A new hypothesis on the evolution of sex determination in
vertebrates; big females ZW. big males XY

10) Complex dynamics and evolution
Michael Doebeli, Zoology Institute, Univ. of Basel, Rheinsprung

4. CH-4051 Basel, Switzerland

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 3

Wednesday
9 30-

10.00

10.00 - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00

Chair: M Doebeli

The evolution of populalion dynamics

392 Visser ME, Rohani P &
Driessen G
128 Godfray HCJ, Briggs CJ &
Wilson HB
195 Lenski R & Travisano M

Ecological versus evolutionary stability: does natural selection
promote pereistence of host-parasitoid interactions?
Joint evolutionary and population dynamics in insecl-natural
enemy interactions
Dynamics of adaptation and divercification: a 10.000 year
experimenl with bacteria

Coffee

Chair: M Doebeli
11.30 - 12.00

294 Rand DA

12.00 - 12.30

107 Fernere R & Gallo M

12.30 - 13.00

230 Metz H

Thursday

Chair: J Koella

9.30

9.50

9.50

10.10

414 Witting L

10.10

10.30

10.30
Coffee

10.50

371 van Bahlen M & Sabelis
MW
179 Koella J & Doebeli M

11.30

1 1.50

II 50

12.10

83 DeJongG

Chair: C Cannings

12.10 - 12.30
12.30 - 12.50

Friday
11.30 - 11.50
11.50 - 12.10
12.10 - 12.30
12.30 - 12.50

28 Bergslrom CT. GodfreySmith P & Lachmann M
58 Cannings C, Broom M &
Vickers GT
45a Broom M. Cannings C &
Vickers G
379 van Dooren T. Melz JAJ &
Maithysen E

Chair: R Bürger
28 I Peck JR & Barreau G
52 Bürger R
75 Cmokrak P & Rolf DA
356 Tanaka Y & Roff DA

Lunch
14.00 -14.20
14.20 - 14.40
14.40 - 15.00

Evolutionary dynamics of some spatially extended individualbased sysiems
Proteclive chaos favored by natural selection in
metapopulations
Adaptive dynamics and evolutionarily Singular strategies:
geometrical consequences of nearly faithful reproduction

Chair: JR Peck

244a Muller AWJ
161 JakoE
365 Ujhelyi M

Genotypic demography: simultaneous dynamics of numbers
and allele frequencies
Population dynamics by density dependent life-history
evolution
Non-equilibrium dynamic of ideal and free' prey and
predators
The evolution of simple populalion dynamics

Game iheory
Competition between pure and mixed strategists in
evolutionary games
Evolutionary conflicts with multiple constraints
A sequential arrivals model of territory acquisition
Delayed maturation in semelparous populations with nonequilibrium dynamics

Quantitative genetics
Genetic drift and the evolution of sex
The distribution of quantitative traits under mutation, selection
and drift
Dominance variance: associations with selection and fitness
The maintenance of alternative phenotypes by threshold
selection. mutation and drift

Origins
Were Ihe first organisms heat engines ? A new paradigm
for the origin of life and early evolution
Transfer RNA identity in mathematical logical language
Some thoughts about the origins of syntax

Tea
16.IX) - 16.20
16 20 - 16.40
16.40 - 17.00
17.00 - 17.20
17.20 - 17,40

Chair: T Kanecki

172 Kawecki T
92 Doebeli M
292 Pylkov K

90 Dieckmann U
130a Gorshkov A & Makarc'eva
AM

Speciation
Can mutations drive sympatric speciation?
A quantitative genetic model for sympatric speciation
A multilocus model of the selection barrier between
populations
The dynamical iheory of coevolution - a unifying penipeclive
The new explanation of Haldane's Rule

Posters

10)
M

Aparici Sanz E, Carmona
MI & Serra M
21 Barreau G & Peck JR
268a Ovsynnikov L & Passekov
B

C o m p l e x d y n a m i c s a n d e volution

Proportion among biscxually-reproducing mdividuals in
populations of monogonont rotifers: a theoretical approach
Fishenan mutations. epistasis and the transition from
sexuality to asexuality
Evolution of a resounce-consumer
Community with an
account of the genetic stnicture of the consumer population

11) The evolution of plasticity
Mark Kirkpatrick, Zoology, Univ. of Texas, Austin, TX 78712, USA
Gerdien de Jong, Vakgroep Populatie- en Evoluliebiologie,
Universiteit Utrecht, Padualaan 8, NL-3584 CH Utrecht, Netherlands

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 5/1

Monday
9.30 - 10.00
10.00- 10.30

Chair: M Kirkpatrick
177 Kirkpatrick M
43 Brakefield P, Kesbeke F &
Koch PB

10.30- 11.00
Coffee

346 Stearns SC & Kaiser M

11.30 -11.50
11.50 - 12.10

40 Bourguet D. Prout M &
Raymond M
307 RoffD

12.10 - 12.30
12 30 -12.50

412 Windig JJ
380 van Hinsberg A

Chair: D Bourauel

The evolution of plasticity
Plasticity: what is it. and whal is it good for?
Interactions between morphological and life history
traits and the evolution of plasticity in tropical
butterflies
Rapid evolution of'an induced life history response

The genetics of plasticity
Dominance level influenced by environmental
conditions
The evolution of genetic conelations: an analysis of
pattems
How to analyse the genetics of phenotypic plasticity ?
Responses and correlated responses to artificial
selection on leaf length in Ptamago lanceolata L.

Lunch

Chair: JR David

14.00 - 14.20
14.20 - 14.40
14.40 - 15.00
15.(X) • 15.20

14 Azevedo R, James AC &
Partridge L
162 James AC, Azevedo RBR &
Partridge L
81 David JR. Gibert P, Mretau
B. Morin JP & Petavy G
266 Ottenheim MM & Holloway
GJ

Development, physiology and morphology
Geographie Variation in phenotypic plasticity of wing
area and its cellular basis in Drosophila melanogaster
Phenotypic plasticity of development time and body
size in Drosophila melanogaster
Evolution of reaction norms in Drosophila: results of
a comparative approach among species
Wing load plasticity in Eristalisarbusrorum (Diptera:
Syrphidae)

Tea

Chair: D Rojf
16.00 - 16.20

120 GalisF

16.20 - 16.40

298 Reig S, Doadrio 1 &
Mironovsky A
357 Tarasjev A

16 40 - 17.00
17.00 - 17.20

17.20 - 17.40

Tuesday
9.30-

10.1X1

Development, physiology and morphology
Developmental plasticity and the facilitation of
evolutionary changes
Geometrie analysis of size and shape Variation in
barb morphotypes from Lake Tana (Ethiopia)
Phenotypic plasticity in Iris pumila - spalial and
temporal aspects
Phenotypic plasticity and cany-over effects

159 Jablonka E. Obomy B,
Molnar I, Kisdi E. Hortiauer
J & Czaran T
225a McWatters H & Saunders D Geographie Variation in diapause in the bluebottle
Colliphora vicina

Chair: G de Jong
84 De Jong G

10.00 -10 30

405 Weis AE & Brown DG

10.30 - 11.00

343 Spitze K

Coffee

Chair: J. Kozlowski
11.30- 11.50

34a Boersma M

11.50 - 12.10

108 Flanagan K & West S

12.10 - 12.30

182 Koskela E

12.30 - 12.50

188 Kozlowski J

The evolution of phenotypic plasticity in an
unpredictable environment
Plant defense as a system of cascading reaction
norms
Evolution of a generalisi genotype: assessing the
adaptiveness of phenotypic plasticity

Allocation of resources
The allocation of resources to reproduetion in
Daphnia
Sex allocation in response to varying host size in the
parasitoid, Achrysocharoides zwoelferi, a Held study
The trade-off between litter size and offspring
viability
Optimal allocation of resources explains Chamov's
hfc hiMorv iniarums for mdelcimmatc ^rowen^

1 1 ) T h e e v o l u t i o n of
*** Move to Lecture Theatre 1 ***

Tuesday
14.(X)- 14.20

Chair: A Lomnicki

14.20 -14.40
14.40 -15.00

216 Mappcs T. Koskela E &
Ylönen H
100 Ellers J
283 Perrin N

15.00 - 15.20

200 Lomnicki A

15.20 -15.40

342 Sorci G & Clobcrt J

Tea
16.00 - 16.20

PN 16.20 -16.40
16.40-17.00

Chair: G Sorci

402 Weber A

33 Blarer A. Docbeli M &
Steams SC
201 Lomönaco C. Gorur G &
Mackenzie A

17.00 - 17.20 268b Ovsynnikov L

Plasticity in life histories
Reproduclive cosls and offspring survival in relation
to litter size
Life hislory evolution in Ihe parasitoid Asobara tabida
Life-history responses to predation in Phvsa acuta
(Gastropoda)
Does reduced selection pressure on Tribolium
confusum in a favorable environment decrease their
filness in this environment ?
Phenotypic plasticity of growth and survival in the
common lizard (hicena vivipara)

Plasticity in life histories
Microevolutionary processes in Daphnia due to
prcdaiors
Pitfalls in diagnosing ageing from pattems of mortality and
fecundity
Phenotypic plasticity in fitness and morphological
traits of the black bean aphid Aphis fabae reared on
different host plants
Evolutionary optimal values of swimming velocity
and fertility of pelagic fish: conelation between
energy expenses for various kinds of vital activity

Posters
131 Gorur G Lomonaco C &
Mackenzie A
110 Fleming IA. Jonsson N &
Jonsson 6
116 Fry JD. Lee S & Mackay
117 Boriss H & Gabriel W
304 Rispe C. Simon JH-C &
Pierre J-S
301 Repka S & des Forges C
338 Smekens MJE
367 Uotila LA&NiemelaM

Phenotypic plasticity in aphids in response to host
plants and secondary chemicals
Phenotypically plastic response of egg production to
early growth in Atlantic salmon
The contribution of new mutations to genotypeenvironment interaction for fitness in Drosophila
melanoftcwer
The selective advantage of phenotypic plasticity in
vertical migraiion of Daphnia in a competition and
predation struclured Community
What to do when selection fluctuates: gamble, save
or both?
Inter- and intraspecific differences of Daphnia life
histories in response to two food sources,
Scenedesmus and Oscillatoria
Sali adaptation in a constant or (temporally or
spatially) varying environment
Plasticity in reproduclive tactics in a freshwater
colonial animal

12)

Selfish genetic elements

lan Hastings, ICAPB, Univ. of Edinburgh, West Mains Rd.. EH9 3JT, UK
Rolf Hoekstra, Genelics Dept., Wageningen Agriculeural University,
Dreijenlaan 2, NL6703 HA Wageningen, Netherlands

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 1

Friday

Chair: I Hastings

9.30 - 10.15

38 Bougard S

10.1.5 - 11.00

354 Szathmary E

B chromosomes: a classic case of selfish genetic
elements
Selfishness and the integration of genetic information
during evolutionary iransitions

Coffee

Chair: / Hostings
11.30 -1150

421 Zeyl C & Bell G

11.50 -12.10

152 Hoogland C & Biemont C

12.10 -12.30

390 Vieira C & Biemont C

12.30 -12.50

211a Malacnda AR, Toni C.
Costi S & Gasperi G

The spread of a retrotransposon in sexual and asexual
populations of yeast
Distribution of transposable elements along the
polytene chromosomes of Drosophila melanogasier
lest of the ectopic recombination model for
maintenance of insenion site number
Selection against transposable dement insertions is
stronger in Drosophila simulans than in D.
melanogaster
Germline and somatic instability in the medfly
Ceratitis capitata (Diptera, Tephritidae)

Lunch

Chair: G Bell
14.00 - 14.20
14.20 - 14.40

415 Willing L
5 Albert B

Selfish genetic elements as the optimal genetic Code
Evolution of plant mitochondrial genome: model of a
three-level selection process

Posters
376 van der Gaag M & Hoekstra
RF

Population genelic aspects of spore killing
in Podospnra ansehna

13) Chromosome Variation and evolution
Jeremy Searle & Heidi Haüffe, Biology. Univ. of York. Heslington. YOI 5DD. UK

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 1

Thursday
9.30 - 10.00
10.00 - 10.30

Chair: H Hauffe
423 Zima J, Rab P, Macholan M
& Phillips RB
9 Angus RB

10.30 - 11.00
Coffee

Chair: H Hauffe

11.30- 12.00

164 Jenkins G

12.00- 12.30

45 Britlon-Davidian J. Fei F.
Caalan J & Fi Hon V
221 Mason P, Serrano L, Bella
JL. de la Torre J. LopezFemandez C. Garcia de la
Vega C, Buno 1, Torreja E
& Gosalvez J

12.30 - 13.00

Chromosomal evolution in the mammals and fishes
of Europe
The use of chromosomes to elucidate biogeography
and speciation pattems in water beetles

Stmctural divergence of chromosomes and its effect
upon meiosis
Chromosomal clines in the Danish hybrid Zone
between European house mice
Population cytogenetics of a hybrid zone in the
grasshopper Chnnhippus parallelus

Lunch
14.00 - 14.20
14.20 - 14.40
14.40- 15.00
15.00 - 15.30

Chair: J B Searle
394 Volobouev V. Vogt V,
Malfoy B & Lulrillaux B
400 Warburton P, Haaf T,
GosdenJÄ Willard H
176 Kipling D, Mitchell AR &
Cooke HJ

Discussion

Repeated DNAs and chromosome evolution in three
Gerbillus spccies
Non-orthologous evolution of alpha satellite DNA at
the centromeres of humans and the great apes
Functional Organization of mouse centromeres -...
implications for evolution
DNA structure and chromosomal evolution

Tea

Chair: J B Searle
16.00 - 16.20

396 Vysolskaya LV

16.20 - 16.40

288 Price DJ & Sands DD

16.40 - 17.00
17.00 - 17.30

72 Cook L

Discussion

Robertsonian fusions. helerochromatin and chiasma
disiributions in the karyotype evolution of
grasshoppers
A neview of the chromosomes of Corydoras
catfishes, with a preliminary report on C. udolfi and
C. imitator, sympatric species from a tributary of the
upper Rio Negro
Extraordinary karyotypic Variation in Apiomnrpha. is
chromosomal evolution driving speciation?
General discussion on chromosomal Variation and
evolution

13) Chromosome Variation and evolution

Posters
51 Bugrov AG
94 Ducroz J-F, Granjon L &
Volobuev V
119 Galleni L, Telim A, Stanyon
R & Contadini L
134 Grozeva S & MaryanskaNadachowska A
141 Hauffe HC & Searle JB
276 Mcstres F. Sanz J, Pascual
M & Serra L
61b Charalambous M, Shelley
AJ, Maia-Herzog M &
Lima-Dias APA
313 Said K, Chatti N. Benzekri
K. Auffray J-C & BriltonDavidian J
327 Sella G, Vitturi R, Columba
MS, Protto P, Quaranta S &
Ramella L
418 Wyttenbach A
232 Michailova P Pelrova N
Ramella L Sella G &
Todorova D
274a Pascoe PL & Dixon DR

Sex-chromosome polymorphism and cytogenetics of
interpopulation hybrids in the grasshopper Podisma
sapporensis Shir.
Chromosomal, molecular and reproductive evidencc
for the presence of two distinct species of Arvicanthis
(Rodentia, Muridae) in West Africa
Sex chromosome evolution md specialion: the case
of the Savi pine vole, Micrvtus savii (Rodentii,
Arvicolodae)
Polymorphie sex chromosome mechanism in two
species of Cacopsylla (Homoptera, Psyllidae)
Fertility of house mice from a chromosomal hybrid
zone in the Ilali in Alps
Lack of recombination between chromosomal
arrangements in Drosophila subobscura
Chromosomal Variation in the biackfly onchocerciasis
vector Simulium guianense in Brazil
Fluctualing aymmetry in the chromosomal races of
house mouse in Tunisia and their hybrids
Nucleolus Organizer regions and karyotypic evolution
in the genus Ophryoirocha (Polychaeta)
Genetic strueturation on a microgeographic scale:
implications for the fixalion of chromosomal mutants
in Sorex araneus (Mammalia, Insectivora)
Effects of pollution on the polytene chromosomes of
Chironomus riparius Meigen 1804 (Chironomoidae,
Diptera) from a river Po Station
Karyotype evolution and genome size in muricid

_gäiii2E^L===========

14) Interactions between parasite transmission and sexual strateev
Jacqi' Shykoff, Experimemal Ecology, ETH Zürich, ETHZ - NW. CH-8092 Zürich, Switzerland
Ahson Dunn, Pure & Applied Biology, Univ. of Leeds, LS2 9JT
Gregory Hurst, Genetics, Cambridge University, Downing St., CB2 3EH. UK

George Square Lecture Thealre/Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 3

Tuesday
9.30- 10.00
10.00- 10.20
10.20- 10.40
10.40 - 11.00

Chair: A Dunn
408 Werren JH
37a Bouchon D Rigaud T &
Juchault P
303 Rigaud T, Bouchon D &
Juchault P
284 Poinsot D & Mercot H

Coffee
11.30 - 12.00

Chair: J Shxknjf

318 SaulGB

t

12.00 - 12.30
I

12.30 - 12.50

Evolution of Wolbachia: bacteria (hat aller
reproduetion in arthropods
Moleculardiversity of Wolbachia. endosymbionts of
Cmslaceans
Are interspecific horizontal Iransfers effective for
Wolbachia propogation in isopods?
Wolbachia infection in Drosophila simutans-. does the
bacteria modify the fitness of its host?

324 Schilthuizen M &
Stouthammer R
206 Machkevsky VK

Thursday

Characteristics of cytoplasmic cross incompalibility
in the parasitoid wasp Nasonia (=MormonieUa)
vitripennis
Host shifts in panhenogenesis-causing bacteria
Sexual strategy of the trematode Procloeces
maculatus Odhner, 1911 in Support of iheir
population struclure

*** Move to Lecture Theaire l ***
Chair: L Graves

14.00 - 14.30
14.30 - 14.50

139 Hatcher MJ. Dunn AM &
Tofts C
y
96 Dunn A, Hatcher M, Tofts
C & Terry R

14.50 - 15.10
Sgl 15.10- 15.30

I

Agnew P & Koella JC

135 Groves L, Read AF &
WallierD

Evolutionary interactions between cytoplasmic sex
ratio distorters, host fitness and sex ratio
Strategies of transovarial Iransmission by a
microsporidian sex ratio distorter in Gammarus
tluebeni
Vimlence and parasite transmission route: a
protozoan Jekyll and Hyde
Transmission dynamics of malaria parasites

Tea

Chair: P Kover
16.00 - 16.30

332 Sheldon B

16.30 - 17.00 155/

Evolutionary consequences of sexually transmitted
diseases for host reproduetive strategies

Hurst G & Majerus M

211

I7.(X) - 17.20
17.20 - 17.40

359 Thomas F. Renaud F.
Demeeus T. Cezilly F &
Rouset F
187 Kover PX & Clay K

Parasites. age and sexual selection
RAPD markers indicate that horizontal transmission
is the predominant mode of transmission in the mixed

Posters
van Diepeningen AD
32 Bigliardi E, Bisealdi G,
Corona S, Grigolo A,
Laudani U. Sacchi L &
Selmi MG
21()a MacKinnon MJ & Hasiings
IM

Aspergillus niger and its vimses
Endocytobiosis in cockroaches and (ermites: a
morphological approach
Evolution of dmg resisiance in the malarial parasite

15) Evolutionary radiations and development
Euan Clarkson, Geolpgy Dept., Univ. of Edinburgh, West Mains Rd.. EH9 3JW, UK
Richard Bäteman. Royal Botanic Gardens. 20A Inverleith Row, Klinburgh . UK

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 2

Tuesday

Chair: ENK Clarkson

9.30 - 10.00

3 Ahlberg PE

10.00 - 10.30

23 Bateman RM

10.30- 11.00

Conceptual leaps and morphological jumps: a
coelacanth case study
Explaining higher plant radiations: do radical
developmental mutations drive phylogenetic change
across fitness seascapes?

General discussion

Coffee

Chair; R Bateman
11.30 - 12.00
12.00 - 12.30
12.30 - 13.00

68 Clarkson ENK & Taylor
CM
340 Smith AB
104a Erwin DH, Valentine JW &
Jablonski D

Heterochrony and evolutionary change in upper
Cambrian Olenid trilobites
Evolutionary radiations in echinoderms: a
comparison of larval and adult diversification
The developmental evolution of metazoan body
plans: the fossil evidence

Lunch

Chair: ENK Clarkson
14.00

14.20

1420

14.40

14.40

15.00

15.(X)
Tea

15.20

121 Galis F

16.00

16.20

236 Fusco G & Minelli A

16.20

16.40

300 Renaud S, Jaeger J-J &
Auffray J-C

16.40

17.00

399 Wall R & Stevens J

oAj

4 Alberch P
79 Dajoz I. Vincenl M & TillBottraud I
99 Eble GJ

Exaptation and the intra-population and intra-specific
evolution of viviparity in the urodele Salamanära
salamandra
Pollen heteromorphism. flower morphology and
pollinatir behaviour: a correlation
Testing the role of development in evolutionary
radiations
New insights on a key evolutionary Innovation

Chair: R Bateman
Morphological vs developmental complexity in
centipedes
Uncoupled pattems of size and shape evolution in a
fossil rodent {Stephanomysy. a Fourier analysis
approach
Radiation and Classification of the blowfly genus
_e^c£^(Digtera^Cani£horid^2_:=_i_=_=M^=astB_=.

Posters
144 Helgason T & Knapp S

Seed stmcture and group delimilation in Solanum
sect. Pteroidea Dunal.

16) Current topics in population structure
Phil Hedrick, Zoology. Arizona State Univ., Tempe. AZ 85287, USA

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 5

(Tuesday
14.00 - 14.30

Chair: P Hedrick
199 Loeschke V & Hansen MM

14.30 - 15.00 271 PamiloP
15.00 - 15.30 319a Savolainen O, van Treuren
R. Karkkainen K & Karhu
A
Tea

Discondance of population slmcturc as reveaJcd by different
genetic mahters
Spatial stmcture of social insect populations
Spatial structure as revealed by microsatcllites in plants

Chair: P Hedrick
16.00 - 16.30
16.30 - 17.00

S 17.00- 17.30
Wednesday
9.30-

9.50

9.50 - 10.10

264 Olivieri I & Gouyon P-H
55 Caballero A & Santiago E
143 Hedrick P

,

Chair: RA Nichols
54 Byrne K & Nichols RA
158a Jaarola M & Tegelstrom H

10.10 - 10.30

160 Jager CR

10.30 - 10.50

228 Meglecz E, Pecsenye K &
VargaZ

Coffee
297 ReigS

11.50 - 12.10

181 Koh HS

12.10 - 12.30

225 McMillan WO & Palumbi
SR

12.30 - 12.50

12 Amason E. Palsson S &
Kristinsson K

9.30 -

9.50

9.50 - 10.10
«10.10 -10.30
10.30 - 10.50

. 12.10 - 12.30
12.30 - 12.50

Skull size and shape Variation of weasels (Mustela nivalis)
from North America
Geographie Variation of mtDNA restriction fragments of
common rat, Raitus norvegicus Caraco Pallas (Rodentia.
Mammalia), from Korea
Demographie information contained within the mtDNA
genealogies of recently formed paeifie butterflyfishes
(Chaetodontidae)
Atlantic cod cytochrome B sequence Variation: lest of two
hypotheses on cod genetics

Chair: I Olivieri
35 Bonnin I. Prosperi J-M &
Olivieri 1
308 Ronfort J & Couvet D
323 Schiemp MH & Giesen J
6 Alexandersson R

Coffee
11.30 - 11.50
11.50 - 12.10

The origin and maintenance of London Underground (metro)
mosquitoes
Colonization history of Fennoscandian field voles
(Microtus agresris) as revealed by mitochondrial DNA
Host related genetic differences between endo-parasitoid
populations
Genetic variability in different subspecies of Pamassius
mnemosyne

Chair: E Arna.son

11.30- 11.50

Thursday

The evolution of migration and other life-history traits: the
metapopulation effect
The influence of panial Inbreeding on effective population
size and fixation rate
Effective population size of a metapopulation

Genetic markers and quantitative genetic Variation in a seifing
plant species, Medicago truneulala (Leguminosae): a
comparative analysis of population structure
Selection on seifing rate in struetured populations
Self-incompatibility and a positive correlation between
heterozygosity and fitness in Arabis peiraea
Pollen dispersa! within and between natural populations of the
non-rewarding orchid Calypsn bulhosa

Chair: MG Sergeev

329 SergeevMG
125a Giles B

157 Ingvarsson PK
395 Volodin S

Spatial struetures of grasshopper populations
From population birth to extinetion: small Scale
metapopulation dynamics in Süene dioica
The effect of delayed population growth on the genetic
differentation of local populations subject to frequent
extinetions and recolontsations
The reproduetive isolation mechanism of Black Sea whiting
populations

Thursday
14.00 - 14.20

J*

14.20 - 14.40
14.40 - 15 00
15 .00 - 15 .20
Tea

Chair: JKM Brown
24 Beerli P

Maximum likelihood estimation of migration ratcs in a twopopulation model using gene trees
46 Brown JKM & Altham PME Estimaiing the frequency of sex in haploids: an approach
using computer-intensive statistics
74 Couvet D
Multigenic estimates of population structure
118 Gaggiotti OE
Population genetic models of source-sink metapopulations

Chair: JKM Brown
16.00 - 16.20

124 Gentile G & Sbordoni V

16.20 - 16.40

257 Nunney L

A comparison of private alleles, GSt and 9 for quantitative
estimates of gene flow levels: Andronisus deniiger as a study
case
The effective size of spatially structured populations

Posters
20 Baranyi C
50 BubliO

59 Carmona MJ. Gomez A &
Serra M
61 Sbordoni V, Altegrucci G,
Caccone A, Cesaroni D,
Fonunato C, Venanzetti F &
Cataudella S
66u Ciofi C. Bruford M &
Swingland R
7.1 Cothran EG
I 36 Gugielmino CR, de Silveslri
A & Martinetti M
147 Hindar K & Tufto J

Genetic and morphological Variation in Austrian populationT"
of roach (Rutius rutilus, Cyphnidae, Teleostei)
Geographie Variation of Dosophila melanogaster populations
fromm the former USSR for enzyme loci and quantitative
traits
Habitat conditions as potential factors affecting reproduetive
isolation among sympatric populations of rotifer
A multi-technique approach to the study of genetic structure
of Mediterranean populations of the sea bass Dicentrarchus
labrcvc
Population genetics of the Komodo dragon Varanus
komodensis
Genetic divereity in the horse (Equus caballus)
Isolation by distance is recognised in an Italian province
through sumames and HLA genes
Dispensal and gene flow in migratory fish populations

!49 Hogberg N & Stenlid J
151a
208
212
241
242
252

259
260
109
364
366
383

Genetic structure of the wood decay fungus Formitopsis
rosea in Sweden and Russia
Holm S & Bengtsson BO
Genetic Variation in Poientilla argentea L. (s.l.) in Southern
Sweden
Machordom A. Zardoya R.
RFLPofa mitochondrial DNA fragment in several
Almodovar A & Bautisu JM populations of Spanish brown trout (Salmo truita L.)
Maleeva J & Kolesnikov AA The population diversity of Phytophthera infestans in Russia
as revealed by PCR-based miDNA analysis
Montalvo A, Conard SG &
Population structure and clonal Variation in Quercus
Conkle MT
chrysolepis Liebm, (Fagaceae)
Mougel. F & Ferrand N
Population studies of wild rabbit in the Iberian peninsula
Nielsen EEG. Loeschke V
Genetic structure of European populations of Atlantic salmon
& Hansen MM
{Salmo salar L.) infened from RFLP analysis of PCR
amplified mtDNA
Callejas C & Ochando MD Use of randomly amplified Polymorphie DNA (RAPD)
markers for genetic analysis in the genus Barbus
Reyes A & Ochando MD
Isozyme, RAPD and'mtDNA differentiation in
geographically distant populations of Ceratitis capitata
Knoll S & Rowell-Rahier Population structure of an alpine chrysomelid beeile - what
M
scale matters ?
Triest L
Genetic diversity and habitat fragmentation of Narcissus
Ulizzi 1 & Zonta LA
Sex ratio and natural selection in humans: inter- and
intra population analyses
van Rossum F. Vekemans
Isozyme Variation in relalion to ectopic differentiation and
X, Gratia E & Lefebvre C

=^E^l£i2Läi^i^£^^^^===================-

17) Hybrid zones
Nick Banon, ICAPB. Univ. of Edinburgh. West Mains Rd.. EH9 IJT. UK

Appleton Tower Lecture Theatre 4/5

Wednesday
9.30-

9.50

9.50- 10.10

Chair: N Barton
41 Boissmoi S. Desmarais E &
Boursot P
16 Baird SJE

10.10 - 10.30

13 Auffray J-C & Alibeit P

10 30 - 10.50

91 Mathieu E. Baird SJE.
Boursot P & Dod B

Coffee

Selective swecpr of Y- chromosome and genecic
ßvuvtiv
incompatibilities in ihe house mousc: selfish genes in action^
A new Interpretation of Mus autosomal marker clines in
Denmark
Morphology and selection through the house mousc hybrid
zone in Europe
Differential selection on X chromosome loci in the hybrid zone
between Mus musculus musculus and M. m. domesticus

Chair: N Barton
11.30 -11.50
11.50- 12.10
12.10 - 12.30

w

2.30 - 12.50

214a Manolakou K Dod B, Orth
A. Bonhomme F & Boursot
0 Abemethy K
130 Klepsch L & Gollmann G
48a Bugter RJF, Arntzen JW
& Barton NH

Friday
9.30-

9.50

9.50 - 10.10
10.10 - 10.30
10.30 - 10.50

Chair: JM Rubio

311 Rubio JM

Genomic mteractions and segregation distonion in anificial
hybnds of mouse
The establishment of a hybnd zone between red and sika deer
in Scolland
A contact zone of three species ofcrested newts (Triiurus
cristatus superspecies, Salamandridae)
Analysis of the terrestrial habitat component in a Bombirui
hybrid zone using remote sensing

*** Move to Lecture Theatre 5 ***

Speciation through hybrid zones: gene flow. Haldane's Rule
and imprinting
Genetic and ecological differemiation in a transition zone of
two closely related Gtmmarus fossnntm forms
62 Chenuil A. Crespin L &
Genetical stnjcture al spawning and non-spawning season in a
Berrebi P
fish hybrid zone
389 Verra F. Cianchi R. Ardumo Natural hybridization between On his Ituißoni and O. nalustrit
P. Bullmi L, Rossi W &
in Italy
Corras B
245 Müller, J & Sturtzbecher C

Coffee
11.30 - 11.50
|
11.50 - 12.10
12.10 - 12.30

12.30 - 12.50

Chair: A Porter
64 Ungaro A. Arduino P.
Cianchi R & Bullini L
165 Jiggins C. O McMillan &
Mallel J
26 Benninger P. Porter A &
Geiger H
406 Wenger R. Porter A &
Geiger H

Lunch
14.00 - 14.20

14.20 - 14.40
14.40 - 15.00

Asymmetrical introgression between PapiUo machiion and its
endemic Sardinian-Comican relative Papilio hospium
(Lepidoptera. Papilionidae)
Genetic and reproductive dynamics of a semispecies hybrid
zone in Heliconius butlerflies (Nymphalidae: Lepidoptera)
Diffcrences in diapause response across a hybrid zone between
Pieris napi napi and P. napi brynniae (Lepidoptera: Pieridae) at
Pont de Naut, Switzerland
The Pieris napi/brynniae hybrid zone at Pont de Naut.
Switzerland: no selective importance of the iwo host plants
Alliariii peiioUita and Biscutella Utevigata

Chair: J Maltet
65 Cianchi R, Mattiveci S.
Nascetti G, D' Amelio GS.
Paggi L. Arduino P.
Orecchia P. Berland B.
Brattey J & Bullini L
142 Hauser TP. Ostergaard H &
Jorgensen RB
171

Katoh M & Ribi G

Introgressive hybridisation between endoparasite ascarid
worms Phncascarisphncae Host 1832 and P. cysiophome
Berland 1864 (Nematoda, Ascaridoidea)

Hybridisation ability between populations of weedy Brassica
campensis and varieties of oilseed rape (Binapus). fitness of
parental. hybrid and back-cross plants
Genetic Variation of sympatric and allopatric populations of
hybridizing freshwater snail species

Posters

w

"lanagan

158 Jairola M, Tegclsirom H &
Fredga K
190a Kruuk L
283a PialekJ& Barton NH
350 Summers A
362 Thulin C-G, Jaarola M,
Tegelstrom H & Fredga K

17)

Hybrid zones

The existence of an alpine hybrid zone provi<
further insights into ihe phylogeography of the
meadow grasshopper, Chorthippus parallelus
A contact zone wiih non-coincident clines for
mitochondrial DNA and Y chromosome markers in
the field vole (Microius agresüs)
Habitat preference as a barrier to gene flow in hybrid
zones
The spread of an advaniageous allele across a barrier
effect of deme size and selection against
heterozygotes
The causes and significance of Haldane's Rule in the
meadow grasshopper Chorthippus parallelus
Introgression of mtDNA between two hare species in
Scandinavia

ABSTRACTS

Abslracts are prmled in alphuhetical ortler. by nresemer. The numhers of/he lalk/nosler. and the
numher of rhe Simposium, are !>iven on each absmicl. These numhers are also xiven in the lisi of
deleeates. al the end of ihis book.

Tm
The establisliment of a hybrid zone between red and sika deer in Scotland
Kate Abernethy *
ICAPB, Universiiy of Edinburgh. Kings Buildings, West Mains Read, Edinburgh. EH9
3JT.
* current address; C.I.R.M.F.. B.P. 769. Franceville, Gabnn.

Sika deer {Cervus nippon) were introduced inio the ränge of native scottish red deer
(Cervus elaphus) in die late ISOO's at at leasi 9 locations where feral populations
established. Although the numbers introduced were small; up to a dozen at any one site. a
Century later they are present in many thousands, on around 35% of Scotland's deer ranse.
Myhridixiiimn ha.s heun reported in many locaiions. hui has hecn duuiimcnied in Uulall
in the populations ol the Kintyre and Cowal pcninsula.s in south west Scotland, where
hybndisation is extensive. The genetic architccture of this hybrid zone has bce'n described
in patterns of nuclcar allcle frequcncius, mitochondrial haplotypc l'rcquencies, local
heiemzygoic de Heils and linkave (lisei|iiilihria.
Comparison of the rates of iiurogression of nuclcar and mitochondrial DNA markers
indicate how differences in the dispersa! distances of males and females influence the
strueture of the hybrid zone. Inter-sexüal differences in ecology can change the selective
value of a quantitative trait dependent on the sex of the bearer. The zone is modelled as a
"wave ot advancc" ofselected loci and hitch-hiking loci, and the implications for this
model ot differences in the ecology of the two sexes are discussed.
As well as providing an insight into die establisliment of a mammalian hybrid zone,
introgression of the red deer genome poses problems for conservation policy in Scotland.
The history of sika deer in Scotland provides a case study of the potential impact of
releasing exotic mammals into the ränge of a congener.

X

'J-Lf
Virulence and parasite transmission route:
A protozoan Jekyll and Hyde
Philip Agnew1-2 & Jacob Koella2

l Expenmental Ecology, ETH Zürich, ETH Zentrum NW. CH-8092 Zürich, Switzerland
Dept Zoology, Umversity of Arhus, Universitetsparken B135, DK-8000 Arhus C. Denmark.
^"S^gfCase of Dr JekyU and Mr Hyde" is che fabled tale of the good and evü within an
individual. We present resuits, following evolutionär' predictions, of the dual nature of a sinele
parasite s virulence when associated with two transmission routes.
r?,H^1C^T0ndiaf Edhaz°rdia aedis is parasitic to the yellow fever mosqmio, Aedes aeeypti
11 Producf two tyP65 ofspores. Binucleate spores pass the infectiontom
rfCy
mothers to offspnng (vemcal transmission). Umnucleate spores nass the infecüon between
Jarvae in the aquatic environment (honzontal transmission). Vertical transmission benefits from
reduced virulence as this maintains host survival and fecundity. Horizontal transmission
benefits from higher virulence as this parasite requires host larval death prior to the release of
umnucleate spores into the environment.
^ 01

S""hpSc?

Following expenmental larval infections we recorded host fitness traits in female mosquitoes
that survived to adulthood, relaung them to the type and number of microsporidian spores they
contained. Fluctuaüng asymmetry of wings was recorded as an indicator of the develonmentaJ
stress an individual had expenenced. Blood feeding is a key determinant of mosquito fecundity
and survivai Blood feeding success was recorded as whether a female would feed when
presented with a human arm for four minutes.
Infected females containing binucleate spores for vertical transmission had higher levels of
asymmetry and lower blood-feeding success than uninfected controls. The presence of
umnucleate spores in adults reflects a failed attempt of horizontal transmission by the parasite
t-emales with these spores had the highest asymmetry and the lowest blood-feeding success. Iri
addition, neither asymmetry nor blood-feeding success was correlated with the number of
vertically transmitting spores. In contrast, as the number of horizontally transmitted spores
mcreased, asymmetry increased and blood-feeding success decreased.
Thus, as evolutionary theory predicts E. aedis demonstrates its Jekyll and Hyde nature when
pursuing vertical and horizontal transmission routes.

T r 8.
Evolution of lekking behaviour
Rauno V. AJatalo, Dept. of Biology, University of Jyväskylä, P.O.Box 35, FIN-40351
Jyväskylä, Finland..
Leks are aggregations of males that females visit primarily for the purpose ofmating
Clumped male sexual display occurs in a wide variety oftaxa from birds and mammals
to insects. From the male point of view, if the probability ofmating is enhanced for the
clumped males, it is easy to understand the evolution of lekking. The question why
females do mate with aggregated males rather than with Single males has tumed out to
be much more difficult to answer. It is extremely difficult to estimate, under natural
conditions, any benefits that females might gain by choosing aggregated males Thus
one may eas.ly question whether it pays for females to prefer clumped males or
whether females passively end up with mating in male aggregations as a consequence
of something more trivial. While the principle of parsimony makes sense in the
scientific endeavour, it is hazardous to reject seemingiy more complicated explanations
mvolving active female choice just because of the difficulties in testing them
Funhermore, in the few well studied cases there is evidence that females are actively
prefemng some of the males, and that females prefer clumped males per se Most
Importantly, the only study that has been able to address the question whether such
cnoosiness might accrue benefits in terms of the quality of offspring has indeed
produced positive eveidence in favour of the idea. Also, choosy females may gain
munediate fitness benefits, if choosiness enhances female fertility or füture survival A
particularly confounding feature of the leks is that frequently male-male interactions
play a significant role in male mating success. Thus, it seems that it is the benefits to
males, not to females, that need to be considered when explaining the lekking
behaviour. However, from the female point of view, mat ng with the dominant male
may be equally good or even more beneficial than mating with the most omamemed
males. It is a challenge for the füture studies to unravel these questions, but presently it
seems that the role of active female choice is far too easily neglected.

CONCEPTUAL LEAPS AND MORPHOLOGICAL JUMPS: A COELACANTH GASE
STUDY. Per Erik Ahlberg, Department of Palaeontology, the Natural History Museum
Cromwell Rd., London SW7 5BD, U.K.
X T ±5 '

3

Recent advances in developmental genetics are having a profound impact on the study of
comparative anatomy and phylogenetics in vertebrates. By providing alternatives to (and in
some respects undermining) established perceptions of homology and morphological
evolution, they pave the way for radical re-interpretations of certain longstanding problems.
Some of these new interpretations concem structures whose development has not yet been
studied in detail; they are untested hypotheses, which raise important further questions about
evolution and development. A good example is the interpretation of coelacanth fm structure.
Coelacanth fishes (exemplified by the living Latimeria) have anal and posterior dorsal
fins with complex branched endoskeletons. In structure (including soft anatomy), these fins
correspond precisely to coelacanth paired fins, but differ fundamentally from the segmentally
structured dorsal and anal fins of other sarcopterygians. Phylogenetic parsimony 'indicates
that coelacanths are uniquely derived in having paired-fin-like dorsal and anal fins.
Traditional homology criteria stress topographical identity, and thus identify the
posterior dorsal and anal fins of coelacanths with those of other sarcopterygians. Their
structural similarity to paired fins must then be "explained" as gradualistic convergence
driven by natural selection. However, in recent years the study of homeotic mutations has
shown that the development of complex structures can under some circumstances be
decoupled from their normal sites of expression. This suggests an alternative interpretation
of coelacanth dorsal and anal fins as the products of paired-fin developmental pathways which
are being expressed homeotically at median-fin sites, in addition to their normal locations.
Unlike the traditional model, this interpretation accounts adequately for the structure
and position of the fins. It also carries the startling implication that the transformation from
one morphology to another would have been sudden (one organised set of developmental ~
pathways being suppressed in favour of homeotic expression of another set) rather than
gradual. However, it is dependent on an at present untested assumption (homeotic
transformations can occur between median and paired fin sites even though they are not serial
homologues). The new interpretation may potentially illuminate both phylogeny and
developmental biology, but it wil! only do so if used to frame testable developmental
hypotheses. This is probably a general mle for the interaction between comparative anatomy,
phylogenetics and developmental biology.
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EVOLUTION OF PLANT MITOCHONDRIAL GENOME: MODEL OF A THREE-LEVEL SELECTION
PROCESS.
Beatrice ALBERT, Bemard GODELLE, Anne An.AN*, Rosine DE PAEPE**

GOUYON.

'

Pierre

'C

HenH

RLENN

Lahoratoire d'Evoluuon et Systematique des Vegeunx. CNRS URA 1492. Universite Pans sud XI
91405 Orsay cedex. France.
* LabonitQire de la Dynamique du Genome et Evolution. UM. tour 42. Umversite Paris 6 2 place Jussieu
75251 Pans cedex 05. France.
-»u^tcu.
'' .UboraI°ire de b'Q'ogie moL-culaire des plantes. CNRS URA 1123. Insümt de biotechnologie des olantes
g
aes plantesUmversite Pans sud XI. 91405 Orsay cedex. France.

The plant mitochondrial genome is composed of a set of molecules ofvarious sizes that
generale each other through recombination of their repeated sequences (followed by füsion or
fission). Molecular observations show that these difFerent molecules are present in an
equilibnum State with various proportions of molecules, and different equilibria of molecules

have been observed withm species. Recombination can produce deleted molecules with a hiah
replicatton rate but bearing little usefijl information for the cell (like "petites" mutants in yeast).
A previous theoretical study has shown that these incomplete molecules should invade the cell
unless there is a replicative advantage to molecules that bear and maintain all of the
mitochondrial Information. This previous model, however, did not use a hierarchical approach;
that is, they considered selection at a Single level oniy (intermolecular). In this study, we use
multi-level model to examine selection among rapidly replicating incomplete molecules and
relatively slowly replicating complete, functional molecules. Our model simulates the evolution
of mitochondrial information through a three-level selection process including intermolecular,

ä

intermitochondrial, and intercellular selection (the intermitochondrial level being facultative)'
In general, we find that molecules with a high replication rate but incomplete information are at
a selective disavantage (at the mitochondrial and cellular level) relative to complete and
functional molecules. The model demonstrates however that the maintenance of mitochondrial
information is difficult to explain without the existence of selection at the intermitochondrial
level. Our examination of evolutionary equilibria shows that three different equilibria (with
different combinations of molecules) can be obtained when recombination rates are lower than
a threshold value. This may be interpreted as a drift-mutation balance.

(o

Pollen dispersa! within and between natural populations of the nonrewarding orchid Calypso bulbosa
Ronny Alexandersson
Department of Ecological Botany
Umeä University
S-901 87 Umeä, Sweden
E-mail: ronny@ekbot.umu.se

here are few direct measures of pollen dispersal distances within and between
iatural plant populations. To document pattems of pollen dispersal and to identify
•aternal plants, I marked individual pollinia with microtags in two populations of the
on-rewarding, early-flowering, bumblebee-pollinated orchid Calypso bulbosa in two
ubsequent years. The two populations had about 160 and 200 flowering plants,
-•spectively. Pattems of pollen dispersal varied strongly among years. In the First
ear. all pollinia deposited in the two study populations had been transferred between
lants in the same subpopulation and the median pollen dispersal distance was 4.9 m
ränge 0.04-56.6 m). In the second year, 35 % of the deposited pollinia had been
ansported from populations more than 500 m away. Ninety five percent of the
larked pollinia retrieved (self-pollinations excluded), had been deposited within the
;ime subpopulation. Most pollinia were deposited less than one day after removal,
ut in one case the pollinia were deposited ten days after removal. The seifing rate
as rather high in the two study population (24 % and 38 % in the first, and 17 % and
1 % in the second year), but may have been inflated by the method used for pollinia
igging. The results show that the level of pollen flow among populations varies
;>nsiderably among years in Calypso bulbosa. In a given year several factors
icluding pollinator competition and local abundance of reward-producing plants are
kely to influence pattems of pollen dispersal in this species.
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DEVELOPMENTAL STABILITY BEFORE AND AFTER
MEIOTIC RECOMBINATION IN SUBSPECIFIC HYBRTOS OF
EUROPEAN HOUSE MICE

Paul ALIBERT & Jean-Christophe AUFFRAY
Institut des Sciences de ["Evolution, URA 327 CNRS. cc 064 Universite Montpellier II 34095
Montpellier cedex 05. E-mail: Aliben@isem.umv-montp2.fr

Hybrid zones provide valuable models to assess the impact of the two main
genetic stresses thought to play an important role on the levels of developmental
stability of organisms. In these zones of genetic exchanges, developmental stability
should theoretically result from
a balance between the Stabilising effect of
heterozygosity and the disruptive effect caused by breakdown in genomic coadaptation.
The predominance of one or the other effect could be used in theory as a measure of
selection on hybrid genomes.
The hybrid zone between the two European subspecies of the house mouse (Mus
musculus domesticus and M. m. musculus) crosses Europe from Denmark to Bulgaria.
Genetic and parasitological studies performed across this zone of secondary contact all
conclude to an apparent genomic incompatibility between these two subspecies.
However, we reported in a previous study a global decrease in the levels of fluetuating
asymmetry (the most current measure used to assess developmental stability) of lower
molar characters towards the centre of the hybrid zone. This suggested that, in hybrid
populations, developmental stability may benefit from a heterotic effect while other
funetions (genetical and parasitological) might suffer from a disruption of genomic
coadaptation.
Experimental crosses between the two subspecies were undertaken in the
laboratory using randombred strains. This allowed (i) to evaluate the levels of
developmental stability before (paremal strains and Fl) and after (Back crosses and F2)
meiotic recombination, (ii) to compare these levels with those found in nature, (iii) to
relate developmental stability with fitness traits, and finally (iv) to discuss the
relationships between all these features in order to contribute to the understanding of
the dynamics the hybrid zone between European house mice.

TG
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Sex ratio and sex determination in the
dioecious willow species Salix viminalis
Cecilia Alström-Rapaport and Urban Gullberg
Department of Plant Breeding,
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences,
Box 7003,
750 07 Uppsala, Sweden

Female individuals often outnumber males in willow populations. It
has been suggested that the lower fitness of male individuals and
male pollen is the cause of these skewed sex ratios. Although the
sex determination mechanism has not yet been established for
willows, previous studies assume that the deviations will occur after
sex has been determined by sex chromosomes.
We found in a genetic study of Salix viminalis that the progeny sex
ratio can ränge from extreme female bias to extreme male bias
which could not be explained by an environmental cause. Our
results also suggest that if sex chromosomes are present in Basket
willow, the sex ratio has to be indirectly skewed due to complex
systems. On the other hand, we found a simple autosomal sex
determination model which may explain the wide ränge of skewed
sex ratios in our study.

R B ANGUS. The use of chromosomes to elucidate recent biogeography and speciation
patterns in water beeties (Coleoptera). Good quality preparations of mitotic chromosomes
are obtained from eggs (Hydrophiloidea) and from mid gut, testis and ovary of adult beeties
following colchicine treatment, cell Inflation by hypotonic potassium Chloride, fixation and
air-drying. The preparations may be C-banded, and nucleolus organisers may be stained by
ammoniacal silver nitrate. G-banding has been demonstrated by in vitro treatment of embryos
with 5-fIuorouridine, but is of limited use.
j -p,
Speeles oiHelophorus often show clear interspecific differences in chromosomal arrangemern
which has in some cases revealed species-complexes with clear distributional pattems. There
are also chromosome polymorphisms involving inversions, interporated heterochromatic
segments, and the presence of B-chromosomes. In the hydrophilid genus Enochrus one
instance of possible interspjeifie hybridisation has been found.
Parthenogenesis has been shown in two hydrophiloids, Anacaena lutescens Steph. and
Helophorus breyipalpis Bed. Some Spanish populations of H. brevipalpis include a high
Proportion of triploid females as well as small numbers of males and diploid females. These
populations may be the source of females-only populations in Utah, USA. Parthenogenetic
material of A. lutescens, originally suspected because of an apparent absence of males, differ
from bisexual populations in the loss of a small section of one autosome - and are always
heterozygotic for this character. Two populations, from Holland and England, include a
Proportion of triploid speeimens, but the chromosomes of the triploids differ between the
populations, indicating that triploidy has originated more than once, after the onset of
parthenogenesis.

5

Whereas Hydrophiloidea normally have 18-22 chromosomes, the Dytiscidae generally have
many more, with diploid numbers up to 60. Nevertheless, it is often possible to obtain good
preparations. Using preparations from mid gut and testis, it has been found that Stictotarsus
griseostriatus DeGeer is a complex including at least three species. S. griseostriatus, from
the Baltic coast of Sweden, has 30 pairs of autosomes plus sex chromosomes which are X0
(male), XX (female). 5. multilineatus Falkenstrom from inland Sweden and Scotland has 28
pairs of autosomes plus X0 sex chromosomes, while populations from the Alps have 27 pairs
of autosomes, with the smallest pair apparently fused with one of the long pairs. The third
species, from central Spain and the Alpes Maritimes (France/Italy) has 26-26 pairs of
autosomes, with a fusion/fission polymorphism which can also be seen at meiosis. Material
from both areas includes speeimens which are homozygous fused, homozygous unfused, and
heterozygous. The X-chromosome of this species is smaller than those of S. griseostriatus
and multilineatus.
Although these results highlight chromosomal complexity and species fragmentation, in most
cases species show chromosome stability over wide areas.

.0
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'-sequences in Drosophila: where did they come froni and where are
hey going?

ANXOLABEHERE and D. NOLAUD, Dept. Dynamique du gänome et Evolution, Institut
Monod, CNRS, 2 place Jussieu, F-75251 Paris Cedex 05, France, e-mail anxo@ccr.jussieu.fr
' Clements seem to be widespread in the genus Drosophila. Moreover they have been
jund in the genus Scaptomyza and in species outside of the Drosophilidae family,
Lieh as Lucilia cuprina. Thus P Clements are very old components of Dipterae
enome. However, using Southern blot hybridizations, P-sequences have not been
etected in those species most closely related to Drosophila melanogaster. These
ontradictory results incite us to research P-sequences in the so-called empty species
sing the PCR procedure. Oligonucleotide primers have been chosen in the nucleotidic
xjuence of Scaptomyza pallida corresponding to hightly conserved domains of the P
lemer.t putative proteins from D. melanogaster (or D. willistoni), D. guanche, D.
ifasciata, D. subobscura and S. pallida. From each following species belonging to
ic montium sub-group: D. da vidi, D. kikkawai and D. tsacasi, a sequence has been
nplified presenting more than 62% of similarity at the DNA level and more than
2% at the protein level with the corresponding region of P dement from D.
elanogaster. By Southern blot analysis, this sequence corresponds to a Single
quence; moreover, it allows us to detect in the species where it comes from, P
Peated sequences, but much more divergent from D. melanogaster P dement,
icculations about the origin of this single sequence will be proposed.
sing sequences amplified from the montium species as probe, we have detected
icient repeated P sequences in the genome of several true M strains of D.
elanogaster (empty of any P dement), corresponding to an old P family called
irchdo-P". This fmding reveals the possibility of coex stence of two families of P
ements in the D. melanogaster genome. We are analysing the "archdo-P" Clements in
gard to their sequence, strueture, number, localisation and the relationship of this
mily to the modern P dement in D. melanogaster.

Ii
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APARICI, E., M.J. CARMONA & M. SERRA.
Depanament de Microbiologia i Ecologia Universilai de Valencia. E46100-Buijassot (Valencia). Spain
E-mail: Eduardo.ApariciiSJuv.es

PROPORTION AMONG BISEXUALLY-REPRODUCDNG INDFVIDUALS IN
POPULATIONS OF MONOGONONT ROTIFERS: A THEORETICAL
APPROACH.

Monogonont rotifers are cyclical parthenogens whose populations show bisexual
reproduction frequently restricted to some periods of the growth

cycle.; Bisexual

reproduction stans with the prodüction of mictic females, which produce meiotic eggs. If a
mictic female becomes fertilized, her eggs develop into diploid resting eggs, the only
bisexually-produced eggs, but if she remains unfertilized, her eggs develop into haploid
males. Moreover, mictic females can be only fertilized during their earlier ages, before
maturation. Therefore, the threshold age at which a mictic female could not be ftirther
fertilized affects the fate of that female; the longer that age, the larger the probability of
becoming fertilized On the other hand, that fate is also affected by the male density through
male-female encounter probability, and thus by the density of mature, non-fertilized mictic
females.
We have modeled this complex looped dynamics in order to address the effect of the
maximum age for fertilization on the proportion of the different types of individuals.
Moreover, we have studied the consequences of that age on the prodüction of resting eggs,
which is an important component of long-term fitness These consequences allow us to get
insights into the evolution of the max'-num age for fertilization.

-L'd-

Atlantic cod cytochrome 6 sequence Variation: test of two hypothesis on cod genetics

-t- |

' •

Einar Ärnason. Snaebjörn Pälsson, Petur Henry Petersen, and Kristjän Kristinsson.
Institute of Biology, University of Iceland. Reykjavik. Iceland
The Atlantic Cod (Gadus morhua) is a wide-ranging high-fecundity wild species which inspite of heavy fishin
pressure and the vagaries of the environment continuosly Supports a large profitable commercial fishery. I
recent times the annual catch is one to three million metric tons and the cod fishery has been important fo
centuries. How has natural selection equipped cod to support such a fishery — what is the genetic structur,
of cod populations or what gime against nature [2] does cod play?
Two diametrically opposite hypothesis have been put forth on cod genetics: The Local Stock Concep
of fisheries biology and The Cod-Starfish Model of sisyphean genotypes winning the sweepstakes in a
environmental lottery [7], The two hypothesis make different predictions regarding the patterns of variatio
in relation to geography vs. age-structure.
The local stock concept is based on a concept of a triangle of cod migration: from (1) spawning ground
developing eggs and larvae drift with ocean currents to (2) nursery areas where juveniles grow up and recruit t
(3) adult feeding grounds whence they make yearly runs for the spawning grounds. Populations are considered
mostly reproductively isolate . from other such intraspecific populations (a population structure with severly
reduced gene flow)—a
concept of local adaptation [4]. The concept predicts that neutral mutants show
geographica! pattern of Variation possibly with with local genotypes characterising Stocks. Neutral variatio
should not show age-class Variation.

The cod-starfish model accounts for phenotypic differentiation by postulating intense selection in every
generation as part of ecological dynamics in unpredictable environments. Cod with fecundity in million
of eggs could play such a game [7], Under this model neutral Variation should not be geographcally localized
but could show temporal or age-class differences.
In this study samples of over five hundred cod of different ages from fry to adults and sampling localities from
Greenland to the Baltic, from the White and the Barents Seas to Norway and Iceland have been subjected
to Polymerase chain reaction amplification and direct sequencing of a part of the mitochondrial cytochrome
6 gene. A large number alleles, some at Polymorphie frequencies, contribute to Variation that passes neutral
tests (Ewens-Watterson, Ewens exaet, Tajima's D [1, 6, 3, 5]). Having established neutrality of markers they
become useful for tests of the above hypothesis of spatially localised vs. temporal Variation. Changes in neutral
variance between age-classes may indicate variance in total fitness.
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Morphology and selection through the
house mouse hybrid zone in Europe

T11-

Jean-Christophe AUFFRAY and Paul ALIBI RT
Institut des Sciences de l'Evolution, CC064, Universite Montpellier II. 34095 Montpellier Cedex 05, France
e-mail: auffray@isem.univ-montp2.fr

The dynamics oi the hybrid zone between the two European subspecies of the house mouse.
Mus musculus musculus and M. m. domeshcus (see Boursot et al.. 1993; Sage et al., 1993 ior
review) has been investigated through several transects for different markers suggesting that
selection on sex chromosomes is stronger than that on other markers. The greater susceptibility of
hybrid populations to intestinal wonns (Sage et al., 1986; Moulia et al., 1993) has been explained
by the disruption of co-adapted gene Systems related to immunological response in hybrids
(Moulia et al., 1991). Additionally, a recent study on fluctuating asymmetry in natural hybrid
populations has shown that developmental stability increases in the centre of the hybrid zone
(Alibert et al., 1994) underlying that hybrids may benefit of heterobc effects for certain characters, at
least for tooth development.
•*
This study provides the first application of the relative warps analysis (Bookstein, 1991, Rohlf,
1993) on natural populations in a hybrid zone (N = 269, 18 populations). The aim was to evaluate the
within population variability and to establish the pattem of skull shape changes across the hybrid
zone. Fluctuating asymmetry on skull was also estimated by the Procrustes method (Bookstein,
1991; Auffray et al., in press).
1) It is shown that the phenotypical variability within populations is not related to the
introgression index estimated by the percentage of domesticus diagnostic alleles.
2) The plot of relative warp scores against the introgression level presents a logistic-like
shape. This suggests that the gene Systems involved in the developmental process of skull
formation are perturbed or linked to another gene System which is under selection, at least more so
than allozymes.
3) The decreasing fluctuating asymmetry in hybrids suggests a higher developmental
stability in this group and thus that hybrids may also benefit of a heterotic effect for skull
development.
These results lead us to hypothesize that:
1) If skull phenotype is not under selection but linked to another gene system which is, the
heterosis on skull development suggests that all biological functions are not disrupted in terms of
coadaptation (see also Alibert et al., 1994).
2) If the hybrid skull phenotype is counter-selected, the selection may be related to
preferential intrasubspecüic mating choice which would not interfere with heterosis of skull
development.

13*
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Hox genes and the diversification of insect-crustacean body plans
Michaiis Averof and Michael Akam
Wellcome/CRC Institute, Tennis Court Road, Cambridge CB2 1QR, U.K.

Crustaceans and insects share a common origin of segmentation, but the
specialization of trunk segments appears to have arisen independently in
insects and various crustacean subgroups. Such macroevolutionary changes
in body architecture may be investigated by comparative studies of conserved
genetic markers. The Hox genes are well suited for this purpose: they
determine positional identity along the body axis in a wide ränge of animals.
We have examined the expression of four Hox genes in the branchiopod
crustacean Artemia franciscana, and compared this with Hox expression
pattems from insects. In Artemia the three 'trunk' genes

Antp, Ubx and abdA

are expressed in largely overlapping domains in the uniform thoracic region,
whereas in insects these genes speeify distinet segment types within the thorax
and abdomen. Our comparisons suggest a multi-step process for the
diversification of these Hox gene funetions, involving early differences in
tissue specificity and the later acquisition of a role in defining segmental
differences within the trunk. We propose that the branchiopod thorax may be
homologous to the entire pre-genital (thoracic and abdominal) region of the
insect trunk.

14-
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Ricardo B. R. Azevedo, Avis C. James, and Linda Partridge.
The Galton Laboratory, Department of Genetics and Biometry, University
College London, Wolfson House, 4 Stephenson Way, London NW 1 2HE,
United Kingdom.
Geographie Variation in Phenotypic Plasticity of Wing
Area and its Cellular Basis in Drosophila

melanogaster
'S

We examined twenty Drosophila melanogaster populabons collected from a
2600 km north-south transect in the eastem coast of Australia. In laboratory
culture at Standard larval density and a constant temperature of 16.5°C, genetic

clines in wing area, cell size and cell number were found, with all traits
increasing with latitude. The cline in wing area was primarily determined by
Variation in cell number. The pattem of phenotypic plasticity with temperature
was investigated in six populations from the transect. Flies were reared at
Standard larval density and constant temperatures of 14', 18", 21", 25" and

29'C. Wing area showed streng plasticity with temperature. There were also
differences among populations in the level and steepness of the response, both
increasing with latitude. The plasticity was determined by changes in cell size,
but the Variation in the level of response was mostly attributable to differences in
cell number. We discuss our results in the context of selection processes
operating in natural and experimental populations.
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Bchiavazzii : A test for models on the evolution of highly

repetitive DNA
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T.utz Bachmann1. Federica Venanzetti2 and Valerio Sbordoni2
1
Department
of
Population
Genetics,
University
of
Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 28, 72076 Tübingen, Germany
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Three specific satellite-DNA families can be detected in
the genome of the cave cricket Dolichopoda schiavazzii .
The pDoPl02 and the pDsPvAOO families are species specific
for D. schiavazzii; the pDoPSOO family is probably present
in all Dolichopoda species. The three satellite-DNA
families were characterized from individuals of three
isolated populations with respect to nucleotide sequence,
sequence complexity, sequence variability and copy number.
So far, our Knowledge on the mode of evolution of noncoding,
tandemly
arranged
satellite-DNA
is
strongly
influenced
by
the
conclusions
drawn
from
Computer
simulations. The unique data set on satellite-DNAs of D.
schiavazzii seems to allow to test the significance of
such theoretical approaches.
At least for D. schiavazzii two clear correlations were
observed for (i) sequence variability and copy number and
(ii) for the repeat length and copy number. The first one
is in good agreement with the theory but the second one is
not. Thus, a revision of the models have to be proposed.
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Stuart J. E. Bairtl. Barbara Dnd. Annie Orth & Francis Bonhomme.
Labo. Genome et Population Univ. Montpellier II

It is not clear how we should take cline transects through field
areas which have no obvious environmental or geographic
restrictions on gene flow.
In the first rigorous analysis of the
Denmark Mus hybrid zone Hunt and Seiander recogniscd this
Problem, and chose linear transects in the direction of maximum
change in overall hybrid index. Sincc then data on many more
autosomal markers has been collectcd. and likeühood analvsis has
been recognised as a powertul approach for comparing
ooservations to complex theories. With this in mind a^likelihood
analysis has been designed to find suitable transects through open
field areas. Based upon the same principals as Hunt and Selander's
decision ptocess. it gives results consistent to theirs in the context
ot their study. However. because the approach uses more of the
Information available from the field samples it reveals more about
the structure of the frontier between the two taxa Using this
approach ön the larger datasets of allozymic mai!;ers now
available we gain much better resolution of the geography of the
hybrid zone, allowing a clearer Interpretation of the clines we
observe, and absolute rather than comparative measures of cline
width. The analysis provides a framework for an informative
synthesis of clines in autosomal markers, sex chromosome
markers and quantitative traits in the Mus System, thus allowing
investigation into the relative selective forces acting upon a
variety of genetic components.
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SOME TENDENCIE5 IN THE EVOLUTION OF ENZYME5 IN PLANT3

I. T. BaKard ji eva, Institute o-f Plant Physiology,
lulg.flcad.Sei., 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria
The
evolution
o-f biological
catalysis
involves
itructural and funktional aspects. Typical for the enzymes
is bi ocatalyzer^ i s that all of
them are proteins. The
itructural Evolution corsist of structural changes in the
;nzyme
proteins,
mainly genetical ly
determined.
The
Evolution of
the catalytic funetion
is somehow faster and
lorc detailed. It depends not only on changes in the basic
itructure of
the enzyme molecule, but also on a different
icchani sm of
regulation of
the enzyme funetion. including
;he foed
back regulati on
i nf1uence of
low molecular
!fFcctors etc. The comparat i ve study on pero« i dase and
-uperoxidc di smutase
in plants
related to
activity,
letsrogenei ty, the sensi ti vi ty and dependence of funetion on
:::tcrnal factors as UV and visible light, high temperature
ihows several peeuli ar i ti es of evolution. They may be marked
IS
follows! the SOD funetion is reali zed by proteins,
:ontaining Fe, Mn or Cu/Zn in the active Site, the role of
.hese threc forms in realizing the total funetion changes in
ho course of evolution, the Cu/Zn form beeing dominant in
lighcr plants. These forms namely are very stable toward
ncreased temperatures, thus ensuring the enzyme funetion at
extreme situations.
- For
the two enzymes an Increase of heterogeneity
is at
land in
the course of evolution.
The i ndi vi dual
iso-forms
losses i ndi vi dual specificity
in
the realization of
the
:atalytic funetion,
which is
very important
for a
better
idaptation
and
effective regulation
of
the catalytic
ictivity.
• In
the course of evolution
the role of aome
metabolic
tffectors, Including rectal Ions, is increased. This is very
mportant for the reaction of enzyme Systems to changes in
he external factors and the stability in stress situations.

Endocytobiosis in cockroaches and termites: a phylogenetic
approach
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The evolutionary history of cockroaches and termites has been debated since the
beginning of this Century. The termite Mastotermes darwiniensis and the woodeating subsocial cockroaches belonging to the genus Cryptocercus are considered
to be keys to understanding this issue. Only M. darwiniensis among termites and
Cryptocercus among cockroaches show a double symbiosis (with the wooddigesting protista of the gut and with the bacteriocyte endosymbionts of the fat
body), and both have been regarded as survivors resembling the common ancestor
of cockroaches and termites. However, cladistic analysis on morphological
characters suggests a recent origin of the phyletic line leading to Cryptocercus
from an existing cockroach family, the Polyphagidae. Moreover, the praying
mantids, which do not show either of these symbiotic associations, are regarded by
some authors as the sister group of cockroaches. The hypothesis that the double
symbiosis of Cryptocercus and Mastotermes is an ancestral condition would
therefore imply repeated losses of symbionts over various lineages As regards
intracellular symbiosis, molecular-taxonomic analysis (16S rDNA sequence
analysis) places the bacteriocyte endosymbionts of both cockroaches and M.
darwiniensis into the same subgroup of the flavobacteria-bacteroides. These
studies, while indicating that the endosymbiont of M. darwiniensis is a sister group
to the endosymbionts of cockroaches, do not show any particular relationship
between the endosymbiont of Cryptocercus and those of the Polyphagidae.
Therefore, in contrast to the results of cladistic analyses on the hosts' morphology,
molecular phylogenetic analysis of the endosymbionts agrees with the classic
scenario on the evolution of cockroaches and termites.
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:he bacterial endosymbiont of a mycorrhizal fungus belongs to the
•RNA group II of Pseudomonads
lianciotto V.l. Bandi C. 2, Minerdi D.

Sironi M.2 & Bonfante P.i

Dipaninunto dl Biologia Vegeiale dellViuverurä di Tonno and CVfi" del CNR. Viale Manioh 25 . 10125 Torino. Iialy
Ismuto di Palologia Generale Veierinaria. Umversnä di Milano. Via Celoria 10. 20133. Milano, Ilaly

vlmost 80% land plants are colonlzed by arbuscular mycorrhyzal fungi (AMF)
Bonfante & Perotto 1995, New Phytol. 130, 3-21). Evidence has recently been
.btained for the antiquity of this symbiotlc association, and it is belleved
hat AMFs have been instrumental In the colonlzation of land by vascular
Alants (Simon et al. 1993, Nature 363, 67-69). An Intriguing attribute of these
ymbiotic fungi is their association with some further symbionts, bacterla
called Bacteria-Like Organisms BLOs) which have been observed In the
ytoplasm of all examined AMFs. The Identification of the BLOs has untll now
,een hampered by the inability to grow them on cell-free media, and no data
ire avallable on their phylogenetlc position. A useful approach for the
dentification of uncultured bacterla and for the Investigatlon of their
jhylogeny is the analysis of the genes encodlng for the small subunlt
ibosomal RNA (16S rDNA).
ntracytoplasmic
bacteria-like organisms (BLOs)
were detected
iltrastructurally in the AM fungus Glgaspora margarita in all phases of Its llfe
•ycle (spores, symbiotlc mycella). 16S rDNA sequence data were obtalned for
he BLOs of G. margarita, starting from spores of this fungus. The obtalned
iequence was compared with sequences avallable for representatlves of the
zarlous eubacterlal llneages. Molecular phylogenetlc analysis unamblguously
the endosymbiont of G. margarita into the rRNA group II
3laced
Dseudomonads (new genus Burkholderia). To prove that the obtalned
sequence derlved from the BLOs, Polymerase chaln reactlon (PCR) assays were
;et up by using speclflcally deslgned ollgonucleotldes. In addltlon,
norphologlcal observatlons by using fluorescent probes (LIVE/DEAD BacLlght
Dacterla Vlabllity Kit) revealed a high number of vital bacterla Inslde the
jpores of G. margarita. In concluslon, the experiments opened Interestlng
^uesüons on the roles of these bacterial endosymblonts in AM symblosls.

GENETIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL VARIATION IN AUSTRIAN
POPULATIONS OF ROACH (Rutilus rutilus, Cyprini iae, Teleostei)
Christian Baranyi. Günter Gollmann
2Q Institut für Zoologie, Universität Wien, Althanstr. 14, A-1090 Wien, Austria
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Five samples of Roach were taken from the Austrian section of the Danube. from
geographically close sites which differ in their connectedness to the mainstream. Two
more samples were taken from River Drau and the subalpine lake Wallersee: Enzyme
polymorphism of 14 loci was analysed and mean heterozygosity was used as a measure
of genetic Variation. Results show only minimal genetic differences between the samples
from the river Danube. To characterise samples morphologically, conventional characters
as well as truss characters were measured at each of the 230 investigated individuals.
Morphological Variation could be described by five Principal Component Axes which
were calculated from the correlation matrix. The determinant of the variance-covariance
matrix was taken as a measure of morphological variance and the level of morphological
integration was calculated from the determinant of the correlation matrix following
Cheverud et al (1983). Genetic and morphological Variation were not correlated. but
there was a significant correlation between morphological integration and Variation
which indicates that samples with highly integrated morphological information were the
less variable ones.

Fisherian mutations, epistasis and the transition fronsexuality to
asexuality
Barreau G „
P
10
91 ,

We present a quantitative model of mutaüon and selection that allows for the

coexistence of multiple alleles at a locus with very small differences between alleles.
The determination of fitness depends on many loci. Previous atterapts to construct
similar models have typically assumed that all mutations produce a decrease in fitness,
and this has led to a tendency for the average fitness of population members to decline
when population numbers are finite. In this model we incorporate some of the ideas of
R.A. Fisher, so that both deleterious and beneficial mutations are possible. As a result,
the population approaches a staüonary distribution. We have shown in work presented
elsewhere that, under the assumptions of this model, sex and recombination can have
large positive effects on fitness when the selective effects of the various alleles within
the genome combine in a muluplicative fashion. However, this typically results in a
large genenc load, which may be biologically unrcalisuc.
Here we examine the effects of synergistic epistasis. Roughly speaking, this
regime leads to a Situation where the effects of a deleterious mutaüon are more harmful
when an individual already has a high load of deleterious mutations than when the
individual's genome is of relatively good quality. The strength of this effect can be
tuned through a parameter called a. As a increases, the degree of synergistic epistasis
also increases.
We show that it is possible to choose values of et so that genetic load is much
smaller than in the multiplicative model, but obligate sexual reproduetion is still
favoured over all alternatives. Furthermore, the value of a has a very strong effect on
the consequences of a transition from sexuality to asexuality. In particular, when et is
large (i.e., strong synergistic epistasis) a sexual population that becomes asexual will
undergo a much more rapid decay of fitness than in the case where ä is small. Thus,
epistasis can determine whether the advantages of sex occur over the long term or the
shon term.
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CLASSIC GEHETIC MODELS IN COEVOLÖTION
John Barrett
Department of Genetics, Univeraity of Cambridge,
Downing Street, Cambridge, CB2 3EH, UK.

In recent yeara there has been an increaaing recognition
that the coevolutionary genetica of hoet-paraaite
syatema cannot be separated from their ecology. Yet
much of the diacussion about the genetica of coevolution
atill centrea around a few "claaaic" modela. Thia paper
will preaent a conatructively critical review of a
aample of theae modela. The approach taken will be tö
examine the aaaumptiona, both implicit and explicit, of
the modela and the generality of their reeulta.
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Richard M Bateman, Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, 20A Inverleith Row, Edinburgh,
EH3 SLR and Department of Geology, Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, EHI UP
EXPLAINING HIGHER PLANT RADIATIONS: DO RADICAL DEVELOPMENTAL
MUTATIONS DRIVE PHYLOGENETIC CHANCE ACROSS FITNESS SEASCAPES?
What is an evolutionary radlation? Within a specified clade and a specified period of time, a
radiation is best defined as an exceptionally high surplus of species natality (speciation) over species
mortality (extinction) and of character acquisition over character loss within the Overall pool of species.
Why is a phylogenetic context so important in the study of radiations? A cladogram tests by
congruence initial assertions of character homology, preventing confusion of phenotypically similar but
genotypically dissimilar characters; it also simplifies the study of character change by discounting
plesiomorphies. The explicit sequence of acquisition (or loss) of sets of character states on each cladistic
branch provides biologically meaningful phylogenetic correlations of dynamic character-state transitions,
rather than biologically meaningless Statistical correlations of static character states. It also permits
historical measurement of phylogenetic constraints on the character diversity and degree of divergence
(disparity) of lineages, rather than ahistorical measurement of unconstrained phenetic similarity.
Are evolutionary radiations tracked more accurately by morphoiogical or molecular data?
Changes in genotype at the level of nucleic acid sequences are more clock-like than changes in phenotype.
Moreover, in most ecological settings natural selection of phenotypes is Stabilising rather than directional,
promoting stasis rather than change (punctuated equilibrium). Most radiations occur when (1) a key
innovation allows primary invasion of a formerly unoccupied habitat type, (2) a key Innovation allows finer
niche partitioning within an already occupied habitat type, or (3) an environmental catastrophe severely
creates temporarily vacant niches in a specific habitat, allowing secondary invasion. This empha-sis of
niche occupation and Saturation predicts rapid initial radiations followed by relative stasis. Such
evolutionary patterns will on average be tracked more effectively by morphoiogy, which directly reflects
evolutionary tempo, than molecules, which blindly accumulate largely unexpressed point mutations.
Which genes underpin evolutionary radiations? If radiations truly require key innovations and/or
low-competition environments and lead to greatly increased phenotypic diversity, radical change reflecting
mutation in key developmental genes provides the most rapid credible underlying mechanism. Adaptive
radiations based on classic Hardy-Weinberg equilibria within infinite panmictic populations constitute the
reddest of herrings if selection pressure is low, adaptation of secondary importance and speciation occurs
across a Single generation (saltation) or very few generations (parasaltation) of mutant 'hopeful monsters'.
Should adaptive landscapes be replaced with fitness seascapes? Sewall Wright introduced the
powerful analogy of adaptive landscapes to explain his parasaltational 'shifting balance' theory. This
paradigm allowed ad hoc factors in small populations to overwhelm selection and thus transgress fitness
depressions separating local fitnsss optima, potentially giving the population a new lease of evolutionary
life. However, a lethally low fitness depression cannot be crossed via a series of progressively changing
generations ('swimming') - this requires a Single high-risk evolutionary event via radical mutation ('flying').
On a fitness landscape the newly targeted peak is likely to be already occupied and therefore unoccupiable, particularly given that estiriates of raw fitness generally overlook the great importance (especially
among sessile plants incapable of direct competition) of home-field advantage: one species can resist
invasion by another species of higher intrinsic fitness simply by occupying the contested niche first. But
replace the concept of a static fitness landscape with a dynamic fitness seascape, constantly changing in
response to environmental fluctuations, and theoretical peaks become too unstable to be occupied by
oopulations indulging in the painfully slow upward progress dictated by natural selection; the optimal niche
iherefore remains available for any hopeful rijonster fortuitously possessing the appropriate characters.

Maximum likelihood estimation of migration rates in a
two-population model using gene trees

ZU-

Peter Beerli (beerli@genetics.washington.edu)
Genetics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195-7360. USA
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Estimation of different population parameters (e.g. effective population size, migra
tion rate) are crucial for studies in ecology and conservation biology. The current
progress in molecular techniques allows the usage of methods for the estimation of
these parameters which can take into account the topology of a genealogy and therefore the sequence of mutation. In a two-population model a maximum liKelihood
approach is used to estimate jointly the two effective population sizes and the two
migration rates. The methods uses coalescence theory expanded to include. migra
tion events. The likelihood is the sum Over all possible genealogies of the.product
of the probability of the genealogy given the data and the mutation rate per locus
per generation, and the probability of the genealogy given the effective population
sizes and the migration rates: most summands of this sum do not contribute very
much to the final result. The sum is only influenced by genealogies with high likelihoods, so only those need to be considered. This is achieved by a MarkoV chain
Monte Carlo approach, in which a new genealogy is created by a small random arrangement of the old genealogy and accepted if the ratio of the new and the old
likelihood is bigger than a randomly drawn ratio ("impcance" sampling).;Finally
the parameter estimates per locus are combined using a < Jamma prior for the mu
tation rate. The resulting parameter estimates are considi red better estimates than
those with the traditional Fsr approach or the s approach of Slatkin and Maddison, because the estimation process does not assume a true genealogy like the other
methods. In near future the program will be available for free on our www-server
http://evolution.genetics.Washington.edu/lamarc.html.

Comparative biology of life cycles in seaweeds
Bell G

Z5
Comparative biology of life cycles in seaweeds
The brown seaweeds (phylum Phaeophyta) are structurally and
ecologically rather uniform, but vary enormously in sexual
developmem. Some forms have an isomorphic altemaüon of
haploid and diploid plants; in others the haploid generation is partly
or compleiely suppressed. The gametes may be morphologically
uniform, or may be differentiated to some extcnt as male and female.
Parthenogenetic or vegetative repetition of parts of the life cycle
often occurs. Moreover. these asexual processes may be associated
with the altemation of morphologically different phases. The
diversity of growth. sex and gender in the group will be used to test
current theories of the life cycle.
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DIFFERENCES IN DIAPAUSE RESPONSE ACROSS A HYBRID ZONE BETWEEN PEERIS NAPI
NAPI AND P. NAPI BRYONIAE (LEPIDOPTERA: PlERIDAE) AT PONT DE NANT
SW I T Z E R L A N D
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Peter Benninger, Adam Porter*, Hansjürg Geiger, Department of Population
Biology, Institute of Zoology, University of Berne, Baltzerstrasse 3; CH-3012 Berne
Switzerland; * Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403, USA

Pieris napi napi is widespread at low elevations in Europe and Pieris napi
bryoniae is endemic to t±ie Alps; they are reported to hybridize at
elevations of approximately 1000m. At 400m, P. napi napi flies in 3-4
genewons annually, whereas P.napi bryoniae only has one generation
above 1200m. This difference could be due to environments of different
predictability: the higher the elevation, the more severe and uns table the
cnmate. Severe conditions allow only one generation per year in the
maximum, whereas the milder the conditions are the more generations
are possible. This suggests that, first, populations from low elevations
should develop an assemblage of genes allowing them to produce as
many generations as possible, and second, the variance in the timing of
diapause termination should increase with elevation because this way the
mortality risk of severe conditions can be spread.
In a 14km long transect with a difference of elevation of 1500m several
emales were caught and their offspring were reared in a diapause• ducing regime of 8°C and 6L/18D photoperiod. After the pupae were
ept for 3 months in the refridgerator at 40C and 6L/18D , members of 10
erent families were transferred to 20°C and 18L/6D. The days until
closion were counted and the data analysed.
• naPJ bryoniae hatched significantly later than P. napi napi. This
uggests that P.napi napi developed indeed a different assemblage of
enes determining its diapause response. There also was a correlation
etween the elevation that females were captured and the variance of
e hatching period of their offspring. Both results agree with predictions
om life-history theory.
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Using mitochondrial DNA to examine the Pleistocene history of Podisma

pedestris

Douda Bensasson & Godfrey Hewitt
School of Biological Sciences, Uruversity of Hast Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK

Large scale and long term climatic changes affect species ranges.The current
genetic substructuring of a species is partly a consequence of past population
distnbutions. Understanding the way species, or groups of species, were distributed Over
the ice ages and particularly th'iir more recent movements could help to understand their
present day genetic co .iposition and make predictions conceming human induced
changes. Podisma pedestris is a representative of species with arctic alpine distnbutions.
The mtDNA(morespeciFicallya310bpsectionof the COl region) of individuals,
collected from populations across the species ränge, is being sequenced in Order to obtain
a molecular phylogeny from which the history of Podisma's distribution may be inferred.
Preliminary results will be discussed.
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Competition between pure and mixed strategists in evolutionary games
Bergstrom CT, Godfrey-Smith P £ Lachmann M
T
10

Many ecological and evolutionary modele predict Variation in behavior when
a Population is at equilibrium. Thia Variation can be in tbe form of a Poly
morphie population of pure strategists or a monomorphic population of mixed
strategists. While static ESS models are very useful in predicting the existence of
variability, they do not readily distinguish between the alternative realizations
of variability: pure strategist polymorphisms and mixed strategist monomorphisms. Here, I address this distinetion by means of stochastic, finite popu
lation models. In the games considered, natural selection often favors mixed
strategists. The selection pressurea behind these results are explored, with a
particular focus on their Operation in the hawk-dove game.

The homeobox genes Antp, Dfd and Sxr Cluster in the honeybee (Apis melüfera L.)

(29)
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Martin Bcye and Robin FA Moritz
Institut für Biologie. Technische Universität Berlin. Franklinstr. 28/29. 10587 Berlin. Germcmy
A common feature of insects is the subdivision of the body in homologuus Segments. Two
classes of genes have been shown to establish metamerie in Drosophila. Segmentation genes

establish the basis of segmentation, and a sei of homeotic genes determines the identity of each
metamerie unit (Nüsslein-Vollhard et al., 1982).

In the honeybee Apis mellifera seven homeobox containing genes have been cloned with high
homologies to their corresponding putative Drosophila homologues. But until today nothing is
known about the structural Organization of homeotic genes in the honeybee genome (Walldorf et
al.. 1989).

Scr (.Sex combs reduceä), Dfd (Deformed) and Antp (Antermapedia) from Apis v/tn hybridized
in situ (Beye and Montz. 1993) to interphasenuclei and to metaphase chromosomes. We fbund
the three genes clustering at the same chromosome region. The signals in the interphasenucleus
occurred together at the same position indicating a distance smaller than 850 kb between
loci.
The three insects Drosophila, Tribolium and Apis studied so far show a highly conserved
structural Organization of the homologues homeotic genes.
In Drosophila the three genes studied here are clustered in the ANT-Complex. but other
homeotic genes Cluster in the BX-Complex (Gehring and Hiromi, 1986). Tins contrasts sharpty
to the bectle Tribolium showing only one Single HOM-Complex (Beemann, 1987). Further
experiments on the strueture of homeotic genes in Apis mellifera may indicate the evolutionary
older Organization type in insects.
Bcermmn. 1987. Nature 327: 247-249.
Beye M. and Moritz RFA. 1993. Expenenna 49: 337-338.
Gehring WJ. and Hiromi Y. 1986. Ann. Rev. Genet. 20: 147-173.
Nüsslcin-Vollhard C. Wieschaus E, and Jürgens G. 1982. Vcrh Dtsch Zool Oes 1982: 91-104.
Walldorf U. Fleig R. and Gehring WJ. 1989. Proc Acad Sei USA 86: 9971-9975.
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Variation in reproductive success of the anther smut fungus Ustilago violacea on
two related host species, Silene alba and S. dioica.
Aijen Biere and Sonja Honders
Netherlands Institute of Ecology, NIOO-CTO, Dept. of Population Biology, P.O. Box
40, 6666 ZG Heteren, The Netherlands.

The relative success of a plant pathogen is determined both by its "virulence" (the ränge
of host genotypes that it can successfully infect), its "aggressiveness" (the reproductive
success on a given host) and its transmissibility. One aspect of agressiveness is the
alteration of host traits by the pathogen in such a way that it increases components of
the pathogen's reproductive success ("host manipulation"). The anther smut fungus
Ustilago violacea {Microboiryum violaceum) is a systemic, host-sterilizing pathogen of
plant species in the pink family (Caryophyllaceae). The fungus produces its spores in
the anthers of infected hosts, and is transmitted by insects that are both pollinators and
vectors of the disease. The fungus induces infected plants to produce more flowers, thus
increasing the number of "spore production sites".
We investigate whether strains from two related host species, Silene alba and S.
dioica, differ in (1) infectivity, (2) the ability to manipulate flower production, (3) spore
production per infected flower, and (4) floral traits that may affect attractiveness to '
vectors and hence transmissibility on the two host species. We specifically ask whether
the reproductive success of strains is traded off between host species and whether
components of reproductive success of strains highest on the host species from which
they originale (host adaptation). The results indicate that there is trade-off in the
reproductive success of strains on male hosts of the two host species due to a combination of host-pathogen interactions of different components of reproduction. On 5. alba,
native strains have a higher reproductive success because of a higher virulence and
higher spore production per flower. On S. dioica, native strains outperform non-native
strains because of a higher ability to increase the number of flowers per plant in which
spores are produced.

Gamete Recognition and Molecular Variation in Circumarctic Sea
Urchins (Echinoida: Strongylocentrotidae)
Christiane H. Biermann, Department of Ecology and Evolution, State
University of New York, Stony Brook, NY 11794-5245, USA
biermann@life.bio.sunysb.edu
~^/ S>

Sympatric marine free-spawners have to rely on molecular
interactions of their gamete surfaces for mate recognition. In
echinoid echinoderms, a sperm protein, bindin, has been
characterized as being responsible for the species specificity of
fertilization. Parts of the bindin gene were sequenced in the
widespread, closely related sea urchin species Strongy/ocentrotus
droebachiensis and S. paHidus. They occur sympatrically
throughout northern high latitudes; their depth distributions and
spawning seasons overlap. They may hybridize asymmetrically
and their morphological distinction is sometimes ambiguous.
Partly through length mutations and intragenic
recombination, the bindin sequence evolves rapidly within and
between species, especially in a region of short amino acid
repeats. S. paHidus, a deep-water species, is highly Polymorphie
and has distinet groups of bindin alleles. S. droebachiensispopulations may have been less stable due to disease and
pleistocene sea level changes, and are genetically more uniform
around North America but differ between the Western and
Eastern Atlantic Ocean.
In vitro fertilization assays show that at least one other
recognition step, the induetion of the acrosome reaction by egg
jelly, is involved in gametic reproduetive Isolation between the
two species. The two barriers are of unequal importance
between different species within the same genus.

Endocytobiosis in cockroaches and termites: a morphological
approach
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E. Bigliardi1, G. 6180310112, S. CoronaS, A. Grigolo2, U. Laudani3, L. Sacchi2 and
M.G. Selmi1
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Dipartimento di Biologia Evolutiva, Universitä di Siena, Italy

2Dipartimento

di Biologia Animale, Universitä di Pavia, Italy

3|stituto di Entomologia, Universitä di Pavia, Italy
lt is well known that the endocytobiont flavobacteria of the Blattaria are integrated
in a cellular structure (the bacteriocyte) with which they enter into a morphofunctional relationship: this can be shown by particular Systems of membranes
which involve the bacterial envelopes and the symbiont-bearing vacuole. We
studied this relationship between the prokaryote and the bacteriocyte in three
Blattaria families (Blaberidae, Blattellidae and Cryptocercidae). The symbiotic
Population is assured to offspring transovarially and is thus integrated in the
ontogenetic processes. We were able to identify two models represented by
Blattella germanica (Blattellidae) and Periplaneta americana (Blattidae) in which
there are different relationships linking the symbionts to the vitellophages in the
early phases of embryonic development. The P. americana model is particularly
interesting, with the formation of a complex intradeutoplamic symbiotic structure
("primary mycetome"); its morpho-functional significance will be discussed. In the
following phases of development there is a progressive regrassion of this structure
and the bacterial population within it abandons the yolk sac and moves to the
epineural sinus. At this point the symbionts are phagocyted by the embryonic
plasmatocytes which then become bacteriocytes. The formation of these cells
therefore follows an analogous pattern to that obsen/ed for B. germanica, which
suggests that the bacteriocyte formation took place within the order Blattaria,
following substantially similar coadaptive processes which have involved both the
host cell and the symbiont prokaryote. As well as in the Mastotermitidae, which
present a similar symbiotic Situation to the Blattaria, we have been able to observe
the presence of bacteria within the trophocyte cytoplasm and/or nucleus in two
other families of termites. These bacteria are however assigned to the
proteobacteria.

Pitfaüs in diagnosing ageing from pattems of mortality and fecundity:
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Blarer, A.. M. Doebeli, and S.C. Steams. Zoology Institute, University of Basel,
Rheinsprung 9, CH-4051 Basel.Switzerland

The dominant theories for the evolution of ageing are antagonistic pleiotropy and
•nutation accumulation. Both imply the evolution of increasing intrinsic
nortality rates and decreasing fecundity rates as organisms age. In tum, such
Jauerns are used to infer the existence of senescence in both natural and
iaboratory populations. Medawar showed that a decrease in lifespan is not
iccessarily associated with senescent mortality. Following Medawar, senescence
laas often been inferred from an age-dependent increase in the mortality rate due
o intrinsic. physiological causes. However, this criterion is not sufficient to
iiagnose senescence. When there are physiological tradeoffs between
eproduction and mortality, the optimization of life histories can lead to increases
n reproductive effort and associated increases in intrinsic mortality rates with
ige. When reproductive costs accumulate selection favours organisms that divert
nore of their resources to reproduction and less to maintenance as they grow
)lder. Thus the physiological State of the organisms can deteriorate for adaptive
easons, and without any necessary involvement of genetic effects such as
intagonistic pleiotropy or mutation accumulation. A tradeoff between
•eproduction and mortality suffices to produce the pattem of mortality rates that
ncrease with age and reproductive rates that decrease with age. Furthermore,
jjiven senescent tradeoff structures, in which reproductive tradeoffs and
)hysiological constraints become more severe with age, the optimal life history
nay produce mortality and fecundity schedules from which senescence would not
iccessarily be inferred. Thus senescent genetic effects may produce pattems
;imilar to those observed for optimal life histories with constant tradeoffs, and
here is no simple correspondence between senescence and pattems of phenotypic
/ariation: the same pattems can be produced by senescent as well as by non;enescent organisms. This analysis suggests that the following is a key question:
-low and why do tradeoff structures change as organisms age?

Blier & H. Lemieux
Departement de biologie, Universite du Quebec ä Rimouski,
rimouski, Quebec, Canada.
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Energetic metabolism and habitat competition in Nereis virens.
The objective of this study was to examine the relationship between
an individual's metabolic potential and its ability to gain possession of
a haoitat under a competition Situation.
We initiated twenty
confrontations between two individuals of similar weight and size and
identified a winner (the individual which occupied the burrow) and a
loser for each encounter.
We then measured enzyme activity
(cytochrome c oxidase, lactate dehydrogenase, and pyruvate kinase),
as well as, protein content, lipid content, and dry weight for each.
individual. There was no significant difference in enzyme activity
between winners and losers but the duration of the competitive
encounter was highly correlated with the energetic metabolism of the
winners.
-

HE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO REPRODUCTION IN

Sta.

DAPHNIA
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laarten Boersma, Max-Planck-Institute for Limnology, Postfach 165, D-24302 Plön.
Germany. e-mail: boersma@mpil-ploen.mpg.d400.de
One of the central themes of research in ecology in the past decades has been the Variation
i offspring size and number. According to the classic paper of Smith & Fretwell (1974), maximizing
arental fitness will lead to a Single optimal Investment per offspring for any given environment. As
ic total effort per breeding attempt does not influence the parental fitness-function, changes in the
>tal resource acquisition or in the proportion of the resources which is allocated to reproduction, are
ot expected to change this optimal Investment per offspring. Organisms, living in changing
ivironmems with respect to food conditions. may, however, use their resource acquisition as an
itimate of the environmental circumstances which their offspring will encounter after birth. Hence.
i planktonic cladocerans like Daphnia. mothers may assess the conditions their offspring will
icounter, and adjust the offspring size according to the parent's resource availabiliry.
In contrast to the predictions of the Smith & Fretwell model, I observed that large mothers
roduce 1 arger offspring, and hence at a given food level juvenile size is dependent on matemal size.
everal mechanisms have been proposed to explain this phenomenon. One explanation is that small
iveniles are produced by small mothers to be able to avoid the effect of positively size-selective fish
-edation. Another explanation given in the literature is that 1 arger animals produce 1 arger juveniles
; a result of the higher likelihood of intraspecific competition, and of predation by negatively
ze-selective invertebrate predators when large (=old) females are present. Both factors would result
higher mortality risks for smaller offspring.
The explanations given above. however, are hampered by the fact that it is thus far unknown
which age of the mother the optimal offspring size is produced in a certain environment. Therefore,
i experiment was carried out which investigated the relationship between matemal age and the fitness

i

respective broods produced by these animals. The intrinsic rate of population increase, r, was
losen as a measurement of fitness. AUhough the fitness of successive broods increased, the size of

r"

.e juveniles increased more. and hence the fitness per unit effort decreased with increasing age of the
males. Hence, optimal offspring sizes were found for offspring produced by the first adult instars
f Daphnia. This implies that no further explanation has to be found as to why juveniles produced by
jung mothers are so small, but rather more effort has to be put in explaining super-optimal sizes of
veniles produced by older individuals.

GENETIC MARKERS AND QUANTITATIVE GF.NETIC VARIATION IN A SELFING
PLANT SPEC)ES, MED1CAGO TRUNCATULA (LEGUMINOSAE): A COMPARATfVE
O c,
ANAI.YS1S OF POPULATION STRUCTURE.
s~>^TIG
ISABtLLE BONNIN*. JEAN-MARIE PROSPER!*, and ISADELLL OLrv^.Rf
*It^\ Mompclller, Domaine de Mclgiicll, 34130 Mauguio, France.
'Universiii du Montpellier 11, l'lace Uugine Bataillon. 340y5 Mompcllicr, l-rance.

Using RAPD markers and one morphological marker, wc siudied ihci among and wiihin
Population siruciure in a selfing annual plant spccies, Medicagn tnincamla GAERTN. Aboul
200 individuals, sampled from four populalions subdivided into three subpopulations each,
were scorcd for 22 markers. Unexpectcdly, it was t'ound ihai within populalion variance
componcm accountcd for 55% of the total variance, while among populalions variance
component accoumcd for only 45%. Eighteen pcrcent of the toul variance was due to within
populalion strueture. Thus, 37% of the total variance was wiihin subpopulalion. This large
wiihin subpopulation variance could be cxplained by eilher small neighborhood sizes within
subpopulations. or by outcrossing following migration evems. or both. Using a multilocus
approach, it WILS found that no multilocus genotype was common lo iwo populalions. Two of
the four studied populalions were composed of a fcw lincs (/. e. mulülocus genotypes),
whereas the other two had more multilocus genoiypes than one might expect in a seifing
species. In the most Polymorphie populalion. only one genotype was found common to two
Subpopulations. By drawing a minimum spanning network of ihcsc multilocus genoiypes, wc
could suggest migration events among ihcse subpopulations. Resampling experiments show
that, depending on ihe populalion, 3 to 16 Polymorphie loci were necessary and sufficient to
score all multilocus lincs of ihe populalion. When these data arc compared to published
resulis, it appears that in some occasions. the number of genoiypes per populalion of seifing
species imghi be larger than would bc cxpcctcd from the sole considcration of populalion
clleciive size. On the basis Ol these results, we chosc the two mosi Polymorphie populalions
lo compare, at a fine spatial seale, the heiween and within populalion strueture for
quaiuiiaiivc and neuiral characters. Ii was found ihai populalions are more ditterentiated for
metrics traits than for markers, and that the wiihin populalion variabilily of these characters is
icduccd as compared lo markers. These result suggest ihai: 1- bciwccn populalion, a stronger
heierogencous selection is aciing on lifc-hisiory iraiis than on markers. 2- within population.
a homogeneizmg selection ix aciing on lite-hisiory Iridis, Ihereby reducing within population
variabilily, as compaicd lo markers.
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Queen-male conflict over mating in eusocial Hymenoptera: eager females
and reluctant males?

Jacobus J. Boomsma
Department of Ecology and Genetics, University of Aarhus,
Ny Munkegade, building 540, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
Recent empirical evidence has shown that workers of ants, bees, and wasps can capitalise
on relative colony-level differences in relatedness asymmetry by producing split sex ratios
of remarkable accuracy. When such population wide Variation in relatedness asymmetry is
due to Single colony-queens mating with either one or two males, this may lead to an
evolutionary conflicts between gynes (prosepective queens) and males over the preferred
number of matings. When later offspring-workers assess the proportion off full-sibs and
half-sibs in their own colony and predictably produce mostly or only males in the more
genetically diverse colonies dominated by half-sib relatednesses, gynes are under selection
to go for one extra mating, because a male biased offspring sex ratio gives them a much
higher fitness when the population sex ratio as a whole is still female biased. This fitness
gain is frequency dependent, but can compensate for considerable costs of an additional
mating as long as double mating is rare. Males, however, may find themselves in an
opposite Situation. Due to haplodiploidy, they have zero fitness when their worker offspring
will later produce only new sterile workers and male sexuals. Under some scenarios, this
should make males critical as to whether they should mate with an already inseminated
gyne, and if they do so, as to how much sperm they should transfer. Cptimal male strategies
can then be predicted to depend on their chance to find alternative virgin mates in the same
mating swarm, on the relatedness assessment accuracy of workers as a function of the
relative sperm contributions of two males mating with the same queen, and on the
frequency of double mating in the population as a whole.
Social insect mating strategies as we can observe them in the field may represent
cumulative and frequency dependent equilibrium compromises between the contrasting
interests of the sexes. However, the direction of sexual selection driving these dymamic
equilibria is quite peculiar, as the conflict over mating implies that females should rathdr
uncritically accept extra matings, whereas males should be critically trying to avoid wastin'g
sperm on non-virgin females, whose offspring will destroy their fitness. Thus, workers
winning the worker-queen conflict over the sex ratio from their mother-queens may have
created a new evolutionary conflict over mating where prosepective mother-queens can
reduce or eliminate the worker-queen conflict over the sex ratio by mating one more time,
at the detriment of the fitness interests of their mates.

MoJeail^j- diversity of Wolbachia, endosymbionts of Crustaceans
Didier Bouchon, Thierry Rigaud and Pierre Juchault
Universit6 de Poitiers, Laboratoire de Biologie Animale, URA CNRS 1975,
40 avenue du Recteur Pineau, F-86022 Poiüers Cedex, France,
e-mail: bouchon@hennes.univ-poitiers.fr
Wolbachia are strictly endocellular, vertically transmitted bacteria
associated with insects and crustaceans. They are responsible for feminization,
cytoplasmic mcompatibility or parthenogenesis in their hosts, which enable them'
to increase their transmission in the host populations. By using PCR diagnostic "*
primers we have found Wolbachia in 17 isopods : Wolbachia is widespread in

"

Oniscidea occuring in all families and is also present in Asellota and Flabellifera:
The taxonomic Status of these microorganisms has been defined by sequencing
parts of their 16S rDNA. Wolbachia are all closely related and form a
monophyletic group which belong to the a-subdivision of purple bacteria. The
most closely related genera are also endocytobiodc bacteria such as Rickettsia,
Ehrlichia or Anaplasma. The bacteria from Oniscidea hosts show a very low
divergence whereas bacteria from Asellota and Flabellife "a are more dose to the .
Wolbachia responsible for parthenogenesis in insects. The lack of concordance
between bacterial and host phylogenies indicates that the crustacean-infecting
Wolbachia have undergone horizontal transfer amongst anhropod lineages.

:

Other results including sucess of cross-infections with Wolbachia strains
are consistent with the view that horizontal transfer has been predominant in the
modern distribution of Wolbachia. These results show that horizontal
interspecific transfers can contribute significantly to the wide distribution of
Wolbachia within terrestrial isopods.
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B chromosomes: a classic case of sei fish genetic Clements?
SUSAN M. BOUGOURD
Department of Biology. University of York. York. Y01 5DD. UK

B chromosomes were the first case of sei fish genetic elements to be described some fifty years
ago. In many species. B chromosomes are good candidates for selfish elements as they can
accumulate during mitotic and meiotic nuclear divisions. thereby exhibiting 'drive'.
Surprisingly. however. in vievv of the widely held belief that B chromosomes are universally
selfish. it is now clear that B chromosomes in a significant number of species do not show '
Jrive. and in these cases their maintenance must depend on an enhanced fitness of their hosts.
This is the Situation in AUium schoenoprasum at the River Wye. Powys, Wales, where
B chromosomes occur in 65% of plants yet lack an effective drive mechanism. Their tendency
(o decline in frequency during transmission is counterbalanced by a selective advantage that
hey give their hosts in terms of early germination and a greater ability to germinate and
iurvive under drought conditions. Clearly B chromosomes in A. schoenoprasum at the River
vVye cannot be classed as selfish genetic elements.
3 chromosomes also occur at an exceptionally high frequency (87%) in a neighbouring
lopulation of A schoenoprasum on the River Irfon. a tributary of the River Wye. Cytological
:vidence suggests that the Bs from the two populations have a common origin, yet the Bs at
he River Irfon. in contrast to those at the River Wye. behave as selfish genetic elements and
how drive. This suggests that B transmission may be influenced by modifier genes on the
\ chromosomes, and highlights the possibility of a "coevolutionary race' between the A and
i chromosomes. The presence of contrasting B chromosomes in A. schoenoprasum provides a
are opportunity to investigau-. within a Single species. the evolutionary dynamics ofboth
elfish and unselfish genetic elements.

Ectoparasitism as a factor of habitat selection in a colonial bird.
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T. BOL'LINIER ,

MONNAT-& E. DANCHIN ...

1 Institut d'Ecologie, Universite Paris VI - C.N.R.S - URA 258. 7 Quai Saint Bemard, 75252
Paris, France. (E-mail: Tboulini@snv.jussieu.fr)
2 Laboratoire de Biologie Marine, Universite de Bretagne Occidentale, 29000 Brest, France
Parasitism has largely been studied in the context of sexual selection, but its importance
as a potential factor of habitat selection has little been considered. We presents the results of a
long-term study on the population dynamic consequences of ectoparasitism by the tick Ixodes
uriae on its host, the Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla. Ixodes uriae is an haematophagous
ectoparasite which spends almost all its life in the cliff Substrate, and feed on its seabird hosts
when they come to land for breeding. The Kittiwake is a a long-lived seabird which breeds in
colonies situated on vertical seacliffs. A systematic monitoring of the host demography and
behaviour, and of the parasite population dynamics was carried out over a period of 12 years.
Each year, ticks were counted on the chicks at ringing. This allowed us to investigate the
correlations between level of tick infestation and Kittiwake local demography and behaviour,
but also the spatio-temporal dynamics of the ticks. Moreover, a parasite removal experiment
was carried out in 1993 in order to investigate the causal nature of the relationships.
At the individual level, a lower probability of reproductive success was found associated
with higher parasite load after correcting for the age of the chicks. Following the tick removal
experiment, a higher index of reproductive success was found foi nests of the sprayed areas
compared to the control areas. At the cliff level, the density and pre\ alence of infestation of the
cliffs were found negatively correlated with their reproductive succuss, taking into account the
year, the local predator pressure and the cliff. Nests highly parasitized a given year were less
likely to be re-occupied the following year, which can be explained by a lower probability of
nest re-occupation following breeding failure. Higher host increasing rates were found
associated with lower parasite levels of infestation. This can be explained by a higher
recmitment of breeders on previous year successfull places. Finally, ticks were found
heterogeneously distributed in space and there was a year to year temporal autoconelation of
cliff tick infestation.
Ectoparasitism by ticks appears to be a predictable factor of environment quality that not
only affects the local reproductive success of its host, but also host dispersa! and recruitment,
and thus host metapopulation functionning. Together with predation, ectoparasitism is likely to
be an important factor of habitat selection in group living species.
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Dominance level influenced by environmental conditions
Bourguet, D., Prout, M & M Raymond
Lab. Genetique et Environnement, CC65 Universite Montpellier II, France.

Dominance

level

of

an

insecticide

resistance

gene

(an

insensitive

acetylcholinesterase) in the mosquito Culex pipiens was found very difFerent in
two environments, varying from near dominance to near recessivity. To better
understand this plastic response, various environmental parameters were
manipulated and their interactions studied. Causal relationshipt were also
explored Results are discussed in the context of the various theories of the
evolution of dominance
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SELECTTVE SWEEP OF Y CHROMOSOME AND GENETIC INCOMPATIBILITIES IN THE
HOUSE MOUSE: SELFISH GENES IN ACTION?
Stephane BOISSINOT, Erick DE3MARAIS & Pierre BOURSOT.
Laboratoire Genome et Populations (URA 1493 CNRS), Universite Montpellier II, F-34095
Montpellier, email. boursot@univ-montp2.fr.

There is substantial genetic evidence that the three parapatric subspecies of house mouse
(Mus musculus) found and characterised at the periphery of Eurasia are the result of a
geographic radiation from a Northern Indian cradle several hundred thousand years ago.
Each subspecies is characterised by one of the three mtDNA lineages, but possesses one of
only two Y chromosome lineages (or types) existing in the whole species. M. m. domesticus
and M. m. musculus have different Y types. The narrowness of the Y chromosome cline in,
their hybrid zone indicates a strong involvement
incompatibilities between these taxa.

of this chromosome

in genetic

We provide evidence from Y chromosome intron

sequences that the divergence of these two Y lineages is much more recent than the radiation
of the subspecies, and that the present subspecies distribution of Y types results from

a

recent sweep of one of them across subspecies. Furthermore the sex determination locus
(sry) appears to show an exceptionally high non-synonymous Substitution rate, particularly in
one lineage. This is strong evidence that the evolution of the Y chromosome in this species
has been driven by positive Darwinian selection that has caused the rapid spread of new
haplotypes. We will review the evidence that the present distribution of Y types in M
musculus might result from the accumulation selfish genes on the Y and that this has
contributed to the development of genetic incompatibilities between subspecies.
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Fluctuating asymmetry (FA), the non-directional deviation from
bilateral symmetry, is increasingly used as a measure of
developmental stability and there is a strong trend towards using
such measures as a 'general health certificate' of individuals
or populations. However, the genetical and developmental basis
of FA remains unclear. This paper will report on preliminary
studies designed to address these issues for the pattern of
eyespots on the left and right wings of the butterfly Bicvclus
anynana- We have a good understanding of the developmental
mechanisms underlying Variation in the size and pattern of an
individual eyespot. Each one has concentric rings of scale cells
with different colour pigments which are synthesised in late
pupae; determination of cell fate occurs in early pupae and
involves establishment of an Information gradient from a central
'focus' followed by an Interpretation of the gradient by the
siyrrounding cells. This paper will report on: 1) measurements of
FA for eyespot size in inbred bottlenecked-lines and outbred
.control-lines; 2) a selection experiment on FA and 3) a
comparative analysis of FA for eyespots which express either high
BE low phenotypic plasticity or for which Visual selection from
predators is known to be strong an weak.

Developmental stability, genetics and eyespot formation on Bicyclus
wings
Brakefield P, Breuker C, Kesbeke F & Saccheri I
IT
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B A C y e l u g ^nypana exhibits streng phenotypic plasticity in the
form of seasonal polyphenism. Butterflies of the wet season form
have marginal eyespots and a transverse band which are more dr
less absent m the dry season form. Short or long larval
development times (e.g. at high or low temperatures) vield
respectiyely, these adult phenotypes. A similar phenotypic
correlation is also observed for quantitative Variation in
phenotype withm a cohort reared at a particular temperature
Selected Imes have been established which produce either one
form or the other (but not both) across all rearing temperatures.
Experiments m which morphological eyespot traits or nre-adult
development time of the butterflies are subjected to truncation
selection consistently produce correlated responses in both sets
of traits; larger eyespots änd_rapid development or the reverse
Evidence will be presented that this is due to a common mediation
of the traits mvolvmg eedysteroid hormones. It is argued that
the form of the covariances is deeply imbedded in the phylogeny
of the species-group and is utilized in an evolutionary sense
when there is a fit between this form and the functional
requirements of the environment. This will be discussed in the
context of constraints.

Interactions between morphological and life history traits and
evolution of plasticity in tropica! butterflies
Brakefield P, Kesbeke F & Koch PB
IX
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Evidence for Genetic Hitchhiking at the erect wing Locus of Drosophila
melanogaster. J.M. Braverman, C.H. Langley, and M. Aguade. Universität
de Barcelona, Spain, and the University of California at Davis, U.S.A.
-p0
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Statistical evidence is presented that this reduction continues the trend of
decreasing levels of Variation along the tip of the Drosophila X toward
telomere.
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Chromosomal clines in the Danish hybrid zone betwecn European house mice
J. Britton-Davidian1, F. Fei1, J. Catalan1, V. Fillon1 and A. Orth

2

'Laboraioire Genetique et Environnemeni. ISEM, UMII. PI. E. Bataillon, 34095 Montpellier Cedex, France
2Laboratoire

Genome et Populalions. UMII, PI. E. Bataillon. 34095 Montpellier Cedex, France

The existence of 3 pairs of Robcrtsonian (Rb) transiocations in Mus musculus domeslicus mice
from the hybrid zone in Denmark has allowcd to analyze the imeraction of thcse reanrangements with a
chromosomallv conservative genome. /VZ. m. musculus. The cytogenetic analysis confinmed the nonintrogression of the Rb fusions into the musculus genome. The geographic distribution of these Rb
fusions follows three staggered chromosomal clines which increase in steepness the closer they are to
the center of the hybrid zone as defined by allozymes. Analysis of altemate hypotheses suggests that
chromosomal differentiation of the Danish domesticus occunred after contact was established with
musculus. The staggering of the clines would refiect the order of arrival of the Rb fusions into the
hybrid zone. Several models involving selection and diffusion processes are discussed to account for
the difference in width between clines. A selective modcl with increasing levels of counterselection due
to interaction with a progressively enriched musculus genome provides the best fit for the observed
pattem. Coumereelection of Rb fusions with little effect on the recombination of linked allozyme
markers Supports the view that only the centromeric segments of the Rb fusions are incompatible with
the musculus genome.
To determine if limitation in centromere flow applied to non-Rb chromosomes as well, the
distribution of silver-stained NORs (nucleolus organizing regions) was analyzed through the hybrid
zone. Results indicated a clinal Variation in the activity of a centromeric NOR present on chromosome
11 (NOR11) of musculus (maximum frequency. 80%) and absent in domesticus. The non-detection of
NOR11 activity in domesticus mice was confirmed to be due to the absence of ribosomal

genes on this

chromosome, both by silver-staining of laboratory Fl hybrids (no dominance) and by in situ
hybridization. The abrupt transition in frequency from 75% to 0% of this marker occurred over less
than 3km and coincided with the center of one of the Rb clines. These results suggest that intrognession
of the centromeric region of the non-Rb chromosome 11 of musculus is also restricted. However,
analysis of additional centromeric markers are needed to extend the hypothesis of centromere
incompatibilities to the whole chromosomal complements of the two subspecies.
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A Sequential-Arrivals Model of Territory Acquisition
authors: M.Broom, C.Cannings. and G.T.Vickers

It is not uncommon among birds for large numbers to nest close together. For
example there may be thousaads of kittiwakes nesting on a sea-cliff. At the bcinning of a nesting season. birds (or more properly breeding pairs) have to establish
themselves on a nest sue. These sites will not all have the same value (aa measured
by the expected number of offspring) because of access by predators, the dcree of
shelter, inherent suitability etc. This paper describes a model of such a Situation.
' Birds
sequentially at a breeding area. The birds must decide whether to
occupy a free site or contest for an already occupied one. In the latter case the
'odds favour the occupier, the loser incurs a cost and must go to a vacant sUe. It
is of interest to find the optimal strategy for such a population. For any parameter
values there is a threshold phenomenon: eaxly arrivals occupy vacant sites, late
arrivals fight. This result is intuitively reasonable, but the sequence of sites chosen
is fairly complex. A recursive method for specifying the Solution is given together
with various examples.

It seems unreasonable that such complicated strategies could evolve. Various
simpler classes of strategy have been considered. In particular we describe a case
where an unreasonable looking strategy cannot be invaded directly, and the presence
of a catalyst strategy is required to displace it.
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Estimating the Frequency of Sex in Haploids: an Approach Using Computer-Intensive Statistics"^" ' ^

46

|ames K. M. Brown1 and Rat M. E. Altham2
'john Innes Centre, Colney Lane, Norwich, NR4 7UH, England
E-mail: James.Brown@bbsrc.ac.ul<
^Statistical Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB2 I SB, England
E-mail: P.M.E.Altham@statslab.cam.uk

Methods for estimating the frequency of sex (!;) in diploid organisms are based on the principle that
sex restores Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This is clearly not applicable to haploid organisms. We have
devised a method of estimating i, of sex in haploids, based on gametic disequilibrium (D) being
reduced by sex; in a Single, completely sexual generation, D between unlinked genes is halved.
In the diploid case, the equations for estimating ^ are generally straightforward. Moreoven different,
unlinked genes can be treated as replicate observations, so that a confidence interval for 1; can be
found. In the haploid case, the equations which describe the transition of genotype frequencies
through a sexual cycle are much more complicated, because of interactions between genes in a multilocus model. Estimating all the parameters of the model - £, and the set of genotype frequencies, {p}
- is difflcult for two genes and impossible for three or more. Further, different genes clearly cannot
be treated as replicates of one another in a multi-locus model, which precludes their use in finding
confidence limits for 4We estimate !; using profile likelihood, a method which finds the maximum likelihood estimate of ^
while treating {p}, which need not be estimated, as nuisance parameters. Profile likelihood is based on
Standard likelihood theory, but is Computer-intensive because i; must be estimated for a large number
of values of {p}. It is also possible to estimate additional parameters, such as a selection coefficient or
a frequency of migration, at the same time as estimating
Additional information can be obtained if
the sexes of the individuals in the sample can be determined. The sample sizes needed for meaningful
estimates of ^ will be discussed.
Profile likelihood may well have other, useful appllcations in population genetics, by allowing estimates
of parameters of multi-locus and other complicated models.
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Genes and Mernes in the Evolution of Disease Resistance in Gröps

TT 1

James K. M. Brown
John Innes Centre, Colney Lane, Norwich, NR4 7UH. England
E-mail: James.Brown@bbsrc.ac.uk

Several theoretical models involving matching host resistance genes and parasite virulence genes have
been studied, by Leonard. Jayakar. Clarke, Barren and others. In a wide ränge of models, gene
frequencies evolve towards a form of stable limit cycle. Starting from low frequencies of both genes,
(a) the frequency of a resistance gene rises because it the host with protection against most of the
parasite population; (b) the matching virulence gene is selected because it allows the parasite to
overcome the resistance; (c) the resistance gene confers reduced fitness if it is not effective against
the parasite population, so its frequency falls; (d) the frequency of the virulence gene falls, due to
adverse selection. since it is now not required for infection of the hosL
There are numerous, well-studied examples of matching resistance and virulence genes, following
Flor s "gene-for-gene" relationship, in plant diseases. There is also a considerable body of data on the
frequencies of these genes in agriculture, notably in the rust and powdery mildew diseases of cereals.
In some cases, the paradigm of a stable limit cycle has occurred. However, the mechanisms underlying
che cyclical dynamics are not necessarily the same as those proposed by the theoreticians. Firstly, we
must consider the selection of crop varieties by plant breeders, agronomists, seed merchants and
Farmers. Secondly, the question of selection against unnecessary resistance or virulence is controversial. because there is no evidence for it as a general phenomenon (although particular cases are
known). Thirdly, linkage between genes and the existence (or not) of sex affects the dynamics.
Examples of cyclical and non-cyclical dynamics will be presented, illustrated by the powdery mildew
disease of barley. These examples will be discussed in relation to genetic and cultural factors which
cause evolution of crops and their diseases, and theoretical models which show how the persistence
of polymorphisms in host and pathogen populations is affected by such factors as the frequency of sex
ind linkage between genes.
It is important to realise that plant breeders select varieties for many characters, including resistance
to several diseases. The effort which a breeder puts into selecting for resistance to a particular
disease depends on his or her perception of the importance of that disease. Coevolution of disease
resistances and breeders' ratings of the importance of diseases leads to another kind of cyclical
evolution.
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PHYL0GENY
OF THE FAMILY APHIDIDAE
DIFFERENT SUBUNITS OF THE F-ATPase COMPLEX

BASED

OW

C. B u a d e s ; R . C a r r i ö ; A . M o y a and A . L a t o r r e
Department of Genetics. University of Valencia.
C/ Dr. Moliner, 50. 46100 Burjassot, Valencia. Spain.
Endosymbiosis is a key process in the evolution and
speciation of aphids. As a consequence of this process*at
^St-^th1ree • dlfferent genomes coexist in the same
individuai, i.e. nuclear, mitochondrial and the aphid
endosymbiont (Buchnera aphidicola) genome. In the present
work we analyse genes corresponding to the F-ATPase
complex from the three genomes belonging to different
species of the family Aphididae: the nuclear beta
t ^ U n i t r t:he endosymbiont atpD gene and the mitochondrial
ATPase 6.
Molecular phylogenies based on different procedures
mostly
characterand
distance-based
methods
are
obtamed and compared to determine possible cospeciation
and/or coevolutionary events. Our results will also be
discussed with those obtained by Moran et al. (1993
Proc. R. Soc. London B, 253:167-171)), who compared the
phylogeny based on 16S ribosomal RNA genes from bacterial
endosymbionts with the evolution of aphids based on
morphological traits.

Analysis of the terrestrial habitat component
hybrid
zone using remote sensing
R.J.F. Bugter1, J.W. Artzen1 & N.H. Barton2
1 Biological Sciences, University of Wales, Bangor
2 ICAPB, University of Edinburgh
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The hybrid zone between Bombina bombina and Bombina variegata in the
Pescenica area. Croatia, differs in some respect from its counterpart in
Poland. It is generally wider than the Polish one and is not strictly located
at the transition from hüls to piain, but bulges out into a lowland forest
area. A possible cause for this difference lies in the continuation of habitat
preferred by B. variegata into the piain (MacCallum, PhD thesis). By
analysing environmental data taken from a Spot satellite image and
topographical maps we intend to show the effect of habitat preference on
the shape and position of the hybrid zone.

METAPOPULATIONS: AN APPROPRIATE FRAMEWORK FOR STUDYING THE
DYNAMICS OF SP ATI ALL Y DISPERSED HOST-PATHOGEN INTERACTIONS
Jeremy J. Burdon1 & Lars Ericsoir
'Division ofPIant Industry, CSIRO, GPO Box 1600, Canberra, A.C. T. 2601, Australia'Department ofEcological Botany, Umea University, S90-I87, Umea, Sweden

The interactions that occur between plants and their pathogens typically show considerable
temporal and spatial variability. Much of this variability is generated by an underlying patchiness
in the distribution of host demes and hence, inevitably, in those of their pathogens. This
patchiness provides the ecological setting in which host-pathogen associations occur and has
profound consequences for the long-term dynamics of co-evolved host-pathogen interactions.
Studies of interactions at the level of individual demes provide a picture of the
immediate selective pressures that pathogen and host populations may exert on each other.
However, for very many associations, such individual population interactions are inhereritly
unstable with pathogen and, to a lesser extent, host populations undergoing periodic extinction
Within a population the chance of pathogen extinction is a fünction of the severity of the
population crash, the size of the host population and the ability of the pathogen to survive
unfavourable periods.
The extinction of individual demes highlights the importance of migration events in the
re-establishment of interactions between hosts and pathogens and in providing a source of new
Variation in existing ones. The probability of migration events is clearly influenced by the size
and proximity of neighbouring demes. Even when population crashes are not accompanied by
extinction, genetic changes may occur in either host or pathogen population as a result of
random genetic drift. In tum these changes may also alter the direction and intensity of
selection. Depending on the frequency of migration, the numerical and genetical dynamics of
individual populations are more or less independent of one another.
The consequences ofthis interplay of demographic and genetic forces is a model of
evolution in a variable environment. Here coevolution is seen as a regional or metapopulation
based process govemed by a combination of drift, gene flow, and various forms of selection.
Two host-pathogen Systems (Filipendula ulmaria as host to Triphragmium ulmariae,
and Linum marginale as host to Melampsora Uni) provide empirical evidence of the
appropriateness of this model for addressing the evolutionary dynamics of natural host-pathogen
Systems.
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Geographie Variation of Drosophila melanogaster populations from the
former USSR for enzyme loci and quantitative traits
Variation in eight enzyme loci {Acph, Adh. Est-6, Est-C, a-Gpdh, NADPH-dependent
dh, 6-Pgd. and Pgm) and four quantitative traits (wing size, wing shape, developmental
ate, and produetivity) was assessed in natural populations of Drosophila melanogaster
rom the territory of the former USSR (European region, the Caucasus, and Central Asia)
hat was previously poorly investigated with regard to Drosophila Variation. The Adh-F
Ilde frequency and wing size were shown to decrease in clinal fashion from northwest to
outheast and were negatively correlated with temperature of the hottest calendar month.
'roduetivity was higher in populations of Europe as compared to those of Central Asia;
ving shape also was different between these regjons. The existence of such differentiation
n the territory where migration must be substantial suggests some selection pressure
cting in natural populations of D. melanogaster in the northem part of the species ränge.

Geographie Variation of Drosophila melanogaster populations from the
former USSR for enzyme loci and quantitative traits
ßubli O
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Sex-Chromosome Polymorphism and Cytogenetics of Interpopulation Hybrids
in the Grasshopper Podisma sapporensis Shir.
Alexandere. BUGROV
Novosibirsk State University, Pirogov st..2, 630090 Novosibirsk RussiaInstitute ofSystematics and Ecology of Animals, Siberian Branch Russian
Academy of Science. Frunze St.. 11,630091 Novosibirsk, Russia.
A comparative karyotype analysis of two populations of Podisma
sapporensis has shown: 2n=22+XO and 2n=22+XX, the X- chromosome is
subacrocentnc as result of the Inversion within a population devided from
Sakhalin; 2n=20+neo-X+neo-Y and 2n=20+neo-XX, as result X-autosöme
translocation in a population from Kurile (Kunashir Island). The revealed
karyomorphs of Sakhalin and Kunashir sex-chromosome races of Podisma
sapporensis differ in stmctural rearrangements of the sex chromosomes in
homozygous State. Simultaneously each of them differs discretely from the
population of Podisma sapporensis of Hokkaido (Inoue 1985), the members
of which have a standan acridid karyotype consisting of 23 acrocentric
chromosomes in male, and 24 in female whith sex deterrmnation XO/XX The
homozygous State of the revealed rearragements in grasshopers the group
notable for conservatism of stmctural e volution of chromosomes allows to
consider that the substantial role is played by Isolation mechanism.
A field experiment in crossing between members of these populations
showed the absence of precopulation Isolation mechanisms. the embryos of the
hybnd generation, however having been noticed to have mono- and trisomia
by autosome, involved in the translocation. It caused permit to expect the
disturbance in meiosis which would result in the formation of disbalance
gamets and.therefore, sterility of hybrids.
This work was supported by a grant from Russian Fund of Basic
Investigation (N 9-04-11606-a).
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Molecular markers reveal cryptic sex in the human pathogen
Coccidioides immitis
A. Burt*^. D. A. CanerT§. G. L. Koenig7, T. J. Whitet & J. W. Taylor*

*Depanment of Plant Biology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA tRoche .
Molecular Systems. 1145 Atlantic Ave.. Alameda. CA 94501. USA ^Present address: Dept.
of Biology, Imperial College. Silwood Park. Ascot. Berks. SL5 7PY. U.K. §Present address:
Dept. of Microbiology. University of Sydney. NSW 2006, Australia.
Coccidioides immitis. cause of a recent epidemic of "Valley fever" in
California, is typical of many eukaryotic microbes in that mating and meiosis
have yet to be reponed, but it is not clear if sex is tmly absent or just cryptic. To
find out, we have undenaken a population genetic study, using PCR
amplification, Screening for single Strand conformation polymorphisms
(SSCPs), and direct DNA sequencing, to find molecular markers with
nucleotide-level resolution. Both population genetic and phylogenetic analyses
indicate that C. immitis is almost completely recombining. These results
motivate a directed search for mating and meiosis and illustrate the Utility of
SSCP and sequencing with arbitrary primer pairs (SWAPP) in molecular
population genetics.
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The origin and maintenance of London Underground (metro)
mosquitoes

~rijn

Katharine Byrne & Richard Nichols, Queen Mary & Westfield College
Subterranean and above-ground Culex have been given different species
designations: molestus and pipiens. In Southern Europe the genetic
evidence does not indicate the existence of two disjoint groups. Why have
entomologists from Northern Europe distinguished the two groups? It may be
that, in northern regions, the loss of diapause which occurs Underground
prevents establishment of above-ground satellites and hence acts to reduce
gene flow in those regions with more severe climates.
Long-standing subterranean populations are therefore of particular interest.
The London Underground (metro) has a long history of subterranean Culex
dating back at least as far as the 39-45 war. Populations from the London
Underground were sampled along with above-ground populations which were
collected as near as practicable to each metro site. A genetic analysis of the
populations by CAGE revealed clear patterns of genetic differentiation which
imply at least some degree of reproductive isolation. The discrepancy with
Southern European results will be discussed.

THE INFLUENCE OF PARTIAL INBREEDING ON EFFECTIVE
POPULATION SIZE AND FIXATION RATE
XTX6
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Armando Caballero^ and Enrique Santiago1

Institute of Cell, Animal and Population Biology, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh EH9 3JT (Scotland); { Departamento de Biologin Funcional,
Universidad de Oviedo, 33071 Oviedo (Spain)

The effects of partial Inbreeding on effective population size and rates of fixation of mutant genes are investigated in selected populations. Predictions of
effective size under an infinitesimal model of gene effects and directional truncation selection are given for partial seifing and partial full-sib mating. The Joint
effect of selection and partial Inbreeding causes a large reduction in the effective
size relative to the case of random mating. This effect is especially remarkable for
small amounts of selected genetic Variation. For example, for initial heritability
0.1 and proportion selected 1/6, the ratio of effective size to population size is
0.10 in populations with about 90% seifing while it is 0.85 in random mating
populations. An experimental check of this effect is presented using an artificially selected isogenic population of Drosophila melanogaster in which there is
a small amount of genetic Variation in the selected trait due to a short period
of spontaneous mutation. A consequence of the reduction in effective size is a
proportional reduction in the probability of fixation of favourable mutants and a
reduction in their time to fixation. Some recent results relative to the change in
gene frequency of favourable alleles in partially inbred populations are discussed.
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The Anopheles gambiae complex: contrastlng phylogenies
from nuclear and mitochondrial DNA sequences in mosquitoes
A. Caccone, B.A. Garcia*, and J.R. Powell*
Dip.di Biologia, II Univereita' di Roma "Tor Vergala", Rome, Italy and
"Dept.of Biology, Yale University, New Häven, Ct, USA

The six Afrotropical species of mosquitoes in the Anopheles gambiae comple
include the most efficient vectors of malaria, A. gambiae and A. arabiensis. These tv\
species occur in subsaharan Africa, where they may occur in sympatry with eac
other or with any of the other species:A merus and A. melas (east and west coast •
central Africa, respectively), A. quadriannulatus (Ethiopia and Zanzibar), A. bwambc
(Uganda). It has been speculated that speciation in this complex may be extreme
recent (within 10,000 years) and introgression may occur among several. of th
species. Thus, phylogeny reconstmction has been quite difficult. The phylogeny base
on paracentric chromosome inversions places the two principle vectors of malaria, ,
gambiae and A. arabiensis, on two different clades. On the other hand, DNA sequenc
data from nuclear ribosomal DNA, two mtDNA coding regions (ND4 and ND5) and £
esterase gene for five of these species strongly support the sister taxa relationship •
A. gambiae and A. arabiensis and the mtDNA data further indicate the occurrence .
gene flow across the two species. To try to clarify the relationships among the specit
we(1)added the mitochondrial A+T-rich region (potentially its rapid rate of evolutic
could provide the data to resolve the relationships of such closely related species
and (2) sequenced a segment close to the breakpoint of Inversion 3a on the
chromosome, to understand if the Inversion, which Clusters A. gambiae with A. men
and not A. arabiensis, is indeed monophyletic. The A+T-rich data confirms that ,
gambiae and A. arabiensis are sister taxa, as shown by the other mtDNA data. Th
phylogeny based on the nuclear gene within the Inversion supports the chromosorr
phylogeny, with A. gambiae and A. merus as sister taxa.
The conflicting DNA data sets have very strong phylogenetic Signal, yet produc
different conclusions. Such contrast may be explained by gene flow between ,
gambiae and A. arabiensis. This results in introgression of mtDNA genes and
nuclear DNA outside the inversions, while some form of selection could preve
introgression for the DNA within the inversions. Thus, the DNA within the inversic
may reflect the "true" phylogeny of the group. This data set emphasized that in son
cases it may not be appropriate to use a "total evidence" approach to reconstru
phylogenies. These results also highlight the importance of knowing the Chromosom
location of genes used in phylogenetic analysis and whether they are associated tvi
chromosomal rearranaements such asJnversions.
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EVOLUTIONARY CONFLICTS WITH MULTIPLE CONTESTANTS

Most evolutionary conflicts are modelled as pair-wise contests. Most conflicts
in practice will involve many contestants, e.g. sperm-competition, nest-site acquisition.
A number of different scenarios for multi-contestant conflicts have been considered
(i)
The multiplayer War of Attrition,
(ii)
the acquisition of nests in a breeding area,
(iii)
sperm-competition,
and a variety of possible structures developed.
In moving from two to many players the complexity of the Solutions, whether
as ESS's or in terms of the dynamics increases substantially. Results will be presented
which illustrate both the potential complexity and the existence of certain types of
cycling, and catalysis.

Evolutionary conflicts with multiple constraints
7annings C, Broom M <6 Vickers GT
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Phylogenese and population studies on Canarian darkling beetles of
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LY,ocK,f'?Ntase"ude„'5e'"
Carlos Juan, Pedro Oromi'* and Godfrey

M.

Hewitt

School of Biological Sciences, University of Hast Anglia. Norwich NR4 7TJ U K
*Depanamento de Zoolog,'a. Facultad de Biolog,a. Universidad de La Laguna. Tenerife. Spain.

w!^UCawai7 frchiPelag0 forms a volcanic island chain into the Atlantic off the
North West Afncan coast. A ränge of organisms have colonised the archipelaeo
radianng through the Islands to produce a series of endemic species a^d
hpprS|p!Cierh ^ gHn^a ^me/ja and
comprise flightless saprophagous
beetles with 14 and 22 endemic ta.xa, man\' of them present in one island onlv. A
poroon of the mitochondrial Cytochrome Oxidase subunit I gene (COI) has been
used as a marker. DNA sequences (200-450 bp) have been obtained bv automatic
sequencing of PCR produets on all Pimelia Canarian species and 17 species of
tiegerer
plus several continental outgroups. These data sets were analysed
phylogenetically by maximum parsimom and distance approaches and the
resulting trees used to deduce sequential inter-island colonisations compatible with
the geological dating of the Islands.
We sampled populations from the Pimelia species-complex of Tenerife P radula
radula, P. r. ascendens, P. r. granulata and P. canariensis; three subspecies from
the P. laevigata distributed in the westem Islands (Gomera, La Palma and B
Hierro), which are of more recent formation: and Hegeter politus from the older
westem Islands (Fuerteventura, Lanzarote and their islets). Altogether, these
samples represent some 180 individuals from more than 25 populations in which
mitochondrial DNA sequence data has been obtained. The data has been analysed bv
various methods and phylogeographies produced. Sequence divergences are in
accordance of the geological age of the Islands and allow one to deduce pattems of
intraspeeifie colonisation. Interestingly, in Tenerife there are two diverged
mitochondrial types not concordant with the morphological species, suggesting
that the geological history of the island has influenced the present distribution of
mitochondrial genotypes within the island.
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CARMONA, M. J., A. GÖMEZ, AND M. SERRA
DEPARTAMENT DE MICROBIOLOGIA I ECOLOGIA. UNIVERSITÄT DE VALENCIA. E46100-BURJASSOT (SPAIN).

e-mail Maria.J.Carmona@uv.es
HABITAT CONDITIONS AS POTENTIAL FACTORS AFFECTING REPRODUCTIVE
ISOLATION AMONG SYMPATRIC POPULATIONS OF ROTIFERS

In a previous study it was reported on the genetic structure of populations belonging to the
species complex Brachionus plicatilis (Rotifera) in Torreblanca Marsh (Castellön, Spain).
Three clonal groups, called SS, SM, and L, which differed both in their allozyme patterns and
morphology, were found in an annual cycle survey of allozyme Variation and population
structure. These clonal groups were involved in a seasonal succession in one of the ponds
studied. and temporal and spatial distribution suggest ecological specialization of the
genotypes. Allozyme data provided no trace of gene flow among clonal groups, although SS
and L clonal group, on one hand, and SM and L groups on the other, showed partial
overlapping sexual periods. Experimental studies pointed out that behavioral reproductive
isolation can account for the absence of interbreeding among these clonal groups. In contrast,
3S and SM clonal groups showed lower levels of behavioral reproductive isolation. Spatial and
:emporal distribution, and sexual periods of these two clonal groups seems to be more
segregated in the wild. Observations of natural populations also suggested that different clonal
groups might induce bisexual reproductive periods at different population densities
Our objective in this contribution is to study the ecological specialization of clonal groups to
determine the role of ecological factors in the segregation of sexual periods among clonal
groups and thus to evaluate the importance of habitat or seasonal isolation on the absence of
nterbreeding. We conducted this work studying differences in life history traits (i.e. population
growth rates and induction of bisexual reproduction) among clonal groups growing in several
:onditions of salinity and temperature, the main environmental abiotic parameters that showing
/ariation in the habitat where rotifers were isolated.
Results showed genetic Variation in the population density threshold for bisexual
eproduction induction, the differences among genotypes being modulated by salinity and
emperature. These results are discussed focusing on the importance of seasonal or habitat
eproductive isolation among clonal groups in Torreblanca March.

Change in genetic architecture resulting from the evolution of
insecticide resistance
Carriere Y & Roff DA
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A multi-technique approach to the study of genetic structure of
Mediterranean populations of the sea bass Dicentrarchus labrax

P16

V.Sbordoni,G.AlIegnicci,A.Caccone,D.Cesarom,C.Fortunato,F.Venanzeni,S.Cataudella
Department of Biology, "Tor Vergata" Universiiy, Roma, Italy

The European sea bass Dicentrarchus labrax is the object of extensive research in our
laboratory aimed to elucidate the genetic structure of wild and cultivated populations, and to
search for historical and dynamic causes of their genetic diversity. This poster compares the
results of genetic analyses of reared samples before and after experimental acclimation to
freshwater to a study of wild Mediterranean populations from both coastal lagoons and sea.
Three different technical approaches (allozymes, RAPD markers and mtDNA length Varia
tion) were used to investigate the levels of genetic polymorphism and heterogeneity within
and among populations.
Acclimation trials were repeated for two years (1989, 1990) starting from the same broodstock. Results from these experiments showed that survival to acclimation to freshwater
was not random with respect to both allozyme genotype and RAPD markers. At least for
allozymes these results strongly suggested the hypothesis that regimes associated with
acclimation trials selected within an heterogeneous array of genotypes, probably reflecting
the different geographic origin of broodstock (Allegrucci et al., 1994). As for RAPD mar
kers, Statistical chance of concordant change for few markers out of 126 was more difficult
to dismiss (Allegrucci et al., 1995).
Results from these experiments led us to explore the pattem of geographic Variation in a
sample of wild Mediterranean populations and to assess whether ecological differences
between marine and lagoon populations also reflect genetic heterogeneities at the same
"selective" markers as in the acclimation experiments. Therefore the pattem of Variation of
each marker has been investigated in respect of both ecology and geography. Indeed, selec
tive agents seem to play a role in determining different genotype arrangements in coastal
lagoon and marine populations, as the results from certain allozyme loci and RAPD markers
suggest. However, there is also a strong geographic component due to the remaining set of
"neutral" loci including both allozymes and RAPD markers.
The third marker, mtDNA D-loop, also showed differential survival of mtDNA genotypes
in acclimation experiments indicating that only a ponion of the initial matemal lines were
represented in the acclimated sample. A large array of genotypic diversity was revealed
within all natural populations, being 46% of examined individuals hetroplasmic for up to
four different D-loop size classes.
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Nutrition, age at reproduction and the cost of mating in female

Drosophila melanogaster.

Tracey Chapman. Nicola Gray & Linda Partridge.
The Galton Laboratory, Department of Genetics and Biometry, University College
London, Wolfson House, 4 Stephenson Way. London, NW1 2HE, UK.

Multiple mating by females could have several evolutionary explanations. In Drosophila
is necessary to maintain maximum fertility, but females
that have high remating rates have reduced lifetime reproduetive success. The cost of
mating is caused by the transfer of non-sperm components of male seminal fluid to.
females at mating, and may represent a side-effect of evolutionary conflict between
males. Females would be expected to evolve mating rates determined by the need to
maximise fertility and to reduce the cost of mating.
melanogaster females, remating

We manipulated female mating rates by altenng food levels and access to males, in
order to determine the conditions under which the cost of mating disappeared. Females
on the three highest nutritional levels showed survival costs of mating; however, only
females kept on the highest food level ineurred significant reproduetive costs. We also
investigated the evolution of female remating rate in lines selected on age at
reproduction. Females from lines selected for late-age reproduction had significantly
longer lifespans and lower remating rates than females selected for early-age
reproduction. Increased 'tolerance' to males in lines selected for late-age reproduction
may therefore be achieved by the evolution of lower mating rates that minimise mating
costs.
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CHROMOSOMAL VARIATION IN THE BLACKFLY
ONCHOCERCIASIS VECTOR SIMUUUM GUI ANENSE
IN BRAZIL
M. Charalambous, AJ. Shelley, M. Maia-Hc rzog*
!
& A.P.A. Luna Dias'
Department of Entomology, The Natural History Museum, Cromwell
Road, London SW7 5BD. * Departamento de Entomologia, Institute
Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Simulium guianense is the primary vector of Onchocerca volvulus
in the highland Amazonian focus of human onchocerciasis in Brazil.
While being a voracious biter of humans in the focus, there are
populations elsewhere where the species is zoophilic. As with many
other morphospecies of Simulium, this difference in biting behaviour
may be indicative of the presence of a sibling species complex. We
present the initial results of an on-going study investigating the larval
polytene chromosome banding pattem Variation of S. guianense in
Brazil. These preliminary results from five populations reveal the
existence of four cytotypes indicating the potential for differentiation.
Sex chromosome evolution in simuliids is highly correlated with
speciation so that no two species/cytotypes share the same
differentiated chromosomes, and in some cases pnly vary in their sex
chromosomes. We describe in detail the chromosomal differences
found among the four cytotypes and consider sex chromosome
evolution in this complex.
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Genetical structure at spawning and non-spawning season
in a fish hybrid zone.
Anne CHENUIL, Laurent CRESPIN, Patrick BERREB1
Laboratoire Genome et Populations. URA 1493. c.c.063. Universite Montpellier II. 34095
Montpellier cedex 05. FRANCE
Tel: (33) 67 14 37 33
Fax: (33) 67 14 45 54
EMail: Berrebi@criLuniv-montp2.fr
Barbus barbus and Barbus meridionalis form

an hybrid zone in a river in the south of France.
Previous studies have described classical allozymic clines along the hybrid zone (Berrebi et
ai, 1993). Linkage disequilibrium analysis revealed an excess of parental genetic
combinations (Crespin. 1992). suggesting this hybrid zone might be a tension zone (i.e. a
hybrid zone that is maintained by a balance between migration of parental genotypes from the
edges and counterselection of hybrids). Many Clues suggest fitness reduction in hybrids,
among which Fl male sterility, revealed by controled crosses (Philippart & Berrebi, 1990).
Captures/Recaptures have been undertaken by one of us (LC) for the last two years (1993 to
1995) and indicate large Scale migrations are almost certainly absent.
An alternative, although not exclusive. explanation for linkage disequilibrium is constituted by
homogamy. In effect, behavioural and ecological preferences can make reproduction between
different types unlikely. Also, counter selection of hybrids may have caused the evolution of
prezygotic barriers thus generating homogamy.
An analysis using several microsatellite loci (mendelian hypervariable markers) was performed
on individuals from the median part of the cline. Two levels of structuration were studied:
The reproductive group (individuals were recaptured in different spawning grounds), and the
Station as a whole. In addition the./eproductive and non-reproductive seasons are compared
at the Station level. Homogamy could be revealed by intra-reproductive group genetic
homogeneity. Temporal comparisons could suggest the presence (or absence) of slight
migration during the spawning season.
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Contribution to the Classification of32 acacia species wilh refercnce to their genonie sizc
determined by flow cytometry
M.H. Chevallier* and A. Borgel**
* Cirad-Forct BP 1716 Dakar Senegal, ** Orstom BP 1386 Dakar Senegal
Dryland acacia species are reprcscnted by several taxa including numcrous sub-species and Synonyms
(Ross 1979, Brenan 1983) The aim of tliis study is to contribute to enlightcn Classification among taxa
through cytogcnctic obscrvations.
Bcsidcs chromosome counting, tliat appears to be difTicult on these species (Shukor et al. 1994), flow
c\1omctry providcs a rapid and accuratc mcthod to dctcrminc mean nuclcar DNA content of cvcry studied
taxon Wlien comparing tliesc, it is possiblc to show diffcrent ploidy levels Moreovcr, it is possible to
classify die taxa according to thcir genomc sizc (Hamon el al. I992, Martincz et al 1994, Blondon et al.
1994).
We mcasured 51 populations of acacia rcpresenting 32 differcnt taxa onginating from 13 countrics in the
sub tropical area. Eacli population is reprcscnted by 3 individuals. We mcasured two rcplicates of 2500
nuclci for cach individual

An internal Standard is providcd by a human plasmocyts cell linc with 6.54 pg

DNA in 2C nuclcus (Slianibrook 1989). This alloxvs calculation of tlic genome size of cach individual.
The data collcctcd were subjccted to onc way analysis of variancc and

multiple ränge analysis. Results

show that 53% among the studied taxa bclongs to a homogenous group with 1.01 pg/2C DNA (0.87-1 13).
This group includcs species known as diploid 2N=2C=26 (Ross 1979): A. Senegal, A. dudgeoni, A.

melhfera, A. goiirmacnsis. Acacia albida. We determined tliat A lorlilis raddiana from Tunisia and A.
nilotica tomenlosa also bclong to Ulis diploid group. This leads to split these two taxa into groups with
different ploidy level .
A second group with 2.97 pg/2C DNA (1.76-2.24) brings together tetraploid species (Ross 1979): A.
lorlilis from India, A. nilotica adamonii. We determined that A : borleae and A. luederitzii also bclong to
this group.
The third group is intermediate betwecn both

former groups with

1.55 pg/2C DNA (1.40-1.69). We

consider that it brings together triploid species such as A. laeta (Ross 1979). A. farnesiana and A. lorlilis

spirocarpa from Tanzania also bclong to this group.
At last, some taxa still stav unaffcctcd to a dcscribcd group. A. lorlilis raddiana from Senegal, known as
4N or 8N shows 2.30 pg/2C DNA. This is significantly morc than DNA content in the tetraploid group but
much less than an cxpectcd 4 pg/2C DNA for an octoploid spccics. Same occurs with A. hebeclada known
lo be octoploid but showing "only" 2 49 pg/2C DNA in our study. This Observation that genomc size
docsn't strictly follows the ploidy level is in accordance to several authors (Furota et al. 1988).
This analysis shows that a large variability of the genome size occurs not only among species but also
between subspccics of acacia The rcsulU arc compared to previous studies on genetic diversity of acacia
populations us.ng isozymic markers (Chevallier et al. 1994, Cardoso 1995) They arc d.scussed in relation
to the evolution within the genus Acacia.

ASYMMETRICALIKTTROGRESSION BETWEEN PAPILIO MACHAONAND (TS FNRFMir
SARDINIAN-CORSICAN RELATIVE PAPILIO HOSP/rO/V(LEP!DOPTERA, PAPILIONIDAE)
A.Ungaro, P.Arduino, R.Cianchi, LBullini
Dept. Genetics and Molecular Biology, Univ. "La Sapienza", via Lancisi 29,

T1 ^

1-00161

Rome

Sardinia and Corsica are inhabited by the endemic PapHio hospiton and bv it=
Palaeoarctic relative P. machaon. Nei's average genetic distance between the twc
species, when allopatnc, is about 0.40, while being about 0.30 when symoathr
populatrons are compared. This is owing to the presence in the gene pool fro^
Sardinia and Corsica of alleles characteristic of P. hospiton at a number of loci
whereas the reverse, mtrogression of P. machaon alleles in P. hospiton is rare anr
mamfy hrrnted to the Pgm locus. As previously shown by Clarke & Sheppard (1955)
and Clarke & Larsen (1986), F, hybrids between P. machaon and P. hospiton are
easrly obtamed in the laboratory,(mainly by hand pairing), but are generally sterile and
their eventual offspring are poorly or no vital at all. In the field, natural' hybrids
between the two species have been found at low frequency (1-2% in symoatric
areas). The present features of hybrids and their offspring makes the level of aene
flow between P. machaon and P. hospiton very low, if even present. This contrasts
with the high introgression detected in P. machaon in Sardinia and Corsica (about 80%
of P. machaon individuals from these areas show at least one P. hospiton allele at at
least one of the differentiated loci), observed also in areas of the two islands where P
hospiton has not been found. The most likely hypothesis for this massive introgression
mvolves past hybridization phenomena between P. machaon and P. hospiton possiblv
occurred when these two taxa, differentiated allopatrically, came into secondarv
contact without having evolved effective isolating barriers. Pre-mating barriers
(ecological differences, and especially assortative mating) as well as post-mating ones
(hybrid sterility and low or null vitality of their offspring) have apparently been
perfected in sympatry, possibly reinforcement phenomena, owing to hybrid unfitness

INTROGRESSIVE HYBAIDIZATION BETWEEN ENDOPARASITE ASCARID WORMS
PHOCASCARIS PHOCAEH0ST,1932 AND P.CYSTOPHORAE BERLAND, 1964
£5
(NEMATODA, ASCARIDOIDEA)
Tl"?
R.CianchiS, S.Mattiucci*, G.Nascetti§, S. D'Amelio", L.Paggi*, P.Arduino§,
P.Orecchia"", B.Berland$, J.Brattey*, L.Bullini§
§Dept. Genetics and Molecular Biology, Univ. "La Sapienza", via Lancisi 29, 1-00161
Rome, Italy. "Institute of Parasitology, Univ. Roma "La Sapienza",Italy. "Dept. Public Health
and Cellular Biology, Univ. Roma "Tor Vergata", Italy. $Zoological Lab., Univ. Bergen, Norway.
#Science Branch, Dept.Fisheries and Oceans.St. John's, Nfld, Canada.
A peculiar hybrid zone was evidenced between the seal ascaridoid
endoparasites Phocascaris phocae Hast and P.cystophorae Berland, both in NorthEast and North-West Atlantic, with different proportions of the two parental types
(characterized by alternative alleles at the loci Sod-1, Est-1, and Mpl) and of
recombinant genotypes, (including Fi and Fn hybrids, backcrosses and introgressed
individuals) in different seal hosts and locations. In the hooded seal Cystophora
cristata, "pure" P.cystophorae are largely prevailing, followed by recombinants, while
"pure" P.phocae are very rare; in the grey seal Halichoerus grypus, P.cystophorae still
prevails, although with a higher proportion of recombinants and of "pure" P.phocae. In
the harp seal Pagophilus groenlandicus, P.phocae prevails, at least in NE Atlantic, and
recombinants are relatively abundant. Last, in the ringed seal Phoca hispida,
recombinant genotypes largely prevail over both parental species, and their gene pool
proves to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The available data suggest that P.phocae
and P.cystophorae started to diverge allopatrically about half a million years ago, as
estimated from their genetic distance (Nei's D=0.11), adapting to and coevolving with
different definitive hosts: the harp and the hooded seals, respectively. Secondary
contacts between these two seals and their Phocascaris parasites in the last
interglacial led to introgressive hybridization between P.phocae and P.cystophorae.
Hybrids and recombinants were presumably selected against over parental species in
the respective definitive hosts of the latter, while being favoured in a new host, the
ringed seal. Evolution of assortative mating in P.phocae and P.cystophorae seemingly
took place, as indicated by the very rare occurrence of Fi hybrids. Two possible
evolutionary outcomes can be hypothesized for this hybrid zone: (1) maintenance of a
dynamic equilibrium between P.phocae, P.cystophorae and their recombinants, gene
flow being conterbalanced by differential selective pressures; (2) completion of
reproductive Isolation between P.phocae and P.cystophorae, while hybrid populations
may give origin to a stabilized recombinant species,adapted to the ringed seaL

REPRODUCTIVE ISOLATION AND PARAPATRIC HABITAT DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN TUE
SIBLING SPECIES HYDROMANTES AMBROSII AND H. STRINATII
r

(AMPHIBIA, PLETHODONTIDAE)

R. Cimmaruta§, G. Forti§, G. Nascetti" , L. Bullini§
§Dept. Genetics and Molecular Biology, University of Rome "La Sapienza", via Lancisi 29 I00161 Rome, Italy.'Dept. Environmental Sciences, Tuscia University, via S Camillo de I al'iic
1-01100 Viterbo, Italy
The European plethodontid Salamanders Hydromantes ambrosii, from Tuscany,
and H. strinatii, from Liguria and Southern France are two sibling species until recently
considered as subspecies of H. italicus. Field and genetic studies carried out in these
years have evidenced that the two Salamanders have a parapatric distribution north
of La Spezia. In such area, populations of the two species can be recognized by fixed
allele differences at 9 over the 34 enzyme loci analyzed, with no eviderice of hybrid,
recombinant or introgressed individuals. In the parapatric zone, habitat/displacement
has been detected between the two Salamander species: H. ambrosii occurs only
where thermophylous Vegetation is present (evergreen sclerophyll woodlands and
mediterranean maquis), whereas H. strinatii can be found in cooler and moister areas
with a mesophylous-temperate Vegetation (deciduous woodlands of Casianea sativa).
When allopatric, both taxa inhabit mainly mesophylous-temperate woodlands. This
parapatric habitat subdivision could be a result of competition, H. strinatii confining H.
ambrosii in a habitat not occupied by the latter when alone. Field studies have shown
that both species share similar ecological requirements: e.g. humid and cool
subterranean refuges du ring the hot season, and availability of small invertebrates as
preys. A transplantation experiment, making the two species artificially sympatric in
the field (a cave located in the zone of parapatry, originally occupied by H. strinatii),
was carried out by replacing about 50% of H. strinatii individuals with H. ambrosii
specimens from another parapatric site. After three years, the collected data show
that: i) H. ambrosii is still present in the transplantation area; /'/) the two species are
reproductively isolated (newborns of both species, electrophoretically identified, have
been recorded, but no hybrids); iii) H. strinatii occupies, during the summer, the central
part of the cave and confines H. ambrosii both near the adit (where temperature and
moisture are more variable) and in the deepest part of the cave (where invertebrate
preys are scarce). These preliminary data support the hypothesis of a habitat
subdivision due to competition for cover (moist and cool refuges) and/or food, as
previously demonstrated for other plethodontid Salamanders (Jager, 1970, 1971).
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Title:
Population genetics of the Komodo dragon Varanus komodoensis

Authors and adresses:
Claudio Ciofit, Mike Bruford*, and lan R. Swinglandt, (t D.I.C.E., University of
Kent, U.K.;* Institute of Zoology, ZSL, U.K.)
Abstract:
The Komodo dragon Varanus komodoensis is an endemic species of monitor
lizard of four south eastern Indonesian Islands in the Lesser Sunda region.
Habitat exploitation by ever-growing human activity and the depletion of prey
species represent real problems for the Komodo dragon in maintaining its
original ränge and indeed surviving.
The main goal of this study is to assess the degree of genetic variability
thrbugh DNA analysis to reconstruct evolutionary relationships of natural
populations of V. komodoensis. The research will contribute substantially to a
comprehensive and scentifically rigorous base of Knowledge, with which to
assist the management of the species both in the wild and in captive breeding
programs.
It will also try to clarify the phylogenetic position of V. komodoensis, and to
re-examine the taxonomic Status of the genus Varanus.
Seventy-eight individuals were caught in four Islands during a three months
field-work, in order to collect either blood or tissue samples. Analysis of
sequence Variation among individuals of the control region of the mitochondrial
DNA and allele frequency differences at microsatellites loci is being carried out.
The latter are Short tandem repeats of sequence units of nuclear DNA which
are highly Polymorphie due to Variation in the number of repeats and are
rapidely becoming the marker of choice in population genetics studies.
Sampling techniques and preliminary results are provided.
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The sex peptide in Drosonhila : Evolution at the moleciilnr IPVPI
S. Cirera &

M. Aguude

Dept. Genetica, Facultut Biologia. Universität Barcelona. Spain

The

Acp70A gene codes Cor a male accessory gland peptide that is iranst'erred to the

female during copulation. To evaluate the role of the Forces shaping Variation at the

Acp

region. we have compared DNA sequence polymorph,sm and divergente both in the

melanogaster and obscura groups of Dro.snphila.
In contrast to

D.mclano^asicr and D.sechellia where Acp is u sinale copy gene all

the analysed species of the

obscura group ( D.subobscura. D.nucinclw. D.nuideirensis and

D.bifasciata ) have a duplication that includes the coding and 5' tlanking regions of the
gene. Expression studies in adults of
that like in

D.subobscura indicate that both copies are active. and

D.meUmogasier they are only expressed in males.

Comparison at the protein level shows that the C-terminal pari of the active peptide
is highly conserved and that the signal peptide has the same length in all the species
although the sequence differs between groups.
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HETEROCHRONY AND EVOLUTIONARY CHANCE IN UPPER CAMBRIAN
OLENID TRILOBITES.
Euan N. K. Clarkson & Cecilia M. Taylor
(Department of Geology and Geophysics. University of Edinburgh)
Black shales, slowly but cominuously deposited in anoxic conditions over
long time periods may yield abundant fossils, and such sequences may be eminently
suitable for detailed studies of microevolution.
In the Upper Cambrian of Scandinavia, the Alum Shale succession, some 80m
thick, and deposited over some 20 million years, contains abundant trilobites
belonging to the Single family Olenidae. often in an excellent State of preservation.
These shales were deposiced on a largely stagnant sea floor, and the trilobites seem to
have been adapted to a low oyxgen level.
The abundance of specimens, their fine preservation (especially in calcareous
concretions within the shaJe sequence), the Condensed sequence, the potential for
band-by-band collecting, and the fact that usually only a Single, widespread species is
present at each level (thus clarifying ancestor-descendant relationships, all allow an
excellent potential for evolutionary research. This was recognised over sixty years
ago in the pioneer studies of Kaufmann. But in addition, since the olenids often occur
at all growth stages, the ontogenies of successive genera can be elucidated and it is
then possible to establish whether heterochrony has been a significant factor in
evolutionary change.
We have elucidated the ontogenies of the earliest olenid genus Olenus, and
the descendant genus Parabolina. based upon material in calcareous concretions from
old quarries in southem Sweden. Many of the apparently 'new' characters that appear
in Parabolina are present in juvenile stages of Olenus, and are paedomorphic in
origin, some other features arise by peramorphosis. The unique morphology of
Purabolina is thus derived by mosaic heterochrony from the ancestral State. Band-byband collecting in the shales through pan of the same sequences shows that many
characters change gradually, in other words we have a temporal paedomorphocline.
Whereas heterochrony has long been known to play an important role in
evolutionary change, in trilobites as much as other organisms, such data, extended to
higher levels within the sequence, may reveal the relative roles of paedo- and
peramorphosis in an evolving lineage.
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Th? rple pf sexual reproduction in the spread of viruses thronah f.mgal nnn.il fir,n.
a

Alex Coenen. Department of Genetics, Agricultural University, Wageningen The

Netherlands.
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Viruses are excluded from the sexual spores of virus containing fungi.
Consequently the frequency of a virus in a fungal population will be decreased by
sexual reproduction. To maintain itself in a fungal population a virus must
compensate for this. There are three possible strategies for the maintenance of a
virus in a fungus:
1) Infection of asexual fungi. Many asexuai Aspergillus and Penicillium species :
contain viruses but viruses have never been obsen/ed in their sexual relatives.
2) A virus can compensate for absence in sexual progeny by increasing the asexual
reproduction of its fungal host. This is observed in plant pathogenic fungi. Viruses
often cause hypovirulence (decreased pathogenicity) in plant pathogenic fungi.
Consequently the plant host of the virus infected fungus lives longer so that the
fungus has more time to reproduce asexually.
3) Viruses can spread horizontally through fungal populations by vegetative fusion.
However the vegetative incompatibility mechanism operating in most fungi could be
a barrier to horizontal transfer.
To investigate the maintenance of a virus in a sexual fungus a virus was
transferred from the asexual A.niger to the sexual A.nidulans. Natural viruses have
never been observed in isolates of A.nidulans. Experiments gave the following
results:
1) The virus did not influence growth or spore production of the fungus.
2) The virus was present in asexual spores but not in sexual spores.
3) The virus could be vegetatively transferred between heterokaryon incompatible
strains.
Our conclusion is that although the virus does not lower the fitness of the
fungus and can spread vegetatively the absence of virus in sexual spores explains
why viruses are not found in the A.nidulans population.
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Male dimorphism, alternative mating strategies and virginity in fig wasps

James Cook (Imperial College), Stuart West (Imperial College),
Steve Compton (Leeds University) & Allen Herre (Smithsonian Institute, Panama)
Fig wasps develop in the fruits of Ficus spp. and can be divided into pollinating and
non-pollinating species. Each of the 700 Ficus spp. has only one pollinator species
but may host as many as 30 non-pollinating species. Female wasps are always
winged. All pollinator males are wingless but the males of any given non-pollinator
species may be all wingless, all winged, or a mixture of the two types. Wingless
males are speciaiised for mating with females inside the natal fig while winged males
disperse from the natal fig and mate with females in the tree canopy or elsewhere.
Using data on approximately 100 fig wasp species from South Africa, Panama
& Australia, we show that mean brood size (number of wasps developing per fig) is a
very strong predictor of male morphology. Species with large broods have wingless
males, those with small brood sizes have winged males, and those with intermediate
brood sizes have dimorphic males. The data are consistent with Hamilton's
hypothesis that selection on the proportion of winged males is determined largely by
the proportion of females (hereafter termed virgins) that leave their natal fig
unmated. The key consequence of small brood size is that it increases the likelihood
of virginity, thus selecting for winged males.
Despite the relationship described above, mean virginity ranges from 0-40%
in species with wingless males. In these species, brood size explains most of the
variance in %virginity. While species with broods >20 (including nearly all
pollinators) have effectively 0% virginity, those with brood sizes <20 may experience
substantial virginity levels. The re-evolution of winged males in species with
wingless males, low brood sizes & high virginity may be subject to phylogenetic
constraints Wingless males in the genus Otitesella have evolved an alternative to
wings - they leave the fig and signal to attract conspecific females.

EXTRAORDINARY KARYOTYPIC VARIATION IN A P I O M O R P H A - .
IS CHROMOSOMAL EVOLUTION DRIVING SPECIATION?

7Z

Lyn Cook
Division of Botany and Zoology
Australian National University

ACT 0200 Australia

Apiomorpha (Hemiptera:

Coccoidea: Eriococcidae) is a genus ofscale insect in which both
maJes and females induce galls on Eucalyptus. The galls induced by females of Apiomorpha
are generally species-specific and those of some species are amongst the largest and most
spectacular of all insect-induced galls. There are currently 39 morphospecies of Apiomorpha
described.
Coccoids possess holokinetic chromosomes but. contrary to the assumption that holokinetic
chromosomes show a great propensity for fragmentation, most coccoid families and genera
have retained conservative chromosome number ranges. Apiomorpha. however. has been
found to exhibit chromosome numbers ranging from 2n = 4 to 2n = 164. This ränge exceeds
that previously reported for the whole of the Hemiptera.
Variation in diploid chromosome number has been found within 16 of the 24 morphospecies
of Apiomorpha for which more than one population has been examined. In only six of these
morphospecies has concomitant Variation in morphology been detected. The large ränge of
chromosome numbers found within several other morphospecies suggests that several cryptic
species may be present.
Apiomorpha provides an opportunity to study the role of chromosomal evolution in speciation
processes. If it can be demonstrated that chromosomal differences became fixed prior to
morphological or genic changes becoming fixed, then chromosome change may be implicated
as playing a primary causative role in the speciation of the chromosomally divergent taxa.

73.
Genetic Diversity in the Horse. CEquus cabaHus)
E. Gus Cothran, Department of Veterinary Science, University of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY, USA
Genetic Variation was examined in 84 distinct populations of domestic horse
breeds and 36 feral horse populations. Over 8,100 individuals were examined.
Seven red blood cell alloantigen loci (blood group loci) and 10 biochemical loci
were examined for each individual. All loci were known to be Polymorphie in
horses. The primary variables analyzed were observed and expected
heterozygosity (Ho and He) and effective number of alleles (ENA). In general,
genetic variability was greater within domestic breeds than in feral populations. In
domestic breeds, genetic Variation was not statistically associated with population
size of the breed. For feral herds, Ho was not significantly influenced by
population size but He and ENA showed a statistically significant, positive
association with population size. For both domestic and feral populations, there
was unexpectedly high Ho in very small populations (N<1000 for domestic breeds
and N<100 for feral herds). In general, Variation measures related to allelic
diversity tended to be associated with population size while individual Variation
was not. In feral populations, estimated Inbreeding level (Wright's Fis) was
significantly and positively associated with population size. That is, higher
Inbreeding levels were observed in larger populations. Almost all the smallest
populations had negative Fis values. Overall, recent population size is not a good
predictor of genetic variability in horse populations.
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Strang directional, and to some degree stabilizing selection, usually erodes only
additive genetic variance while not affecting dominance variance. Consequently,
traits closely associated with fitness should exhibit high levels of dominance
variance. For this study a large number of estimates of dominance variance were
compiled to determine if traits that are subject to strong selection and/or are
closely associated with fitness have higher levels of dominance variance than
traits less subject to selection pressure. Estimates were taken from the literature
for both wild and domestic species and each group was treated separately.
Traits closely associated with fitness (life history) had significantly higher
dominance components than did traits more distantly related to fitness
(morphology) for wild species. In addition, dominance variance was on average
higher than additive variance for wild out-bred, life history traits.

No significant

differences were found between life history and morphological traits for domestic
species.

Traits that were known to have been subject to intense directional

selection (morphological traits for domestic species) had significantly higher
dominance estimates than did traits that were assumed to not have been subject
to strong selection (morphological traits for wild out-bred species). The results
are discussed with respect to the maintenance of heritable Variation and the bias
introduced in the calculation of the full-sib heritability estimate by high levels of
dominance variance.

Dominance variance: associations with selection and fitness
Crnokrak P & Roff DA
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Molecular phylogeny of the Myrmecia pilosula group. including ants
c
with the lowest (possible) chromosome number
T* :
Australian ants of the Myrmecia pilosula species complex include
some individuals (in

M.

with the lowest possible metazoan

croslandi)

chromosome number of 2n = 2.

Others in this Cluster of sibling species

have much higher numbers. the known maximum being 2n = 32.
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from

the rest

of

the

pilosula

group

is

The comparisons between this group and an

Myrmecia

gulosa.

allow an estimate of the evolutionary

rate.
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Preliminary Results on the Phylogeny and Biogeography of the Genus Hex
(Aquifoliaceae)
Philippe Cuenoud, Susyn Andrews*, Rodolphe Spichiger & Jean-Franqois
Manen
Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de Geneve, 1 ch. de l'Imperatrice, 1292
Chambesy, Switzerland
* Royal Botamc Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 3AB, UK
The genus Hex L. comprises some 400 species in five subgenera, the majority
of which inhabit S.E. Asia and South America. Some species are also found in
North America, New Caledoma, and the central Pacific Islands. Only 2-3 species
occur in Europe, 1-2 in Australia and two in Africa. This disjunct pattem of
distribution may be the result of extinction in Africa, Australia and central
Eurasia. The genus is thought to be ancient, with fossil pollen dating from the
Turonian (100-90 m. y. BP). Its extant representatives should thus reflect
interesting biogeographical pattems through their phylogeny.
The genus is being investigated using comparisons of the chloroplast atpB-rbcL
spacer and of the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer 1 (ITS1). The
rbcL gene is also investigated but to a lesser extent. Rates of evolution of the
different DNA sequences are compared. The phylogenies inferred from the
different DNA sequences and their implications in the structure of the genus and
in biogeographical questions are discussed.

%eplicabIe in vitro DNA Sequence Evolution of Bacterionhaire
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Chff Cunmngham, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708 Jim Bull David H ir
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codons appeared in the 0.3 portion of the hybrid gene. FurthennLe ston min«
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t ^ 18 consistent wth a hypothesis that selection is acting to truncate
the translated region of the hybrid gene. These combinations of deletfons
mutations have resulted in hybrid genes - of exactly the same length in translateri
amino acids - in entirely independent lineages. Had we not obserfed the coi^se o°
these events we might have assumed that the chance of producing identic j
verswns of these cunous hybrid genes would have been very low This mieht
mtroduce a note of caution for systemat.sts who give extra weight to
The previous set of lineages were each bottlenecked to a single individual
®7®I7 ^/^cycles to record the ancestral condition at each bottleneck Naturalh
this bottlenecking introduces a streng element of drift. By propagating lineares "
without bottlenecking, we were able to generale strong selection for rapid lysis. Th
of selection were evidenced by a sharp decrease in time-to-lysis Two of the
consJdered "essential" genes, the 17.0 (tail fiber gene) and
17.5 (associated with lysis). In these genes, 9 amino acid substitutions appeared in
10®lytiC CycleS' 3 of which went on to be "Exed" in a s^ple tl"
at 500 lytic cycles. This is a trajectory which we might expect from substitutions
under positive Darwinian selection. But we need to know if this course of events
will appear predictably. We found that 3 of the 4 mutations which had appeared
early and become fixed in the first lineage had already appeared by 100 cycles in a
second lineage Even more intriguing is the observations that these 3 mutations
appeared together m 2 of 10 mdividuals, and in no others. This replicated evolution
is consistent with the idea that these three substitutions may be a favored genotyp,
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POLLEN HETEROMORPHISM, FLOWER MORPHOLOGY AND POLLDNATOR
BEHAVIOUR: A CORRELATION.
Isabellc DAJOZ
Marc VINCENT2 & Irene TILL-BOTTRAUD2
. I: Institut d'Ecologie, Bäument A, 7eme etage, Gase 237, 7 Quai St Beraard, Universite Pierre et
Marie Curie, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, and Laboratoire ESV, Bat. 362, Universite Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex.
2: Laboratoire de Biologie des Populations d'Altitude, Universite Joseph Fourier, BP 53, 38041
Grenoble Cedex 9.

In many species of modern angiosperms, each plant produces several pollen morphs
that differ in their apenure number (the apenure is the only point of the pollen wall where the
pollen tube can be initiated) : this phenomenon is called pollen heteromorphism. In several
species of the genus Viola, all the plants observed have 3, 4, 5 and sometimes 6-aperturate
pollen grains. Experimental results have shown that the more apertures a pollen grain has, the
more quickly it germinates, but, on the other hand, the shorter its life-expectancy is.
Theoretical models have shown that the production of several pollen morphs by the same plant
is an evolutionary stable strategy. Furthermore, these models have suggested that some traits
of pollination ecology (such as the attractiveness of fiowers to pollinators and the frequency of
their visits to the fiowers) can affect the proportions of the different pollen morphs: the more
frequent the pollinator visits are, the higher the proportions of many-aperturate pollen grains
should be.
We experimentally test these predictions on several heteromorphic species of Viola.
Our results show that:
- Within the genus, there is a negative correlation between the elevation at which plants were
collected and mean apenure number This is in agreement with the predictions of the model: as
altitude increases, pollinators become scarcer and pollen waits longer to be transported to a
receptive stigma, resulting in a higher proportion of few-aperturate/longer-lived pollen grains
- Within each species, there is a positive correlation between parameters of flower or spur size,
and mean aperture number. This is again in agreement with our hypothesis as the most
attractive fiowers are also the most visited by pollinators and thus produce the highest
proponions of many-aperturate/fast germinating pollen grains.
Experiments are also carried out to test the validity of the correlation between flower
morphology, nectar production, pollinator behaviour and mean aperture number. Our results
should enabl'e us to confirm that traits of floral morphology might be correlated with traits of
pollen morphology and physiology.
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DENSITY DEPENDENT GROWTH OF THE BARLEY POWDERY MILDFW
FUNGUS: INFECTION EFFICIENCY AND SPORE PRODUCTION
C. Damgaard and H. Ostergärd

Environmental Science and Technology Depanment, Plant Genetics Section, Rise
National Laboratory, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark
One of the observations in all ecological Systems is the dependency of fitness components
on density, and for the barley powdery mildew fungus (Erysiphe graminis f. sp. hordei
abbreviated Egh) several studies have shown effects of density on spore production and
other fitness components. An imponant factor influencing the effect of density on Egh
fitness components is the mechanism of host defence.

Mathematical models were constructed in order to characterise density
dependency. Infection efficiency and spore production when the fungus were measured at
different inoculum densities when the fungus was growing on barley varieties with
different levels of resistance.
Infection efficiency decreased with increasing inoculum density, the parameters of
the density dependent modei could be estimated.
Colonies at high densities had a lower latency period and tended to produce spores
earlier than colonies at low densities, and the potential reproductive value of colonies (the
Potential reproductive value of an individual which has reached the State of colony
forming) at high densities tended to be higher than from colonies at low density.

We suggest that. early spore production at high colony density in Egh is caused by
insufficient capacity of the resistance mechanism to "control" disease development, when
Egh is present at high densities. The exact mechanisms behind resistance are unknown,
however, one could speculate that the host plant, either because of resource allocation
strategies or self-intoxicating side effects, has an upper limit on the amount of "resistance1
in a leaf. and that this upper limit is insufficient to "control" mildew a high density.
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EVOLUTION OF REACTION NORMS IN DROSOPHILA :

T

RESULTS OF A COMPARATIVE APPROACH AMONG SPECIES
J R DAVID. P. GIBERT, B MORETEAU, J.P MORIN and G. PETAVY.

Lab. Populations, Genetique, Evolution, CNRS, 91198 GIF sur YVETTE Cedex.

Temperature is a major abiotic ecological and evolutionary factor, especially for
ectothermic organisms. In Drosophila, a selective role of temperature is generally
considered for explaining genetic latitudinal clines in various widespread species or the
geographic distribution of different species. Since most species are polyvoltine, they are
generally submitted to temperature seasonal variations, which result in important
phenotypic changes. This plasticity can be analyzed by studying the norms of reaction,
i.e. the shape of the response curves for various characters, such as body size,
pigmentation, ovariole or bristle numbers. A first conclusion is that the norms are non
linear when the whole ränge of temperatures compatible with the development are
considered Mathematical adjustments are needed to describe the norm. A second
conclusion is that the thermal ränge is much variable among species : for example 7-270C
for a temperate species and 16-310C for a tropica! one. The last conclusion is that
significant and sometimes important differences may be observed in the shapes of the
curves of various species. The direction of the variations strongly suggest their adaptive
significance. Whether such changes are mediated by specific regulatory genes acting on
the norms, remains however an open question.
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EVOLUTION AK Y CONSHOIFFNCRS OF A "n? ADF.QFF RFTWFFM P^ p R T M
EFFORT AND MATING FFFORj

I investigate the evolution of the roles of the sexes m a dioecious population. In
particuJar, I consider how males and females panition tbeir resources between parental
effort and mating effon. Previous models have neglected the effect of evolutionary changes
in the male and female strategies on the availability ofmates.
I analyze a simple game theoretic model where compeution for access to mates takes
the fonn of aggressive contests between members of the same sex, the outcome of which
depends on the mating effort of each panicipanL Three versions of this model are analyzed
In the simplest version, Variation among individuals of each sex is allowed only in their
total parental effort. In the more eiaborate versions of the model, Variation is also allowed
in the parental investment per offspring. When this type of Variation is allowed, the only
pairs of male and female strategies that are stable with respect to invasion by initially rare
mutant strategies are strategy pairs where only one sex contributes parental effort.
However, when non-heritable Variation in the resources available to individuals is
introduced (the third version of the model), it is found that parental effon by both sexes can
be maintained.
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Genotypic demography: simultaneous dynamics of numbers and allele
frequencies.
G. de Jong, Population Genetics, University of Utrecht, Padualaan 8,
NL-3584 CH Utrecht, the Netherlands
A population can be characterized by its numbers and by its
level of genetic Variation. In a population with discrete generations
a locus with two alleles is present: as a consequence, three
qenotypes exist. The numerical dynamics of the population are
determined by the numbers of these three qenotypes born at each time
unit The three quantities, - the numbers of the three qenotypes -,
can be rearranged to yield the simultaneous dynamics of numbers n,
frequency p and deviation from Hardy—Weinberq frequencies F.
By Standard linearizinq around the simultaneous equilibrium n*, p* and
F" the dynamical behaviour of the system can be descnbed.
1
The first question is when the dynamics of n, p and F are
decoupled, i.e., when a separate description of numerical dynamics
is sufficient to account for the dynamical behaviour of number, and
a separate description of allele frequency dynamics is sufficient to
account for the dynamical behaviour of allele frequency.
If number and allele frequency are dynamically coupled and a
separate description of the total dynamics is not sufficient, the

following questions arise next:

J

=

2
The second question is whether numerical stability is
determined in exactly the same way in a population with three
qenotypes as in a population with one genotype.
3
The third question is about the influence of mating
structure on the dynamics of a population. Interaction in the mating
structure or different selection in males and females can lead to
deviations from Hardy-Weinberg proportions. These deviations form
part of the dynamical system of the populations, and can contribute
to numerical fluctuations.

THE MAINTENANCE OF MALE STERILITY
85.
Anita A. de Haan, Jos M.M. van Damme.
Netherlands Institute of Ecological Research (N.I.O.O-C.T.O)
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lanceo,a'a
»r, h,rmPa0PhUlaH0nS ,0f
( r i b w ° n P'antain) consist of individuals which
are hermaphrodites ( m a l e and temale expression: H) and individuals which a r e m a l e s t e r i l e
(only female expression: MS). The sexual System is called GYNODIOECY

Both phenotypes H and MS are the result of an imeraction of cytoplasmic genes and
nuc ear genes. Cytoplasmic genes (CMS types) are transmitted to the progeny only bv
ovules, while nuclear genes are transmitted by both ovules and pollen. A CMS type which
transmitted only by ovules can spread in a population even if it only has a small fitness
advantage in f.e. seedset. It is therefore necessary to take into account the mode of
inhentance for an explanation of the occurrence of male steriles.
-nie nuclear restorer genes are transmitted both by ovules and pollen. The question
is. If restorers occur in a population how are the male steriles maintained?" Two alternative
hypotheses are possible. E.ther new CMS types arise repeatedly by mutation. or only a
limited number of CMS types exists and they are spread over populations by migration In
the second case the frequency of restorer alleles should not become fixed, because then no
male steriles can occur. A way in which the frequency of restorers would stay low is if there
3
mere
are costs of restoration.
In the case of

P. lanceolata four different CMS types are found, of which CMSI is

, 6 -ost frequem male sterile type in the field. By comparison of chloroplast Variation of the
four CMS types from a limited number of plants sampled worldwide, it seems most likelv
that the occurrence of CMSI is due to migration. Among CMSI types there is strenger
relationship than among different CMS types of plants from one population.
While the results show that maintenance of male sterility is probably not due to
mutation, no evidence is found for costs of restoration. Two experiments in which plants
with and without restorer alleles are compared do not show significant differences in fitness
in the assessed parameters under suboptimal conditions. It is possible that either the costs of
restoration are very low, or under the given conditions they are not visible. If costs of
restoration do not ex ist, there have to be other mechanisms which prevent the restorer alleles
to go to flxation.
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Diel vertical migration and size-dependent habitat partitioning ih Daphnia: a tower
experiment on the irapact of fish predation oir clonal coexistence
Luc De Meester1-2, Lawrence J. Weider1; and Ralph. Tollrian1-3
'Max-Planck-Instimt für Limnologie, Abteilung Ökophysiologie, Postfach 165, D-24302 Plön,
Germany
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^resent Address: Laboratory of Animal Ecology, University of Ghent, K. L. Ledeganckstraat 35,
B-9000 Ghent, Belgium
'Present 'Äddressi'Zöologis'ches Institut,' Univ'erstitäl München,'D-8000 München 2; Gennany '
:

Diel vertical migration among Zooplankton is generally considered to be a strategy to
reduce vulnerability to visually-orienting predators (e.g. fish); Zooplankton reside at greater
depths during the day, and migrate into the upper waters during the night. In the case of
intrapopulational variability in body size, large individuals are expected to migrate to
greater depths than small individuals. We conducted an experiment in large (11.5 m x 0.8
m) indoor plankton towers. Three genetically distinct clones of Daphnia hyalina x galeata
were stocked in equal densities into each of the towers. The clones were isolated firom the
same lake (Schöhsee, Germany), and were characterized by differences in body size.
Significant clonal differences were observed in daytime vertical distributions, with the
largest clone residing at a greater depth. Importantly, two of the three clones, which
showed contrasting body sizes, were characterized by a very similar relationship between
average body size and depth among the adults. The results of a selection experiment in
which mixed populations of the three clones were subjected to predation by fish indicated
that the two aforesaid clones exhibited essentially the same relative fitness in the presence
of Visual predators. This was irrespective of the large differences in body size and vertical
migration behaviour. It is our hypothesis that the differences in body size and day-depth
are associated in such a way that the effects on vulnerability to visual predators of each of
the Single traits are balanced. Our results suggest that a complex association between
behavioural (i.e. habitat selection) traits and life history strategies may underlie
intrapopulational genetic polymorphism in vertical migration in Zooplankton, via a
balancing of fitness effects.
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The dynamics of mitochondrial plasmids in a Hawaiian population of
Neurospora intermedia.

Fons Debets, Agricultural university Wageningen, The Netherlands
Tony Griffiths, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
Generally mitochondrial plasmids in fungi seem to be stable both mitotically and
meiotically. In Grosses these plasmids are matemally transmined as is generally the
case

for

cytoplasmic Clements.

However,

exceptions to

efficient matemal inheritance have been found in

the general rule of strict and

Neurospora.

alternative modes of plasmid transfer have been observed in

On the other hand

Neurospora

too.

In this study we investigated the population dynamics of two different plasmids using
a Hawaiian population as a model. The distribution of two mitochondrial plasmids
among natural isolates of

N.intermedia

from Hawaii has been investigated. 74% of

the isolates carried the neutral circular plasmid Han-2, whereas 38% contained the
linear senescence causing plasmid kalDNA. The distributions of the two plasmids
are independent and there is no significant difference between the population of 1972
and 1976.
In order to further examine the reasons for the observed frequency distribution we
studied horizontal and vertical transmission modes of the plasmids.
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ADAPTATION AND LOCAL MALADAPTATION
IN MEDITERRANEAN BLUE TITS
Paula C. Pias'-- & Jacques Blondel' -

'Cemre Geologie Fonc,umneUe e, limlmivc. CNRS. RH 5051. F-.UOit MompelHer rede v 1 France
•Department of Ztmlogy. Uppsala Universitx. VUUivttgen V. S-752if> Uppsata. Sweden

Bluc Tits (Paru.s awruleus) liv.ng ,n palchy Mcdilcrrancaii landscancs show an
cxicnsivc vanaüon m 1,1c hisiory Irans. In lhc.sc hahita, mc.saics the Urning and ahundancc of
lood rcsourccs much dilfcr depending on wheihcr ihc dominant tree spccc.s in ihc hahiiai LS
summergreen (dcciduous) orcvcrgrccn.
Somc of these populationx show cvidcnce ol local maladaptaiion. In mamland Southern
France, laying datc in cvcrgrccn hahitats ,s loo carly in relation to ihc peak of food ahundancc
and reproduetive succcss is low. The "sourcc-sink hypoihcsis" prcdicts that hctwccn hah.lat
diflcrcnccs in the local production ol fledglings should rcsult in an asymmctrical gene flow
trom summergreen hahimts ("sourcc") to cvcrgrccn hahitats ("sink") which prevents adantalion
in ihc lauer.
'
This hypoihcsis has heen tesied using dil'fcrcni approachcs
Two habnai mosaics gcncücally isolatcd l'rom cach other were studied, onc on the
mamland and onc on the island of Corsica.
Data were collectcd on tree phcnology, food ahundancc (catcrpillars), brccdine trails
and morphometry of adults and offspnng.
Wc demonstrated that within cach mosaic landscape. laying dalc and clutch size are
adapted to the habitat lypc whcre hrccding succcss is higher (summergreen on ihc mainland.
cvcrgrccn on Corsica). The number and quality of fledglings depends on the Synchronisation
between food availability and Urning of reproduetion. In adults, there arc bctwcen-habiiat
differcnccs in male body size. hui not in fcmalcs.
The distribuüon of genetie variability was analysed using singlc-locus minisaiellitc DNA
probes. The results arc consisicnt with prcdictions of ihe sourcc-sink hypoihcsis: sourcc and
sink habitats arc not genclically diffcreniiatcd: ihc amouni of gene flow between sourcc and
sink habitats is much higher ihan between sourcc habitais or bciwecn sink habitats; linkagc
disequilibrium is higher in sinks ihan in sources. This suppons the sourcc-sink hypoihcsis and
is consisient with results frorr. the other approachcs.
This study emphasizes ihc need of combining genetie and ccological siudies to
understand the funetioning of spatially simetured populalions.

30
TKE DYNAMICAL THEOP.Y CF CCEVCLUTIC-N
A LI.'XrYING PERSPECTIV
Ulf Cieckmann
Ir.sciluce f=r Ecoiogical and E'.-oiuC.ionary Scier.ces, "Jr.iv^rsiry of
Leider.. P.C. 3ox 5515, 2300 PA Leiden, The Necheriar.cs,
Tel -31 71 274915, Fax +31 71 274900,
and
Theoretirai Ecoicgy Group, Research Centre Juelich.
P.O. Pox 1913, 52425 Juelich, Germany,
Tel -4? 2461 612513, Fax -49 2461 612983,
E-mail u. dieckr.aim9kfa-juelich.de

A unifying framewerk is presenced for describing "h= phenecypie
coevolucionary dynamics of a general ecolcgical coirrojr.icy. Äe present
an individual-based approach aliowing rcr the ir.seract.icr. er ar. arb^trary
n '-LTiber of species. The adaptive dyr.ajnics of scecies' traic valuss
is derived fron che underlying populatior. dynar.ics wichir. che cc^-.unity;
in cc,-isequer.ce, Che evolucionary process is driver. fcy ecclogical char.ge.
We present a hierarchy of four dynamica- rrtode*s cor c.ie invescigacion
cf coevolucionary syst eres. The nacessity of stochasCic creac^er.c is
demonscrated and decerrainistic approximaCior.s are derived where
apprepriace. The r.athemacical fraaevork advancec here co 3ur knc-vledge i s
che f i r s c one tc combine che individual-based, sccchascic perspsccive with
a fuily dynamical analysis of the phenetypie coevolucionary process.
DeducCions are given Co derive varicus well-kncwr. equacions from
Che l i t e r a t u r e ci Jco/evoiucionarv- modelling as special cases of cur
approach. IT . parcicular, equacions central tc the fielös of evolutionär^'
garoe cheor - /, adaptive dynamics, replicacor dynamics and seleccior.-diffusior,
svaten-s are reccvered. In deing sc, severai ad-hoc aszur.ptions can be
removed and che difrerenc doaiains of validity fer these T .cdel- can t s
delineated.
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DIFFERENTIAL SELECTION ON X CHROMOSOME LOCI IN THE EUROPEAN
HOUSE MOUSE HYBRID ZONE .

Emmanuelle MATHIEU, Stuart

BAIRD,

Pierre BOURSOT & Barbara Dnn

Laboratoire Genome et Populations (CNRS URA 1493), Universite Montpellier II, F34095 Montpellier.

Although it has often been assumed that tension zones are maintained by weak
selection acting on many loci distributed throughout the genome, previous results
suggest that only few gene Systems come under selection in the hybrid zone between
Mus musculus domesticus and M. m. musculus. The narrow clines obtained for sex
chromosome markers suggested that one of the fimctions that is perturbed in the
hybrid genomes is X chromosome function. The selective pressure on different
regions of the X chromosome has been investigated by analysing the clines obtained
with a series of microsatellite markers. The differences in cline widths suggest that
gene Systems on the proximal region of this chromosome are more strongly selected
against than those towards the distal end.

Doebeli M
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A quantitative genetic model for sympatric speciation

TIO

I present a model in which a founder population encountering a bimodal resource distribution
splits into two reproductively isolated subpopulations due to frequency-dependent
selection. In
the model, the phenotype of an individual is given by the value of a quantitative character such
as size. The fitness of a phenotype depends on the available resources and on the frequency
distribution of all phenotypes. In each generation, this distribution first changes according to the
selection regime. Then mating determines the distribution at the beginning of the next generation.
The corresponding genetics are modeled explicitly with many loci that determine the phenotype
additively. This allows to model assortative mating, in which matings between individuals of
similar phenotypes have a higher frequency than with random mating. If the resource distribution
is unimodal, so is the equilibrium distribution of the phenotypes, and no reproductive Isolation
occurs. However, if the resource distribution is bimodal, an initially unimodal phenotype
distribution also becomes bimodal (see Figure), with very little matings taking place between the
two subpopulations given by the two humps in the distribution. Thus a bimodal resource
distribution leads to reproductive Separation. This does not happen when mating is random, in
which case the phenotype distribution
remains unimodal. Since there must be some
clue for recognition between mating partners,
some degree of assonative mating between
similar phenotypes is realistic. The model
shows that this, together with frequencydependent selection, can lead to reproduc
tively isolated populations whose phenotype
distributions have very little overlap, each
population matching one mode of the
bimodal
resource distribution. The evolution
character
value
assortative mating
of the degree of assortative mating can also
random mating
be studied by introducing a modifier locus.
Since two reproductively isolated subpopulations can match a bimodal resource distribution
better than one unimodal population, assortative mating is favoured, which in tum leads to
speciation by the mechanism described.
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The evolution of phally polymorphism
hermaphrodlte freshwater snail Bulinus truncatus

:

genetic Variation of the aphally frequency within and between populations

Doums C.. B. Delav & P. Jame
Tlie evolution of sexual polymorphisms, such as gynodioecy in plants. provide an
excellent opponunity to study the evolution of seifing since the ratio of the sexual morphs
directly influence the rate of seifing in a population. Some species of self-fertile
hennaphrodite gastropods are characterized by the co-occurrence of two sexual morphs in
natural populations : regulär hennaphrodite called euphallic individuals and indivi'duals
which are deprived of their male copulatory organ called aphallic individuals. The two
sexual morphs can reproduce by seifing. However. when outcrossing. aphallic individuals
can only play the female role since they can not transmit spenn to other snails. The seifing
rate in a population must therefore increase with the aphally ratio since in strictly aphallic
populations, seifing is obligatory.
This Singular sexual polymorphism is therefore an excellent model for the study of
the evolution of seifing and sexual polymorphisms, provide that aphally is at least partly
genetically determined and that there is some genetic Variation of the frequency of aphally
individuals in natural populations. First, even if environmental factors (temperature) play a
role in the determination of the sexual morphs. we show that aphally is largely genetically
detennined. An individual. whatever its sexual morph, can be characterized by the
frequency of aphallic individuals among their offspring. Second, we investigate the
magnitude of the genetic variability of the character 'frequency of aphallic offspring'
among and within natural populations. using about 550 individuals originated from 15
natural populations. For six populations, we estimate the genetic variability within
populations Over time.
A high level of genetic variability was observed between populations and within
some populations. This result is discussed both in relation with the population dynamics of
these snails and with the different selective factors which can act on the evolution of
aphally.

ilf Chromosomal, molecular and reproductive evidence for the presence
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of two distinct species of Arvicanthis (Rodentia: Muridae) in West Africa

j F. Ducroz', L. Granjon', P. Chevret,? J.M. DuplarW & V.Volobouev3
iLaboratoire de Zoologie, Mammiferes et Oiseaux, MNHN, 55, rue Buffon 75005 Paris
(France), 2lnstitut des Sciences de l'Evoluiion, Universite Montpellier U, Place
E.Bataillon 34095 Montpellier Cedex 5 (France), and 3 Institut Curie, Section de
Biologie, 26, rue d'Ulm 75231 Paris Cedex 05 (France)
Rodents of the genus Arvicanthis are morphologicaly very similar throughout their
West African distribution, and have thus been conventionally refered to the sole species
A. niloücus. However. our preliminary karyotypic and electrophoretic results were
supponing a polytypic strueture for the species.
In the present investigation, R- and C- band chromosome patterns have been
prepared for 15 individuals from 5 different countries (Mauritania, Senegal, Mali,
Burkina-Faso and Niger) and show unequivocally the existence of two distinct
karyomorphs, differing from each other by numerous rearrangements such as pericentric
inversions and reciprocal translocations as well as differences in constitutive
heterochromatin quantity. The level of overall genetic divergence between these
karyomorphs was also examined with DNA/DNA hybridization experiments and proved
to be of a specific level, whereas crosses between the two morphs failed to produce
offsprings. We conclude from this body of data that both karyomorphs correspond to
good biological species and deserve taxonomic naming. This represents another case of
sibling species of African rodents which raises the problem of the evolutionary processes
involved in the speciation event. The two species appear to be parapatrically distributed,
their distribution areas corresponding to the sahelian and sudänian domains respectively.
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F. Dufresne & P. D. N. Hebert
Department of Zoology, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
Polyploidy and clonal diversity in an arctic cladoceran.
Genome size determinations were coupled with allozyme and mtDNA
studies
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STRATEGLES OF TRANSOVARIAL TRANSMISSION BY A MICROSPORJDIAN
SEX RATIO DISTORTER IN GAMMARUS DUEBENI.
Alison M. Dünn', Melanie J. Hatcher1, Chris Tofts2 & Rebecca S. Terry1.
1. Dept. of Pure & Applied Biology, University of Leeds, U.K.
2. Dept. of Computer Science, University of Manchester, U.K.
Populations of the crustacean Gammarus duebeni are infected with a microsporidian
sex ratio distorter. The parasite is transovarially transmitted to the offspring of
infected mothers, and infected young are feminized by the parasite. Males do not
transmit the infection. Parasitic sex ratio distortion increases the rate of parasite
transmission to the next host generation.
We investigate the strategy of transovarial transmission of the microsporidian parasite
of G. duebeni. Vertically transmitted parasites must overcome two bottlenecks to
ensure infection of füture host generations: transmission from adult to egg, and
transmission to the germ-line of the infected host. We find that transmission of the
microsporidian from adult to eggs is highly efficient, whereas transmission within
infected embryos to the germ-line is relatively inefficient. We measure parasite
distribution between cells of developing embryos and use these distributions to infer
possible mechanisms of transmission to the germ-line. Parasite distribution within the
embryo appears to be dependent on host cell lineage, and is not consistent with
unbiased segregation between daughter cells. This indicates that the parasite segregate
together at host cell division and may reflect a strategy of difFerential segregation to
the germ-line.
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The choice of DNA sequence for taxonomic studies of planthoppers
(Homoptera: Delphacidae)
E.G.M. Dijkstra, R.J. Post & P.W. de Vrijer
AnimaJ Taxonomy, Department of Emomology, Wageningen Agricultural Universitv
PO Box 8031, 6700 EH Wageningen,
The Netherlands

Different reg'0"5 ot the nbosomal DNA genes evolve at diflerent rates, and are suitable for
study fo different taxonomic levels. However, to a certain extent the rate of divergence also
depends upon the group of orgamsms being studied. Similar principles will apply to other
parts of the genome Therefore the taxonomic suitability of particular gene sequences has to
conrirmed for the different taxa.

xnalysis of genetic d.versity and clonal spread in discrete populattons.^

2)A

of aspen (Populus tremula

L.)

using isozyme analysis.

| J

ric Easton. Instirute of Ecology and Resource Managemen,. Darwin Bmlding. Kings Buildings.
Mayfield Road. Edinburgh.
ie growing interesr in na.ive woodiands in Scotiand has exposed .arge gaps in

knowledge^f

UP to 40 ha These woodlands are unique in Bntam with a total area of only 1 75 ha., m
^
,ev suppor, a rare and threa.ened insect assemblage. Consequently they are cons.deredU c , have
high conservation value and there is pressure to include aspen m the many schemes

^T^r'^oduces seed very rarely in Seeland and almost a„ regeneration is believed ,o
•

,

f

rn rnnt suckers This has lead to the assumption that large Stands of aspen are
ve^7ew clonet within them. As most of the availabie planting stock is
erived from root cuttings it is impor.ant to adequately measure genetic d.versity in natural
oodlands to allow prüdem collection and deployment of the planting stock m the creat.on of new

^noctonl™ r have

^0^ wToll^e

studies where isozyme markers were used to evaiuate the Variation
xtant in tvvo discrete populations of aspen. Both studies used f,ve vanable isozyme
eveloped from previous population strueture work for the ,dent,ficat,on of genotype. Whilst
xploiting a much lower level of Variation than RAPDs. isozyme analys.s proved a qmck cheap
nd accurate alternative to the more hip RAPD technology and was more appropnate to the hm.ted

ariabilitv expected in this species.
.„rii-.nrl Twn
he first studv is a base-line survey of Variation within a smgle natural aspen woodland. Two
undred trees were sampled from wuhin a six ha. subsample and their genotype determmed usmg
,ozvme analvsis. The Position of the trees was mapped and the genotypes p otted prov.d ngS data
• n the number of clones present within a native woodland and how these clones aire d, mt.uwd
vithin the wood. From the results management guidelines can be drawn up for the establishme
,f new native aspen woodlands and the collection of root material for the propagation of new
"he'second'studv is a case-study show,ng the use of isozyme analysis in the estimation of genetic
ariation within the small aspen population on Orkney. There is a desire to estabhsh new nat,ve
ispen woodlands on Orkney using. as far as possible. Orkney-derived plant.ng stock. The «m
vas to determine the number of clones on the Islands and their position. From the results „ was
jossible evaluate whether there was enough Variation present to allow the use of only Orkney
ispen in planting schemes and to draw up guidelines for the collect,on of root Matena for
iropagation of planting stock and the establishment of new aspen woods opt.mismg the available
;enetic Variation.
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Eben, D.

The co-evolution of virulence

NERC Centre for Population

Biology, Imperial College at Silwood Park, Ascot SL5 7PY, England

The concept of reciprocal selection underlies host-parasite co-evolutionary
arms races. Its driving force is the reduction of host life span or fecundity that
is caused by a parasite Parasites evolve to optimize host exploitation, while
hosts evolve to minimize the parasite induced loss of fitness Research on the
evolution of virulence has mostly emphasized the role of parasite evolution in
determining virulence However, host evolution, accelerated by sexual
recombination, contributes to the evolution and expression of virulence as well
Genetic Variation among hosts selects for reduced virulence I outline a
synthesis between current thinking about the evolution of virulence and the
evolution of sex This leads to expenmentally testable hypotheses on the Red
Queen hypothesis and the co-evolution of virulence. I use examples from my
work on Daphnia magna and some of its microparasites to support these
hypotheses.

ESTING THE ROLE OF DEVELOPMENT IN EVOLUTIONARY RADIATIONS

^3

Gunther J. Ehle
Commitlee <m Evolutiimary Biology
The University of Chicago
5734 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, IL 60637 USA
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Most modern discussions of major evolutionary radiations have been
amed in terms of development, ecology, or both. One must acknowledge that
II organisms develop and have an ecology at the same time, and that many times
uleontological data are hound to be consistent with more than one hypothesis.
nswers are not likely to come in simple form; they depend on the specificity of
le questions, the nature of the data and the definitional Status of key concepLs
ke "developmental constraints".
(1) The specificity of the questions. Understanding of the causal
lexus underlving radiations has to go beyond consistency arguments. I
iggest that the role of development can be bitter tested explicitly, by
irect inclusion of developmental information or its proxies in comparative
id temporal studies. I review soine previous tests relating to fluetuating
:ymmetry, character corrclation and non-adaptati<iiis 1 and outline a few
-•w ones -- involving temporal comparisons of developmental and adult
orphospaces, of theoretical and empirical morphospaces, and the study of
ratologies.
(2) The nature of the data. Taxonomic data have been traditionally
;ed as proxies for morph<ilogical distinetness, and many evolutionary
idiations have been described in these terms. Some explanatory
.potheses, like Sepkoski's null hypothesis of exponential diversification
' Kauffman's rugged fitness landscapes model, are amenable to the use of
xonomic data, and I provide explicit tests of such hypotheses. However,
rect studies of morphological disparity and the construction of
orphospaces are sine tiua non for further understanding of evolutionary
idiations.
(3) Definitional standardization. With the growing solidification of
olutionary developmental hiology comes the need for mutual agreement
i its key concepts. "Developmental constraint" is perhaps the most
iportant in this regard. 1 provide a brief yet rigorous analysis of the
meept, expand its realm of applicahility, and argue that its contribution to
ie understanding of failure to radiale can be instrumental in the study of
ie role of development in evolutionary radiations.

Life history evolution in Asobara tabida

Jacintha Ellers
Institute for Evolutionary and Ecological Sciences, University of Leiden
P.O.Box 9500, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
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°n€L0f t h e h m o s t 'nnportant principles in life history theory is the existence
nf
of trade-offs, such as the cost of reproduction. Natural selection will favor that
combmation of traits which will maximise fitness. In different environments the
Optimum of the trade-off may vary. Asobara tabida is a solitary parasitoid which
occurs throughout Europe. It experiences different ecological conditions in
northern and southern Europe. In northern Europe breeding opportunities are
rare and the travel times between patches may be long. In southern Euröpe
breeding sites are more abundant. The differences in habitat may influence the
Snd to Snge^warameterS ^ ^ 0 P t i m U m o f t h e t r a d e -° f f between reproduction

Allocation to reproduction (number of eggs in the ovaries) and to survival
(amount of fat) differed between strains: northern strains have a greater amount
of fat, wh.le southern strains have more eggs. Northern strains live longer than
southern strains, which confirms that longevity is correlated with the amount of
fat. When parasito.ds were allowed to reproduce every day, longevity decreased
in both northern and southern strains, so there is a cost of reproduction
Southern strains have a high reproduction early in life, while northern strains
produce a lower number of offspring per day but continue longer with the
reproduction. Allocation to fat and eggs is not a fixed: A. tabida can replenish
its egg supply after oviposition at the cost of its fat reserves There is no
resorption of eggs. These results show that it is possible to 'switch' from fat to
eggs, but not the other way around.
This implies that there is not only adaptation to the MEAN richness of the
b V 3 d i f f e r e n c e i n a i l o c a t i o n - but there is also adaptation to the
ARIANCE in richness of the environment. By having a large eggload at an early
age the southern wasps lose part of their flexibility, but gain time in
reproducing. Being in a relatively predictable environment with selection on early
reproduction this is probably the best strategy. In the north however, the time
spent searchmg for breeding sites is more variable. By postponing the moment
they use fat reserves to make eggs northern parasitoids have a greater plasticity
to adapt to the environment.

TPhenotypic Variation in Plant Resistance - Implications for Pathogen Evolution
R. A. Ennos & K. C. McConnell, IERM, University of Edinburgh
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The resistance of a plant to a pathogen may be defined very generally as the relative ability
of that plant to prevent a pathogen induced reduction in its fitness. Variation in resistance
among plants may occur if there are differences in the probability of pathogen dispersal to
infection sites, if there are differences in the probability of pathogen establishmem on
plants, and if there is Variation in the rate and extent of development of the established
pathogen on the plant. Thus resistance Variation may have a multiplicity of causes in
natural populations, and be due to Variation in a diversity of attributes. For these reasons
caution needs to be exercised in defming and making general Statements about 'costs' of
resistance.
To understand the evolution of plant resistance, all forms of resistance Variation need to be
considered jointly so that their relative impact on the fitness of host plants in natural
populations can be assessed. A preoccupation with ideas derived from agricultural crop
Systems has led to an overemphasis on the Importance ot selection which alters the
probability of pathogen establishment, and a neglect of studies looking at selection for
resistance expressed through pathogen avoidance and reduction in the speed and extent of
pathogen development on the host plant.
Resistance to pathogens is an aspect of plant phenotype, and is affected not only by plant
genotype, but also by environmentally induced Variation. In many natural situations,
environmental effects on plant resistance will be far greater in magnitude than genetic
effects. It may not be necessary to seek a selective explanation for much of the genetic
Variation in resistance that has been reported, especially if estimates of the selective impact
of genetic Variation for resistance have been exaggerated as a consequence of measurement
under novel and uniform environmental conditions.
The fact that Variation in plant resistance may have a substantial environmental component
must be integrated into our understanding of pathogen evolution. To do this, information is
required on the response of pathogen populations to selection on hosts showing
environmentally induced Variation in resistance. In natural plant populations, resistance to
many necrotrophic fungal pathogens shows substantial environmentally induced Variation.
Plants growing under stress tend to show lower resistance than unstressed plants. We have
conducted experiments with genetically marked fungal isolates to determine whether the
relative fitness of genotypes of the ascomycete Crumenulopsis sororia varies with the
degree of environmentally induced stress in their pine host. The results of these
experiments and their implications for pathogen evolution will be discussed.
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The systematics of the New Zealand flightless beetle genus Prodomria with some
biogeographic and conservation implications
B.C. Emerson and G.P. Wallis
The beetle genus Prodonrria is of importance to New Zealand conservation programs.
All Prodomria species are brachypterous (having reduced wings), and the genus
presents some interesting evolutionary and biogeographic questions that are testable
using phylogenetic reconstruction. A phylogeny was produced for 14 flightless
Prodonrria species. two macropterous (fully-winged) Odonma species and Single
representatives of two outgroup genera, using sequence data from the mitochondrial
COII gene. The data support probable conspecificity of the morphologically similar P.
modesta and P. bicolorata but do not support their hypothesised sister species
relationship with the geographically proximale P. lewisi. The alpine P. capito is found
to be a paraphyletic group with the most eastem population diver ging after the westem
populations made their appearance. Many interesting biogeographic disjunctions are
here proposed to be anomalous and the result of morphological convergence. The data
do not support the idea of a common flightless ancestor for Prodomria, but suggest that
brachyptery has evolved numerous times. In some instances, this appears to have led
to contemporanepus speciation resulting in little resolution of phylogenetic relationships
in some parts of the tree. These data allow for a new interpretation of the origin and
diversification of the southem New Zealand flightless melolonthine fauna. Multiple
speciation events involving wing reduction are suggested to involve at least one
widespread flighted ancestor that has given rise to brachypterous forms.

Douglas H. Erwin, Department of Paleobiology, MRC-121, National Museum of Natural
History, Washington, D.C. USA
TOEEND-PERMIAN

MASS EXTINCTION: WHAT DIFFERENCE DID IT MAKE?

The end-Permian mass exlinction was the most extensive Ol the Phanerozoic, and perhaps in
the history of life, Over an imerval of 1 -3 million years some 80-95% of all skelelonized marine
species became exünct. On land, severe exunctions occurred among tetrapods and insects: recent
work has produced considerable evidence for sudden ecological changes among plants, although little
evidence for mass exlinoions. The marine faunas of the Palaeozoic were dominaied by epifaunal,
sessile, filter-feeding clades, but following the extinction. the clades which came to prominence
included many more burrowers, infauna and predators. John Phillips recognized the fundamental
nature of this imerval for the history of life in 1841, and used it to define the end of the Palaeozoic
Era and the beginning of the Mesozoic Era. Data from marine gastropods demonsirates considerable
biogeographic structure to the extinction: the early phase involved extinction of endemic genera as
marine basins dried out. Later, most endemic genera had disappeared and widespread genera were
eliminated. This data also indicates regional differences in the pace of extinction. Unlike every other
mass extinction, recovery was delayed for some 5 million years, evidently because of the breadth of
ecological disruption rather than continuing harsh environmental conditions.
The past few years have seen an explosion of knowledge about the end-Permian mass
extinction, including detailed paleonlological and geochemical studies and detailed analyses of the
physical events which span the imerval. These studies demonstrale that the extinction occurred
during a period of rapid changes in the physical environment. including rapid changes in sea-level,
apparent oceanic anoxia. extensive volcanism (including the eruption Ol the Siberian flood basalt, the
most extensive continemal flood basalt of ihe past 600 million years) and changes in ocean
chemistry. Together the fossil record and the physical evenls suggest that the unprecedented
magnitude of this extinction reflects not a Single cause, bul rather a series of evenls.
In contrast to sudden, catastrophic exunctions, termed pulse events. the end-Permian event
seems to have been a more prolracted press extinction. The length of press exunctions allows
adaptation, at least in some groups. Thus pattems of survival and recovery may be very different
between the two types of mass extinction.
Curiously, uncertaimy remains over the long-term importance of the end-Permian mass
extinction. Sepkoski has argued that the expansion of groups which dominate the post-Paleozoic
began hundreds of millions of years betöre the end-Permian, and thus that the mass extinction merely
accelerated trends already established. In contrast, other data suggests that the siructure of modern
marine communiües largely reflects pattems of extinction and survival during the extinction.

Douglas H. Erwin, Department of PaJeobiology, MRC-121, National Museum of Natural History.
Washington, D.C. USA; James W. Valentine, Departmem of Integrauve Biology and Museum of
Paleontology, University of California, Berkeley. CA 94720. USA: and David Jablonski,
Department of Geophysical Sciences. University of Chicago, Chicago. IL 60617
lOU-du.
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL EVOLUTION OF METAZOAN BODY PLANS THE FOSSIL
EVIDENCE
The rapid origination of higher metazoan bodyplans during the late Neoproterozoic and early
Cambrian (580-530 million years ago) was inüinately associated with innovaüons in developmemal
control mechanisms. Evidence for niany of thesc innovaüons are preservcd in the fossi'l record. and a
synthesis of evidence from developmemal biology. the fossil record and metazoan phylogeny allows
for tests of the relationship between developmemal innovaUon and the explosion of bodyplans.
Significantly, many of the developmemal comrol mechanisms are broadly distributed among metazoa
and appear to have been in place well before the Cambrian radiauon of bodyplans. Th'us. the
radiation may represent the achievemem of a thrcshold in the complexity of developmemal controls.
The evolulion of the Hox gene Cluster provides perhaps the best example of the
diversification of these conu-ol mechanisms in association with ihe appearance of increasingly
complex morphologies. While there is no on-to-one correspondence between morphological
complexity and the size of the düster, there is evidence that minimum levels of complexity within the
Hox Cluster were required before complex morphologies could evolve. Of critical imponance to
unraveling the association between the evoluüon of the Hox Cluster and major metazoan body plans
are: 1) the date of the protostome/deuterostome divergence; 2) the date of the origin of the novel
body plans (which, of course, is unlikely to coincide with the clade divergence based on molecular
evidence): and 3) the pattem of increa.se in complexity of the Hox Cluster. The Fossil Record. No
demonstrably coelomic organisms have been described from the late Neoproterozoic soft-bodied
Ediacaran Fauna, and the highest level of morphologic complexity documented by trace fossils of
this intcrval could have been produced by acüvely bmrowing worms' with a hemocoelic grade of
Organization. Although true protostomes or deuterostomes may have been present at this time, no
firm evidence for this level of complexity has been advanced. The earliest undisputed bilaterian
fossils appear during the early Lower Cambrian, about 535 mya, and can unambiguously be assigned
to protostome clades. The evolution of the Hox Cluster: Considerable information is available for
some groups, but reliance on PCR surveys for annelids. molluscs. and some anhropods has hindered
the development of unambiguous evidence of Cluster evolution. The models presemed during this
talk do provide a testable framework for future work by paleontologists and developmemal

biologisis.
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Venetics of incipient speciation in DrosophUa moja vensis: the role of epicuticular
lydrocarbons.
Geographically isolated populations of cactophilic DrosophUa moja vensis
rem mainland Mexico and the Baja California peninsula exhibit low, but
ignificant premating Isolation in laboratory mate choice trials. This system has
)een the subject of over 20 yeajs of study due to the importance of understanding
he initial stages of reproduetive Isolation or incipient speciation. The role of
picuticular hydrocarbon (ECHC) Variation, particularly sexual dimorphism in
he relative amounts of C35 and C3 7 alkadienes, has been implicated in patterns of
nate choice, but little information exists about such Variation in wild flies. The
ofluences of larval substrates on adult mating behavior has been documentecL
ermentingcactus tissues decrease the magnitude of premating Isolation as
ompared with artificial substrates. In order to assess the effects of such larval
ubstrates and genetic determinants on ECHC Variation, ECHC profiles were
letermined from flies that were the subject of a bi-directional artificial selection
xperiment on egg to adult development time using two population of D.
noja vensis reared on each of two host cactL Premating Isolation decreased
miformly in the lines selected forslow development time, in several of the fast
Ines, but not in the controls. Correlated responses in ECHC composition in these
election lines will be discussed in relation to patterns of host use in nature and
he origins of reproduetive Isolation.
This research was funded in part by N1H, NSF, and the University of Arkansas.

Patterns of Polvandry in the Leafcutter Ant Atta colombica Microsatellite Genetic Data and Sperm Counts Compared.
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Thoren, P.2 & Paxton, R.J.2
2. Dept. of Genetics. Uppsala University
Box 7003, S-75007 Uppsala, SWEDEN
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email: ElseJjerdingstad@genetik.uu.se

Polvandrv in social insects is of considerable interest duc to the consequences it has for
relatedness and ienenc diversirv wiihin colonies, factors which may affect hoch the inclusive and
direct fimess of workers and queens. and the colony-level fitness. eg. via an mcreased resistance to
Datho^ens In seneral, effecnve queen-maung frequencies are low m the eusocial Hymenoptera.
The advancedaenus of leafcutter ants Ana. however. seems to contam species with remarkably
different queen-marina frequencies (as estimated by sperm content analysis) ranging from 1 to 4.
matings per averaee queen. This makes the genus an exceUent choice for studying mterspecific
Variation in the degree of polyandry and for mvesnganng the hfe history correlates and genencal
and sociobiological consequences of such vanauon. Moreover. the local ubiqmty ot Atta species
in the Neotropics allows detailed incraspecific analyses of vananon m queen manng trequency.
Data on male sperm content and queen spermathecal sperm content (Fjerdingstad &
Boomsma. submitted) have shown ihn Aua colombica queens typicaUy receive what corresponds
to the sperm complement of one average male, suggesnng a mean manng trequency of
approximately 1. Data of this kind do not preclude the existence of higher effecnve queen-matinn
frequencies as it is generally unknown how much sperm is transferred per manng. With the
purpose of analysing polyandrv in vanous species of Atta, a paraal genormc hbrary of Atta
colombica was created and screened for dinucleonde repeat microsatelhtes, and pnmers were
designed for 3 loci. All 3 primer pairs were found to be locus-specific and to amplify not only not
merely A. colombica, but also A. sexdens. and A. cephalotes . An analysis using these hi hly
variable genetic markers was carried out on queens. and nestmate workers and males of die
monogynous A. colombica and prove the existence of substannal levels of effecnve polyandry A
preliminary analysis based on a small subsample of workers showed thatm 12 out of 26 colonies
queens had mated twice or more. Further genenc analysis of larger numbers of workers is bkely t.
reveal that polyandry is even more frequent in Atta colombica . contrasnng with the provisional
conclusion based on sperm count analysis. When combined. the genencal and ^e sperm count
data also suegest that a relationship exists between queen sperm content and effecnve queenmating freqüency at the individual queen-level, such that mulnple mated queens störe lar0er
rots
of sperm than do Single mated queens. These findings have several mteresnng
implications for the future study of evolutionary aspects of social insect manng Systems.
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Protcctive chaos favored by natural selection in metnpopulations
Regis Fernere1'2 and Marino Gatto3

The view that group selection should make chaos rare in natural populations has
recently been challenged: metapopulations with local chaotic dynamics may persist longer
than those with equilibrial or cyclic dynamics. If there are sometimes long-term advantages
to chaotic dynamics in local, inter-connected populations, are there ever short-term,
individual advantages? We consider whether natural selection, operating on basic lifehistory traits (including migration rates), may favor parameter values associated with
chaos. We use the Henon mapping as a metaphor for local population dynamics involving
Immigration because (i) the Henon attractor possesses regularity properties that allow us
to apply available models of life-history evolution in chaotic populations; (ii) the Henon
map represents a "worst case" for the evolution of chaotic life-history phenotypes, due to
its propensity to bifurcation reversals across the phenotypic space. We find that assessing
the evolutionary optimality of a phenotype amounts to study the dominant Lyapunov
exponent of a Schrodinger Operator. Conditions for natural selection to promote nonzero
migration rates that lead to local chaos, are derived.

University of Arizona, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Tucson, AZ
85721 USA, Phone: (602) 621-9269, FAX: (602) 621-9190, E-mail:
ferriere@ccit.arizona.edu
1

Ecole Normale Superieure, Laboratoire d'Ecologie, 46 nie d'Ulm, 75230 Paris cedex 05
France, Phone: (+33-1) 44 32 38 77, FAX: (+33-1) 44 32 38 85, E-mail:
ferriere@wotan.ens.fr

2

Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione, Via Ponzio 34/5,
20133 Milano, Italy, Phone: (+39-2) 23 99 35 36, FAX: (+39-2) 23 99 34 12, E-mail:
gatto@ipmell.polimi.it
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response to varying host size in the parasitoid, Achrysocharoides

zwoelferh a field study.
Kate E. Flanagan and Stuan A. West.
Imperial College at Silwood Park, Ascot. Berkshire. SL5 7PY.

Sex allocation theory predicts that where one sex gains more from an increase in size, theh that
sex should be produced preferentially in favourable conditions. In parasitoids. femaies
generally gain more from increased size. Therefore it is predicted that femaies should be laid in
larger hosts. This has been shown for several species in the laboratory, although not in the
field.
In this talk I describe field mampulations in a leaf miner parasitoid which show that femaies ar?
laid in larger hosts than males. Our results also show that parasitoids use relative host size to
determine which sex to lay.
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The existence of an Alpine hybrid zone provides further insights into the
phylogeography of the meadow grasshoppper Chorthippus parallelus.
N. Flanagan.
School of Biological Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 TT], UK.

Evidence for genetic subdivision between geographica! races in C. parallelus
from studies of a Pyrenean hybrid zone and molecular studies of population
divergence indicate that the recent evolutionary history of the species has
been strongly influenced by the climatic and biotic changes associated with the
ice ages.
C. parallelus is novv vvidespread throughout most of Europe, however, for the
duration of the last ice age suitable habitat was oniy available in the
southernmost parts of Iberia, Italy and the Balkans, as indicated by the fossil
pollen and insect distributions. Post-glacial warming would have led to ränge
expansion northvvards with subsequent secondary contact between the
previously allopatric populations. This has resulted in the formation of a
now well-documented hybrid zone in the Pyrenees between the separate
subspecies, C.parallelus erythropus in the Iberian peninsula and C.parallelus
parallelus in the rest of Europe.
Molecular studies have indicated that the Italian population was also distinct
from that of Northern European clade, which has similarities to that of the
Balkan peninsula. Thus, this study sets out to identify and characterise the
hypothesised hybrid zone in the Alps in order to further clarify the proposed
scenario of the historical population dynamics of the species.
Reciprocal bulk crosses were conducted between 3 pairs of parapatric
populations from either side of the Alps. Fl individuals were examined for
hybrid dysgenesis, with male fertility being assessed by the efficacy of
spermatogenesis and testis follicle development. The heterogametic males
were almost entirely sterile, while measurements of female Fl viability
showed no evidence of deleterious effects. Thus, Haldane's rule applies and
the role of the X chromosome in hybrid dysgenesis can be invoked to account
for this asymmetry. Analysis of backcrosses provides insights into the role
played by cytoplasmically inherited factors in this particular example of postzygotic Isolation.
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Phenotypically plastic response of egg production to early growth
in Atlantic salmon
Fleming, I.A., Jonsson, N. & Jonsson, B.
Norwegian Institute for Nature Research, Tungasletta 2, N-7005 Trondheim,
NORWAY

Our purpose was to examine the effect of growth rate on egg production in
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), independent of indirect effects through overall fish
size. We did this by testing the effect of differences in juvenile (freshwater) and
subadult (sea) growth on offspring quality and quantity within and among groups of
salmon derived from a common genetic pool. Two groups of Atlantic salmon were
created from the same genetic pool of the river Imsa, Norway, one reared naturally
and the other artificially from eggs until smoltification (preparation for seaward
migration). At smoltification both groups were measured and individually tagged
and released to sea together. Individuais of both groups were recaptured when they
returned to the River Imsa to spawn. A major difference between these two groups
was specific growth rate as juveniles in freshwater, which was 38% higher for
hatchery-reared than wild females. This difference did not affect overall allocation to
egg production (ovary weight per unit somatic weight) by the two groups, but did
affect allocation between egg size and number. Eggs of wild females were 13%
heavier, though they produced 23% fewer for a given body size than hatchery
females. Specific growth rate in freshwater was also important in explaining
Variation in egg size within groups, independent of the effects of overall female size.
Females thus appear to show a phenotypically plastic response to reductions in
resource abundance they experienced as juveniles by increasing egg size which
results in a decrease in fecundity. This likely represents a response of salmon to
Potential growth opportunities for their offspring based on their own early growth
experiences.

The Use of Mitochondrial DNA Sequences for
Phylogenetic Reconstruction of Higher Order Insect
Relationships
Paul Flook & Hugh Rowell
Zoology Institute, Rheinsprung 9, Basel 4051, Switzerland
n the work described here, mitochondrial DNA sequences were used to study
ligher order relationships (subfamilial to ordinal) between orthopteroid insects
Caelifera, Ensifera, Phasmida, Grylloblattodea). Sections of the large & small
;ubunit ribosomal genes & cytochrome oxidase II were sequenced in over 100
;pecies (mostly from Orthoptera sensu stricto), yielding a well balanced
axonomic sample. Phylogenies were reconstructed on the separate and
:ombined data sets using various methods. Bootstrap analysis indicated that the
RNA sequence data yielded robust phylogenies at the deepest levels (100-300
nya), but among the more recently diverged Acrididean subfamilies bootstrap
-alues were lower. This latter result might reflect (i) unsuitability of mtrRNA
;enes for studies among the more recently diverged species, or (ii) a sudden
adiation of these taxa during evolution. This first possibility has been
nvestigated in more detail by examining pattems of multiple Substitution, and
he results of this analysis will be presented. The results will also be discussed
n relation to previous hypotheses regarding orthopteran evolution.
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Wait or wander: the evolution of mating system in muskoxen
Mads C. Forchhammer and Jacobus J. Boomsma
Dcpt. of Ecology and Genetics. Univcrsily of Aarhus. Ny Munkegade, build. 540. DK-8000 Aarhus C
Denmark

The distribution of forage resources and females are two imponant factors influencing
the evolution of mating Systems in ungulate species. The Variation in ungulate mating,
Systems Covers males defending (1) entire female home ranges, (2) groups of females,
(3) resource patches consistenly attracting females, and (4) small territories clustered'
on mating grounds. In contrast to most ungulates, high Arctic species are exposed to
extreme environments and face constraints relating to generally poor forage quality,
homogeneous distribution of forage resources and thus femaJe distributions.
Consequently, the mating system of Arctic ungulates are expected to deviate from
traditionaJly scenarios.
We present the first results of an extreme field study on evolutionary aspects of
the mating system of muskoxen in a natural population in West Greenland. In
paiticular, we present data on (1) distribution of females, (2) male-maJe competition, :
(3) mate choice, and (4) age specific mating succes. Results are contrasted to data for
other ungulates species, concentrating on aspects of sex-ratio, distribution and
utilisation of forage, and cost-benefit considerations associated with reproductive
Performance.
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Intraspecific nest parasitism in the barnacle goose: behavioural tactics of parasites
and hosts
Pär Forslund, Department of Zoology, University of Trondheim, N-7055 Dragvoll,
Norway
Intraspecific nest parasitism in the bamacle goose Branta leucopsis was recorded by
direct observations of females trying to lay eggs in the nests of other females. This was
observed on 36 occasions. Parasitic egg-laying attempts were observed both in momings
and evenings, and lasted on average at least 20 minutes. Parasitic females approached
host nests very fast and immediately sat down on or close to the nest. Host females
attacked parasitic females intensively, but host males were much less aggressive. Males
paired to the parasitic females were sometimes seen, but they never took any active part
in the parasitic egg-laying attempts. Parasitic females probably succeeded to lay an egg
most of the times, as the clutch size in host nests was on average 0.9 eggs 1arger than in
nests where parasitic egg-laying attempts were not observed. Host females were
observed to retrieve eggs laid outside the nest cup. Of 27 known cases, parasitic females
made their egg-laying attempts before or at the host's Start of incubation on 12
occasions, and after the Start of incubation 15 times. 1t is suggested that parasitic females
exploited features in the behaviour of potential hosts, like egg retrieval and low
aggressiveness in host males, to succeed in their egg-laying attempts. Nest parasitism
See ms to be a facultative, 'best-of-a-bad-job' tactic in bamacle geese, as parasitic females

were observed to have nests of their own before or after the year they behaved
parasitically, but never in that particular year.
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OPPOSING FITNESS CONSEQUENCES OF COLOUR
PATTERN IN MALE AND FEMALE ADDERS

Tß

Anders Forsman
Department of Zoology, Uppsala University. Villavägen 9, S - 752 36 Uppsala, Sweden

Local populations of the adder, Vipera berus, are Polymorphie for dorsal colour pattem,

containing both melanistic (black) and zig-zag pattemed individuals. To find

an

explanation for the maintenance of this polymorph]sm I examined temporal and spatial
Variation in morph frequency,

and tested for differential selection among morphs using

data frora a mark-recapture study. Morph frequency did not change through time within a
population but varied among populations. Scar frequency

was twice as high among

melanistic as among zig-zag snakes, and melanistic individuals were easier to capture,
indicating that predation may be higher on the melanistic morph. Colour morphs did not
differ in growth rate or body size, but analysis of recapture data shows evidence for .
differential survival among morphs. Zig-zag males survived better than melanistic males,
but the relative survival rates of morphs were reversed in females. This difFerence: was
consistent through time and may be due to sexual differences in behaviour. Opposing
fitness consequences of colour pattem in the two sexes may help maintain colour
polymorphism within natural populations of Vipera berus.
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Predators choosing between patches with Standing crop:
the influence of learning-rules and input types

Tg

Markus Frischknecht. Universität Bern, Abteilung Verhaltensökologie, Switzerland
Where prey arriving in a patch is not consumed immediately, it will accumulate. Predators
are then confronted with a prey density or Standing crop that increases through further input;
on the other hand, it will decrease through consumption by predators. In a Situation with two
patches, three decision mies of predators for choosing a patch are compared. They have a
significant influence on the expected predator distribution at equilibrium. For all switchingrules considered here. analytical solutions for the equilibrium are calculated. To test their
piausibility for natural simations, 1 simulated predator distributions on a Computer,
issuming that each predator gains individual profitability estimates by using a common
leaming-rule. As long as prey amves in the patch in constant numbers per time unit, the first
rule (where switching depends on the relative difference of the consumption in the two
patches) leads to input matching (predator ratio equals prey input ratio) because predators
stop switching when consumption in the two patches is equal. The other two rules are
probabilistic and will lead to predator distributions where the more profitable patch is
underused. The final equilibrium depends on the exact assumptions of the decision rule. All
these equilibria also hold if predators suffer from interference. However, if prey input
delivered into a patch is a function of the current prey Standing crop—e.g. in a reproducing
prey population—predator and prey distributions will not reach an equilibrium in most
cases: Either Standing crops increase indefinitely. or they approach zero. This is true both
for simations with and without interference. In a system with competition for Standing crop,
it is therefore essential to know the type of input and the decision rule used by predators to
be able to predict equilibrium predator distributions.
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ror ritness in Drosophila melanogaster
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We examined the contribution of new mutations to genotype-environment
interaction for fitness in Drosophila melanogaster. Twenty lines, each derived
from a common, highly inbred base, were maintained at a population size often
pairs for over 200 generations, in order to allow them to accumulate spontaneous,
mildly deleterious mutations. The lines were tested for productivity in five
different environments, comprising difFerent food media, temperatures, and levels
of competition. The lines showed highly significant genotype-environment
interaction for productivity. Estimated cross-environment genotypic correlations
for productivity ranged from 0.61 to 0.93, and were usually significamly less than •
one, indicating that considerable crossing of reaction norms for the fitness measure
occurred among the mutant lines. We conclude that spontaneous, mildly
deleterious mutations with different effects in different environments could be
responsible for maintaining much of the Variation leading to crossing of reaction
norms for fitness in natural populations.
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The selective advantage of phenotypic plasticity
in vertical migration of Daphnia in a competition and
predation structured Community
Hinnerk Boriss1 and Wilfried Gabriel2
1Max

-Planck-Institut für Limnologie,
Postfach 165, D—24302 Plön

2Zoologisches

Institut der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität,
Postfach 202136, D-80021 München

s a case study for plasticity in traits which are constrained
y trade-offs, we analyzed the role of phenotypic plasticity for
he evolutionary stability of diel vertical migration behavior
n Daphnia.
e evaluated the competitive ability of Daphnia populations that
re food limited and that face predation pressure. With
on-plastic (fixed)
behavior
patterns,
non-migrating
and
igrating clones or species can coexist only under quite special
onditions. Phenotypically plastic individuals were assumed to
dapt rapidly to changing conditions and to be able to always
hoose an evolutionärily stable migration strategy (e.g. via
hemical communication).
e found plasticity to increase a clone's competitive ability but
lso to enhance the possibilities of coexistence of similar
lones with slightly different physiologies.
herefore, when one includes Community structure in an analysis
,f the adaptive value of phenotypic plasticity, one reveals
spects that are not directly apparent from isolated population
lodels. Hence, selection for plasticity may be more widespread
han previously appreciated.
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POPULATION GENETIC MODELS OF SOURCE-SINK METAPOPULATIONS
Oscar E Gaggioiti
National Oceanic and Aimospheric Administration. SWFSC. P O Box 271
La Jolla. CA

92038-0271. USA

The present study investigates the effect thal diflercnt patterns of migration havc on the genetic
structure of source-sink metapopulations specilkally modcling the dynanncs of local populations
The model assumes a metapopulation consisting of a Single source and .v different sink populations
and considers the expected number of nucleotide difTerences hetween two genes drawn at random
from the source-sink metapopulation

1 consider three migration models (a) a constant number

of migrants, M. arrives at each sink each gencration. (b) the arnval of propagules is synchronized
among sinks and their size is a Bernoulli variable taking the values M or 0 with probability <; and
(I - ii). respectively. and (c) propagules arrive independently at the dill'erent sinks and their size is
a Poisson variable
The results show that a collection ol interconnectcd sinks can maintain a substantial fraction ol
the genetic variability obsen-ed in the source population. particularly whcre migration from the
source is continuous over time

I he degree of population subdivision might he large. especially il

migration from the source is stochastic

Previous demographic models show that ephemeral sinks

might have a positive effect on total metapopulation size

These previous results. combined with

those of the present study, clearly show that the collection of sinks can significantlv increase the
total size of the metapopulation and at the same time maintain high levels of heterozygosity

1t

should also be noted that in a source-sink metapopulation. the effect of extinetions and
recolonizations on genetic differentiation is not straightforward

If extinetions are frequent.

genetic differentiation is largely precluded. because most of the sink populations are composed ol
recent migrants from the source

If extinetions are extremely rare, then genetic differentiation is

also reduced, due to the increased effect of migration among sinks
Genetic differentiation is
maximized when the frequency of extinetions is between these two extremes
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ex chromosome evolution and speciation: the case of the Savi -Pine Vole,
ficrotus savii (Rodentia, Arvicolidae)
. Galleni (1), R. Stanyon (2), L. Contadini (3), A. Teilini (1)
I) D.C.D.S.L., Sez. Entomologia agraria,Universitä di Pisa; (2) Istituto di
-ntropologia Fisica, Universitä di Genova; (3) Scuola Superiore Sam'Anna, Pisa,
odents are one of the most investigated group to ascertain the relationships
etween chromosomes and speciation (King 1993). Many types of chromosomes
Arrangements and their relationships with speciation or at least with lowered
Ttility in hybrids have been described. The case of the Savi Pine vole can be
formative to clarify the role of heterochromatin in speciation. The Savi Pine vole
a small fossorial rodent diffüsed in Italy and Sicily. The banding of the
itosomes is fairly uniform (2n = 54). A few heterochromatic variants however
ive been described On the contrary the sex chromosome are highly variable. In
ost individuals from the italian peninsula and Sicily the X chromosome is
etacentric with a pericentric C band. The Y chromosome shows minor variations
heterochromatin. A second X is present in Southeast Italy: it has the same
ngth but is acrocentric. These specimens belong to the subspecies Microtus
rvii savii (Krapp and Winking 1976).
The subspecies present in Calabria
•outhwest of the italian peninsula), M. savii brachycercus, show 1arger sex
iromosomes, due to a larger amount of heterochromatin. AIu-l and Da/D API
tnding suggests a coevolution of at least some parts of heterochromatin between
and Y chromosomes. Hybriditation tests performed between specimens of
ntral Italy and Calabria show an absence of the F; which is related to a total
eackdown of the male hybrid spermatogenesis. This breackdown could be
mnected to a failure of the sex vesicle caused by the different quantity and
calization of heterochromatin. This example may show how heterochromatin
'uld be related to speciation.
) King M. 1993. Species evolution, the role of chromosome change. Cambridge:
imbridge University Press.
) Krapp F., Winking H. 1976. Systematik von Microtus (Pytimis) subterraneus
e Selys-Longchamps, 1836) und savii (de Selys-Longchamps, 1838) auf der
speniunen-Halbinsel und benachbanen Regionen. Saugetierk Mineil 3: 166-179.
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DEVELOPMENTAL MECHANISMS AND THE INCORPORATION OF
EVOLUTIONARY NOVELTIES
Frietson Gaiis
Institute for Evolutionary and Ecological Sciences. University of Leiden. POBox 9516
2300RA Leiden. The Netherlands
The incorporation of evolutionary novelties into the integrated organism is
constrained by many interacting form-function relationships. Organisms must have '
mechanisms to maintain the match between form and function during evolutionary
changes. The most fruitt'ul way to study this problera is to make use=of the parallel between developmental and evolutionary changes. Mechanisms that maintain the
match between form and function during developmentaJ changes will at the same
time facilitate evolutionary changes. One could say that the capacity to cope with
developmental changes preadapts organisms for evolutionary chanees. The
following buffering mechanisms will be discussed:
1.) Excess structural capacity
2) The decoupling of developmental pathways
3 ) Variable developmental pathways
4) Phenotypic plasticity

NEW INSIGHTS ON A KEY EVOLUTIONARY INNOVATION
Pharyngeal biüng mechanics in centrarchids and cichlids

Tl5

fnsünne fo^Evoluüonary and Ecological Sciences. Umversity of Leiden, POBox 9516. 2300RA
Leiden, The Netherlands
Strucrural innovauons are onen supposed to play an imponant role in ihe development of
evolutionär/ radiaüons, by triggenng a cascade of diverse stmcmral changes. Naturally,
changes in ihe environmental context also play an imponant role. Changes in ihe environment
and strucmral changes both modify the interacüon between the organism and ihe environment
and thus change selecüon pressures on potenüally all characters. It is therefore fruitful to
study strucrural novelües in a phylogeneüc and ecological context.
Strucmral innovations are often decouplings. Such decouplings release constraints of
strucmral and funcüonal coupling and thereby facilitate increased specializaüon for a particular
function. An example of striking morphological diversity and speciosity associated with a
strucmral decoupling is provided by cichlid fishes (and other labroidei). Liem hypothesized
that the versaülity of the pharyngeal jaw apparams is a key factor in the explosive radiation of
cichlids into a seemingly endless number of feeding ruches. Indeed. on the one hand the
versatile pharyngeal jaw apparams allows cichlids to eat a wide ränge of prey types so that
they can survive in adverse and changing environments, on the other hand the bauplan is
versatile in that only small evolutionary changes are necessary to make it suitable for the
processing of novel prey items. The shift of Insertion of one of the levator muscles was
proposed by Liem as the key Innovation in the development of the flexible pharyngeal jaw
apparams.
Here a transformation scheme is proposed of the perciform pharyngeal biting mechamsm
from the generalized condiüon such as found in the Centrarchidae to the derived labroid
condition of the Cichlidae which involves the modificaUon of at least six pharyngeal structures.
The transformation scheme is based on mechamcal arguments. In this scenairo the key

strucmral innovation in the development of the functionaily versatile cichlid (labroid)
pharyngeal jaw apparams was the decoupling of lower pharyngeal jaws from the upper
pharyngeal jaws. This decoupling leads to a cichlid (labroid) type of pharyngeal bite. The
initial decoupling facilitated a cascade of changes. each leading to improved biting
effectiveness and/or to increased mobility and flexibility of the pharyngeal jaws. The shift of
Insertion of the m. levator extemus 4 which thusfar has been considered the primary
innovation in the transformation probably arose secondarily.
Obviously, other mechanisms, e.g. behavioural mechanisms, have played a role in the
evolution and speciation of cichlids and other labroids. It is likely, however, that the
transformation from the primitive and coupled perciform pharyngeal jaw apparams to the
derived and decoupled one in labroids is the key strucmral Innovation that allowed a
remarkable diversification of form and function and that facilitated speciation.
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Developmental Instability and Human Functional Brain Asymmetries
Steven W. Gangestad and Ronald A. Yeo
Department of Psychology
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
USA
Human brains have a number of typical functional asymmetries. A variety of language
functions, for instance, are generally localized in the left hemisphere in most individuals.
Many spatial functions are generally localized in the right hemisphere. A number öf
studies indicate that neural Organization at this level is affected by developmental.
instability. Specifically, developmental instability appears to be associated with atypical
functional asymmetry. The most clearly documented case involves handedness.
Although human band preference tends to be bimodally distributed (with about 5-10% of.
the population preferring their left hand), the relative band Performance underlying
these preferences appears to be continuously distributed, with modal Performance being
moderate right-handedness. Three smdies demonstrate that markers of human
developmental instability during prenatal development (minor physical anomalies and
dermatoglyphic fluctuating asymmetry) is associated with nonmodal relative hand
Performance - both left-handedness and extreme right-handedness.
Additional work
suggests that, although variations in relative hand Performance are partly genetic, the
heritable Variation has more to do with deviation from modal Performance
(developmental instability) than direction of relative hand Performance. More recent
evidence indicates that nonmodal cognitive functional asymmetries are similarly
associated with developmental instability. Deviations from mean lateralization of both a
generally left-lateralized function (language processing, as assessed by a dichotic listeninj
task) and a generally right-lateralized function (processing of emotional facial expression
correlate with fluctuating asymmetry. Preliminary evidence suggests that these atypical
pattems of functional Organization are furthermore associated with reduced cognitive
Performance. Implications for an understanding of human functional neural
development, evolved functional Organization, the phenotypic correlates of human
developmental instability, and their evolutionary significance will be discussed.
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PHYLOGENETIC PLACEMENT OF THE RECENTLY
DISCOVERED VU QUANG OX BASED ON MULTIPLE GENETIC

Loa

John Gatesy and Peter Arctander
Department of Population Biology
University of Copenhagen

Recently, two dearly distinct species of large artiodactyls have
been discovered in Vu Quang Viet Nam and adjacent areas in
central Laos. Öther unique ungulate species are rumored to exist
in this same region. The discovery of two or more large
mammals in one small geographic area in the late 20th Century is
remarkable. Even more exciting is the fact that preliminary
genetic and morphological analyses suggested that these new
spedes may be relatively primitive taxa that have no close living
relatives.
In this report, we analyze the evolutionary affinities of the Vu
Quang ox (Pseudoryx nghetinhensis) which has variously been
placed as a relative of Bovini (buffalos+cattle), Caprinae (goats,
sheep, and relatives), or "antelopes." Analyses of multiple genetic
loci from the nudear and mitochondrial genomes clearly discount
the dose relationship of Pseudoryx and the caprines that is
suggested by skeletal characters. Instead, the Vu Quang ox appears
to be derived from within the Bovinae, a group that indudes
cattle, buffalos, and some "antelopes." The combined analysis that
is based on over four kilobases of comparative sequence
Information implies that Pseudoryx is a phylogenetic relict that
has no close extant relatives.

A comparison of private alleles, GST and 0 for quantitative estimates of gene
flow levels: Andromscus dentiger as a study case.
12_lf
_
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G. Gentile and V. Sbordoni
Depanment of Biology, Univcreity of Rome "Tor Vcrgata", Italy

Theory of population genetics provides more than one method for estimating gene flow
levels among natural populations, using genetic data. Direct and undirect methods are available: the former aim to estimate gene flow due to dispersal of individuals, the latter are based on
the spatial distribution of descriptors of gene pool.
Direct measurements are constrained by time and space scaling: results obtained in such a
way may be affected by the restricted time during which observations were made providine a
momentary picture. Furthermore difficulties arise in detecting long distance movement of
individuals. On the other side undirect methods, even though requfring some restrictive assumptions, give results better interpretable as average level of gene flow, reflecting on the
whole eyolutionary processes and historical factors underlying genetic Variation observed.
Conceming cave organisms and more generally animals characterized by a limited dispersal
ability, undirect methods appear to be preferable particularv when the geographical scale
considered is large.
'
Under these circustances it was studied a woodlouse, Andromscus dentiger (Isopoda, Oniscidea, Trichoniscidae), inhabiting humid edafic environments and both natural and artificial
caves. Allozyme data on a set of 19 loci were used to estimate levels of gene flow among
populations. Quantitative estimates of Nm were obtained by different methods. Private alleles
(Slatlun and Barton, 1989), GST (Nei,1977) and 0 (Weir and Cockerham, 1984) were used,'
atter testing that restrictive conditions of population genetic model and neutrality of alleles
have been met. The possible occurrence of Isolation by distance was investigated by means of
spatial autocorrelation analysis. Slatkin (1993) showed that Isolation by distance can be well
desenbed by a logarithmic relationship between gene flow levels and geographic distance We
tried to venfy this issue for Androniscus dentiger. Results show that different approaches well
agree in providing similar Nm estimates. Cs_ and 0 are closely related as expected when treatmg with low migration species. Private alleles methods provides slight underestimated Nms in
respect ofthose obtained from FST estimators. This may depend on the high degree of popula
tion strueturing. In general no ongoing gene flow can be assumed among A. dentiger popula
tions, even though geographically related. Nevertheless some pattem of gene flow occurred in
the past can be still detected. Biological significance of results obtained are discussed.
REFERENCES
NE1, M. 1977. Ann. Hum. Gen«. Lond. 41:225-233.
SLATKIN. M. AND N. BARTON. 1989. Evolution 43:1349-1368.
SLATKIN, M. 1993. Evolution 47:264-279.
WEIR B.S. AND COCKERHAM C.C. 1984. Evolution 38:1358-1370.
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vT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SPERM BIAS
ISING MICROSATELLITE MARKERS

125.

iERTSCH, P.1 & FJERDINGSTAD,
Department of Genetics, University of Uppsala, Box 7003, S-75007 Uppsala, SWEDEN
ax 46-18-672705, e-mail pia.gertsch@genetLk.uu.se
Department of Ecology and Genetics, University of Aarhus,
Ny Munkegade 540, DK-8000 Aarhus C, DENMARK

'olyandry in eusocial Hymenoptera poses an interesting evoluüonary problem by its effect
f reducing the high intracolonial relatedness, which is considered central for the origin and
laintenance of eusociality. The major hypotheses proposed for explaining polyandry in
usocial insects are sperm limitation, benefits of genotypic diversity among offspring, and
le effect of polyandry on optimal sex allocation pattems. Data on polyandry in Hymenoptera
re still rather scarce. In ants, it has mostly been measured from allozyme genotypes of
'orkers from laboratory rearings. A quicker method, now available, is to assign the
ünimum number of inseminations by amplifying DNA-microsatellites directly from the
perm Contents of spermathecae. The high variability of microsatellites gives a high
robability of detecting all inseminations. Moreover, spermatheca-PCR overcomes the risk
f misdetecting polyandry because of uneven sperm use from different males, which is a
;rious risk when number of matings is assessed from the genotypes of the offspring.
Sperm bias seems to be the rule at least in ants, the contribution of the majority male
mging from 67% to more than 90%. This means, that in the spermatheca-PCR, DNA from
ifferent males would be unequally represented. Since PCR is an exponenüal process, the
ünority males might remain undetected. In order to assess the detection efficiency of
Dermatheca-PCR, Atta colombica -males of known genotypes were dissected, sperm
Dlutions were prepared and their concentrations determined by sperm counting. Artificial
:>erm mixes were then made in varying ratios, to simulate different sperm bias situations in
ie spermathecae of multiply mated queens. These mixes were used as template in PCR at
very low stringency. The results so far imply that, with increasing sperm bias, the
mplification from the minority males weakens, until at an extreme sperm bias (1:9) they
innot be detected at all. The detection efficiency also seems to depend on the particular
leles males carry, since shorter alleles are often preferentially amplified in the PCR:action. These preliminary results suggest, that assessing the number of inseminations by
ieans of microsatellite PCR from spermatheca should be used with caution, particularly if
gnificant sperm bias is known to occur. More species from the ant genera Atta,
amponotus and Formica are currendy being invesügated.

Barbara E. Giles, Umeä University, Sweden, and Jerome Goudet, Universite de
Lausanne, Switzerland.
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FROM POPULATION BIRTH TO EXTINCTION: SMALL SCALE METAPOPULATION
DYNAMICS IN SlLENE DIOlCA.

In Skeppsvik Archipelago in the Gulf of Bothnia, northern Sweden, land uplift
continually creates new Islands which are eventually colonised by plants. As a
result, islands and their plant populations difTer in age. As these islands go
through a series of successional replacements, populations of plant species
occurring in early succession go extinct. An archipelago-wide study of the early
successional, dioecious, perennial herb, Silene dioica, revealed that the genetic
variance of newly founded populations was significantly higher than that of
older populations, thus confirming the predictions of the Whitlock-McCauley
age-structured metapopulation model. Decaying populations on their way to
extinction were also more differentiated. This study, however, indicated
significant structuring within island populations, and field observations
suggested that age differences in older and younger parts of an island could
increase differentiation among patches in a manner similar to that observed at
the between island level. To investigate these ideas, detailed studies were
carried out within four islands. We show that the size breeding units within S.
dioica, populations maybe less than 2m2. By grouping patches into age-classes,

we also show that levels of differentiation in newly colonised and decaying
patches are higher than in actively growing patches of intermediate age which
suggests that age-structured metapopulation dynamics occur over small spatial

scales within Single islands. Whether or not an island is exposured to excessive
wind and wave action or is protected is shown to affect patterns of
differentiation within islands, in particularly, isolation by distance is observed
within populations on protected islands whereas it does not occur on exposed
islands.
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An examination of genetic diversity within and between provenances of
Cedrela odorata (mahogany) using RAPD markers.

1-2.G
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Amanda C. M. Gillies1, Julia Wilson1 & Adrian C. Newton2

Insatute ofTerrestrial Ecology, Bush Es täte, Penicuik, Midlothian, EH26 OQB, Scotland, UK.
Institute of Ecology and Resource Management, University of Edinburgh, Darwin Building,
iayßeld Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JU.

The mahogany family (Meliaceae) includes a number of economically important tropical
jnber species, such as Swietenia macrophylla King (American mahogany) and Cedrela odorata
inn. (Spanish Cedar), and accounts fbr a significant proportion of world trade in this commodity.
'wo of the three neotropical mahogany species are now considered endangered because of Over
Jgging and are listed on Appendix II of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
pecies (CITES). Much ofthe mahogany that remains exists as small fragmented populations on
irms. The viability of such small, isolated populations depends, therefore, on adequate gene flow
ccurring between them, to counter the processes of genetic erosion.
Despite their commercial value, very little is known about the extent of genetic Variation
'ithin these species. Cunrent research is therefore aimed at the application of molecular
:chniques, principally RAPDs (Randomly Amplified Polymorphie DNAs), to assessment of the
egree of genetic Variation within and between provenances of Cedrela odorata and, furthermore,
) examining the effect of selective logging on genetic Variation.
Fifteen random primers have been used to generale RAPD banding pattems in individuals
om provenances of Cedrela odorata occurring throughout Costa Rica. No RAPDs have been
lentified as unique to a particular provenance. However, UPGMA analysis indicates that all
rovenances collected from north of the mountain ränge that runs across the centre of Costa Rica
ive banding pattems that are distinet from those of provenances south of these mountains. This
orrelation between the geographic origin of a provenance and its RAPD phenotype is of
Dnsiderable interest, since it is thought that the mountain ränge marks the boundary between the
iorth and South American landmasses that were separated from each other until the formation
f a landbridge 5.7 million years ago. Therefore, these distinetive RAPD phenotypes may lead to
ew insights into the evolution of the genus.
Shannon's Diversity Measure has been used to quantify genetic diversity and partition it
ito between- and within- provenance components. Results indicate that 60% of Variation exists
etween provenances.
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Joint evolutionary and population dynamics in insect-natural enemy
interactions
Godfray HCJ, Briggs CJ & Wilson HB
IT
10
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The population-dynamic behaviour exhibited by one or a group of
interacting species is determined by the demographic and life history
Parameters of the animals or plants involved. These parameters are moulded
by natural selection. but the process of evolution itself may be influenced by
population dynamics The interplay between population and evolutionary
dynamics will be explored using models of the interaction between insects and
their natural enemies, particularly parasitoids and pathogens For example,
age-structured models of insect-natural enemy interactions often predict
cycles with a period of one host generation if the generation time of the
natural enemy is about half that of the host. There are good field data
supporting this prediction In an interaction with this type of dynamics,
selection acting on the generation time of the host is strongly stabilizing, while
that on the generation time of the natural enemy is strongly divergent. The
outcome of the Joint population and evolutionary dynamic process depends on
the speed with which each party responds to selection, and on the strategy set
available to each. We shall also explore insect host-pathogen dynamics and, if
worked planned for the next couple of months goes well, host-parasitoid
evolution in a metapopulation.
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A contact zone of three species of Crested Newts
(Triturus criStatus superspecies, Salamandridae)
Lilian Klepsch, Günter Gollmann
Institut für Zoologie, Universität Wien, Althanstr. 14, A-1090
Austria.
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The ranges of three species of Crested Newts, Triturus cristatus,.. T.
carnifex
and T. dobrogicus,
meet in Lower Austria.
To study
distribution and potential hybridization of these species, we analysed
morphometric and allozymic Variation in eight populations from the
Waldviertel region and in several allopatric reference samples. For the
sake of conservation, no newts were removed from their habitats and
only homogenates of tail-tips (which are readily regenerated) were
used for the electrophoretic investigations. Hence, genetic data are
limited to four loci with species-diagnostic alleles.
In an area where contact between T. cristatus and 7. dobrogicus could
be expected from previous distribution maps, populations of T. carnifex
occur north of its formerly recognized ränge and thus separate the
ranges of the two other species. However, allozyme markers derived
from all three species were detected in most of these populations.
Genotype distributions conformed to Hardy-Weinberg expectations in
most cases.
Morphometric results allowed clear Separation of T.
dobrogicus , but not of T. cristatus and T. carnifex .
The position of the hybrid zone in the Triturus cristatus superspecies
is compared with the contact zone between the Fire-bellied Toads
Bombina bombina and Bombina variegata
which occur in the same
breeding habitats.

The new explanation of Haldane's rule
V.G. Gorshkov/A.M.Makar'eva
St.Petersburg State Technical Üniversity
Let us assume that diploidy saves multicellular individuals with large body mass
and large genom value from somatic mutations W. The heterozygotic part ofgenome
is effectively haploid and should be small. Let us denote the random autosomal heterozygosity of homohametic sex as //„, and effective heterozygosity of (containing
with) nonparing sex chromosomes of heterogametic sex by H0. So the total het
erozygosity of heterogametic sex equals H = Ha + H0. We assume that in normal
condition the inequality is fulfilled:
H A + HQ < H C .

(1)

Here the normal individual with H < H C have the maximal fitness and competitive capacity. When externa! condition is distorted the individuals with deleterious
substitutions having heterozygosity up to the letal threshould, HL: Hc < H < HL.
can accumulate m the population. The hybrid of two species have additional hybriheterozygosity //„. The total heterozygosity of the hybrid equals H = H , + H
for homogametic sex and H= Hh + H0 + Ha for heterogametic sex. For mammals
Ha - 0.07, and HQ = 0,05, and hence HC = 0,12 ("l.Hybrid zones are small in
natural condition and we can assume that hybrids are absent. It means that the
tollowing condition is true:
H = Hh + Ha> Hc.

(2)

The Haldane's rule ^ is that in artificial conditions only hybrids of heterogametic
sex are absent or nonfertile. This Statement is equivalent to the condition:
H = H h + H a + Ho > H l > H h + //„.

(3)

We have from equations (1) and (2): H H > H 0 = 0,05. Assuming H H ~ H A =
0, 07 we have from (3): 0.17 > HL > 0.12 for mammals in average. For mammals
w.th a very small random autosomal heterozygosity HA « H0 living in extremal
externa! conditions (like cheetah and polar bear)'21 w e have :HH, H L < H 0 + H h \ e
0.07 < Hi < 0.12.
Jhus the small size of hybrid Zone in natural condition and Haldane's rule in
irtihcial conditions can be explained by existence of two thresholds of heterozygosity
c (t, f. llr"lt 0
sens'tivity of competitive interaction of individual inside natural
Jopiilation) and H^ (lethal threshold of heterozygosity) for species of large genome
ind body mass. HL - 1 for the species having small genome value and small
>ody mass that capable live in haploid phase (like fungi, mosses and insects) and
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PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY IN APHIDS IN RESPONSE TO HOST
PLANTS AND SECONDARY CHEMICALS

Gazi Gomr, Cecilia Lomonaco and Aulay Mackenzie.
Department of Biology, University of Essex. Colchester, UK.

TTie evolutionary importance of phenotypic plasticity in parasite speciation
has been largely negiected. In this experiment Aphis fabae clones were reared on black
bean {Viciafaba) and nasturtium (Tropaeolum majus), and fimess indices were measured.
The host plants caused signiflcant differences in life history traits. morphological
characters and flucmating asymmetry.
In a parallel experiment, anificial diets were used in Order to determine
aphid's phenotypic response to specific secondary chemicals. Ten clones of Myzus
persicae were reared on (i) toxin-free and (ii) diets with specific plant secondary chemicals
and fimess and morphological traits measured.
We discuss the implication of our results in the context of "phenotypic"
host race formaüon and the consequences for speciation.
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The intergenic spacers of the 5S rDNA genes. A suitable
marker for phylogenetic analyses?

Roger Grau and Lutz Bachmann
Department of Population Genetics, University of Tübingen,
Auf der M o r g e n s t e l l e 28, 72076 Tübingen, Germany
The 5S rDNA genes are tandemly arranged in the genome of
Drosophila. The 5S rDNA repeats of nine species of the
Drosophila obscura-qroup were specifically amplified by
PCR and characterized in order to analyze the evolution of
this tandemly repeated DNA.
For the coding regions of the 5S rDNA genes no differences
were detected between the species, only few clone-specific
nucleotide
exchanges
were
observed.
The
non-coding
intergenic spacers of the closely related sibling species
D. subobscura, D. madeirensis and D. guanche are almost
identical, however, they differ substantially between the
other more distantly related species. A sequence alignment
reveals that - beside some Single nucleotide exchanges the homogenization of Short insertions/deletions is the
main source for the interspecific sequence variability. As
a consequence, it is almost impossible to align the
intergenic 5S rDNA spacers from distantly related species,
e.g. f rom the American species D. pseudoobscura and f rom
any European species of the D. obscura-group.
The phylogenetic networks based on the 5S rDNA spacer
sequences were compared to those derived from other data.
It can be concluded that the use of 5S rDNA spacers as a
phylogenetic marker is rather limited; there are too few
informative dif ferences between closely related species
and already too many between more distantly related ones.

Polymorphie sex chromosome mechanism in two species of Cacopsylla
(Homoptera, Psylla)

l3Lf

Snejana Grozeva and Anna Maryanska-Nadachowska*

Institute of Zoology, Sofia, Bulgaria,
•Institute of Systematics and Evolution of Animals, Krakow, Poland
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The karyotype of Cacopsylla sorbiand C. mali (Homoptera, Psyllidae) from six
populations has been investigated. The males of these species were found to
be dimorphic with respect to their sex chromosome Constitution and the
autosome number. Three types of sex chromosome Constitution have been
found: Type A (XO) had been described for C. sorbi (2n=24+XO)
(Soumalainen, Halkka, 1963); Type B (XY) - in C. mali (2n=22 + XY)
(Maryanska-Nadachowska et al., 1992, here) and Type C (X^Y) - in both
species - C. mali (2n=20+X 1 X 2 Y) and C. sorbi (2n=18+X 1 X 2 Y). A reduetion
of the chromosome number in Type B and Type C has been obtained. The
behaviour of the sex chromosomes during meiosis has been studied. Some
abnormal complements have been observed at Mll in C. sorbi , Type C, as a
result of inverted division of the X-chromosomes.
In the present investigation a scheme has been proposed indicating how the
XO type, through X-chromosome fusion gave rise to neo X^Y type. The
genus Cacopsylla belongs to the most advanced subfamily of Psyllidae Psyllinae and the chromosome polymorphism in this group is a conformation
of the opinion that number of aberrations is higher in the advanced and
specialized forms (Kiauta, 1969; Kirillova, 1988), and if they did not possess
their flexibility, they would be unable to adapt themselves to changing
conditions.
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TRANSMISSION DYNAMICS OF MALARIA PARASITES
Louise H. Graves, David Walliker, Andrew F. Read
Institute of Cell, Animal and Population Biology. University of Edinburgh, West Mains
Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JT

In order to survive. parasites need to optimise their division of resources between
within-host replication and between-host transmission. The local conditions that
parasites encounter will affect the optimal Solution, and therefore transmission strategy
should be altered by environmental factors such as superinfection.
Mixed-genotype infections of malaria are common in the field, and in experimental
mixed infections of Plasmodium chabaudi in mice. clonal replication within the host
can be suppressed by the presence of another clone by up to 90%. When within-host
replication is inhibited in this way, natural seleclion should favour genotypes which
increase transmission-stage production.
To test this prediction. we inoculated two P. chabaudi clones into mice and followed
their within-host replication and their transmission success in mosquitoes, using
monoclonal antibody and PCR analysis. Mixed-genotype infections were significantly
more infectious to mosquitoes than control single-clone infections. Furthermore the
minority clone in mice can become numericaliy dominant in mosquitoes. This is
consistent with a facultative up-regulation of transmission stage production in the
presence of superior competitors.
Thus, the transmission rates of a parasite clone can be altered in mixed-genotype
infections and. contrary to some epidemiological models, numerical dominance in a
host infection may be a poor predictor of transmission probability.
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ISOLATION BY DISTANCE IS RECOGNIZED IN AN ITALIAN PROVINCE —
THROUGH SURNAMES AND HLA GENES
Guglielmino C. Rosalba l De Silvestri Annalisa1, Martinetti Miryam?,
Daielli Cristina2, Salvaneschi Laura2, Cuccia Mariaclara1.
1 Dipartimento di Genetica e Microbiologia- Universitä di Pavia • Pavia - Italy
2 Servizio di Immunoematologia e Trasfusione IRCCS Policlinico S.Matteo - Pavia - Italy

Italian provinces may constitute a basic geographic unit that is big
enough to be genetically structured and, at the same time,
sufficiently small to be intensively analyzed. Surnames are widely
accepted as selectively neutral genetic markers and as such' used to
study random genetic drift and migration. Sampling surnames from
the telephone directory may constitute a relatively simple way to
obtam Information about the genetic structure and the demographic
peculiarities of a geographic region. We proved the efficiency of
sampling surnames from the telephone directory to cast light on the
genetic and demographic pattern of the province and to prove the
sampling efficiency. The 189 communes of the province of Pavia were
grouped into subregions composed of geographically clustered
communes and the relationships among them were examined using
principal component analysis (PCA) and Cluster analysis.
Furthermore the combined use of surnames, which simulate
selectively neutral genetic markers and HLA genes, which are
extremely Polymorphie and at the same time peculiar genetic markers
because of their involvment in the immune response, may constitute a
useful tool for the genetic survey of a small area.
We found an almost perfect coincidence between HLA genetic
structure and surname pattern, in the province of Pavia. Both type
of data indicate that the two main local rivers, which cut the area
into three subregions, represent genetic barriers. Our results go
beyond the boundaries of a mere population genetics speculation,
_as Jhey can be very useful in local epidemiological surveillance.
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Variation in Mating Rate in Hermaphrodites Maintained
by a Sexually Transmitted Disease
Bernt Guldbrandtsen, Dept. of Genetics &: Ecology. Aajrhus
University, DK-8000 Aarhiis C
A hybrid modci for the evohitiou of promiscuity in a. haploid, hermaphroditic
population ^-ith non-overlapping genera'.ions, ui wliich e.ich generation äuffcrs
JJI epidemic of a sexually traHEinitted discase, is examined. The dynirrüos of the
di$ease are dcscribed using a dißerential.<qa»tion model worldug within generations, whiie the evolutionaiy genetic dynamics are modclled using a discretrtime approach n-ith non-overlapping generation... The results. :uost!y obtaiued
using numtfrical methods. show that a sexually transmitted disease call inaintain
differeneps in mating rate mthir. a population of hermaphioditic individuals.
Difforences in mating rate translate into differencos in reprodueth-e buceftss
through male funetion but also into differences in reproduetive fitness through
fcmale funetion due to ditferences in exposurc to contagion. Large diiferences in
mating rate may kad to protected polymorphisma whilp smaller differences in
mating rate lead to fixation of the allcle leadmg to higher or lower mating r&tes
depending an the impact of the disease. Diaeascf with a high unpact generally
f.ivor lower mating rateü. The mechamsm-s discusscd her« are different from the
oneü m the. Hamikon-Zuk hypothesui sincc the infection ätattis of an indiv-.dual
doea not alfect its mating sueeees, neither directly nor indirectly. However,
the results do not carry over to dioecious organisms. Dioecy is one of several
poüible strategies, that an organiam coiüd exploit in ordev to evade the cost
due to sexually transmitted disease.
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AND GENETIC APPROACHES TO EVOLUTION: A NEW SYNTHESIS?

Peter Hammerstein, Max-Planck-Institut für Verhalrensphysiologle, D-823 19 Seewiesen
Germany

T5

Phenotypic approaches to evolution are commonly used in theoreiical studies ofanimal
behaviour. However, a look at n-locus population genetics theory shows that the effects of
recombination may severely disturb the phenotypic picture of evolution. This leads to the
following puzzle: why can phenotypic analysis of behaviour be so successfül if it is not safeiy
based on genetic grounds? A new line of reasoning helps to answer this question and leads to
the 'streetear theory of evolution'. Using the streetear paradigm it can be demonstrated that
phenotypic fitness maxima and evolutionarily stable strategies have a solid foundation in
population genetics theory. In this sense the new theory extends the evolutionary synthesis that
took place during the first half of this Century
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[olecular markers and the study of evolution and systematics in tropical tree iegumes.
:ephen A. Harris. Oxford Foresiry Institute, Department of Plant Sciences, University of
xford, South Parks Road, Oxford, 0X1 3RB.
Molecuiar markers, whether protein or DNA-based, have become increasingly important
>r the study of evolution and systematics in plants and the relative values of such markers for
e analysis of particular questions are starting to become apparent. Isozyme analyses have
oven very valuable for the study of genetic diversity and population structure. An analysis
' 30 populations (approximateiy 900 families), from throughout the-African-range, of
jidherbia albida (Del.) A. Chcv. showed the occurrence of three major regions of genetic
versity: West Afnca; Elhiopia/Sudan; East/South Africa. At the DNA level, restriction
agment length polymorphism (RFLP) analyses have been valuable for the study of
lylogeny and systematics, whilst randomly amplified Polymorphie DNA (RAPD) analyses
ive been useful for the study of genetic diversity and' hybrid identification. Chloroplast
NA RFLP analysis of Leucaena Benth. has provided valuable insights into the evolution of
e genus; whilst RAPD analysis has enabled the genetic diversity of a number of species to
• described. Panicularly valuable in Leucaena has been a combined approach of RFLP and
^PD analyses for the identification and characterisation of naturally'öccurring h'ybrids:
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fertility of house mice from a chromosomal hybrid zone in the
italian Alps.
-leidi C. Hauffe1 and Jeremy B. Searle2
1 . Affil. with the Universities of York, U,K, and Pavia, Italy. Correspondence

o: Via Retta 22, 23030 Tovo S. Agata (SO), Italy. 2. Department of Biology,
Jniversity of York, York, YOl 5DD, U. K.
Zarriers of heterozygous Robertsonian (Rb) fusions are expected to have a
ower fertility than homozygotes, since heterozygous fusions may cause
nalsegregation at meiosis. An accurate estimate of the fertility of Rb
icterozygotes is important to the understanding of the formation of
:hromosomal races, the dynamics of chromosomal hybrid zones, and whether
tb fusions cause speciation. The house mouse is an especially versatile model
vith which to study these questions since more than 60 chromosomal races and
en chromosomal hybrid zones have been documented for this species. For the
iresent study, mice of three races from a chromosomal hybrid zone in Upper
/altellina, Italy, were used to produce three types of highly-heterozygous
lybrid. Hybrids heterozygous for various fusions were also caught in the
ield. Five measurements of fertility were made for each individual. Despite
omparatively high rates of nondisjunction and germ cell death, the litter sizes
>f heterozygous males and females were similar to those of homozygous Rb
nice. We discuss how relative fitness of mice with different karyotypes may
ifect gene flow and speciation between races in Upper Valtellina . This
ntensive study is unusual in that fertility estimates were calculated for many
emale and wild-caught heterozygotes.

Thure p. Hauger, Rikke Bagger Jargensen, and Hanne 0stergärd
Plant Genetics Section, Environmental Science and Technology Dept.,
Rise National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark.
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Hybridisation ability between populations of weedy Brassica campestris and varieties of oilseed rape (B. napus): fitness of parental, hybrid and back-cross plants.

An important aspect of risk-evaluation of a transgenic crop is to study its possible hybridisation with related species. Cultivated Brassica napus is known to hybridise relatively easily with cultivated and weedy B. campestris, whereas back-crossing of the hybrids to either parental species is more difficult, but possible. Back-cross plants" have
been identified in field experiments and in weedy populations of B. campestris', suggestLng that genes from B. napus may introgress to weedy populations of B. campestris. In an
Dngoing project we study dynamical aspects of the hybridisation between B. campestris
and B. napus, with emphasis on genetic Variation for hybridisation ability and effects of
zompetition between pollen and seeds of the two species.
Individuais, varieties and populations of B. napus and ß. campestris may differ in their
inter-specific cross-compatibility, and a possible selection against the hybridisation may
:ake place at different life stages of the plants. Two crossing generations are analysed to
:haracterise the F, and the backcross/F, generation. In the first generation, three weedy
Danish B. campestris populations and three varieties of B. napus have been crossed in all
possible combinations, including intra-populational crossings. After harvesting, the
fruit and seed set has been estimated, and the seeds transferred to the field. The resulting plants will be monitored for important fitness components during their life cycle. By
:omparing the Performance of hybrids and non-hybrids from different combinations of
populations and varieties, genetic Variation for hybridisation ability among individuals
and populations/varieties will be estimated.
In nature, Stigmas of B. campestris and B. napus often will receive a mixture of pollen
from both species. Competition between pollen and seeds of different parentage within
a pod could potentially increase fitness differences compared to pods with a Single spe
cies as donor. To study this, we have applied different mixtures of B. napus and B. camoestris pollen to Stigmas of both species. By comparing the applied proportions to the
proportion parentage found in the seeds (determined by isozymes), it may be possible
to detect selection against hybrids or non-hybrids.
Jergensen, R. B. et al. 1995. Acta Horticulturae (m press).
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EfTective population size of a metapopulation - Phil Hedrick, Arizona State
University, Tempe, AZ, USA. Population structure has long been recognized as a major
influence on the maintenance and loss of genetic Variation although it has generally been
assumed that subpopulation sizes remained constant over time, i.e., either subpopulations
do not go extinct or if they do, they are immediately recolonized. It has been shown in
recent years that if a population exhibits metapopulation dynamics, i.e., patches in which
subpopulations exist become unoccupied because of local extinction and they are not
immediately recolonized, that many of the generalizations of earlier studies of population
structure may not hold. In panicular, the effective size of a metapopulation may be much
less than the census number. The process through which metapopulation dynamics reduces
genetic Variation has been termed the coalescence of the metapopulation, i.e., the loss of
genetic Variation being traced back to a few individuals that are the ancestors of all the
mdividuals in the present metapopulation. I have estimated the effective size of a
metapopulation and its subpopulations by determinmg the loss of heterozygosity per
generation. There are a number of parameters that can influence the effenive population
size of a metapopulation, and I have endeavored to systematically explore their influence.
For example in a given model, the carrying capacity of a subpopulation may have only a
imall influence on the effective size so that the effective size of a metapopulation may be
»-ery much less than the census number. Rapid tumover, extinction and recolonization,
ilso greatly reduces the effective metapopulation size. Gene flow, at times other than
ecolonization can actually increase the effective size of a metapopulation, a finding
:ounterintuitive to that from traditional population structure models which have shown
hat more genetic Variation could be retained with lower levels ofgene flow. Although the
:oitimonness of dynamics like that in a theoretical metapopulation in natural populations is
10t clear there do appear to panicular instances in which habitats are fragmented
that
netapopulation dynamics may be an appropriate description of the population structure at
L regional level. There has been increasing interest in the impact of metapopulation
tructure on genetic Variation in endangered species and I will discuss, as an example, the
'Otential impact of metapopulation dynamics on the genetic Variation observed in

heetahs.

Seed stnicture and group delimitation in Solanum sect. Pteroidea Dunal.
T. Helgason & S. Knapp
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Department ofBotany, The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD

Solanum section Pteroidea is a smail group of tropical understorey herbs. The species of
section Pteroidea are scarce in the habitats in which they occur and are rarely collected The
group as presently delimited is defined by possession of strictly axillary inflorescences but
there appear to be two very distinct groups based on flower size and morphology within the
section. In addition to this, species in the section have either pinnately Compound or simple
leaves. This complex pattem of Variation has resulted in taxa being placed in widely separated
parts of the genus by a succession of authors. New characters are clearly needed to heb
resolve relationships in the group.
The stnicture of seeds has been usefül for resolving the relationships among species where
morphological characters exhibit complex pattems of Variation. In Solanaceae, lateral cell wall
structure can be Seen after enzymatic digestion of the outer testa wall. Gross seed morphology
has been used successfülly to distinguish taxa in Solanaceae, but the characters have not been
formally analysed.
As part of a monographic study of Solanum sect Pteroidea the above technique was used in
Order to determine whether seed characters could identify groupings within the section, and
whether these are congruent with other morphological Variation. Preüminary work suggests
that S. anceps Ruiz & Pavon has a seed wall structure that is unlike other solanums.
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Sperm competition in the yellow dung fly S c g t h p p h g q a
stercoraria: adding the female perspective.

B. Hellriegel & P.l. Ward, Zoologische Museum der Universität Zürich,
Winterthurer Str. 190, 8057 Zürich, Switzerland.
3perm c o m p e t i t i o n h a s traditionally been modelled exclusively from the
nale perspective; females have been taken as passive during the entire
Drocess. However, female dung flies, like other Diptera, have a complex
eproductive System with three separate spermathecae and can to some
;xtent störe the sperm of different males separately.
model the effect of multiple storage organs on the outcome of sperm
:ompetition as measured by the fertilisation success of second-mating
-nales, the
;apacity:

P2

P2

value. There is an effect of the size of the female's storage

values are higher when mean ejaculate size is larger than the

otal storage capacity. Under otherwise similar conditions,

P2

values are

ligher with two storage organs than with one, probably because the second
male can better displace previously-stored sperm. Females benefit from
separating the ejaculates of different males because they can then better
mfluence
2onflict

the

paternity

of

their

offspring,

especially

in

instances

of

between sexes. This benefit increases non-linearly with greater

degree of female control over the fates of ejaculates. As females of many
animal groups may be able to spatially separate the sperm of different
males, these results could have wide general significance.
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Dispersal and gene flow in migratory fish populations

^

Kjetil Hindar and Jarle Tufto
NORWAY 1

lnStitUte f0r NatUre Research'

Tungasletta 2, N-7005 Trondheim,

We develop a Simulation model for analysing gene flow in geographicallv
structured populations based on Information about local population sizes and
dispersa' patterns. The model is used to predict
between natural populations of Atlantic salmon for which there is data on the
number of reproducmg mdividuals and dispersal patterns. Predictions from
the model are then tested against estimates of genetic differentiation based
on an enzyme electrophoretic analysis of the study populations. Analyses
suggest that the amount of genetic differentiation (Wright's F ST ) predicted
from the Simulation model is significantly lower than that determined by the
electrophoretic analysis. Reasons for this discrepancy may include
differences between actual and effective population sizes, and reduced
fitness of dispersing relative to philopatric individuals.

genetic diSS
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EVOLUTIONARY BtOLOGY OF FUNGI: PROMISES AND PROBLEMS
Rolf ^^Hoekstra, >Vageningen
Compared to animals and plants, fungi have beert largely neglected
by evolutionär}- biologists. Recent years however witness a
growing interest in population and evolutionary biology of fungi.
This talk will concentrate on ascomycetous fungi and will review
experimental and theoretical work on evolutionary problems for
wich fungi seem especially attractive as study objects. Research on
ascomycetes shares a number of advantages with that on other
micro-organisms: easy and cheap to cultivate in the lab, short
generation time. and for a number of model species (yeast,
Neurospora. Aspergillus) excellent genetics. A weak point so far is
an often considerable lack of information on the ecology of natural
populations. Problem areas in which fiingi offer very good
opportunities for evolutionary research include between species
interactions (mutualism and parasitism), evolutionary dynamics of
parasitic DNA and somatic interactions between individuals. The
latter subject bears on questions regarding the evolution of
individual genetic integrity and here the potential of fungi to
sometimes form somatic connections (anastomosis) with
conspecifics can be exploited in experimental evolutionary
research.
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Cenctic structure of the wood decay fungus Fomitopsis rosea in Sweden and
Russia.
N i l s HÖKberK & J a n S t e n l i d . S w e d i s h U n i v u r s i l y „ I A ^ r i c u l t u r ; , ! S c i e n v e s , F a c u l t v „ f
Furestry, Uppsala, Sweden
T h e c o n i f e r o u s » o r e s t s (.1 S w e d e n a r v i n t e n s e l v m a n a n e d a n d t h e l a t e s u v c e s s i o n a l
spedes are »flen found in small and l>aKmented |)„p„lati„ns. Sn.all populations are
p r o n e t « l o s s o f g e n e t i c d i v e r s i t y l»y p r n c e s s e s s u c h a s « e n e l i t d r i f t a n d i n b r e e d i n g T h e
poverishment seen in Ihis area has its major ca.ises in the intensive mangement „f ('„rest
and agricultural lands.
We fovus »n the possihle rellection of landsvape ecoh.Kical struvturees in the genetiv
structures ol the P-pulatiuns in these landsvapes. We have a partic.ilar interesl in h,,w
trasmentaticm of a species distribution will atTect the popolation «enetics. Two wood
decay fungi are studied; The common wood decay
comparison with the more restricted Komitopsis rosea.

l omitopsis pinicola in a

Fomitopsis rosea is an outcrossin« fungos with a bipolar malin« svstem. Studies with
Arbitrary primed PCR show thal Fomitopsis rosea has verv liltle genetic Variation in
Sweden where this fungus is rare, » a t a will also presented about the genetic Variation
in the Komi area on the russian taiga and also the genetic dilTerentiation hetween
Swedish and Russian isolates of the lungus.
W e currently develop sec|uence hased DNA-markers Cor popolation studies. These
markers are derived with Arbitrary Primed PCR DNA as an intermediate Step and
further characterised hy se<|uencing. We will show Imw these markers can extend the
understanding of population processes Irom current genellow to historical data such as
genetic bottlenecks in the past and historical migration.
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Homeobox genes and chordate evolution
Peter W // Holland', JorJi (iarcia-Fernändez2, Nie Williams',
Anna Sharman', Simon Patton' and Seh Shimeld'

'School o/'Animal and Microhial Sciences, University of ReaJing,
Whiteknights, Read mg R(j6 6AJ, UK.
Fax. 01734-316644. e-mail: p.w.h.holland@rdg.ac.uk
2l)epl. de (ienetica, Universität de Barcelona, 08071 Barcelona, Spam.

Homeobox genes are giving nevv insights into the co-evolution of

molecules and morphology. We are comparing the Organisation and
expression of homeobox genes, and other genes with important
developmental rolcs, between vertebrates and protochordates. The Hox
gene family (a subgroup of homeobox genes) expanded by tandern gene
duplication to form a large gene Cluster before chordate origins. This
ancestral gene Cluster duplicated close to vertebrate origins, creating a
much Iarger suite of these regulatory genes, alongside elaboration of the
body plan. In contrast, amphioxus retains a Hox gene Cluster similar to
that inferred for vertebrate ancestors: a molecular correlate of its
archetypal body Organisation. Examination of other genes reveals that
this is not an isolated correlation. We find that duplication of genes was
very widespread during vertebrate evolution, whilst the lineage leading
to amphioxus experienced greater (but not absolute) genetic stasis.
Comparisons of gene expression pattems between amphioxus and
vertebrates reveal that new vertebrate genes were co-opted for new
accessory roles; we argue that extensive gene duplication, plus genetic
co-option, was necessary for origin of the complex vertebrate body plan.
The mutational mechanism by which these gene duplications occurred is
of great interest; data addressing this question, and the implications for

human genome Organisation, will also be discussed.
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G e n e t i c p a l t e r n s o f s e x u a l I s o l a t i o n i n Drosophila melanogaster
Hnpp Hollocher. Department of Ecology and Evolulionary Biology. Princeton
University. Princeton NJ 08544, USA. (609) 258 - 6742
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Until recently, worldwide Drosophila melanogaster was considered a sing]
panmictic population (Henderson & Lambert, 1982; Kreitman 1983; Kreitman &
Aguade, 1986). It is now known that considerable population subdivision exists fc
this species in Africa (Begun & Aquadro, 1993; Begun & Aquadro, 1994). Congruei
with the molecular divergence, it has been shown that Zimbabwe populations an
sexually isolated from other worldwide strains in that Zimbabwe females refuse t
mate with males from the other strains (Wu, et al., 1995). No postmating isolatioi
exists between these populations, indicating sexual Isolation has evolved recently
Preliminary genetic results reveal that although male courtship and female
preference must evolve in concert, these traits represent unlinked genetic System
in this population. The X chromosome plays no role in determining either trait.
The genetic architecture of premating reproductive Isolation in this System appea
to be autosomal, polygenic and strictly additive which contrasts directly to the
genetic pattern of premating Isolation seen between well-differentiated species in
the Drosophila melanogaster group (Coyne, et al., 1994). These results may indica
that very different evolutionary forces have come into play in shaping the geneti
architecture of sexual Isolation within versus between species, thus leaving these
strikingly different genetic Signatures. An alternative explanation is that the gene
architecture of species differences, such as sexual isolation, does not show a fixed
pattern, but rather varies dramatically as a function of divergence time even wht
the same evolutionary trait is examined.
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Forty populations of Potentilla argentea L. (sensu lato) irom southem Sweden

was investigated to determine the pattern of genetic Variation. Since the diploid
form of Potentilla argentea has been reported to produce seeds apomictically,
we wanted, in particular, to know if the natural Variation pattern indicates a
purely asexual mode of reproduction in nature.

The investigated populations were chosen to represent the diploid form
of Potentilla argentea. Nevertheless, sympatry between diploid and hexaploid
forms was found in fourteen out of forty sampled populations. Two samples
contained only hexaploid plants and twenty-four only diploid plants. The ploidy
level was determined by root-tip analysis or by morphological analysis of
greenhouse grown plants.
The mean number of leaves was higher in hexaploid than in diploid
offspring plants grown in the greenhouse. Also the size of the largest leaf was
greater in hexaploid than in diploid plants. Among the diploids, significant
Variation was found l'or both of these traits between populations as well as within
populations.
The rate of germination of seeds from bagged flowers was, in general,
higher among diploid than among hexaploid plants. The variability both between
and within diploid populations was, however, considerable with respect to this
trait.
Genetic V a r i a t i o n was a l s o detected with the RAPD method. To work,
the method required a number of modifications of the Standard protocol for
DNA-purification, but it gave then clear and reproducable results. There were
diagnostic band differences for some primers between hexaploid and diploid
plants. The genetic Variation detected in diploid Potentilla argentea was spread
evenly both within and between the investigated populastions. The detected level
of Variation was comparable to the level found in other investigated seifing
plants, but the pattern of Variation was more as expected from an outbreeding
plant.
The general conclusion drawn is that Potentilla argentea may well
have a variable breeding system. In nature, it does not, however, act in a
predominantly asexual manner.
Genetic V a r i a t i o n in Potentilla argentea L. (s.l.) in Southern Sweden
Holm S & Bengtsson BO
P
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Distribution of transposable Clements along the polytene chromosomes of Drosophü
melanogaster. Test of the ectopic recombination model for maintenance of Insertion sit
number.

152.
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C. Hoogland. C. Biemont
Laboratoire de Biometrie, Geneüque, Biologie des Populaiions. URA CNRS 2055
U n i v e r s i l 6 C l a u d e B e m a r d - L y o n1 , 6 9 6 2 2 V I L L E U R B A N N E C e d e x , F R A N C E
E. mail: hoogland@cbgmp.univ-lyonl.fr

Data of chromosomal insertion site localization of various transposable Clements (TEJ
detemuned by in siiu hybridization to the polytene chromosomes of Drosophila melanogasu
were extracted from the literature. The data were from natural and laboratory populations, an
concerned the transposons P and hobo, the retroposon I, the retrotransposons copia, mdgi
mdg3, 412, 297 and roo. We analyzed the distribution of the insenion sites along th
chromosomes and searched for any relationships with relative DNA content and recombinatio
rate. We show that transposable element insenion site number per chromosomal division wa
significantly correlated with the amount of DNA. estimated either by Sorsa (estimaticm based o
chromosomal bands) or Bolshakov (estimation based on radioactive nucleotide incorporatior
criteria. The number of insenion Sites weighted by DNA content appeared then nofcorrelate
with recombination rate for all TEs except hobo for which a positive correlation was detectec
Contrary to suggestions in recent publications (see Charlesworth ei al., 1994), a possibl

dominant deleterious effect of chromosomal rearrangements due to recombination between T
insenions is thus not the main factor explaining the dynamics of transposable Clements, sine
this hypothesis postulates a negative relationship between transposable element insenion sit
number and recombination rate.

C h a r l e s w o r t h , B., S n i e g o w s k i . P . & S t e p h a n . W . ( 1 9 9 4 ) . T h e e v o l u l i o n a r y d y n a m i c s o f r e p e t i t i v e DNA
eukaryotes. Naiure 371, 215-220.

[ÖRAK Peeter, Animal Ecology Section, Department of Zoology and Hydrobiology, University
f Tanu, Vanemuise St. 21, Tartu EE2400, Estonia
-r-^
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SELECTION ON FEMALE PHENOTYPIC QUALITY IN THE GREAT TIT

-

n clarifying the role of optimization and constraints in life-history evolution,.the concept of
ilection on environmental variance of traits has attracted a considerable interest recently. In
irds, individuals laying early (and/or) large clutches may be fittest because directional selection
perates on a correlated. environmentally determined trait (individuals' phenotypic quality,
ealth, condition, nutritional State). It is also possible that selection acts on individuals'
henotypic quality independently of breeding traits. Detection of the true targets of selection
lerefore requires independent measurements for individuals phenotypic quality.
A long-term study of Great Tits (a small hole-nesting passerine) in south-east Estonia
:vealed that female's mean egg size is a good indicator of her phenotypic quality. Individuals
iving large eggs' were relatively heavier than cTthers about one Ynonth after the onset of laying,
idicating that clutch mean egg size reflects some persistent component of female condition.
emales with large eggs rccruited consistently more offspring to the breeding population. At that,
ican egg size was not related to occurrence of embryonal or nestling mortality, suggesting that
idividuals laying large eggs were finest because they provided better parental care.
High offspring fitness of females laying large eggs was independent on clutch size and
:ying date. Selection on clutch size revealed no consistent pattem over years, while there was
weak directional selection for early laying. However, the effect of early laying on recruitment
ite disappeared when egg size was incorporated into the model, indicating that laying date and
Ig size both reflect the same component of phenotypic quality of females. related to their ability

i rear viable offspring. The latter suggests that the true target of selection was the phenotypic
jality of female, not advanced laying per se.
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MUTATIONAL PROCESSES IN NONGROWING CELLS OF PSEUDOMONAS PUTID
UNDER STRESS CONDITIONS.
R. Hörak, L. Kasak, M. Kivisaar. Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology at Tartu University ar
Estonian Biocenter, 23 Riia Street. EE2400 Tartu. Estonia.
In 7 years since the original paper by Caims et al. (1988), the phenomenon c'alled "adaptiv
mutation has been stimulated scientific debate whether certain mutations in bacteria occur at high
frequency when their effects are beneficial. Under starvation cell division is repressed, still mutan
crossing starvation continue to appear several days alter plating onto selective media. T1
phenomenon of adaptive mutations has been described mostly in Escherichia coli. The differenc
in the spectrum of lacZ frameshift mutations were shown by Foster and Trimarchi (1994) ai
Rosenberg et al. (1994) when they compared the lacZ sequencesof Lac* revertants ob'tained durii
exponential growth with those for revertants obtained during starvation on lactose minimal platt
We used promoterless phenol degradationgenesfAeß,-! (encodefor catechol 1,2-dioxygen3
and phenol monooxygenase, respectively) as a reporter genes to isolate and characterize promot
mutations accumulating under selective pressure in Pseudomonas putida. We, selected •
Pseudomonasputida strain PaW85. carrying promoterless phenol degradation genes, for growth <
phenol minimal plates. After 2-5 days of ineubation Phe" clones were accumulated whe
transcription of the phenol degradation genes was activated due to generation of constitutivc
expressed a'0-recognized promoters. These promoters were creatcd as a result of transposition
TnJ type transposon TnV<552 (the fusion promoters were formed at the junetions between tl
sequencesof the inverted repeats of ln->652 and sequences which flanked the inserted transposoi
point mutations and deletions. One base Substitution C to A was prevailing over others (it occurr
on 41 cases out of 54 investigated) when we studied DNA rearrangements other than transpositr
of Tn4652. The spectrum of mutations characterized in our case was same in both exponentia
growing and starving cells. Comparative studies revealed that 24 Phe' clones out of 29 befo
plating existing mutants (isolated on the second day of plating) and 25 Phe* clones out of .
postplating clones (fifth day), contained same base Substitution C to A. We found that starvati<
itself did not increase accumulation.of the Phe* mutants. However, the number of postplati
mutants accumulated on phenol minimal plates was dependent on the physiological State of t
culture before plating.
References:
1 . J . C a i m s , J . O v e r b a u g h , S . M i l l e r , Nature 3 3 5 . 1 4 2 ( 1 9 8 8 ) .
2 . P . L . F o s t e r a n d J . M . T r i m a r c h i , Science 2 6 5 , 4 0 7 ( 1 9 9 4 ) .
3 . S . M . R o s e n b e r g , S . L o n g e r i c h . P . G e e , R . S . H a r r i s , Science 2 6 5 , 4 0 5 ( 1 9 9 4 ) .
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Spatial Pattems ofGenetic Variation Generated by Different Forms of Dispersa!
Düring Range Expansion.
Kamal M Ibrahim, Richard A. Nichols, Godfrey M. Hewitt

Taking dispersa! as the movement of individuals across the boundaries of populations defined
by genetic discontinuities (demes). we examined the impact of three forms of dispersa!,
stepping-stone, normal and leptokurtic. on spatial genetic structure of expanding populations
lising Computer simulations When dispersa! beyond neighbouring demes is allowed, rare long
distance migration leads to the establishment of pocket populations in advance of the main
Invasion front

and results in spatial clustering of genotypes which persist for hundreds of

generations. Patchiness is more pronounced when dispersa! is leptokurtic as is the case in
many animal and plant species
patchiness that arises from

We also show analytical results on the rate of decay of

colonisation processes. These results are of particular interest

because population genetic parameters such as gene flow and effective population size are
commonly esrimated using gene frequency

divergence information assuming equilibrium

conditions and island models. We show how the three forms of dispersal during colonisation
bring about contrasting population genetic strucutres and how this afFects estimates of gene
flow. The implication to experimental studies of the spatial dimension of population genetic
structure are discussed.
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The effect of delayed population growth on the genetic differentiation
of local populations subject to frequent extinctions and recolonizations
Pär K. Ingvarsson
Department of Ecological Botany,University of
Umeä, S-901 87 Umeä, Sweden
E-mail: pelle(w,ekbot. umu.se
The effects of delayed population growth on the genetic differentiation among
populations subjected to locai extinction and recolonization is investigated. It is
shown that the addition of a prolonged period of population growth is to make the
conditions for enhanced differentiation between local populations less restrictive and
also to inflate the actual levels of differentiation. The effect is dependent on the
relative magitudes of k the number of colonizers and 2Nm, twice the number of
migrants beween populations (Slatkin, 1977; Wade & McCauley, 1988), but also on
r. In constrast to the earlier results the effects are also strongly influenced by the
extinction rate, e. A generalization of the condition derived in Wade & McCauley
(1988) is developed that take both extinction rate and growth rate into account.
This condition is shown to boil down to a simple relationship between the average
population size in the growing population, measured by the harmonic mean, and
twice the normal migration rates among populations at equilibrium densities. The
effect of a prolonged period of growth is strengest for relatively small and
biologically reasonable extinction rates (0.001< e <0.05). As the extinction rate is
increased the genetic differentiation becomes more and more influenced by
propenies of the founding group, such as founding size in relation to normal
migration rates. Consequences of a variable extinction rate is discussed. It is shown
that temporal Variation in the extinction rate may sometimes shift a system from a
Situation where local extinction acts to reduces the genetic differentiation among
local populations to a Situation to where the genetic differentiation is enhanced or
vice versa.
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A contact zone with noncoincident clines for mitochondrial DNA
and Y chromosome markers in the field vole (Microtus agrestis).
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Maarit Jaarola, Hakan Tegelström and Karl Fredga
Department of Genetics, Uppsala University, Box 7003, S-750 07, Uppsala,
Sweden
Field voles (Microtus agrestis) from southem Sweden provide an excellent
model System for examination of the behaviour of sex-specific genetic mar
kers in contact zones. The Lund (Lu-) population in south-westem Sweden is
characterized by unique markers in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) as well as
the Y chromosome. We examined a transect in the contact zone between the
Lu-population and a Standard (St-) population using the two genetic markers. The mtDNA and Y chromosome clines display a remarkable lack of
coincidence, rarely observed in contact zones. The cline width for both mar
kers is about 50 km, but the two clines are displaced from each other: the
mtDNA cline is found in the central part of the study area, whereas the cline
for the Y chromosome is located in the eastem part. Thus, the absolute width
of the Lu-St zone spans about 95-110 km. As a result of the cline shift, all
male hybrids carry the Lu-Y chromosome and St-type mtDNA. The other
possible male hybrid class is lacking. The distinct noncoincidence of the
mtDNA and Y chromosome clines is most likely explained by selection
against male hybrids with the St-Y chromosome and Lu-mtDNA. It is pos
sible that incompatibilities between the maternal genome of Lu-type animals
and the paternal genome of St-type individuals exist. However, alternative
explanations based on neutrality or selective advantage cannot be totally dismissed.
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Eva Jablonka 1,2 , Beäta Oborny 2 , Istvän Molnär 2 , Eva Kisdi 2 , Josef Hofbauer 2 and
Tamäs Czärän 2
1 The Cohn Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and Ideas.
Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv 69978, Israel
2 Collegium Budapest, Institute for Advanced Study, Szentharomsäg u.2,
H1014 Budapest, Hungary
PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY AND CARRY-OVER EFFECTS
Carry-over effects, the lingering of induced phenotypic states for möre than a singl
generation, are usually not treated as evolutionary adaptations. However, analytic;
results and Computer simulations comparing different response strategies show thz
carry-over effects can have an advantage in some types of fluctuating environment:
We argue that persistent phenotypic states that last for several, but not very man\
generations represent an adaptive mechanism on the ecological time scalt
intermediate between short-term individual adaptations and long-term evolutionär
adaptations.
This intermediate-term adaptation may be treated as a plast:
response that is extended over several generations.
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Host related genetic differences between endoparasitoid populations.
^opulations of the endoparasitoid Ageniaspis fuscicollis (Dalman) (Encyrtidae,
Hvmenoptera) reared from five host species, viz. Yponomeuta cagnagellus, Y. evonyme lus
Y malinellus, Y. padellus and Y. rorellus (Lepidoptera, Yponotneutidae) have been analysed
jsing
i) allozyme electrophoresis and
)) pcR with Single decamer primers of random sequence (Random Amplified Polymorphie
Fweli'r^ineenzyme staininss revealed 42 putative loci, but only two Polymorphie allozyme

oci were found. A. fuscicollis populations reared from Yponomeuta evonymellus showed a
lieher frequency for the second most common allele at the Glucose phosphate isomerase
Gpi) locus than found in all other host populations. Moreover a host specific allele at the
3hosphoglucomutase (Pgm) locus was found in populations parasitizmg Y. evonymellus. A

^APD-polymorphism that proved to be codominant showed also a higher frequency for a
;econd most common allele for A. fuscicollis populations parasitizing Y. evonymellus.

Xnalysis of the allele frequencies with F-statistics and estimation of levels of gene flow show
i limited gene exchanae between A. fuscicollis on Y. evonymellus and on other host
ropulations. This pattem could be indicative for the existence of a host race. Host races are
.-onsidered as the initial stage of sympatric speciation.
Dther explanations. such as a sampling error can be excluded. Furthermore, for A. fuscicollis
rothing is known about differences in the ability of the different genotypes to survive on a
:ertain host species (host-speeifie selection).
-inally, the occurrence of female biased populations sampied from Y. evonymellus may
;ause the higher genetic diversity of these populations. A haplo-diploid species like A
cuscicollis possesses more alleles in a female biased populaüon than in a di- / diploid
ropulation with the same number of individuals and may therefore contain a higher amount
if genetic diversity.

Transfer RNA identity in mathematical logical language
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E.Jakö
Eötvös University, Budapest

The aminoacylation of a pamcular tRNA is the net result of two types of interactions, Ü
productive (or positive) interaction with the cognate ammoacyl-tRNA synthetase and tl
nonproductive (or negative) interaction of the tRNA with the 19 noncognate synthetases. The ter
tRNA identity refers to this aminoacylation specifity. Recent techniques for stmctural comparist
of tRNAs have advanced to the level where the specificity determinants - a small nmnber •
nucleotides, comprising the major identity elements in a tRNA molecule - can be evaluated. Tl
goal is to complete a catalog of the identity elements for all 20 tRNA's. However, because of tl
enormous nmnber of possible alternative combinations the testing by laboratory methods
strongly restricted. On the other band the results of tRNA identity conversion experiments reveali
that the Statistical sequence similarity is not always connected "linearly" with the rate of function
activity. For example, it is known that tRNAs that are quite similar in sequence may charged 1
difierent amino acids, whereas iso-acceptor tRNAs can be quite dissimilar from each other. Tb
and analogous facts raise a principal question conceming the reconstruction of adequate function
or phylogenetic relationships on the basis of sequence similarity. In the proposed mathematic
logical model the primary sequence information is represented as a combinational network. Tl
goal of the analysis is to evaluate the "hidden" logical structure of functional interconnectio
considering the positional information of the nucleotide bases. An arbitrary L-length nucleotide
amino acid sequence (where L<2n) with m Symbol classes can be deßned as a System of
Boolean functions of n variables. By optimised function realisation (decomposition and synthes
these interconnections can be expressed in algebraicaL matrix or grafical forms. Düring the logii
parritinning process some function values become distinguished in a canonical (or unique) wa
These function values represent a set of elements in a corresponding regions of the given tRNA
The sensitiviy of the method for differentiating between topologies was tested on results of t
known tRNA identity conversion experiments. The found sets of negative and positive ident
elements corresponded well to the laboratory results. E.g., in case of identity conversion from
E.coli iRNA^k® to iRNA^ the distinguished role of the G3-U70 "wobble" base-pair aheration
shown on the basis of corresponding algebraic expressions and Hasse graphs. The consequences
individual or additive nucleotide aherations are illustrated on a point map. The method was lest
also on E.coli tRNA's (including iso-acceptors) for reconstruction phylogenetic relationships.
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Avis C. James, Ricardo B.R. Azevedo, and Linda Partridge.
The Galton Laboratory, Department of Genetics and Biometry, University
College London, Wolfson House, 4 Stephenson Way, London NW1 2HE,
United Kingdom.

Phenotypic Plasticity of Development Time and Body
Size in D r o s o p h i l a melanogaster.
A genetic cline in larval development time and body size in twenty Drosophila

melanogaster populations collected from a 2600 km long north-south transect
in the eastem coast of Australia is described. Flies from cooler areas are fester
developing and eclose as larger adults than those from warmer areas. Six
populations were picked from the transect to investigate phenotypic plasticity
with temperature of development time and body size. Flies were raised at
constant density, and at 14', 18", 21", 25" and 29'C. At colder temperatures
development was slower but adults eclosed at a larger size, the opposite of the
evolutionary relationship between these two traits. Evolution in cooler climates
produce flies that are faster developing irrespective of the rearing temperature.
Among populations there was genetic Variation for plasticity in body size. The
reievance of these results in terms of thermal selection in natural populations of

D. melanogaster will be discussed.
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V n ^ 0f1A^apHVe Ev0,uMon in
Sequences Controlling Transc r i pt i on
by D.L. Jenkins, C.A. Orfori and J.F.Y. Brookfield

Cm

sequence conservotion in evolution is evidcnce for the funchionalitv 0f
sequence. However
sequence changes ore consistent ei hher wifh a lack of
^ ; 0 n 0 ' W'!h adaptive Substitution, ^ n a l d and Kreitrran have produced
nrM
" Po,>ri0rPhlc v a r i a b i l i f y ^ d fixed substitutions in a^ino
a c i d rep a c e m s n t a n d s y n o n ^ u s s i t e s c a n g i v e e v i d e n c e F o r a d a p t i v e
^ ^PP y thiS te5t t0 variability i n n o n - c o d i n g C m
in wh.ch the dichotary between böses known t o bind transcription factors
a n d b a s e s n o t knovvn t o b i n d such F a c t o r s i s s u b s t i t u t e d For t h e dichotcmy
betvveen cmmo acid and synonjmous s i t e s . Data on the proxirral part of th^
zebra sequence oF the pair rule Fushi tarazu gene in the Drosophila
melono^aster species group give weakly signiFicant evidence For adaptive

o F t h e t T M l k" ' e 9 i 0 n - 9 = n d i f i ° n s r e q u i r e d F o r t h e a p p r o p r i a t e u s e
ot the fest will be discussed.
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1G4Structural Divergence of Chromosomes and Its Effects Upon Meiosis
Glyn Jenklns

Institute of Biological Sciences, Sir George Stapledon Building, University of Wales,
Penglais, Aberystwyth, Dyfed, SY23 3DD, U.K.
Meiosis in most normal diploid species relies upon the pairing, synapsis and
recombination of pairs of chromosomes with the same morphology and coNmear
qenetic loci. This complementarity between homologues and the availabihty of only
strictlv homologous pairing partners ensure that meiosis proceeds in an orderly and
regulär manner However, in diploid interspecific hybrids and allopolyploids, in which
there is a structural divergence of chromosomes associated with speciation, the
inteqrity of meiosis may be challenged. In diploid hybrids meiosis may be
compromised by the association of chromosomes which are only similar to one
another, or homoeologous. As an example, this paper refers to an interspecific hybrid
of Lolium, which shows a remarkable capacity to accommodate structural differences
durinq meiosis. Meiosis in allopolyploids is complicated by the Potential at least for
both homologous and homoeologous chromosome mteraction. As a consequence,
such organisms run the risk at best of dissipating any advantage gamed by their
hybrid condition, or at worst of segregating chromosomes at anaphase I in an irregulär
manner This paper describes how several allopolyploids circumvent these Problems
by confining chiasmate association to strictly homologous chromosomes.

Genetic and reproductive dynamics of a semispecies hybrid zone in
Heliconius butterflies (Nymphalidae: Lepidoptera)
Jiggins C, O McMillan & Mallet J
^
T

Some of the more unusual hybrid zone case studies concern Heliconius
butterflies where steep clines between colour pattern races are maintained
by frequency dependent selection acting directly on colour pattern
differences. Here we present results from a Heliconius hybrid zone where
hybrids are very much rarer than wouJd be expected under free gene flow::'
The forms are therefore considered as 'semispecies' rather than races. The
cline is much steeper than in interracial hybrid zones and correlates well
with a habitat transition. Allozyme data shows that there are considerable
allelic differences between the forms and that introgression across the
contact zone is negligible. Laboratory experiments suggest the deficit of
hybrids is due to strong patterns of assortative mating, in the absence of
any significant hybrid inviability or sterility. The implications ofthese
results are discussed in terms of maintenance of the cline and for speciation
within the group.

1GG
PARASITHS. SEX AM) EARLY REPRODUCHON TN A MKHD POPULATION OF
FRESHWATER SNAiLS

Jukka Jokela &. Curus M. Lively
Indiana University, Bloommgton, Indiana 47405. L6A
Two hypoiheses have been presenied on ihe role ofcasirating trematode
parasiies in the lü'e h.siory evuluüun uf thcir bosts. First. h^ih ^ ^tecUOn
is nredicied to sdect tor sexual reproducüon because geneu^ally variable
oftspnng should be less vulnerable to parasims special,ang on common
senotvoes [L.vdv C M. F.voi 46. 907-913 (1992). Howard. R. S. & Lively. C. M. Nasu e
367 S^4-557 (1994)1. Second. lifc-history theory predicts that high mfection nsk

i

W

' selccts for earlier reproduciion. smaller size at reproducüon and higher
roducüve erfon
M. & Bosse, w.
\ D
Am. Not. 114. 399-417 (1979). Michod. R. E. Am. >ai. 113. 531-550 (1979). Uiflerty. X u.
rewta'of'a

field study suppomng both hypoiheses. In a colkcuon

of samples ot freshwater snail Potamopyrgus annpodarum from Lake
Mexandrina. New Zealand, the proponion ot males was posmvely correlated
and size of broodme females was negaüvely correlated with parasite
prevalence when corrctted for the mean length of the snails in the sample. The
result also suggest that evolutionary response to parasites may take place m a
relaüvely small scale. in this case within a lakü. or even within the habitai.
is in accordance with the predicüons of the hypotheses and emphasizes the
role of castraüng parasites in ihe evolution of snail life historics.
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Multiple displays in animal communication
R. A. Johnstone,
Department ofZoology, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EJ, UK.

Why are animal displays so complex? In contexts ranging from courtship
and mating to parent-offspring communication to predator deterrence,
biological signals often involve a number of different visual, auditory
and/or olfactory components. Previous models of communication have
tended to ignore this complexity, assuming that only one kind of display
is available. Here, a new game-theoretical model of signalling is
described, in which signaOers may use more than one display to advertise
their qualities. Additional displays may serve to enhance the accuracy
with which receivers assess a Single quality (the 'backup Signal'
hypothesis), or to provide information about different qualities (the
'multiple message' hypothesis). Multiple signals are shown to be stable,
even when multiple receiver preferences entail significant costs, provided
that signalling costs are strongly accelerating In such cases, signallers
bias their investment towards more efficient forms of signal, but not to
the exclusion of other display types. When costs are not strongly
accelerating, by contrast, individual signallers employ only a Single
display at equilibrium. If different signals provide information about
different qualities, however, then the equilibrium may feature alternative
signalling strategies, with signallers who excel in one quality employing
one kind of display, and those who excel in another quality employing
another kind.

IG 8
Molecular characterization of the Bulinus forskalii group (Gastropoda:
Planorbidae) in Cameroon, West Africa; intermediate hosts for Schistosoma
SPPC S. lones1. L.R. Noble ' & D. Rollinson^

'Zoology departmem. Aberdeen University. AB9 2TN. UK: 2Department ofZooloay. The
Natural History Museum. London, SW7 5BD. UK.

The morphological defmition oftaxa at the species-level has proven difficult within the
Bulinus forskalii group. For instance. B. forskalii. and B. senesalensis are closely related,
conchologically similar and often occur in the same population. yet transmit different
schistosome species. Low stringency PCR DNA profiling was used to examine genetic
Variation among B. forskalii. B. senesalensis. and B. camerunensis recently colfected from
C a m e r o o n . E a c h o n e o f t h e t h r e e s p e c i e s c a n b e c l e a r l y d i f f e r e n t i a t e d f r o m i'ts c o n g e n e r s b y
its DNA profile. Prior to analysis of data by phylogenetic methods. fragments apparently
shared between taxa were tested for homology. by excising and radiolabelling them for use
as probes. Phylogenetic analyses suggests B. forskalii and B. senegalensis form distinet
branches. with B. camerunensis as a sister group to B. forskalii. To obtain for reproducible
results between laboraiones and negate ambiguities in scoring the DNA profiles. taxonspeeifie primers and probes are currently being designed by cloning and sequencing the
diagnostic PCR fragments to provide a simple field Identification svstem.
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The consequences of pre- and postbreeding costs of reproduction on the Evolution of
reproductive effort tactics.
Jönsson, K.I., Tuomi, J., & Järemo. J.
Department of Theoretical Ecology, Lund University, Sweden.
The evolutionary consequences of costs of reproduction are usuallv evaluated in terms of
postbreeding survival and fecundity costs. Such demographic costs may follow as, for example, a female drains her somatic resources into reproduction. However, some reproductive
tactics may lead to costs of reproduction that are expressed in terms of prebreeding survival
We present an optimaiity model where total absolute effort may originate from two
different components. The first component, accumulation effort, measures the amount of
resources that the female accumulates for reproduction during the prebreeding period. The
second component, somatic effort, represents the amount of resources drained from somatic
demands relative to non-reproductive individuals. We focus on the case where accumulation
effort implies costs on prebreeding survival and somatic effon implies costs on postbreeding
survival. Effective fecundity is assumed to be a function of both components.
"
We solve for optimal tactics by maximizing fitness over a single breeding season,
assuming a constant total Investment in reproduction. Our analysis suggests that the evölutio
of accumulation effort requires that marginal prebreeding costs due to accumulated resource:
remain low relative to marginal postbreeding costs implied by somatic effort. We also allow
the constraint to vary and show that when the total investment in reproduction increases,
optimal somatic effort increases relative to optimal accumulation effort.
We suggest that the temporal distribution of reproductive costs may have an imponant
impact on the evolution of reproductive effort tactics, and emphasize the need of empirical
studies evaluating the occurence and consequences of prebreeding costs of reproduction.
Natural selection may well favour different effon tactics for satisfying the energy demands o
reproduction, some of which may involve optimization of the balance between pre- and
postbreeding costs of reproduction. For organisms relying on tactics implying prebreeding
costs, empirical studies monitoring postbreeding survival only may not reveal the major cost
of reproduction.
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Preserving Genes: the Maintenance of Genetic Variation in a Modei Metapopulation
Olivia Judson
Understanding how genetic variability is maintained in natural populations is of both
theoretical and practical interest. In particular, the subdivision of populations mto demes
linked by low levels of migration has been suggested to play an important role. But the
maintenance of genetic

Variation

in populations is also often linked to the maintenance of

sexual reproduction: any force that acts to maintain sex should also act to maintain Variation.
One theory for the maimenance of sex. the Red Queen, states that sex and Variation are
maintained by antagonist.c coevolutionary interactions-especially those between hosts and
their harmful parasites-that give rise to negative frequency-dependent selection. In this
paper I present a model to examine the relationships between population subdivision.
negative frequency-dependent selection due to parasites. the maintenance of sex, and the
preservation of alleles from fixation. The results show strong interactlons between migration
rates. negative frequency-dependent selection, and the maintenance of variability for sexual
and asexual populations.
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Masaya Katoh & Georg Ribi
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Zoologisches Museum der Universität Zürich, Winterthurerstrasse 190,
8057 Zürich, Switzerland
Genetic Variation of sympatric and allopatric populations of
hybridizing freshwater snail species
Because of incomplete reproductive isoiation, genetically and
morphologically differentiated species sometimes hybridize in nature.
Subsequent introgression may affect the whole evolutionary processes
including speciation and phylogenetic relationships. Allozyme data from Lake
Garda, Italy are consistent with the hypothesis of gene introgression from
Viviparus ater into V. contectus and vice versa. First generation hybrids were
collected in nature and their hybrid Status was confirmed by allozyme markers
The frequency of FT hybrids was as high as 0.7 % in nature. In order to test
whether presumably introgressed alleles are missing from allopatric
populations, we extended our genetic studies to allopatric and sympatric
populations from other areas of central Europe.
The six allozyme loci which were informative in Lake Garda, Italy were
analyzed from nine sympatric populations and four allopatric populations
each, of Viviparus ater and V. contectus. A total of 900 newly collected snails
from Italy, Switzerland, and Germany was examined electrophoretically. V.
aferhad low genetic Variation (the jackknifed mean of Wright's Fsr ± S.E. over
four loci was 0.041 ± 0.004), and con/ec/us-like alleles were found at low
frequencies in both allopatric and sympatric populations. On the other hand,
V. contectus showed high genetic differentiation especially at four loci (the
jackknifed mean of FST ± S.E. over six loci was 0.546 ± 0.166). Sympatric
populations of V. contectus in Lake Como, Italy possessed only afer-like
alleles at one pair of linked loci. These concordant substitutions may be due
to historical introgression. Besides these substitutions, no clear differences
between allopatric and sympatric populations were observed. These results
indicate that allelic Substitution rates are high in V. contectus. The high
Substitution rates can be obtained by high mutation rates, introgression, or
small population sizes.
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Can mutations dnve sympatnc speciation?

TlO

Tadeusz J. Kawecki
Department of Ecology and Systematics, University of Helsinki

Published models of sympatric speciation require the existence of a protected
polymorphism, such that alleles advantageous in one habitat and deleterious in
the other habitat are maintained by selection. The presence of such
polymorphism favours habitat fidelity, habitat choice, and assortative mating.
However, the conditions for maintenance of such polymorphism are rather
stringent.
I suggest that mutations constitute a complementary factor that promotes
sympatric speciation if the magnitude of their effects on fitness differs between
habitats. Simple genetic models suggest that such mutations favour the
evolution of habitat fidelity and assortative mating with respect to the habitat,
thus leading to formation of "habitat races", which may be viewed as incipient
sympatric speciation. The mechanism I propose works both for deleterious
mutations, opposed by selection but constantly replenished by the mutation
process, and for advantageous mutations that arise occasionally and spread to
fixation. Beneficial mutations with host-specific effects could be particularly
important in promoting sympatric speciation in parasites and herbivorous
arthropods, in which the postulated coevolutionary arms races with their hosts
involve constant incorporation of new mutations into gene pools.

THE EVOLUTION OF PARTITIONTNC OF REPRODUCTION IN ANIMAL SOCIETIES
Laurent Keller: IZEA, University of Lausanne, Bätiment de Biologie, 1015 Lausanne and Bern
University, Ethologische Station Hasli, 3032 Hinterkappelen. Switzerland

XT Q

The dynamics of social groups are determined by a balance between Cooperation and conflict
among group members. One of the major source of conflict relates to the apportionment of
reproduction among individuals. There is tremendous intra- and interspecific Variation in
reproductive skew, with some societies where all individuals reproduce equally and some others
where a Single individual completely monopolizes reproduction.
Models of the evolution of reproductive skew have analysed how genetic relatedness of
Potential breeders, relative fighting abilities of these individuals, ecological constraints on solitary
founding, and productivity advantages of peaceful associations should influence the stable
reproductive skew of animal societies. The magnitude of reproductive skew is predicted to
increase with increasing ecological constraints on independent breeding, because subordinates
can expect only small payoffs for leaving if ecological conditions are harsh. Reproductive skew
is also predicted to increase with increased relatedness among queens because subordinates that
are more closely related to dominants automatically receive larger kin-selective benefits for
cooperating peacefully with dominants, hence they require smaller direct reproductive
inducements for such Cooperation.
At present, few studies have conducted detailed tests of the skew models, but the available
data are consistent with the predictions. For example, high skew is almost invariably associated
with high relatedness among group-members, and a positive rclationship between de degree of
skew and relatedness among group members has been described in several wasp, and mammal
species. As predicted by the models, the degree of reproductive skew also apparently increases
with greater ecological constraints on dispersa! in several wasp, ant, bird and mammal species.
Finally, as assumed by the optimal skew models subordinates apparently can detect reproductive
'cheating' by the dominant, becoming aggressive if their amount of reproduction falls below
some minimal value in Pallstes paper wasps.
A further predictions of the skew models is that skews in mother-daughter associations
(asymmetrical relatedness) will tend to be greater than those in sibling associations (symmetrical
relatedness) even when breeders in each kind of association have the same relatedness. Data from
wasp and bird societies again are consistent with this prediction. A general message emerging
from these data is that the same ecological factors together with internal factors such as
relatedness, determine the degree of within-group conflict, partitioning of reproduction and stable
reproductive structure in animals, independently of whether they are insects, birds or mammals.
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Evolution of SRY in the Felidae

-i-T2

Vanessa E. King1, Thomas Laughlin2, Stephen J. O'Brien2
and Peter N. Goodfellow1
1 Department of Genetics, University of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EH;
2 Laboratorv of Viral Carcinogenesis, National Cancer Institute, Frederick, Maryland.

SRY is the Y-Iocated gene required for testis determination. The
protein that it encodes contains N and C terminal regions flanking
an
HMG box, which has been shown to have DNA binding and bending
activity. Comparisons of the human and mouse proteins have revealed
that the HMG box region is conserved between species, while contrary to
expectation, the flanking N and C terminal ones are not. All three regions
have been examined in studies which compared sequences from closely
related species, in one case from primates and in the other from Old
World mice and rats; those studies found that SRY is evolving rapidly in
the regions flanking the HMG box, as indicated by a high ratio of nonsynonymous changes per non-synonymous site to synonymous changes
per synonymous site (Ka/Ks). The rapid evolution of parts of SRY
suggests either that those regions are functionally unconstrained or that
they are functional and subject to selection for change in sequence. As
previous comparahve sequence analyses were limited by the small
number of species compared, we have undertaken an investigation of SRY
in the 37 members of the family Felidae. Not only does this group have a
well-defined phylogeny, but the individual species within it have wellcharacterised mating structures, allowing us to test hypotheses which seek
to explain the rapid evolution of SRY. To date, we have completed the
sequencing of SRY from more than 10 of the species, including members
of each of the three main lineages, the Panthera, the domestic cats, and the
ocelots.

FUNGTIONÄL ORGANIZAT'GN OF MOUSE CENTROMERES: IMPUCATIONS FOR EVOLUTION

David Kipling, Arthur R. Mitchell and Howard J. Cooke

™C "uman Genetics Unit, Western General Hospital, Crewe Road,
±7QUr9h'U'K'

T 13

The relationship between the primary DNA sequence and bioloaical
function (chromosome segregation) of the mammalian centromere
remains poorly understood. Variation in centromeric sequence
between species contrasts sharply with apparent conservation of the
biological function, as evidenced by somatic cell hybrids.
This puzzle is illustrated by the Asian mouse Mus coro// It does not
contain the centromeric minor satellite DNA family, the best candidate
for a functional centromeric sequence in M. musculus. However, a
novel centromeric satellite cloned from M. caroli contains a variant but
functional binding Site for the centromere-associated protein CENP-B
Conservation of CENP-B binding capacity in the face of satellite
sequence evolution will be discussed.
M. spretus does contain minor satellite, but it is heavily amplified
and distributed throughout a large domain of pericentric
heterochromatin. Centromere-associated proteins such as CENP-B
localise to a sub-region of this heterochromatic domain. Evidence will
be presented that this reflects an epigenetic restriction of centromere
poäitioning caused by DNA methylation. The implications of epigenetic
regulatlon of centromere function in karyotype evolution will be
discussed.
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Evolution of mating preferences for male genetic quality

Kirkpatrick

M

Female preferences have caused the evolution of extreme male mating
displays throughout the animal kingdom. One important but controversial
class of hypotheses for the evolution of these preferences involves "indirect
selection". Even in the absence of direct fitness effects, preference for males
with high overall fitness can spread via a genetic correlation that develops
naturally between preference and fitness alleles. A quantitative expression
for the force of indirect selection is presented that applies to any female
mating behavior, is relatively insensitive to the underlying genetics, and is
based on measurable quantities:
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In conjunction with the limited data now available, this and further results
suggest that the evolutionary forces generated by indirect selection on
preferences are weak.

Plasticity: what is it, and what is it good for?
Kirkpatrick M

'T

The linkage between genotypes and phenotypes is modified by development, physiology,
and behavior. How closely do the reaction norms that we see match the ones that
selection favors? This fundamental question about plasticity can be probed using
experimental intervention, arguments from design, and direct measurements of selection.
I review these approaches, and suggest that they are all needed to progress from oür
current qualitative understanding of plasticity to a quantitative one.
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Indicators for biotope management: Analyses of the Cynipid Isocolus

scabiosae galling different host plant structures

ßo

Klein Manfred
Federal Agency for Nature Conservation, Konstantinstr. 110, D-53179 Bonn, Germany
In calcareous grassland biotopes the gall wasp Isocolus scabiosae (Cynipidae, Cynipinae,
Aulacini) is known as a monophagous gall former of the knapweed Centaurea scabiosa.
Their galls normally occur at host plant shoots. But in the Eifel region in Germany rootgalls induced at bottomlevel were also detected. Emerging individuals of such a root-gallpopulation

and

two adjacent shoot-gall-populations were compared. Showing no

morphometric differences Standard horizontal electrophoresis with cellulose-acetate gels
was used. Out of the ten regularly scored loci five were Polymorphie with two alleles each.
No heterozygous individual was found at either locus. A fixed allele difference was found
in locus GPDH2. All root-gall-individuals shared the slow allele whereas all shoot-gallindividuals shared the fast one. As in both groups males and females were mixed and
populations consisted of several galls the difference is not linked to sex or close
relationship of wasps within a Single gall. Due to very high parasitism only one root-gallpopulation could be considered, but some Single wasps out of root galls firom three other
sites in the region are characterized by the slow GPDH2 allele too. Thus within the species
the two genotypes are specialized to quite different plant structures for galling. For this
they are expected to have different phenology also raising questions of adaptation and
sympatric speciation.
But both types are affected differently by mowing or sheep-grazing of calcareous
grasslands in autumn. These are the dominant conservation management measures in this
region. As the univoltin gallwasps hibernate as pupae inside the galls mainly shoot-gallindividuals are destroyed whereas root-gall-individuals may survive. This is an example
that nature conservation measures may not only reduce number but also genetic diversity
of typical biotopconnected populations.
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The evolution of simple population dynamics
Jacob Koella, Department of Zoology, University of Arhus
Michael Doebeli, Zoology Institute, University of Basel
We investigated the evoluüon of demographic parameters determining
the dynamics of density-dependent population growth with simulations
of a growth model proposed by Maynard Smith and Slatkin. In
particular, we considered whether the dynamics behavior will evolve to.
stability or chaos. When the thee parameters - equilibrium density,
growth rate and complexity - were not constrained by trade-offs, the
dynamics rapidly evolved to stability. Once stability was attained, the
strongest selecüon pressure was for increasing equilibrium density,
while complexity drifted into the region coding for more stability. Most
constraints changed these conclusions only qualitatively. For example, if -.
equilibrium density was positively associated with complexity,
populations with a bounded equilibrium density still evolved towards
stability. The opposing selection pressures for increased equilibrium
density and for reduced complexity led the population to be maintained
on the edge of stability. The only case we found that did not evolve to
stability was a positive association between equilibrium density and
complexity together with a bounded growth rate. In this case, the level of
complexity depended on the maximura growth rate, and it was possible
that chaotic population dynamics evolved. Nevertheless, the overail
tendency for the populations to evolve to stability was striking.
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Inbreeding depression in Scots Pine: the later life stages.

160

Hans P. Koelewijn1, Veikko Koski2 and Outi Savolainen1
1

Department of Genetics, University of Oulu, FIN-90570 Oulu, Finland

2

Finnish Forest Research Institute, Helsinki, Finland

The deleterious effects of inbreeding in the early life stages of Scots Pine have
been well documented. Seifing is accompanied by a low seed set caused by the
expression of highly deleterious alleles (lethals). Vimially nothing is known,
however, about the later life stages. Inbreeding depression in these stages will
be caused by mildly deleterious alleles and the effects are expected to
accumulate during the life cycle. We present prelimanary results

from an

experiment which is now Rinning for 25 years and documents the consequences
of seifing during the later life stages of Scots Pine. Open pollinated
(outcrossed) and selfed seedlings of different matemal trees were planted at
experimental sites of the Punkaharju breeding Station in Southern Finland and
measured at 5-year intervals. To evaluate the consequences of planting density
on the Performance of the crosstypes, seedlings were planted in competitive
(close spacing, i.e., nearest neighbour is one metre away) and non-competitive
condinons.
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i n t o t v o a a j o r s u b g r o u p s » i t h t h e e e a n d i v e r g e n c e v a l u e o f 2 . 4 6 * . One
subgroup was c o a p o s e d o f

tvo clones(teo saaples froe Goisan),

other subgroup consisted of

f i v e l o c a l i t i e s ) . The t v o s u b g r o u p s v e r e a l s o d i s t i n e t
genotypes of

EcoR

I

and S t u

I.

Furtheraore,

aaong c o a a o n r a t s f r o a Korea

in this study

aaong

United

coaaon

rats

froa

analyses

vith

the

and t h e

other si* clones(45 saaples froo other
the

i n t h e i r atDNA

oaxiaua divergence

is tvice higher than that

States

and

Japan

by

Brown

and

Siapson( 1981).
Further

additional

saaples

froa

Soisan

and

other

l o c a l i t i e s appeared t o be n e c e s s a r y in o r d e r t o c l a r i f y t h e t a x o n o e i c
S t a t u s o f t h e d i s t i n e t atDNA s u b g r o u p s .
KEY VORDS: S y s t e a a t i c s , atDNA, R a t t u s norveg i c u s c a r a c o . Kor e a.
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Trade-off between litter size and offspring viability
Esa Koskela
Department of Biology and Environmental Science and Konnevesi Research Station,
University of Jyväskylä, P.O.Box 35, FIN-40351, Jyväskylä, FTNLAND

Introduction
One of the assumpdons of life-history theory is the trade-off between the number and quality
of offspring. We studied the existence of this trade-off in the bank vole Clethrionomys
glareolus. In this species there is a iarge Variation in litter size (2-9).

Material and methods
Live-trapped bank vole females and males were paired in the laboratory. Females were checked
twice daily to determine the üme of panurition and litter size. Pups were weighted at the age
of one, six, rwelve and 60 days. In September, at the mean age of 60 days, individuals were
released to eight large outdoor enclosures (each 0.25 ha) to overwinter. The survival of
individuals were monitored by live-trapping in the beginning of next breeding season in May.

Results
Number of offspring correlated negatively with the weight of pups (mean weight of pups in the
litter) at the age of one day (n = 25, rs = -0.40, p < 0.05). Weight of individuals at the age of
one day also explained significantly the survival over winter, so that heavier pups were more
likely to survive (Logistic regression, n = 24, p < 0.05).

Discussion
According to our results, there is a negative correlation between the number and weight of
pups in the bank vole. The weight at birth seems to explain the overwintering possibilities to
the following breeding season. Therefore, our results give evidence of the existence of a tradeoff between litter size and offspring viability.

163.
ARTIODACTYL GENOME FINGERPRINTING BY SINE-PCR
ANCHORED-PCR

AND qqc
D

SSR"

S. Kostia, M. Ruohonen-Lehto and S. Varvio
Department of Biosciences, Division of Genetics
Viikinkaari 5, 00014 University of Helsinki, FiAland

We have used SINE-PCR and a related new technique where
simple sequence repeats (SSR, or microsatellites)'are used
as PCR primers, to fingerprint genomes of six artiodactvl
species: cow and sheep (Bovidae), moose, white tailed deer
and reindeer (Cervidae) and pig (Suidae). Average percent
divergence values were estimated from banding oatterns of
SINEmorphs (SINEs) generated by five SINE primers and from
SSR-anchored morphs (SSRs) generated by three combinations
of SSR-anchrored primers [(CA)„AT, (CA)9GG and (CA)aAG]
Correlations of these values were estimated by matrix
comparison analysis. Only one primer did not show very
good correlations and it was not included to UPGMA
clustering analysis. Both methods showed the same
phylogenetic clustering of the species, but lower levels
of divergence between and among families were observed
with SINEs than with SSRs. The most similar species pair
among the six species studied was the taxonomically most
related one, white-tailed deer and reindeer. Bovidae
species studied were more distantly related to each other
than the Cervidae species, which was expected. The obvious
general conclusion is that this kind of methods are
reliable, as they provide taxonomically logical and
constant results.
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EFFECT OF THE MELANOTIC TÜMOURS ON THE ADULT VIABILITY OF THEIR
CARRIERS IN DRQSQPHILA HELAWOGASTER.
K. Kosuda.

Biological. Laboratory, Faculty of Science, Josai

Univers i t y , Sakado, Saitama, JAPAN.
Since Bridges (1916) reported the melanotic turaours in
Drosophila melanogaster for the f i r s t time, a large number of
melanotic tumourous strains have been reported.
found a new tumourous s t r a i n , C-104,
develop only in the adult stage,
female spermathecae.
spermathecae.

Kosuda(1989)

in which melanotic tumours

exclusively in the vicinity of

They very often envelope either or both

11 is generally accepted that the melanotoic

tumour is the result of

the aggregation of blood cells

accompanied by melanization.
melanization and

The aggregation of haemocytes,

the subsequent encapsulation are considered to

be a common nonse1f-recognition or defence reaction in insects.
In the present experiment,

the incidence of melanotic tumour

development was disclosed to be higher in the dead f l i e s than in
the live ones.
effect of
carriers.

The fact explicitly indicates the deleterious

the melanotic tumours on the adult viability of their
This fact implies that non-self recognition or self-

defense reaction i s accomplished by paying some or less burdens
to the organisms.
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Sexual selection in a wolf spider: male drumming

^

activity, body size and viability

Janne Kotiaho

Department of Biological and Environmental Science, Konnevesi Research Station,
University of Jyväskylä, P.O. Box 35, FIN - 40351, Jyväskylä, Finland

Females are often believed to actively choose viable males as mates, but this belief is
relying only on some pieces of empirical evidence from birds. In my study I report
active female choice for viable males in an invertebrate, a wolf spider Hygrolycosa

ntbrofasciata. I established trials where I observed female choice in relation to male
counship drumming activity and body size. Females chose the most actively drumming
males as mating partners but the body size of the males did not seem to be selected.
Male drumming activity turned out to be a good predictor of male viability while male
viability was independent of male body mass. My results suggest that by actively
choosing mates according to male drumming Performance, but independently of male
body mass, females are preferring viable males as mates. Since H. rubrofasciata males
do not provide obvious direct beneflts to their offspring, females may gain some
indirect beneflts; offspring may have higher chance of survival or the offspring may
inherit the attractiveness of their father.
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Molecular evolution of three fungal proteins. Vassiliki Koufopanou, Austin
Burt and John Taylor. Department of Plant Biology, University of California,
Berkeley.
The nature of selection acting on protein-coding loci can be inferred by a
comparison of the ratio of replacement to synonymous substitutions of nucleic
acids within and between species (1, 2, 3). A higher ratio between species than
within indicates that species divergence represents adaptation to different
environments (positive selection changing amino acids), while equal ratios
within and between species suggest divergence by a random accumulation of
mutations (neutral model). We have compared DNA sequence polymorphisms
for three protein-coding genes (4-hydroxyphenyl-pyruvate dioxygenase, chitin
svnthase and orotidine 5-monophosphate decarboxylase), within and between
three closely related species of ascomycete fungi: Coccidioides immitis. a human
•pathogen causing valley fever, and its dosest relatives Uncinocarpus reesii and
Auxarthron zuffianum (4, 5). When parsimony trees based on each gene are
compared, different isolates group consistently within their respective species,
indicating genetic Isolation among the three species; within species, the trees are
mostly congruent, suggesting only partial mixis among isolates. Nucleotide
divergence between species varies between 15 and 39%, and amino acid
divergence between 1.5 and 35%, indicating that the three genes and their
proteins evolve at different rates. The amount of polymorphism within species
is similar in all three genes (coding areas), ranging between 0.5 and 8%. Silent
nucleotide divergence is similar in all three proteins, suggesting equal mutation
rates among proteins, but large differences among proteins in replacement
nucleotide divergence indicate that the proteins are subject to different
constraints. Two of the genes (4-HPPD and CHS) have twice as many
replacement mutations between species compared to within, suggesting adaptive
evolution changing amino acids, but the differences are not statistically
significant; a third gene (OMPD), has about equal ratios within and between
species, consistent with the neutral model.
References: (1) Kreitman 1983. Nature 304:412-417; (2) McDonald and Kreitman
1991. Nature 351:652-654; (3) Maynard Smith 1994. J. Mol. Evol. 39:123-128; (4) Pan
et al. 1994. Microbiology 140:1481-1494; (5) B. H. Bowman and J. W. Taylor 1993. In
D. R. Reynolds and J. W. Taylor The Fungal Holomorph pp. 168-178.
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RAPD MARKERS INDICATE THAT HORIZONTAL TRANSMISSION IS
THE PREDOMINANT MODE OF TRANSMISSION IN ATKINSDNF! 1 A
HYPOXYLON.

Paula X. Kover and Keith Clay - Indiana University, 47401- Bloomington- IN,

USA.
The success of vertical and horizontal transmission modes was
investigated in Atkinsonella hvvoxylon using RAPD markers. AtkinsoneUa
hypoxylon and other davipitaceous fungi, form a symbiotic continuum from
mutualistic to pathogenic interactions with plant hosts.
Horizontal
transmission of A. hwoxylon is associated with the castration of Danthonia
spicata 's outcrossed flowers because the fungus fruiting body (where
contagious spores are produced) develops in place of host's inflorescence.
However, D. spicata can still reproduce through basal, obligately selfed,
cleistogamous seeds that are infected with fungal hyphae. Although pdtential
for vertical transmission is high (90% of cleistogamous seeds of infected
plants carry fungal hyphae) and horizontal transmission has been rarely
documented, the relative contributions of the two modes of transmission
have never been quantified in this or related fungi.
Isolates from A. hwoxylon were genotyped with ten RAPD markers
and pairwise linkage disequilibria were calculated. Of the 45 comparisons,
only four were significant at p< 0.05, but none were significant at p< O.O2'
These results indicate that the population sampled exists in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium and that clonal reproduction by vertical transmission through
seeds is not very successful. This fungal population is therefore maintained
mainly through contagious spread by spores.
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Alexander v.Kozhara
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Biology . qi Inland Waters,
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A study of phenotypic variance. of bilateral traits in tisnes
i nstätrlti.'ty i -'(.Di )" and phenotypic variance

The developmental
62)

(
for a few meristic bilateral characters has been studied
along with character size (M) in e' elosely related fisn'species
in a search fep connection
2

bctuccn

2

thc

ctochactic ( 6^, )

and

factorial ( 6^ ) components of Ö
{Kozhara.1994 ). An evident
negative correlation between the latter was discovered in most
within-species comparisons that is consistent with well-known
l e e u u a u r . u.j.iipi.ciy tiu u y nti

The result

was

VKI u < i / y u » i

opposite,

auui

ux.

however,

in

vy

among-species

and

among-characters comparison, in apite of scaling out Ö5 -M and
6f -M
dependences. This may prove M.Soule's assumption
concerning decreased DI in traits under the
control

(1982)

to

be

not

universal.

stronger
For

all

genetical
that,

his

expectations to have higher proportior. of genetic variance for
larger characters as^against smaller ones seems to be confirmed
by having found the

ratio to increase with character size in

the group of species/characters under consideration.
A.V.Kozhara, J.Appl.Ichthyol. 1994: N10, P.167-181
M.Soule, Amer.Natur. 1982: V.120, N6, P.751-764

4-88. Optimal allocation of resources explains Chamov's life history Td;
invariants for indeterminate growers
Jan Kozlowski
Institute of Environmental Biology, Jagiellonian University
Oleandry 2A, 30-063 Krakow, Poland, kozlo@eko.uj.edu.pl
Using an optimal resource allocation model, Kozlowski and Weiner recently showed th
interspecific allometries of physiological (respiration, assimilation and production rates) as wt
as life history (age and size at matunty, life expectancy) parameters are byproducts of body-si;
optimization in animals with determinate growth. Here I extend the analysis to animaJs wii
indeterminate growth, such as fish or reptiles. It is optimal for such organisms living in a season
environment to grow after maturation, although more resources should be devoted i
reproduction year after year. This leads to growth curves that can be closely approximated by
Bertalanffy equation characterized by two parameters, that is, growth rate k and asymptot
length lag. Unlike in Chamov's model, this kind of growth curve is the resült and not tl
assumption. Size at maturation l a , asymptotic length I x ,
ratio, and growth .parameter k ai
related to mortality rate, growing season length, and the parameters describing the dependence c
jroduction rate on body size, through optimal resource allocation to growth and reproduction.
arger fraction of growth is realized after maturation if mortality is heavy
I generated sets of these parameters with a random number generator of normal distribution
Then the schedule of growth was calculated for each "species'7 obtained in this 'way, under tl
assumption of optimal allocation of resources. Interspecific comparisons in a set of such specv
resemble the empirical pattems discovered by Beverton and Holt and discussed extensively 1
Chamov (1993): IJloo is relatively constant, mortality rate and growth rate k are positive
related, and asymptotic length and growth rate are negatively correlated. Season length strong
affects these relations, which may explain the well-known differences between local population
If all the model parameters vary at random between species, the points are scattered aroui
regression lines describing Bevenon and Holt's pattems.
When we Interpret these results, we must remember that the growth curves and the Bertalanf
equation parameters describing them are not subject to natural selection. These parameters, ar
all the relations between them and mortality rate and growing season length, are side-effects •
optimal allocation of resources to growth and reproduction. Resemblance to pattems fout
among fish or reptiles supports the models of life history optimization based on resoun
allocation.

199A NEW HYPOTHESIS ON THE EVOLUTION OF SEX DETERMINATION IN
VERTEBRATES; BIG FEMALES ZW. BIG MALES XY.

TS)

Sarah B.M. Kraak1 and Ellen M.A. de Looze2
1 University of Bern, Dept. Behavioural Ecology, Ethologische Station Hasli, 3032
Hinterkappelcn. Switzerland
2Institute of Systemaücs and Population Biology (Zoological Museum), P.O. Box 94766,
1090 GT Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
All vertebrates have the capacity to develop as female or male depending on: (a) genetic sex
determination (GSD), in which sex is determined at concepüon by genotype; and (b)
environmental sex determination (ESD), in which sex is determined later in life by the
influence of environmental variables. It is suggested that both types of sex determination act
through the same mechanism: phenotypic variance for growth of the undifferentiated gonad.
meaning that ESD and GSD only differ in the degree to which the environment contributes to
this phenotypic variance. We proposc a simple model in which GSD evolves from ESD when
an allele that accelerates embryonal growth takes over the role of environment in bringing
about differential growth. According to this model, species with ESD showing female size
advantage are predisposed to evolve to female hcierogamety, whercas species with male size
advantage are predisposed to evolve to male heterogamety.
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Loeske E.B. Kruuk
Instirute of Cell, Animal and Population Biology, University of Edinbursh EH9 3JT
HABITAT PREFF.RFNCF AS A BARRfER T O GHNF. R O W TN

HYBRm TDMCC

A hybrid zone characterised by narrow concordant clines implies that strong natural selection
is counteracting migradon and recombinaüon, creating a barrier to gene flow. Usin" a model
of heterozygote disadvantage, changes in allele frequencv and the strength of painvlse linkaee
disequihbna measured across a zone give estimates of the strength of selection acüng and the
magnitude of the barrier to gene flow posed by this selection. However these analvtical
results depend on assumptions about both the strength and nature of selection. This study
uses simulations to investigate how robust the estimates are to alterations in the assumptionsboth epistasis or geographica! selection gradient produce similar pattems to heterozygote
disadvantage. Assumptions of weak selection are frequentlv violated, but with stron^er
0
selection coefficients agreement with predictions is still goöd.
Hybrid zones are a natural test of the fitness of blocks of co-adapted genes in comparison to
that of those in a recombined mixmre. However they also test the efficiency of behavioural
isolating mechanisms in preventing gene flow. A genetically-determined preference for
different breeding habitats in the parental populations will cause assortative mating, servins to
=
isolate the taxa. Its effect is markedly stronger when selection acts against genes in'tbe
alternative habitat or geographic location than endogenously, against hybnd individuals.
Clines are steepened, but care must be taken when calculating descriptive statistics. Cline
shape will be affected by the respective availability of habitat types, so that even if selection is
entirely endogenous the hybrid zone should be centred on an ecotone. The implications for
inferences about the strength of selection and magnitude of the barrier to gene flow are
discussed. For example, under habitat-dependent selection, a preference will generale greater
linkage disequilibria than that expected with random mating.
These results help with interpretation of data on hybrid zones where complex behavioural and
ecological factors interact with selection acting against hybrid individuals to create barriers to
gene flow.
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Oiversification of endemic Nile Ferch Lates mariae (Centropomidae, Pisces) populations
n Lake Tanganyika, East Africa, studied with RAPD-PCR
Jisa Kuusipalo
Jniversity of Joensuu, Department of Biology, P.O.Box III. SF-80101 Joensuu, Finland
jenetic differentiation of endemic nile-perch Lates mariae populations in Lake Tanganyika was
;tudied using the DNA method RAPD-PCR (Random Amplified Polymorphie DNA),
dentification of possible substocks is needed for the fisheries management planning.
\ total of 217 alcohol stored samples from five localities during dry and rainy seasons were
inalysed using RAPD with three primers. The number of bands observed was 52. RAPD proved
o be a suitable method for the analysis of Lake Tanganyika fish Stocks.
fhe presence and absence of amplified DNA fragments was used to group individuals to
)reeding populations. Individuais were grouped using a similarity index and percentual index of
natches and hierarchial clustering using furthest neighbor-joining (complete linkage) of SPSS.
\11 clusterings were tested by discriminant analysis using Mahalanobis distance. The coherence
)f groups was maintained during all groupings.
Similarity of bandimz panern of RAPD fragments in one group was over 87.2%. 18 of 52 DNA
ragments were selecting between populations, being present on all members of one population
ind absent from all members of another population. Nei's genetic identity between populations
mied from 0.650 to 0.905.
ake Tanganyika is approximately 20 million years old. The age of diversification can be
istimated by usine the values of Nei's I reached be Converting the RAPD data to allele
'requencies for BIOSYS programme. If the diversification was stable, the origin of differentation
:etween the strains from Malagarazi and Chituta started 7 million years ago. The differentation
jetween Sumbu and Moba is almost as old. The number of selective fragments, that are present
3n all members of one population, and totally lack from another, is quite large between these
Dopulations (8 and 6). 7 million years ago, during Miocene, Lake Tanganyika consisted ofsmall,
mostly isolated lakes.
The studied samples of pelagic Nile Perch Lates mariae from Lake Tanganyika represent seven
jenetically diversified populations. Six populations are geographically local, while members of
seventh population were captured from wider area. Anyhow, there is no absolute evidence of a
total reproduetive Isolation, as no conserved fragments were found. Conserved fragments are
present on all members of one population. and not present on others.

Are random mutations the optimal way to change
193.
the DNA?
Michael Lachmann, Stanford University

The adaptive significance of different mutational processes is explored from
a theoretical point of view. In the Standard evolutionary asexual model, the
genome of the offspring is an almost exact replica of the genome of the parent except for a constant, genome-wide, mutation rate caused by inaccuracies
in the duplication. This mutation rate is often seen as emerging from inherent physical properties of the organism and its environment. The paper
builds a mathematical framework under which one can ask whether inducing random point mutations is optimal for a certain set of environments.
Constant, spontaneously changing, fluctuating and randomly changing envir
onments are explored, and it is shown that for some environmental conditions
random mutations are best, whereas for others different kinds of changes are
optimal. The tools developed to address this question can also be used to
gain insight into the role of sex in evolution. Applying the framework to
sexually reproducing organisms, it is shown that in this case there are more
efficient ways to change the genetic material than the best asexual methods,
for certain environmental conditions.

Cornelia Lehmann - Institut für Ökologie der Technischen Universität Berlin
Rothenburgstraße 12, D-12165 Berlin, Germany
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Heavy metal tolerance in populations of
Calamagrostis epigejos (L.) ROTH and Agropyron repens (L.) P. BEAUV

The grass species Agropyron repens and Calamagrostis epigejos are able to survive on
heavy metal contaminated sites like in the vicinity of copper smelters. The aim of this
study was to find out if those populations evolve heavy metal tolerance.
Plant and soil samples were taken firom control sites, a moderately contaminated
abandoned sewage farm, and two copper smelters in Poland. The soll samples were
analysed regarding the contents of copper, zinc, lead and cadmium. The phytotoxic
Potentials of the sampling sites were valued.
The plant samples were propagated and tested for heavy metal tolerance according to the
rooting test of WILKINS (1978).
The species have different sensitivity to the four metals. Both species are relatively
insensitive to lead and cadmium, C. epigejos being more tolerant than A. repens.
A. repens is less sensitive to zinc than C. epigejos, but both species tolerate only very low
test concentrations.
Compared with A. repens, C. epigejos is less sensitive to copper. The C. epigejos
population from the copper smelter Legnica is tolerant to copper.
The results demonstrate that levels of sensitivity and of tolerance vary between species.
Only in the species C. epigejos differentiation of tolerance levels between populations
tumed out.

D A. WILKINS (1978): The measurement of tolerance to edaphic factors by means of root
growth. THE NEW PHYTOLOGIST 80, 623-633.
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DYNAMICS OF ADAPTATION AND DIVERSIFICATION:
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A 10,OOO-GENERATION EXPERIMENT WITH BACTERIA
Richard E. Lenski & Michael Travisano
Center for Microbial Ecology, Michigan State University,
East Lansing MI 48824-1325, USA

We followed evolutionary change in twelve populations of
Escherichia coli propagated for 10,000 generations in identical

environments.

Both morphology (cell size) and fitness (measured

in competition with the ancestor) evolved rapidly for the first
2,000 generations or so after the populations were introduced
into the experimental environment, but both were nearly static
for the last 5,000 generations. Although evolving in identical
environments, the replicate populations diverged significantly
from one another in both morphology and mean fitness. The
divergence in mean fitness was sustained and implies that the
populations approached different fitness peaks of unequal height
in the adaptive landscape. Although the experimental time scale
and environment were microevolutionary in scope, we observed
several hallmarks of macroevolutionary dynamics, including
periods of rapid evolution and stasis, altered functional
relationships between traits, and concordance of anagenetic and
cladogenetic trends. Our results support a Wrightian
Interpretation, in which chance events (mutation and drift) play
an important role in adaptive evolution, as do the complex
genetic interactions that underlie the structure of organisms.

±3(2)
Evolution of Baltic Sea Enteromorpha (Chlorophyta) based on nuclear
rDNA ITS sequences
Elina Leskinen and Pekka Pamilo
Department of Genetics, Uppsala University,
BOX 7003, S-750 07 Uppsala, Sweden

The region from the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) including the 3' end of 18S rRNA, 5.8S
rRNA, the 5' end of 28s rRNA and the internal transcribed spacers ITS 1 and ITS 2
were sequenced from four Enteromorpha species from the Baltic Sea. Two
morphologically close species, E. compressa (L.) Greville and E. intestinalis (L.)
, Link., differed by only two nucleotide substitutions, and the coincidence of this
difference with the morphological Variation agrees with the concept of two separate
species. E. ahlneriana Bliding and E. flexuosa (Wulfsen ex Roth) J. Agardh form
another pair which is both morphologically and genetically quite distinct. The
Enteromorpha sequences differ from those of other green algae in that the G+C
content is very high in the ITS regions (up to 70%) even though that of the 5.8S rRNA
is close to 50%. The conservative sequence of 5.8S rRNA is also used to examine the
phylogeny of green algae.

Little TJ & Heberl PDN
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Cryptobiosis, the Red Queen, and the myth of the ancient asexual
Ancient asexual lineages challenge the notion thai sexual reproduction is
maintained through co-evolution of hosts and their biological enemies. Effons to
account for the persistence of some asexual groups havc focused on the potential
effectiveness of cryptobiosis in facilitating escape from parasites. We show that,
although cryptobiosis is common in asexual freshwater organisms. there is little
evidence for the general antiquity of such taxa. As well, we note that the bdelloid
rotifers, an apparently ancient asexuai Order, ure uitackcd fcy a broad array of
specialized parasites and predators. Collectively thesc observations suggest that
cryptobiosis neither extends the evolutionary lifespan of ascxual lineages, npr
guarantees escape from parasites.
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™ LOOKE-C CLA5S: P««nBS. SEX AND CLONAL DWERSITY

IN A NEW ZF.ALAND SNAIL

Cun Livcly, Jukka Jokela & MarkDybdahl
Indiana Univcrsity, Bloomington. Indiana 47405, USA
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Discordance in population structure as revealed by different
199
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by

Volker Loeschcke and Michael Moller Hansen
Department of Ecology and Genetics, University
Aarhus and Inland Fisheries Laboratory, Silkeborg
Denmark
'

of

Spatial and temporal genetic Variation revealed by different
techniques may yield different conclusions on the pattern of
genetic Variation and consequently on population structure.
Data on temporal Variation in brown trout (Salmo trni-1-n L . )
and on temporal and spatial Variation in the sheep headfly
(HydrQtaea irritans) are presented and possible causes of the
discordance

of

different

data

types

are

discussed.

When

comparing temporal Variation in mtDNA haplotype frequencies
with nuclear allele frequencies in brown trout Variation over
time was found in haplotype frequencies but not in nuclear
frequencies.

This

difference

is

explained

by

different

effective population sizes on the two levels of up to 1/8 with
a

skewed

sex

differences
gradient

in

from

ratio.

In

karyotype

the

sheep

frequencies

pasture to the center

headfly
were
of

significant

found

the

along

a

forest while

allozyme frequencies did not reveal any differences between
sampling locations.

Does reduced sulecunn pressure
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Triboliiuii confusiun i n a f a v o u r a b l e e n v i r o n m e n t

decr<.-;\.si.* l l i e i r f i t n u s s i n t i i i s e n v i r o n m e n t ?
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Adani Loinnicki
I n s ü t m e o f E n v i r o n n i e m a l B i o l o gy, Jagiellonian University
In»ardena 6, 30-060 Krakow. Poland.
S o m e p o p u l a t i o n s o l ' p l a n t a n d a n i m a l s . e . g . t h o s e p r o t e c t e d b y a c o n s e r v a t i o n programme
or conteinporarv

human

populations

in

developed

countries,

have lived

for several

generations in favourable envimnments with a greatly reduced selection pressure. To lest
whetlier such reduced selection may diminisli their tltness, populations of Tribolium confiisum
have been maintained lor 17 generations in either favourable or harsh environments.

In the

favourable environment with an e.xcess of food. mortality was low (3%). The contribution
of individuals lo the next generation was irrespective of their fecundity. In the harsh
environment. the amouni of food was severely limited and mortality exceeded 80%. Only
those individuals whicli pupated tlrsi contributed to the next generation, and this contribution
was proportional to iheir fecuiulity. Two puptdaiions u'ere kept in the favourable environment
and two populations in the harsh environment. In almost all generations test groups were
drawn from eacli replicate lo check their Performance in the alternative environment, for
either one or iwo üenerations. Such a design allowed comparison ot both populations in both
environments.
A s e x p e c t e d . p o p u l a t i o n s k e p t c o m i n u o u s l y i n t h e h a r s h environment became adapted to

it and showed considerably higher fitness than those kept in the favourable one. However,
it does not prove that there was a general decrease of tltness due to reduetion of selection

pressure in the favourable environment. If such a decrease of their fitness occurred, the
fitness of beetles from the favourable environment should be lower than those from the harsh
environment. in the favourable environment too. After 17 generations, tests carried out in
the favourable environment showed no sratistically signiticant differences in fitness between
populations from these two environments. rheretore, one may conclude that strongly reduced

selection pressure for 17 generations neither decreases nor increases ability to survive and
reproduce of Trihnliuii canfusiiiv beclles.

Phenotypic plasticity in fitness and morphological traits of
the black bean aphid Aphis fabae reared on different host
plants
20d-.
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Cecilia Lomönaco*, Gazi Gorur and Aulay Mackenzie
Department of Biology, University of Essex, Colchester, U.K.
Phenotypically plasnc responses in phytophagous insects can potentially
facilitate the colonisation of new hosts.

Consequendy plasticity can reinforce

differences in the ecological context promoting host race formation. We report the
plasticity of the response of the black bean aphid (Aphis fabae) to two of its secondary
hosts: broad bean {Vicia faba) and nasturüum (Tropaeolum majus). Measurements on
morphological characterisncs, a fitness index (r,^) and developmental rate (RGR) were
made in clones obtained from different locations.

There is significant genotypic

Variation in fitness and morphological characters over both hosts.

asymmetries are highly conelated with fitness values.

Fluctuating

the results Support the

hypothesis of rapidly acclimation to a novel environment after continued exposure,
with improving changes in the Performance through the generations. The implications
of the relationship between fitness, morphological characters and levels of fluctuating
asymmetries in both hosts are discussed in the context of host race formation and
speciation.
* Scholarship supported by CNPq, Brazil
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Is standin" Variation in quantitative traits due to allehc vanants at

174.

202candidate neurogenic loci? Evidence from QTL mapping and quantitative
Drosophila
The implications of the molecular biology revolution have been great,
yet at present very little is known about the molecular genetic basis
of Standing Variation in quantitative traits.
Experiments will be
described which have the objective of identifying the nature of
underlying senetic Variation affecting a model character (bristle
number) fn a model organism (Drosophila melanogaster). Previous
work by our group has used a QTL mapping approach to identify a
few factors of large effect which account for much of the difference
between lines artificially selected for increased and decreased
abdominal bristle number.
Mapped factors show sex specific effects,
epistatic interactions, and have map positions corresponding to the
position of candidate genes. Candidate genes are genes involved in
bristle formation or patterning that have been identified through
laboratory mutations of large effect.
In order to determine if
mapped factors are allelic to mutations at candidate genes we have
conducted a series of Quantitative Complementation Tests.
Qualitative Complementation Testing is a novel genetic crossing
scheme analosous to traditional complementation testing, but
modified for quantitative traits.
Results will be presented which
provide evidence that mapped factors are either allelic to candidate
genes or at least acting in the same pathway (i.e., dominant modifiers
of the mutant).
Candidate genes that show strong evidence of
allelism now include: extramachrochaetae, hairy, Delta, and bobbed.
With the exception of bobbed, these are all genes involved in the
development of the Drosophila peripheral nervous system.
The
allelism of mapped factors to well characterized candidate genes will
aid in the eventual Identification of the molecular allelic differences
which give rise to continuous Variation, and ultimately allow
estimation of the Joint distribution of the frequency and allelic
effects that are responsible for standing Variation in these characters.

complementation testing in

Long AO, Mullaney SL, Reid LA, Langley CH & Mackay TFC
IT
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Molecular characterization of random amplified Polymorphie DNAs
(RAPDs) in Pinus sylvestris
Meng-Zhu Lu, Alfred E. Szmidt, and Xiao-Ru Wang
Department of Forest Genetics and Plant Physiology, The Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences, S-901 83 Umeä, Sweden

RAPD markers have been widely used in population and diagnostic studies
of various plants. The molecular and genetic nature of the RAPD produets, however,
is not clearly documented. To characterize the molecular nature of RAPDs in Pinus
sylvestris, we reamplified the segregating and non-segregating RAPD fragments
and used them as probes in Southern hybridization to the RAPD profiles and total
DNA digests of P. sylvestris individuals from different populations. The results
showed that individual RAPD fragments resolved in the agarose gel often contain
more than one DNA sequences, though with one sequence in predominant quantity.
The additional co-migrating fragments, however, were few and did not affect the
scoring of the RAPD bands. In some cases, Southern hybridization detected
additional, but weak fragments in the RAPD profile that could not be detected by
Visual inspection of the corresponding agarose gels. The presence/absence
polymorphisms revealed in the RAPD profile were confirmed by probing the RAPD
Alters with the reamplified Polymorphie RAPD fragments. In contrast to other studies,
RAPD fragments from P. sylvestris did not appear to originale from repeated
sequences. Southern hybridization of total DNA digests to the reamplified RAPD
fragments failed to detect Variation among P. sylvestris individuals, even when
Polymorphie RAPD fragments were used as probes.
Keywords: Pinus sylvestris, RAPD, Southern analysis, genetic marker

;ingle-copy sequences homology among the GC-richest isochores of
he genomes from cold-blooded vertebrates
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!. Lunadei1,P. Perani*, S. Cacciö* Saccone^ and G. Bernardi*
Institut J. Monod, Laboratoire de Genetique Molecoulaire, Paris France.
Dipartimento di Biopatologia umana sez. Biologia cellulare, Facolta di
•edicina "La Sapienza"
oma Icaly
S.
Saccone
Dipartimento
di
Genetica
e
Microbiologia
A.Buzzatiraverso,Universitä di Pavia,Pavia Italy.
ertebrate genomes are mosaics of isochores,namely of long, compositionally
omogeneous DMA Segments that can be subdivided into a small number of
aroilies characterised by dif ferent GC levels 1'^. In the human genome,wich
s by far the most extensively studied, the compositional ränge of isochores
s 30-60% GC. Fi ve families of isochores have been identified in this genome:
wo GC-poor families,LI and L2,representing togheter 621 of the genome, and
hree GC-rich families,Hl, H2 and H3,representing 22%,9% and 3-5% of the
enome, respectively(the remaining DNA is formed by satellite and ribosomal
NAs). A striking Ceature of the human genome is that gene concentration is
xtremely
non-uniform and parallels GC levels. Gene concentration is low and
onstant over GC-poor isochores families LI and L2, it increases Over GC-rich
sochores and reaches the highest level, more than 20 times that of the GCoor isochores, in the riebest isochore family H3.
e have hybridised the human H3 isochores on compositionally fractions of
NAs from 3 fishes (Tilapia b u t t i e o f f e r i , Arotrhon m e l e a g r i s and Oncorhynchus
eta) 2 reptiles (turtle and crocodile) and one amphibian ( x e n o p u s l a e v i s t
pecies. Under conditions in which repetitive sequences are competed out, the
3
isochore probe only or predominantly hybridised on the GC-richest
ractions of main-band DNA from all species investigated. These results
ndicate (as previously demonstrated for Birds and MammaIs ) that single-copy
equences (which comprise coding sequences) from the human H3 hisochore share
omology with sequences located in the compositionally corresponding (GCichest) compartments of che genomes tested. These results suggest that gene
istribution is similar in all vertebrates genomes.
ernardi,
G.(1993)
The
vertebrate
genome:
isochores
and
evolution.
ol.Biol.Evol. 10:186-204.
ernardi, G.(1993) The isochore Organization of the human genome and its
volutionary history- a review. Gene 135: 57-66.
acciö S. , Perani P. , Saccone S. , Kadi F. and G. Bernardi (1994) Single-copy
equences homology among the GC-richest isochore of the genome from warmlooded vertebrate. J. Mol. Evol. 39: 33139).

Machado CA, Herre EA & Bermingham E
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Fig wasps, nematodes and the generation time
effect in molecular evolution
The natural and evolutionary history of closely related
species of fig pollinating wasps (Agaonidae), their
parasitic nematodes (Parasitodiplogaster) and fig
parasitic wasps (Agaonidae) associated with the same
species of neotropical Ficus trees, provide a unique •
opportunity to test the effect generation time has on "
the rate of molecular evolution. Nucleotide sequences
from two mitochondrial genes (COI and COII) were
collected for a group of 10 species of fig pollinating
wasps, their nematodes (only COII), and parasitic
wasps collected from figs growing in the vicinities of
the Panama Canal. Phylogenies were estimated
providing evidence for cospeciation and allowing the
comparison of the relative rates of molecular evolution
in each of the three groups.
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Sexual strategy of the trematode Proctoeces

maculatiis OdImer, 1911

in support of their population structure

_p- ^

V.K.Machkevsky
Institute of the Biology of the Southern Seas, 2 Nakhimov Av.
Sevastopol, Cnmea, Ukraine 335011
At the manne ecosystems parasites form the ecological parasite-centric
associations - Parasite Systems (PS) (V. N. Becklemishev, 1956). PS include
the parasite population and host populations.
One of the complicated multi-component PS form the trematode Proctoeces
maculatus Odhner, 1911 (Fellodistomidae) (Pm). This species is very interesting
because of the ecological plastics. It environmental conditions diapason is very
larse, from Australia to Great Bntain and from freshwater Black Sea to Red Sea with
highest salinity. P m is a parasite o f the different hydrobionts. T w o years P S o f P m
was investigated at West Coast ofBlackSea. It was revealed the Pm population
consist ofthree hemipopulation (HP). One is a parthemta, two are a hermaphrodite.
It change the quantity, composition and sexual strategy during the year. The
behavior of definitive and additional hosts is reason of this. The parthenita HP
consists of numerous sporocyst microhemipopulations (MHP) and localized at
coastal zone m mussei Settlements. It sexual strategy directs on reproduction
of the MHP at cold seasons. The more variability components of PS are the
hermaphrodite HP. That's why at the warm seasons parthenita HP has another
structure and sexual strategy. This time it produces and exports the settle
hermaphrodite larvae. The marita HP parasitized in fish populations doing the
catadromalmigrations.lt is at coastal zone at the warm seasons only. This period
of the population structure and sexual strategy of hermaphrodites direct on
production and emission parthenita larvae - multiplication the number of MHP
at mussei Settlements. During cold seasons marita HP leave the coastal zone with
fishes and reduce there. Parthenita HP is the basis of Pm population.
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How did forest trees colonize Europe ?

MACHON Nathalie, GODELLE Bemard, JUNG-MÜLLEK Bemard,
BARADAT Didier and GOUYON Pierre-Henri
Laboratoire d'Evolution et de Systematique des Vegetaux, Bat 362
Universite Paris XI Orsay,
91405 ORSAY cedex, FRANCE

Populations of forest trees exhibit a high level ofgenetic Variation and a low
level of differentiation even over very large distances (i.e. North America or Europe).
This puzzlmg abihty to preserve their biodiversity has been interpreted either as an effect
ofconstant selective pressures or as the result of a significant amount of long distance
dispersa!. We want to show that these explanations meet serious difficulties when faced
with the structuration of forest trees. Our hypothesis could lie in two peculiarities that
share all forest trees: (i) they are long lived so that, in terms ofnumber of generations,
populations are relatively young (sometimes less than 100 generations since last
glaciation) and consequently there conquest of temperate terntories is a recent event (ii)
they have a long lasting juvenile stage so that colonisation of new sites (after last
glaciation) have been realised by numerous migrants and not by the progeny of the first
ones. Tree populations thus reflect a "recent" colonisation process without any
noticeable founder effect.
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mitochondrial DNA fragment in several populations ofSpanish

brown trout (Salmo trutta L.).
Machordom, Annic; Zardoya, Rafael; Almodövar, Ana & Bautista, Jose Manuel.

Spanish rivcrs havc been siocked with hatchery populations of brown trout derived
from specimens imponed from central Europc.
With thc aim of distinguishing betvveen Foreign and autochthonous brown trout
populations. wc analyzed by RFLP an amplified fragment of 3000 base pairs of the mtDNA.
Sequenccs ofdiffurent nuclear or mitochondrial DNA genes did not show clearcut
differences betweun natural and introduced trouts. However. this approach

allowed

discrimination bctwecn foreign specimens. and population polymorphisms as well.
Seven diffurcm Compound haplotypes were found in the 13 localities sampled (7
rivers for natural populations and one sample of hatchery origin). Three of these haplotypes
concentrated the 79.1% of the autochthonous individuals.
Both Duero and Tajo basins presented a panicular haplotype each, with a frequency
of 29.73% for the Tajo basin and 56.67% for the Duero basin.
This technique provided us with a rapid and not injurious method to identify the
natural genetic diversity. This is essential to undertake adequate conservation and fish
management decisions.
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The Genetic Basis of Quantitative Variation: Candidate Genes and Drosophila Bristie Number

Trudy F. C. Mackay, Richard F. Lyman and James D. Fry
Department of Genetics, Box 7614, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695
The genetic basis of quantitative Variation within populations and phenotypic
divergence between populations and spccies is unresolved. Efforts to map the loci
underlying phenotypic differences between strains have succccdcd in localizing them to
large genomic fragments that could potentially contain many loci affccting the trait.
However, a considerable fraction of genetic Variation for quantitative traits might be caused
by wild type isoalleles at candidate loci identified from knowlcdgc of the dcvelopmental and
biochemical pathways determining the trait. If so, studying naturally occurring Variation at
these candidate loci enables us to understand the genetic basis of quantitative Variation in
terms of allele frequencies, effects and intcractions, and ultimatcly to dctcrminc the '
molecular basis of phenotypic Variation.
The relevant candidate loci for Variation in numbers of sensory bristles in Drosophila
are those involved in sensory organ dcvelopmcnt. Approximatcly 50 naturally occurring
alleles of each of five of these loci - Notch, scabrous, exlramacrochaclae, hairy and Delta have been introgressed by 10 gencrations of backcrossing into the samc Standard inbred
background. Evidence that allclic Variation at these candidate loci accounts for much of the
total genetic Variation in bristle number will be presented. Pairwisc epistatie intcractions
between introgressed regions containing wild type alleles at bristle loci with known
developmental genetic intcractions will be described.
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Assessing potential sexual selection on leks

|

Aulay Mackenzie
Department of Biology,
University of Essex.

Observations of Variation in the mating success of individual males on leks have been
critical in the assessment

qf the role of female in sexual selection.

A series of models will be presented to quantify the potential contributions to such
Variation from a varietyof processes : the sex ratio, Variation in male quality, male attendance

times, the degree of female synchrony in arrival at leks. female aggregation and female
copying.

If matingsare random pairings, then the varianeein malejnatingsuccess [V(s)] increases
proportionately with the sex ratio.

If females arrive at leks synchronously and mate

immediately. then V(s) increases subproportionately as the sex ratio rises.

Variation in male

quality and all the other processes above result in a super-proportionate increase in the variance
in male mating success.
This approach facilitates comparisons among studies of the potential for sexual selection.
Data from over 70 leks from 20 species indicates that all leksexhibit greater variance than that
expectedby chance. and that there is a tight relationship between sex ratio and V(s). In studies
where it was possible to partition the component of variance attributable to differences in male
attendance times at leks. on average 60% of the variance remaineU unexplained and may bedue
to (for instance) female preference.
Many workers in the field have described the acquisition by few males of many of the
available matings with the term "skewed", and some have employed measures of skewness in
studies. This approach will be challenged, and reasons why the varianeein male mating success
should be the measure of choice presented.
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Evolution of drug resistance in the malarial parasite.
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M.J. Mackinnon and IM. Hostings, Institute of Cell, Animal and Population Biology, University o
Edinburgh, West Mains Rd., Edinburgh, EH9 3JT, U.K.
Resistance.to anti-malarial drugs.is a severe problem.in the control of malaria. .Single locu:
mutations seem to be the cause of resistance to several of the drugs. although multiple loci are probabh
involved for others. This study addressed two questions. First, what is the probability that a newlarisen Single locus or multi-locus mutant will survive in the parasite population given the stochastic natun
of transmission, and second. what is the rate of increase in frequency of the mutants under natural an<
artificial (drug) selection pressures? The complex life cycle of the parasite comprises an asexual haploit
stage in the host's blood, and a sexual diploid stage in the mosquito vector. Düring the blood stage
multi-locus mutants act in an epistatic way ifsubjected to multiple drug pressure e.g. the fimesses of two
locus haplotypes when subjected to two drugs will be {1.0.0,0} for the genotypes {AB.Ab.aB.ab} wher.
uppen case letters denote the mutant allele. If no drug pressure is applied, then if.the mutant allele ha
a relative fitness of 1-s and fitness acts in a multiplicative way. the corresponding fimesses will be {(1
-s)1;l-srbs; 1}.- Thus if s>0 natural and drug selection act in opposing directions the fate of a-mutant-wil
depend on the proponion of the host population which are treated with drugs and the fitness of the mutan
alleles. Düring the sexual stage in the mosquito. multi-locus mutants recombine with other genotype;
from the blood of the same host thereby causing a decrease in their frequency. The amount of los.
through recombination depends on both linkage distance between the loci (r) and the type and frequenc
of the other genotypes. Thus tight linkage and high levels of Inbreeding (due to fewer mixed infections
assist the mutant to increase in frequency under drug selection pressure.
In order to quantify these effects, a deterministic model which combined these three forces of selectioi
by drugs, natural selection and recombination in the framework of host-mosquito-host transmission wa
built. Using the theory of branching processes, the ultimate survival probability of one and two-Iocu
drug resistance mutants was predicted for various values of T, s, r and levels of Inbreeding. It was foun<
that higher rates of drug treatment increased the probability of survival of the mutant, especially whei
treatmem occurred in the early generations after the mutation arose. Survival probability was alsi
increased by higher and less variable transmission rates, tight linkage. fewer loci under drug selection
low natural selection against the mutant alleles, and high initial frequencies of other mutant allele
involved were already high. Similar effects were found on the rate of increase in population frequenc
of a mutant haplotype which had already reached a significant frequency (1%) in the population a
predicted using Markov chain techniques. However, results suggest that if only 20% of the populatio
were treated and there was a 10% loss of fitness for each mutant allele relative to the wild-type allele
mutants involving 2 or more loci would decrease in frequency due to the greater force of natural selectio
than dmg selection. It was concluded that drugs should be used in combination and and at minimum rate
in order to prevent the spread of multiple drug resistance.
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GERMLINE AND SOMATIC INSTABILITY IN THE MEDFLY
Ceratitis capitata (DIPTERA, TEPHRITEDAE)
Malacrida A.R.. Toni C.. Costa S. and Gasperi G.
Department of Animal Biology. University of Pavia. Pavia. Italy.

The mediterranean fruit fly. Ceratitis capitata (Diptera. Tephritidae) is
probably one of the major "agricultural pests in the world. It originated
in Africä and within the last hundred years has spread to a number of
countries. including the Mediterranean basin. America and Austraiia.
On the basis of its economic importance. it becaxne a target for
accumulating Information on the genome Organization of the species.
This Information is also rilevant to planning large medfly control and
eradication programs using genetic methods.
Recentlv a svndrome of abnormal genetic traits that resembles .
Drosophila hybrid dysgenesis has been observed in the medfly hybrids
obtained from crosses of different origin. These abnormalities include
gonadal sterility. chromosomal breakages at male meiosis and
instabilities at white eye locus. They seems to be restricted to the
germline and enviromental factors. such as temperature may
influence their manifestation.
Genetic instabilitv has also been observed at the white eye locus. This
instability affected the germline and somatic tissues.
Genetic data
support the hypotesis that insemonal mutations in the white eye
locus cause the observed genetic instabilitv.
The white eye locus of C. capitata is located on chromosome 5 where
the most of the genes homologous to the X-linked genes of Drosophila.
meLenogaster are located. In Drosophila meLanogaster several unstable
mutations on the X chromosome have the properties of insertional
mutations.
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GENETIC ANALYSTS AND PHYLOGENETIC INFERENCES AMONG
SPECIES OF TEPHRITID FLIES.
Malacrida AR1. Guglielmino C.R2, D'Adamo P.3.Torü C.1. Marinonl
F.1 and Gasperi G.1
Department of Animal Biology, University of Pavia. Pavia. Italy.
of Geneücs and Microbiology, Universitv of Pavia Pavia
Italy.
3Institute of Genetics and Evoluüonary Biology, CNR Pavia. Italy ,
2Department

Multilocus enzyme electrophoresis data from 24 orthologous loci (212
alleles) were used to infer the geneüc similarities between eleven
Tephriüdae pest species from Ceratitis, Tnrhithrum. Capparimyia.
Bactrocera, Anastrepha. Rhagoletis. For some of the considered species
a different degree of genetic variability was evidenced which appears to
be related to zoogeography and to the biological traits which are
peculiar of each species. Nei and Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards geneüc
distances were used to express the geneüc divergence and to infer
phylogeneüc relationships among the species. UPGMA clustering
algorithm and the öptimality criteria of Fitch and Margoliash. with
(Kitsch) and without (Fitch) the tree constrained to have contemporary
tips. were used. All the methods indicate the same Clusters of species.
One Cluster is composed ofCeraritis capitata. Trirtiithrum cojfeae
andCapparimyia savastanoi. Another is composed of Rhagoletis cerasL
Bactrocera dorsalis and Bactrocera oleae. A further loose Cluster is
comprised of Ceratitis rosa and Anastrepha species. The congruence
between electrophoreüc phylogeny and convenüonal Classification is
discussed. Our analysis also elucidated cases. within Ceratitis and
Bactrocera. of interest from the evolutionary point of view. where
allozyme dendrograms do not correlate well to morphological taxonomic
relationships.

The population diversity of Phytophthora infestans in
Russia revealed by PCR-based mtDNA analysis
0
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Malceva, J.V., Kolesnikov, A.A.
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Depanmem of Molecular Biology, Moscow State Univcrsity
119899 Moscow, Russia
A new PCR-based mtDNA RFLP analysis devcloped by DR. G.W.Grimth & D.S.Shaw (pers.
) was osed to study the population diversity of the heterotallic: oornycete
Vlom ) de Bary in Moscow region. Siberia (Tomsk). the Caucasus (Adler), and Belarus (Mind(). 84
olates were collected from 1991 to 1994 from potatoes and tomato. Three mtDNA. forms (la Ib. and
la denoted by Carter et al.. 1990) were found by RFLPs of amplification products digested with
ndonücSc Mspf "rte la form occurred in 20 ( = 71,5%) tomato and in 4 (=7%) potato Plates the
b 7 T 25%) tomato and 2 (=4%) potato isola.es, and the IIa - in 1 (=3,5%) tomato and 49
=89%) potato isolates. In conjunclion wiih other markers (maimg type and meialax^ resistance
haraclerized previously by Dr. ADolgova) 13 phenotypes were idennfied: 6 phenotypes among the 28
amato isolates and 10 phenotypes among the 55 potato isolates. The Ib mtDNA form detected in bo^h
he potato and tomato isolates only with AI mating type and metalaxyl sensetiveness. The phenotype
nth AI mating type, metalaxyl resistance, and the IIa form of mtDNA was presem in 31 ( 56 )
he isolat« frÖm^tatoes and in only 1 (=3.5%) from tomato. In tomato .solates the mos conunon
henotvoe with AI mating type, metalaxyl sensitiveness, and the la mtDNA was present in 17 ( 61%)
f the ^solates, on The co^t^. in only 1 (=2%) from potatoes However, ^lates «presemmg he
ame phenotype were found as common in English sample in 1993 from potato (Dr. J.Day, pere.
omm ) There was almost no genetic difTerenliation within Belarus and Sibenan Popul^lon^ ^
ontrafl' to the samples from Moscow region. Moscow potato population in 199X vras more
nlvinorohic than in 1991 P infestans population from the fruits have showed more httle genetic
alTaÄan the poptüation from the leaves. The population substmeturing found among potato and
omato isolates probably confirms with a separate lineage of the populations from differenl host-plants

omm

ue to specialization.
This work was supponed in pan by a Joint Project 638072. P785/aJg/ldh submiued to the
loyal Society, major support was from Grant of Pop Bio Programme submitted to European Science
:oundation.
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Mimicry, raciation, and speciation in Heliconius butterflies
James Mallet, Genetics and Biometry, University College London
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The evolution of mimicry is a beautiful visual example of the origin of
diversity. Simple Müllerian mimicry theory predicts that all unpalatable
butterflies in an area will converge on identical colour patterns. In fact,
mimicry rings have rampantly diversified, both sympatrically, between
species of the genus

Heliconius,

ahd geographically, within and between

species. In the 1970s, Christine Papageorgis suggested that Müllerian
mimicry rings diverged under dual selection for mimicry and Camouflage I
present data which casts doubt on this idea. The explanations for mimetic
diversity more probably require warning colour divergence, race formation,
speciation, microhabitat divergence and evolutionary inertia.

GENETIC VARIABILITY IN EUROPEAN NATURALISED STANDS OF
2.13
JUGLANS REGIA L.
Malvolti Maria Emilia, Spada Mario, Beritognolo Isacco and Cannata Francesco
C.N.R. Institute for Agroforestry, V.le Marconi 2, I 05010 Porano (TR), Italy
Abstract - Allozyme Variation was examined in 41 accessions of Juglans regia L.
The aim of this research was to assess the amount of variability of presumably still
natural gene pool of J. regia in European countries where walnut is widely spread.
The characteristic feature of allozyme Variation found in this study was a high
number of monomorphic loci. Only a percentage ranging from 45.9% to 50% of loci
(P) was Polymorphie (0.95 criterion). All accessions were characterised by a
relatively high gene diversity (He), ranging from 0.178 to 0.243. Analysis of the
apportionment of allozyme Variation within and among accessions showed higher
level of inter-population variability in accessions from Greece, Hungary, southem
Italy and Sicily than in accessions from central and northem Italy and France. The
pattems of allozyme differentiation for most Greek and Hungarian accessions
corresponded to their geographic origin. In contrast, no such correspondence was
found for Italian groups of accessions, except the Sicilian one which was relatively
differentiated. Cluster analysis UPGMA, based on Nei's distances between all
pairwise combinations of the 41 accessions, revealed two main groups: the first
including most accessions from Hungary and Greece, the second, very
heterogeneous Cluster, comprising the remaining accessions from Italy and France,
o n ea c c e s s i o nf r o m G r e e c ea n do n ef r o m Hungary.
. . .
Divergent character of the two accessions from Greece (Grete and Macedonia) could
be explained by their different origin. Historical trades between Grete and Italy could
account for the observed similarity of this Greek accession to Italian ones. On the
other hand, the Macedonia samples could represents a fragment of the natural J.
regia distribution in Greece.
A reduced genetic Variation within Hungarian accessions was found. Several biotic
and abiotic factors could have contributed to the observed distinetiveness of the
Hungarian accessions.

2.1 M-a.
GENOMIC INTERACTIONS AND SEGREOATION DISTORTION IN ART1FIC1AL HYBRJDS OF MOUSE
Manolakou. K., Dod. B..Onh. A.. Bonhoinine. F. and Boursoi. P.
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Laboraioire Genome et Populaiions. CNRS-URA 1-193. UMII.
34095 Monipellicr Cede.x 5. France.
Tne hybrid Zone between M. m. Jomcslicus and M. m. musculus in Europe shows a lack of sex chromoson
inirogression which indicaies ihai some of ihcir genc sysiems have differemiaied sufficiemly IO cause disrupiion when ih.
imeraci. The hijjhcr scnsiliviiy of hybrid gunoiypcs io parasiie infesialion also suggesls a breakdown in ihe immune respon>
However. ihe diffcremialion of ihc nvo genomt-s dovs nol always resull in incompalibililies. Therc is less morphologic.
bilalerai symmelry in the paremal populaiions on ciiher side of ihe Zone than in Lhe hybrids from ihe cenlrc which'suggesls Ih
there is a greater developmemal homeosiasls in micc wiih hybrid genomes.
A geneuc sludy of comrolled crosses berween lhe nvo subspecies was conducied lo study ihe degrec io which lhe tv
hybridazing laxa are funclionally differemiaied and lo idemify ihe loci or chromosomal regions involved.
So far 40 inicrosaiellilc markers spread oul in lhe whole genome have been analysed in lhe backross generation. V
have deiecled preferenlial X chromosomv associaiions supponing ihe hypolhesis of coadapled gene sysiems. The proxiir
region of lhe X chroinosome shows Iransmission ratio disionion in favour of lhe musculus type varianl. suggesling eilhec l
e.xisience of a disioner locus in ihai region or a locus under seleciion. This effeel ihough. is limiied lo ihe females. probat
due io stonger seleciion againsl lhe X Y hvlerospecific combinalions in maies. The Iransmission pailem of some auiosorr

maricere shows a slrong deficil of hcierozygoics in inales suggesling ihai seleciion is sironger againsl lhe heierogamelic st
Segregalion disionion is rarely duiuclud for ihe auiosomnl markern and is alwax-s in fax-our of lhe clnmesticus alleles, which
compalible wiih lhe general direciion of assymmeirical inirogression found in lhe hvbrid zone.
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SYNERGISTIC SELECTION ON WARNING COLORATION: EXPERIMENTS
WITH TRADITIONAL AND NOVEL SIGNAL
Johanna Maooes and Rauno V. Alatalo
Department of Biological and Environmental Science, Konnevesi Research Station,
University of Jyvaskylä, P.O. Box 35 FIN-40351 Jyväskylä, Finland

In this study we tested the idea of synergistic selection (green beard effect) in evolution of
warning coloration. Selection is synergistic when individuals share the same phenotype

benefning from their phenotypical similarity, not necessarily from their relatedness. We
examined the reactions of wild caught great tits to novel unpalatable prey wiih 1) traditional
Signal (black and yellow) 2) novel Signal (light pink) and 3) no Signal (control) when prey

were offered either in groups or solitarily.
Our results showed that reactions of birds toward unpalatable prey depended significantly on
spatial distribution of prey (grouping vs. solitary) and the type of the signal. Birds avoided
more the traditional black and yellow signals than novel pink signals. However, when pink
prey items were offered in groups, birds seemed to show immediate reluctance to attack them.
Thus, aggregation enhanced the function of the colour. Birds did not show, during their first
encounter, any avoidance of pink preys when prey were offered solitarily but they did avoid
black/yellow prey already in this sitoation. Our results demonstrated the imponance of
synergistic selection in the evolution of warning coloration. Unpalatable prey individuals
benefit strongly by using similar colour patterns than others. Individuals with a new signal
may, however, evolve through kin selection.

Reproductive costs and litter sizc in the bank vole
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Tapio Mappes
Depanment of Biological and Environmental Science, University of Jwäskvlä anW r
yVaskyla ^ Konnevesi
Research Stanon, P.O. Box 35, FIN-40351 Jyväskylä, Finland
Life history theory is based on the assumption that trade-offs exist between varin,,« iv ,•
t^ts of rndividuals. T^e präsent study is the first one to examine
^
mammals by manipulating ütter size. We studied the consequences of nmine d
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" the bank vole
(Clethnonomys glareolus). In this temtorial species the bieedine success
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. supposedJy constrained by competition for space. Here we were able m inv
the size of home ränge correlates with the initial litter size of females and h
wül vary in response to litter size manipulation.
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Discussion
^h^UltS,,ndl"'<;that fernales nurs'ng cnlarged üners produce smaller offspring at weanine
n0 reSld"al effects on future matemal survival or reproduction. Mothers did not seem m
compensate the nursing costs w.th increased parental efforr, which should be reflec^ m^e
^obaHv
Z0'ln USe 0f reSOUrCeS' e-g'in 311 enlarged size of home
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""6= is constrained by other breeding females i,

a samrated breedmg populadon. T^ese results may suppon the individual

hypothesis that a female produces that size of litter which gives the best present reoroductiv,
success in the environment where offspring are nursed. reproductive
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^^Genetics, Auf der Morgenstelle 2 8-, 72076,
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Genomic DNAs of two bisexuals (Bacillus rossius, B. qrandii) and of their
hvbrids have been tested for the presence of the highly repetitive satellite
DNA family "BaBaOO", first found in the grandn-like parthenogen B. atticus
/Man-hovani et al., Ins. Hol. Biol. 2:141-147 , 1993)
Hultimeric ladders of the 3 0 0 bp monomer were obtained with 6 endonucleases
(Alul, Taql, Bglll, Clal, Oral and EcoRI) of the 20 tested from the genomic
DNAS öf a. qrandii subspecies and of B. whitei (= rossius/grandn); taxonspecific differences in monomer amount were also scored. On the other hand,
no BaB300 satDNA was found in genomic digests of B. rossius.
Southern blots with DIG-probes cloned from each species revealed crosshybridization among B. atticus, B. qrandii and B- whiteiIn situ hybridization showed a pericentromenc localization of the BaB300
family on all chromosomes of B. qrandii. on the aEäUdii haploset embodied in
B. whitei and on a subset of chromosomes in B. atticus.
Seouence data support the existence of a unique satellite family in the
atticus-arandii group and in their hybrids with B. rossius, sequence
homology percentages ranging from 80 to 97%. Dendrograms obtained from
sequence comparisons showed a species clustering pattern. It is to be noted,
however, that within the all-female B- atticus clones denved from the same
zymorace or cytotype do not Cluster together, but are randomly scattered and
The6very5high level of BaB300 sequence homogeneity ascertained in B. atticus
in spite of the occurrence of cytological-allozymatic differentiation and of
its parthenogenetic reproduction could suggest the exhistence o£molecular
constraints
on this satDNA, possibly related to its centromenc
Molecular^anälyses support morphological, karyological and allozyme data on
the existence^Jf two^ell differentiated species-groups within the genus
Bacillus, the atticus-grandü and the
rossius artenkreis (Scali et al.,
Boll. Zool. 62:59-70, 1995), thus reinforcing the taxonotnic value of
genomic approach.
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Marchi A. , Addis G.*, Cmjar R.5 - Dipartimento di Biologia Sperimentale, '
Sezione dl Genetica and
Sezione di Fisiologia, Universitä di Caqliari Vialf
Poetto 1, 09126 Cagliari, ICaly

The P o l y o m m a t u s c o r i d o n species complex is discributed throughout
Europe. The taxonomy of Che group, mainly based on wing patterr
and coloratipn, is still debated. In recent years the presence of
P.coridon has been ascertained in the Islands of Corsica
(Schurian, 1977) and Sardinia (Leigheb, 1987, 1991) . in Sardinia
P. coridon is represented by a small population restricted to £
few localities in Che central massif of Gennargentu
A subspecific Status igennargenti) for the Sardinian taxon'has beer
proposed based on distinct morphological features of both male=
and females. Electrophoretic analysis of 17 enzyme loci was usec
to asses the genetic differentiation of the Sardinian Polyommatw
coridon from P. coridon of peninsular Italy (ssp. apenninus) anc
the related taxon P. caelestissimus from central Spain. From the
analysis of allozymic data the Sardinian P. coridon appears as £
isolated, strongly inbred, population with very low level ol
genetic Variation (P=17.6%, H=.024)
with respect to the Con
tinental populations (P>50%, Hs0.170) from which probably it
derived. Restriction in gene flow is sustained by the presence o1
alternative fixed alleles at the Aat, Gpi and Pgm loci and significant differences in allele frequencies at other loci discriminating the Sardinian population from the peninsular P
c o r i d o n and P.
c a e l e s t i s s i m u s . Nei's genetic distances ol
P .c . g e n n a r g e n t i f r o m P . c a e l e s t i s s i m u s ( D = . 3 3 7 ) a n d P . c . a p e n
ninus (D = 0.434) suggest the evolution of the Sardinian taxoi
along an independent lineage, supporting a modification of it;
taxonomic Status as originally proposed by Leigheb. On the othei
hand, substantial gene flow exist between the two continenta."
taxa (D= 0.054) . The lower D value between the Spanish and Sar
dinian taxa seems to support the hypothesis of a closer relation
ship
with
P. caelestissimus from which gennargenti was specu
lated to be derived based on morphological similarities after thi
split of the Sardinia-Corsica landmass from the Iberian peninsul,
(about 29 Myr) . However, considering the wide distribution anc
relic characteristics of this species group, additional inves
tigation will be necessary to clarify the phylogenetic relation
ship among the members of the P. coridon complex.

Reproductive decisions and life history tactics in Soay sheep
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P. Marrow1, LR. Stevenson", T.H. Clutton-Brock , A.I. Houston & J.M. McNamara
'Large Animal Research Group, Depanment of Zoology, University of Cambridge. Downing
Street, Cambridge CB2 3EJ, U.K_
2ICAPB, University of Edinburgh, King's Buildings, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JT, U.K.
'School of Biological Sciences, University ofBristol, Woodland Road, Bristol BS8 1UG, U.K.
'School of Mathematics, University ofBristol, University Walk, Bristol BS8 1TW, U.K.

Soay sheep on St Kilda show persistent instability, with population cycles culminating in high
mortality every three or four years. Because Soay sheep are a primitive breed of domestic sheep, it
ispossible that they have in the past been selected for high fecundity and their fecundity is now
maladaptively high for their environment, contributing to the population crashes that are observed.
Births and mortality have been monitored in detail in this population since 1985, enabling estimates
,f the costs and benefits of reproductive decisions to Soay ewes to be made. We use estimates of
he costs and benefits of different reproductive decisions (to produce one lamb or two, or to avoid
>reedmg) to construct an optimisation model to predict the reproductive behaviour that ewes
ihould perfoim Since we are concemed with the optimisation of sequences of actions we use
.tochastic dynamic programming to predict optimal reproductive decisions. We compare the
>redictions of the model with observed behaviour to assess whether this behaviour is adaptive. Our
esults show that. contrary to expectation. the reproductive decisions that ewes make are close to
»primal gjven that they do not have information ab out the population cycle.
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MARTIN-CAMPOS. J.M. & M. AGUADE
Oept. de Genetica. Universität de Barcelona. Diagonal 645. 08071 Spam.

The Pgd gene ofDrosophila melanogaster. that encodes the enzyme 6 Phosphoeluconat,
dehydrogenase (6PGD). is located close ,o the telomere of the X chromosLe (X-"D
whereas in D. subobscura it is located at a more internal reeion (13A) of chmmnc

l

AXAB0A

alAZyme (general,y

" ,2'. -*6'

?PhGD'Whand

Some of them

6PGD,2) and chromosomal

Polimorphismsm(A

s

showing clear latimdinal clines) are found in natura

(ePCoTis m s,/ 5

la'er SpeCI"' 11 15 wel1 documented that one of the allozyme vanant
(6PGD ) is m strong hnkage disequihbnum with the chromosomal gene arrangement A,.

A region of 7.8 kb including the Pgd gene has been cloned and sequenced in D
subobscura. Companson of this 7.8 kb fragment with the homologous region of D
th,e Pr eSenCe 0f tW0 tlanking ^^ption units and the breakpoint o,
f
a f.xed Inversion. Levds of nucleotide divergence, both for synonymous sites (K) and fo,
anuno acid replacements (K,). has been estimated for the three transcription units. In addition
nucleotide polymoiphism. in relationship with Variation at the chromosomal and allozyme
levels (this latest only for the Pgd locus), has been analyzed in two natural populations o.
D. subobscura from different latitudes (Barcelona and Marraquesh).
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BEHAVIOUR BY GREAT SPOTTED CUCKOOS: ADAPTATION OR

J^G^Martinez*, M. Soler and J.J. Soler**. Departamento de Biologia Animal

v'Ecologia, Universidad de Granada. 18001-Granada

Spain.

*Dept. of Zoology, University of Leicester. Leicester LEI 7RH, U.K.
**Dept. of Population Biology, University of Copenhagen. Iniversitetsparken
15, DK-2100, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Great spotted cuckoo females (Clamator ^landarius) lay their eggs
»etting across the host's nest in a few seconds, and normally dropping
them from the rim of the nest. This behaviour results in the damage of
host's eggs, as a consequence of the thick shell of cuckoo eggs. In the
ma crp i p (Pica oica), eggs are usually crushed or cracked, and in a few cases
pecked. In this study we analyse the frequency and type of egg destruction,
and its possible role enhancing the breeding success of the cuckoos. As the
great spotted cuckoo eggs have a shorter incubation penod than magpie
efs thev usuallv hatch several days before magpie eggs, and magpie chicks
starve in' the competition for food with the larger cuckoo chick. However,
there is a significant difference in breeding success between eggs laid
early (during the magpie laying sequence) and eggs laid late (after clutch
completion). In the last case, cuckoo hatching and fledgling success is
lower. To understand the function of egg destruction we have compared
cuckoo success in natural nests (naturally parasitized nests with broken
host's eggs) with cuckoo success in expenmentally parasitized
(without egg destruction), simulating early and late laying.
Results show that egg destruction is adaptive only when cuckoo eggs
were laid late. In this case, egg destruction improves hatching success and
reduces the number of nestlings competing with the cuckoo chick. However,
there are no differences in breeding success between control nests and
experimental nests in which we simulated an early laying. The results point
out that egg destruction should be carried out only when a parasite is
laying late (in the only moment they get benefits) but it happens when they
lav early as well. If egg destruction behaviour is considered an adaptive
tactic^we should expect a higher Proportion of host eggs destroyed when
late laying, and different proportions in the type of breaka,e. In fact,
the type of damage and the proportion of eggs damaged do not vary with the
moment^n^ which ^cuckoo^is laid.
^
larger t'han parasites (as it is the case in the magpie-great spotted cucko
svstera) Egg laying behaviour incidentally enhances offspring success by
destroying host eggs, hence this behaviour could have been mantamed as an
exaptation rather than an adaptation.
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Population Cytogenetics of a Hybrid Zone in Chonhippus
parallelus: a Review

PL 'Mason, L Serrano, JL Bella, J de la Torre, C Ldpez Femändez,
C Garcia de la Vega, I Buno, E Torroja & J Gosälvez

The two grasshopper subspecies Chonhippus parallelus parallelus and C
parallelus erythropus are respectively distributed throughout northem and
eastem Europe, and in the Iberian peninsula. A series of contact zones are
formed where the subspecies ranges meet in the Pyrenees. We review recent
population cytogenetic studies of pure and hybrid populations.
Most of the chromosomal Variation associated with differendation of the
subspecies occurs in the sex chromosomes: the presence or absence of two
C-bands, and an active NOR. A third C-band has been found whose
distribution appears to be confined exclusively to individuals from
populations of one contact zone. These characters exhibit distinct pattems
of clinal Variation, consistent with explanations of different modes of
maintenance: neutral, introgressive and adaptive.
Further study of the inheritance of C-bands, and pattems of fertilization,
fecundity and viability in a hybrid population reveals differences between Cband karyomorphs that may be associated with differential fitness of prediapause embryos in field populations.
We discuss the relevance of these studies to current aspects of interest in
evolution in hybrid zones and of biogeographic Variation.

The cffect of pollen Hmitation on plant reproductive Systems
222.

and the maintenance of sexual polymorphisms

Sandrine Maurice

Abstract
Insufficient pollination can affect the reproductive Output and the rate of outcrossing of
individual plants. We use a phenotypic model to explore the effect of pollen limitation on
the evolulion of plant reproductive Systems. Compared to situations without pollen
limitation, we show that conditionsfor the stability of differeut reproductive systemscan
change under pollen limitation: hermaphrodites are maintained under a larger set of
conditions at the expense of umsexual types, especially males. We also show that trioecy,
i.e.. coexistence of hermaphrodites, males and females, can be evolutionarily stable,
which is not the case in the absence of pollen limitation.
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Phylogenetic Relationships Among Families of Modern Frogs (Bufonoidea):
Insights from Mitochondrial Gene Sequences. I. Ruvinsky*. and L. R.
Maxson**. *Department of Biology and Institute of Molecuiar Evolutionary
Genetics, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16803, USA.
"Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37996, USA.

Nucleotide sequences of portions of the mitochondrial 12S and 16S ribosomal
RNA genes were used to further evaluate phylogenetic relationships within the
anuran suborder Neobatrachia. An analysis of nine hundred nucleotides from each
of eight new representatives of the Dendrobatidae, Hylidae, Leptodactylidae and
Myobatrachidae plus all other available members of the Neobatrachia confirms the
monophyly of this anuran suborder. There is also strong support for two major
monophyletic lineages (Bufonoidea and Ranoidea) within the Neobatrachia. The
Neotropical Bufonoidea and their derivatives are clearly distinct from the Old
World taxa. The latter show an interesting association of the two Australian
Myobatrachids with the African Heleophrynidae, while the Sooglossidae remains
the most basal Bufonoid lineage. Within the New World stock, the monophyly of
the Dendrobatidae was strongly supported and an Australian hylid (Pelodryadinae)
shows close affinity with the South American Phyllomedusinae.
A group
comprised of Hylinae, Centrolenidae. Bufonidae, and Hemiphractinae, with the
latter two clustered, was significamly supported. The addition of new taxa has
allowed us to define some of the relationships within the suborder Neobatrachia
and provide suggestive evidence that some well established families (Hylidae,
Leptodactylidae and Myobatrachidae) may not be monophyletic.

PL
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Animal Language and Human Language

John Maynard Smith

A major problem in animal communication is the evolution of rehabihty.
Crudely, what keeps signals honest? Various evolutionary processes that can ensure
reliability will be discussed.
In humans. linguistic competence is peculiar. both in the sense of being peculiar
to humans. and of being special to language and not merely an aspect of general
intelligence. The evolutionary origins of linguistic competence will be discussed. and
evidence for geneücally determined Variation in competence will be described.

224Jennie McCabe and Linda Partridge
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Dcpartmcm of Biometry and Genetics. University College London
4, Stephenson Way, London. NWl 2HE. United Kingdom.

Direct and correlated responses to selection on win°
a r e a with c o n s t a n t cell s i z e in D r o s o p h i l a m e l a n o g a s t e r
Temperature has been strongly implicated as a selective variable influencina
body size m Drosophila melanogaster. Both laboratory expenmems and smdies
ofgeographic clines have shown that evoluüon in cool condiüons leads to an
increase in adult body size. The difference in body size between cultures kept in
the laboratory for many generauons at different temperatures is achieved by a
change in cell size, rather than cell number. In contrast, the cl.nal geosraphic
vanation in body size is mainly caused by a change in cell number, with onlv a
smaJl effect on cell size.

To d,semangle the effects of body size and cell size on thermaj adaptation three
replicates of each of three selecüon regimes (large, small and control) were set
up. Wing area was selected to increase under the 'large' selection regime and to
decrease under the 'small' regime, while average cell size was not allowed to
change relative to the control lines. After 8 generauons the selection lines had
diverged, enabling direct examinauon of the consequence of altered body size,
achieved through changes in cell number. for thermal adaptation by
investigating the relative fitnesses of the selection lines at 18°C and 250(3.

McMillan WO & Palumbi SR
I
Speeles richness on coral reefs across the tropical Indo-west Pacific (IWP) is
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extraordinary. Yet despite over a Century of biogeographic work, the evolutionary
mechanisms underlying the origins of high IWP diversity remain undear.
Examination of the pattem of mitochondrial DNA Variation in "speciescomplexes" of IWP butterflyfish (Chaetodontidae) highlights a recent period of
species formation within this region. For groups of morphologically identical
species that differ in colour pattem, concordant phytogentic pattems and slight
genetic differences in a 495 base segment of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene
suggest that genetic differentiation was influenced by common environmental
changes. Indeed, within the Pacific, cytb differences among species in three
"complexes" suggest that differentiation occurred within the last 300-700,000 years.
The pattem of mtDNA Variation within the rapidly evolving mitochondrial
control region for the three Pacific members of one of these "complexes" traces a
period of significant demographic change over this period. From a common
ancestor, mtDNA Variation initially coalesced into three major lineages. This
period of coalescence of mtDNA Variation appears to have been followed by a
period where mtDNA Variation was buffered from extinetion. This phylogenetic
pattem is most consistent with a wave of demographic expansion from small
effective population sizes. High dispersal due to a long lived planktonic larval
stage and few reproduetive barriers has resulted in the nearly random distribution
of two of these lineages both across the Pacific and between species designations
based on colour pattem. The third lineage shows much higher levels of
geographic and species speeifidty. Phylogenetic and demographic pattems
emerging from molecular and. paleontological studies of IWP gastropods,
crustaceans, and echinoderms paint a similar turbulent evolutionary picture of
the IWP challenging previous notions that the extraordinary of this region
diversity reflects long-term stable environmental and physical conditions.

Ueographic Variation in diapause in the bluebottie Lampnora
McWatters H & Saunders D
T

vicina

22-5 &

The bluebottie Calliphora vicina (Meigen) (Diptera: Calliphoridae) is a Carrion
fly with a wide distribution across Europe. Larvae produced during the summer
develop into flies without interruption but those produced later in the year overwinter
as late third instar larvae. Larval diapause is induced by the photoperiod (daylengths)
experienced by the matemal generation rather than by the onset of cold temperatures
during larval growth. Day iength is a reliable indicator of season as it varies predictably
across the year and can be used as a cue to future changes in the environment.
Diapausing larvae are more tolerant of cold than non-diapausing larvae. Diapause is
terminated in spring by rising temperatures which induce pupation and metamorphosis
to the imago.

I have maintained different geographic populations of C. vicina in. the
laboratory and investigated the photoperiodic conditions necessary to induce diapause.
Differences between the populations' responses to different daylengths were revealed
by keeping cages of flies at a variety of photoperiods ranging from constant darkness
to constant light and rearing the larvae in the dark. The critical day length (the
photoperiod at which 50% of larvae enter diapause) is longer in nonhem populations
and the period to spontaneous recovery from diapause is also longer.
Such characters are probably under genetic control since they are retained by
populations reared under constant laboratory conditions. These differences can be
explained in terms of adaptation to the different selective pressures in the original
habitat of the flies. Northem insects must be prepared to induce diapause in their
offspring at daylengths when those of southem populations are still developing due to
the earlier onset of hostile conditions at high latitudes. Flies with a long critical
daylength are selected at high latitudes whilst those that continue to produce
developing larvae at shorter daylengths are favoured fürther south.
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The emerging relevance of evolutionary biology to applied problems and opportunities:
a Workshop repon
Laura R. Meagher1 and Thomas R. Meagher
'Associate Dean/Director for Research, Cook College/New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903; Fulbright Fellow,
University of Edinburgh
Department of Biological Sciences, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1059;
Visiting Scholar, Division of Biological Sciences, University of Edinburgh

The goal of this Workshop was to bring together selected expens with a variety of
perspectives from diverse backgrounds and challenge them to identify roles that can be
played by evolutionary biology in addressing applied problems and opportunities faced
by society today. Key areas explored were Phenotypic Expression in Novel
Environments (e.g. planned introductions of genetically engineered organisms;
agro-ecosystem management), Environmental Biotechnology or Bioremediation (e.g.
preadaptation of biodegradation processes in soil microorganisms; population dynamics
in in situ, treatment), Novel Products and Processes (e.g. natural products prospectmg,
bioprocessing), and Biodiversity and Conservation (e.g. genetic diversity, species
diversity habitat diversity). A small group of highly credible paracipants
(approximately 45) were invited representing academic evolutionary biology,
govemment and private agencies, and private sector companies. Düring the Workshop,
carefully designed sets of questions were tackled during facilitated break-out sessions.
Responses have been capmred in a Workshop report, which will be dissemmated to a
variety of audiences, including evolutionary biologists, interested industry
representatives, policy makers and funding agencies. The report identifies specific
points of potential application of evolutionary biology to current socially relevant
issues points toward the field's role as new issues or trends emerge, outlmes
mechäiusms or pathways through which evolutionary biology can actually make its
contributions, and discusses policy implications for facüitation of research, education,
and technology transfer. Crystallization of such recommendations by recogmzed
leaders should help lead to an ongoing infusion of the insights of evolutionary biology
into important issues confronting society today.
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Nuclear DNA content and floral evolution

T

Thomas R. Meagher1 and Denise E. Costich2
^Department of Biological Sciences, Rutgers Universitv
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1059; Visiting Scholar, Division'of
Biological Sciences, University of Edinburgh
08650-4700t
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Biol0gy' Trenton

State College, Trenton, NJ

Since its discovery, repetitive DNA has been reqarded
as evolutionary "junk" with little phenotypic impact9
Phenotypic evolution has typically been studied usinq
quantitative genetic techniques that treat underlying
tS 33 variance components. In previous work
we identifled an among population negative correlation
between nuclear DNA content Variation, attributable to
repetitive DNA, and calyx diameter, a phenotypic character
with obvious ecological importance, in Silene latifolia
In
the present study, we established a negative genetic
'
10n lp eCWeen a" AT-biased flow cytometric measure of
nuclear DNA content and calyx diameter across lineages
selected for increases or decreases in flower size
Our
f^ent results suggest that Variation in repetitive DNA may
underlie response to selection on phenotypic characters.
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Genetic variability in different subspecies of Pamassius

rrmemosyne
E. Meglecz, K. Pecsenye & Z. Varga
Department of Evolutionary Zoology, Kossuth L. University
H-4010 Debrecen, Egyetem ter 1, Hungary

Parnassius mnemosyne is a higly polytypic species. Over 70 of its described
infraspecific taxa, which can be grouped into five big subspecies groups, of
which three occur also in the Carpathian basin. The distribution of this species is
strongly decreasing in Western and Central Europe often resulting in isolates
which may become endangered. In Hungary, however, there are still fairty strong
populations in addition to some small isolates.
Our aim was to explore the trends in genetic variability and genetic differentation
within and between subspecies.
Genetic Variation was studied by means of horizontal gel electrophoresis at 12
loci.
Our results showed that the allele frequencies greatly differed among the
populations even within a subspecies. The main evolutionary force acting on the
populations is genetic drift and the populations are probably subdivided.
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Ciadistic analysis of combined datasets to resolve radiation events in
Aeonium (Crassulaceae).
Ted H M. Mes and Henk 't Hart
Department of Botanical Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Section Population Genetics
Utrecht University, Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht, the Netherlands
Tel.: 3 l-(0)30-532309
Fax: 3 l-(0)30-513655
The 41 species of Aeonium of the succulent plant family Crassulaceae constitute a
well known example of adaptive radiation. Markedly different growthforms have evolved
in the genus, ranging from small herbs, and large hapaxanth rosettes to rosette trees and
tall, branched (sub)shrubs. Thirty eight species of Aeonium occur in Macaronesia, one in
Morocco and two in Hast Africa and Arabia. Recent phylogenetic analysis indicates that
Aeonium and the related Macaronesian genera Aichrvson and Monanthes are monophyleti.
and that the Moroccan Sedum series Monanthoidea is the sistergroup of the Macaronesian
genera. The Hast African, Arabian and Moroccan species of Aeonium have reached their
current distribution through remigration to Africa.
Although our understanding of the evolurion of the Macaronesian Sempervivoideae
has substanrially improved by molecular studies using both nuclear and chloroplast DNÄ,
several parts of the phylogeny of Aeonium are still unresolved as a result of high speciation rates relative to the mutation rate of most DNA regions. The use of highly variable
molecular data which would allow the resolution of periods of rapid speciation however, i
often compromised by the age of a radiation. Therefore, adding characters more intimateh
associated with cladogenesis than molecular data is probably valuable.
Data from morphology, secondary Compounds, the chloroplast genome (intergenic
spacer sequences, RFLPs), and the nuclear genome (ITS2 sequences, RAPDs) were com
bined and cladistically analysed. After analysis of each dataset separately, datamatnces
were combined rather than trees. Ciadistic analysis of the combined datasets resulted in
increased levels of resolution, stronger support for clades, and lower levels of homoplasy
and improved Interpretation of the modes of speciation, biogeographical pattems and the
evolution of growthforms in Aeonium.
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A d a p t i v e D y n a m i c s a n d Evolutionarily Singular S t r a t e g i e s
geometrical consequences of nearly faithful reproduction
J.AJ. Metz
Institute of Evolutionary and Ecological Sciences
section Theoretical Biology
Leiden

I shall present a simple representation of the adaptive dynamics of
phenotypic traits. The basic assumptions are that (i) reproduction is
clonal or inheritance haploid, (ii) evolution is essentially mutation
limited, (iii) there exist sufficiently smooth functions s(Y), Sx(Y),

sxiXzOO-

ETC-' SUCH

SXTXZ^)- — • TE"S US
whether a Y clone can invade into the virgin environment, a
monomorphically X population, a combination of an X-i and an X2
THAT

THE SI9N

OF S(Y)' SX(Y),

population, etc., and (iv) mutations have only fairly small effect,
although each of these assumptions except (iii) may be relaxed.
Within this context I shall analyze, for the case of a one dimensional
trait space, the generic types of dynamically Singular trait values. This
approach i.a. clarifies in which sense the usual conditions for
evolutionary stability (or rather Evolutionary Unbeatability!) are but a
part of the conditions for dynamic stability. The resulting geometrical
Classification can i.a. be used for developing a bifurcation theory of
Evolutionarily Stable Strategies and coalitions of finite numbers of
such strategies, independent of the details of the original dynamic
context.

CHROMOSOME EVOLUTION IN GENUS GLYPTOTENDtPES Kleffer
23±
< DIPTERA, CHIRONOMIDAE )

P.v. MICHAILOVA
Institute of Zoology, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
1 Tzar Osvoboditel boulv.,
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
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In the present paper the role of polytene chromosomes in the systematics

9enus
G|yPtotendlpes is discussed. The sibling
«n*rSfe0r K" K.
species. G. barblpes and G.salinus are distinguished by homozyqous

onTZqUantity an,d quality of centromere heterochromatin
n!.H C f th m ^ Pm0S0mes of both sPecies and by the position of the
r hü- the lllrd chromosome. The DNA content in the centromeres of

L

p! 15 d0uble th*! of G sallnus 11 could be possible that these
species share a common library of satellite sequences which were amplified

2of

r69^65

50 that In every sPecies one

may see different amounts

DNA. Companson of
chromosomes on one hand and crossina
expenments on the other led of the conclusion that G. barblpes and G
salinus are closely related. On the basis of the differences it is assumed that
the karyotype of G. barblpes is more recent evolutionary product
The data from karyological analysis of G.grlpekovenl and G.glaucus
showed that genetical non homogenous groups (cytotypes ) of these species
had been formed in an mvestigated material ( Bulgarian, Hungarian and
Spam populationsy A new species, with 2n = 6 , with a new chromosome
arm combmation. AB, CD, GEF is found in a Spain population. The formation
of species with a reduced chromosome set is discussed. An introgressive
hybndization between different cytotypes of both species is established. The
detailed comparative analysis with a type material shows that the two
cytotypes of G.glaucus belong to two different species: G.glaucus and G
pallens A hybrid has been produced between these species. The both
n»tCltS are distin9uished by homozygous inversions, band sequences of
ivth chromosome, the appearance of the heterochromatin , as well as bv an
externa! morphology.
Further analysis with particular attention to the micro- ecology.may shed
light on whether larvae of other cytotypes have different ecological
requirements, and in particular whether these cytotypes belong to different
species.
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Effects of pollution on the polytene chromosomes of ChironQmus riparius
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(Chironomidae. Diptera) from a river Po Station.
P. Michailova*. N. Petrova#. L. Ramella§, G. Se!Ia§, D. Todorova*
•Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia
SRussian Academy of Sciences. St. Petersburg
§Deparanent of Animal Biology. University of Turin. Italy
Chironomus rioarius (2n = 8 with chromosome arm combination AB. CD. EF. G, a nuciear
Organizer and 3 Balbiani rings in the 4th chromosome) has a well done Standard chromosomic
map. A popuiation of this species from river Po near Moncalieri (a very heavy metal polluted
Station) was smdied for two subsequent generations.
Individuais of this popuiation show their genome mobilized by means of different chromosome
rearrangements. such as para-heterozygous inversions, deletions and deficiencies and changes in
functional activity and appearance of heterochromatin.
In arms A, B, C. D, E. F we observed an increased size of some bands, in contrast with the
Standard chromosomic map. A same band could appear in heterozygous or normal homozygous
State or as an amplified band. In arms A and F we established two unknown puffs. Disrarbance
in pairing of arms E and G as well as heterozygous Balbiani rings and NORs were observed.
Very often the 4th chromosome was very heteropycnotic and looksd like a "pompon"
chromosome.
For the first time in this species, a high frequency of ectopic pairings of different arms was
observed. Telomeric regions involved in ectopic pairings changed their strucmre and appeared
granulated. Occasionally, in centromeres of all chromosomes the same heterochromatic change
was observed. It could be due to some extemal agents having some inhibiting effect on proteins
which participate in chromatin condensation.
The hypothesis is advanced that such high frequency of different stmcmral rearrangements
could be correlated with distribution of specific mobile elements. called "Cla- elements".
Probably stressfiil environmental conditions mfluenced DNA under-replication during th
development of salivary gland chromosomes. but mechanisms could be present in this species tha
enable cells to face adverse environmental conditions.

Sperm exchange in the planarian flahvorm Dueesia oolvchmn. a simultaneou
hermaphrodite: do they trade sperm ?
Nicolaas K. Michiels. Rolf P. Weinzierl, Andrea Streng
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Verhaltensphysiologie, D-82319 Seewiesen, Germany
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Simultaneous hermaphrodites are expected to mate primarily to donate sperm (patemal RS) ratl
than to receive sperm (assuming that the female fünction is rarely sperm depleted and that matin
only offer genetical benefits). Starting from the reverse assumption that they should avoid
donating sperm, Leonard and Lukowiak (Am. Nat. 1984) predicted that hermaphrodites should
show reciprocal and parcelled sperm exchange or "sperm trading". It is true that many
hermaphroditic taxa have reciprocal Insemination preceeded by elaborate pre- and in-copula
courtship behaviour. But is this conditional sperm trading or is it a direct consequence of the
identical interest ofboth partners to inseminate each other ? We tested an alternative model for
the evolution of sperm trading (Michiels & Weinzierl, unpubl ). It states that, in hermaphrodites
promiscuous, frequent mating is expected. This leads to sperm competition and increased
Investment in sperm, resulting in the evolution of sperm digestion in the receiver If matings are
frequent and not costly, such Situation promotes the evolution of conditional sperm trading.
We mvestigaied the copulatoiy behaviour of the freshwatcr planarian flatworm Duveva nolvchmn and looked fr
Support of our model using behavioural observations. mate choice experiments and histological techniques in th<
lab and on animals collected in the field.

Although fertile sperm are stored for > 3 months in isolated individuals (seifing does not occur)
; matinS is frequent in the lab (1 mating every 1.7 day) as well as in the field (estimated: once a '
week). Pre-copulatory courting is absent. Copulations are random with respect to size (a streng
indicator of materaal quality). Copulation duration ranges from 5-150 min (avg. 60 min) and is
clearly bimodally distributed. "Short" copulations (< 35 min, 30% of all copulations) are withou
sperm transfer, whereas "long" copulations (>= 35 min) always involve sperm transfer, usually
reciprocal. Male allocation is high in comparison to other hermaphrodites. The amount ofspem
available in the sperm ducts allows for about 4 matings in brief succession. Sperm are transferre
in clumps that vary little in size, but large animals tend to produce 1arger clumps. In the bursa
copulatrix (sperm receiving organ in the tail-end) sperm clumps are digested within 3-4 days.
Sperm migrate to the sperm receptacles (sperm storage organs behind the head) within 15 hour:
A large proponion of them are digested by yolk fünnel cells along the oviducts.
The data suggest that D. polychroa is a promiscuous, multiple-mating species with adaptations
high levels of sperm competition such as high male investment and digestion of allosperm.
Frequent, short copulations without sperm transfer tentatively suggest the existence of an
in-copula mechamsm to control or estimate the likelihood of reciprocal sperm exchange.

Pollen aperture morphogenesis : what is the ränge of possible forms ?
Agnes Mienot. Adrienne Ressayre, Bemard Godelle, Isabelle Dajoz, Irene Till-Bottraud
& Pierre-Henri Gouyon
_
Laboratoire d'Evolution ei Systematiques des Vegetaux
Bäumen! 362, Universiii Paris Sud
F-91405 Orsay Cedex
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Pollen grains of flowering planes possess, in most cases. apertures that are thinner
areas of the pollen wall. Physiologically apertures are germination zones or a
harmomegathus (device to accommodate volume changes) or both. Angiosperm pollen
grains display a wide variety of apenure arrangements, of which the two most widespread
involve either a Single distal aperture or three radially symmetrical equatorial apertures.
The former arrangement predominates in monocotyledons and magnoliid Dicotyledons
and the latter in "higher" Dicotyledons or Eudicots. Other arrangements derived from the
basic pattems occur in both monocotyledons and Dicotyledons.
Considering only species which belong to the three-apenurate pattem, some of them
are able to produce pollen grains with different aperture numbers within the same anther.
This phenomenon. we called pollen aperture heteromorphism, is relatively frequent (33%
of the 186 sampled species; Mignot et al., 1994). The occurrence of several pollen types
within the same anther raises the question of their morphogenesis. We have then observed
different stages of the pollen morphogenesis in Niconana tabacum, which produces 3and 4-aperturate pollen grains. It appears first, that both pollen types are not distributed at
random in the anther. Pollen grains with 4 apenures are located in the medium part of the
anther whereas 3-aperturate pollens are present all along the anther. Secondly, with two
pollen morphs, five different combinations of the four tetraspores are possible. All these
combinations were observed in non negligible proponions but homogeneous tetrads are
over-represented.
These two important points suggest that constraints act during pollen
morphogenesis allowing only a certain ränge of possible forms. We are trying to
understand what are these constraints, what are their nature, when and how they act. We
hope that these ontogenetic studies will provide valuable insights into the interpretation
and understanding of pollen morphology diversity.

A Sensitivity Approach of Character-type Weighting and Speeles Sampling
AIlows to Resolve Conflicts in Molecular Phylogenetic Anaiyses
Michel C. Milinkovitch, Jim Adachi. Rick LeDuc, Frederic Famir,
XT
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Michel Georges and Masami Hasegawa.
Phylogenetic anaiyses based on 1,352 base pairs of two mitochondrial
ribosomal genes and of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene for all major groups of
cetaceans contradicted (Milinkovitch et al. 1993, 1994) the classic taxonomic division
of cetaceans into two highly divergent clades: the echolocaling toothed whales
(Odontoceti) and the filter-feeding baleen whales (Mysticeti). Indeed. maximum
parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML) and neigbor joining (NJ) anaiyses of
these multiple gene fragments suggested that one group of toothed whales, the sperm
whales. forms the sistergroup to baleen whales (Milinkovitch et al. 1993. 1994).
Based on a a füll cytochrome b data set, Amason and Gullberg (1994)
suggested that dolphins and mysticetes form a clade to the exclusion of sperm
whales. and hence, challenged both the traditional hypothesis of toothed whale
monophyly and the Milinkovitch et al.'s hypothesis of sistergroup relationship
between sperm whales and baleen whales.
Several reanalyses of Amason and Gullberg's data set suggested that the
grouping of dolphins and baleen whales in a clade was an artefact due to (1) saturated
transition substitutions (Milinkovitch et al. 1995, Milinkovitch, 1995a. 1995b) and
(2) dependence of the outgroup choice (Adachi and Hasegawa 1995). Although these
reanalyses of Amason and Gullberg's data yielded an overall support for the
hypothesis (Milinkovitch et al. 1993. 1994) of sistergroup relationstup between
sperm whales and baleen whales, it is indisputable that MP and ML anaiyses of the
cytochrome b data set yield a tree which topology is very dependent of species
sampling and weighting of character types. Using an extended füll cytochrome b data
set, and assuming that a bootstrap value is a reasonable indicator of suppon of an
hypothesis. we present here a sensitivity analysis testing exhaustively the influence of
important parameters on the topology of the resulting irees and on the bootstam
values supporting the three alternative phylogenetic hypotheses. All 1484
combmations among the five following parameters are tested: methed of character
analysis (DNA-MP or DNA-ML or protein-ML), character-type weighting (5
different weighting schemes tested in MP anaiyses), choice of ingroup species,
choice of outgroup species, use of a Single or of two artiodactyl outgroup species.

Morphological vs. developmental complexity in centipedes
23G .
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Giuseppe Fusco and Alessandro Minelli
Department of Biology, University of Padova, Via Trieste 75, 1 35121 Padova, Italy
Two different post-embryonic developmental schedules are known in Chilopo
Lithobiomorpha and Scutigeromorpha develop through hemianamorphosis. i.e. by se
addition of segments during a few larval stages, followed by fiirther postlarval mo
without segment increase. On the contrary. Scolopendromorpha and Geophilomo
develop epimorphically, hatching with the final complement of segments. We analy
segmental Variation of metric characters such as stemite length and width to expl
structural plasticity and complexity and their possible relationship to post-embryo
developmental complexity in representatives of the main clades of Geophilomorpha. T
models were compared. In the first (family Mecistocephalidae) the number of b
segments is invariably fixed within the species and identical between sexes; in the o
more common model (all remaining families) genetically controlled inter- and intradifferences occur. We found that size and shape of individual segments are not specified
their absolute serial position, but globally affected by their relative position along
trunk; that is, segments do not behave as unit homologues. During the most part of p
embryonic development, we found no sizeable increase of structural complexity; that
the segmental pattems of adults overlap those of juveniles. Within species and s
individuals belonging to a cohort with more trunk segments have larger overall si
surprisingly, however, that is not just because of the larger number of body units, but e
more so because of the larger average size of individual body parts, including both
segments and the segmentally invariant fore and hind body ends. All major determinan
adult differences, both intra- and interspecific, seem to be laid down very early
development, possibly as a consequence of different size (cell number?) of (pre)segme
anlagen.
Several traits, especially of the dorsal and lateral aspects of the trunk, are suggestiv
higher morphological complexity of Lithobiomorpha in comparison with Geophilomo
This is in agreement with a widespread behaviour among arthropods, where struc
complexity along the longitudinal body axis is generally matched by, although not caus
deoendent on, developmental complexity in the time dimension.
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CO«™ AND THE MAINTENANCE OF GENETIC DIVERSITY IN DAPHNIA MAGNA

Suzanne Mitchell.
Max Planck Institute for Limnology, Postfach 165. D-24302, Plön
Germany; and
Marine & Fisheries Genetics Laboratory, School of Biological Sciences
University of Wales, Swansea, Singleton Park, Swansea, SA2 SPP, UK.

Pairwise competitive interactions were investigated between six clones of Daphnia magna
originating from two populations.

Ten neonates from two clones were used to inoculate IL

cultures which were maintained at 20°C and low food conditions (1 mgC/L/3days) for eight
weeks. Ephippia were removed and counted during and at the end of the experiment.

The

Population size and composition was established on completion, clones being identified by
allozyme electrophoresis.

Life history parameters were also obtained for the clones, from

which the intrinsic rate of population increase, r, was calculated.

The experiment led to unexpected results. A competitive hierarchy could not be established,'
although clones from one population always outcompeted clones from the second; r did not
predict the outcome; the outcome did not relate to observations from the field: a rare clone
outcompeted or coexisted with dominant clones. The results are discussed.

A new modification of the Red Queen hypothesis: wild-goose chase in
anthropogenic transformed ecosystems

^35 '

Vadim O. Mokievsky
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The Red Queen hypothesis (Van Valen, 1973) implies that improvement of
each species altered the environment for the other members of the Community.
In stable ecosystems the relative State of adaptaüon in all interacted populations
must increase continually and nearly in the same rate. Rate of progress on each
Stretch of time is setüng by the species which can changing most rapidly. The
main embarrassment in model' application to real ecosystems is how to choose
the sophisticated measure of improvement rate in different taxa and living
forms. For such case the share of energy flow down through the species
population in per cent of hole primary production in the ecosystem might be
useful. Variations of the energy flow on the appropriate time Scale shows the
alteration in the relative State of adaptation. According to this criterion, the
"speed of race" in modern biosphere defined by Homo sapiens population
consuming the largest pan of primary production of land ecosystems. The
volume of removed production grows up on exponent. Following ecosystems
transformation might be described as a artificial restraining of natural
successions for benefits in primary production. In spite of biocenotic changes
in communities structure. the large-scale ecosystem transformation causes
some evolutionary consequences.
The rate of anthropogenic transformation in modern ecosystems defined
now by a species exempting from biocenotic control. Human population
growth is still independent from ecosystems quality and species composition.
Feedback loops in such Systems are absent. As a result. all members of human
impacted ecosystems may only participate in a chase for rapidly altered
environment, including the adaptation to new food sources producing by
mankind. The speed of these changes divides all species in two groups
according to the duration of live cycles and fruitfulness. Adaptations in rapidly
propagated species with short life-time may occurring on all levels including
physiological and morphological adaptations and may be strengthened by
selection on genetic level. Well-known cases of insecticide tolerance in m^ny
insects shows this kind of improvement. In large vertebrates with long
duration of life this way is prohibit. The only possibility for them is in
behavioral adaptations, many visible examples of which have been noticed in
urban populations as well as in high productive artificial ecosystems. Because
of increasing of transformation rate, the border divides these two strategies
continuously dropping and for a lot of species this race becoming a wild-goose
chase with the extinction at the end.

A meta-analysis of the heritability of developmental stability. A. P. Meiler and R
Thornhill, Depanment of Population Biology, Copenhagen University, Universitetsparken 15, [
2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark; Department of Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
New Mexico 87131, USA.
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The existence of additive genetic variance in developmental stability has imponant implications for
understanding of morphological Variation. The heritability of fluctuating asymmetry as a measure c
developmental stability has frequently been estimated from parent-offspring regressions, sib analy
or from selection experiments. We review by meta-analysis pubüshed estimates of the heritability c
one measure of developmental stability, the degree of fluctuating asymmetry in morphological
characters. The overall effect size of heritabilities of fluctuating asymmetry was 0.16 from 26 studi
of 13 species, differing highly significantly from zero (£ < 0.0001), which indicates that there is a
significant additive genetic component to developmental stability. Effect size was larger for selectic
experiments than for studies based on parent-offspring regression or sib analyses, implying that
genetic estimates were unbiased by matemal or common environment effects. Additive genetic
coefficients of Variation for fluctuating asymmetry were considerably higher than those for characte
size per se. Developmental stability may be significantly heritable either because of strong direction
selection, or fluctuating selection regimes which prevent populations from achieving a high degree
developmental stability to current environmental and genetic conditions.

ARLEE M., SUSAN G. CONARD, and M. T. CONKLE. USDA P1
forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station, Riverside,
CA, 92507, USA. Population Structure and Clonal Variation in
Ouercus chrvsolepis Liebm. (Fagaceae).
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Information about genetic structure and reproductive ecology
is important in developing forest management policies that will
maintain the long-term viability of populations. Stands of
wind-pollinated canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis) are
maintained for fire management and as habitat for wildlife.
Trees resprout in response to fire and Stands frequently include
qroups of visibly connected trees. We determined the extent to
which these Clusters are clonal and defined the spatial pattern
and diversity of genotypes for populations in the San Bernardino
Mountains in southern California. We mapped over 100 trees at
each of five sites and genotyped each tree for 7 allozyme loci.
We detected an average of 34.4 + 7.3 (s.d.) clones and 33.4 +
7 2 genotypes per site. Clone formation and the finding that
•möst clones consist of few trees was confirmed by the very high
spatial autocorrelation of multilocus genotypes at Short
distances. However, clone size increased significantly with
increased individual heterozygosity, suggesting that the longterm Integration of selection over time favors highly
heterozygous clones. Ecological estimates of clonal diversity
and evenness were high relative to reports for most other clonal
species; an average of 97% of clones had distinct genotypes and
Simpson's index of diversity averaged 0.95 ± 0.02. Population
genetic analyses of clones from six sites (319 clones) also
revealed high genetic diversity within sites (mean Hs = 0.403 ±
0.085). Only a small proportion of total genetic diversity was
explained by Variation among sites (mean Gs~, = 0.017) and we
found even less substructure within sites (Ggj for plots
relative to site was 0.007 and 0.001 for the two sites
examined). Moreover, fixation indices (F within sites) were
generally small and positive, suggesting that little Inbreeding
occurs. These patterns are consistent with studies of other
tree species that are highly outcrossing and wind pollmated.
Resulting estimates of gene flow were high, increasing with
proximity of subpopulations (N = 10.1 among sites, while N =
19.9 and 200.7 among plots at two Sites, respectively). Despit
this spatial autocorrelation analysis of clones indicated fine
scale genetic structure at distances under 4m, possibly due to
limited seed dispersal.

POPULATION STRUCTURE OF WILD RABBIT IN IBERIAN PENINSULA

PJ

1F- Mougel, 2N. Ferrand, ^K. Ancelin,
Dennebouy, iJ.C. Mounolou and iM
Monnerot
1 : CNRS, Centre de Genetique Moleculaire, F-9n98 Gif sur Yvette cedex
France
2 : Instituto de zoologia, Universidade do Porto, 4000 Porto, Portugal

The european rabbit Onjctolagus cuniculus is originating from Iberian
penmsula. The first remains of the genus have been found in south of Spain 6
milhon years ago. Its Expansion through north of Spain and south, of France
seems to be a natural process while its conquest of other parts of the world is
closely related to human activity. Consequently, studying the population
structure in Iberian peninsula is of great interest to understand natural
movements of this species.
Previous studies on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have lead to the recognition
of two maternal lineages called A and B. The first one has been described in
south of Spain and the second in north of Spain and France. The repartition of
nuclear alleles stengthens the idea of a clivage betvveen south and north of the
peninsula : the diversity in the north is much lower than it is in the south with
diagnostic alleles for each area. Results on protein polymorphism also support •
the strong social structure of wild rabbit previously described.
A network has been created between several laboratories, the aim of which is to
characterize the same populations with various tools : mtDNA, protein
polymorphism, immunoglobulin and morphometry.
We present a joint study of populations from Portugual based on the analysis of
protein polymorphism and mtDNA. The sampling Covers quite uniformely the
country as well as one Azorean island.
All the populations studied present the mtDNA type A and nuclear alleles
characteristic of Southern populations with two exceptions: Braganqa in northeast and Vila Viqosa in center-east. Rabbits from Vila Vigosa are exceptionnal in
that they present mtDNA type A or B depending on the individuals. These two
types are observed in the samples from Bragani;a and the population also
appears heterogeneous for the nuclear alleles: alleles diagnostic for Northern
populations are found in addition to that of Southern populations.
The hypothesis of a hybrid zone will be discussed.

^Sociality and the rate of evolution in mitochondrial and genomic DNA
ROBIN F A. MORITZ, JÜRGEN SCHMITZ
Institut für Biologie, Technische Universität Berlin
Franklinstr. 28/29, D-10587 Berlin, Fed. Rep. Germany

Easociality causes by definition reproductive hierarchies within the society (Wilson 1971). As a
direa consequence. the genetic effective population sizes Ne are expected to be smaller in
social than in solitary species. However, in male haploid social Hymenoptera queens often
multiply mate which can counteract the reduction of the overall reduced Ne in social species.
Polvandry causes a bias between the male and female contribution to Ne resulting in a larger
effective size in the male than in the female sex. Cole (1983) argued that the degree of
pblyandry increased with increasing nest size. Large nests are usually found in the socially most
advanced Hymenoptera. Polvandry in highly social insects should cause differences in the
evolutionary rate of the mitochondrial and nuclear genome if genetic drift is a s.gnificant
narameter for molecular evolution. We used sequence data of the nuclear 28S rDNA (D2
retrion) and the mitochondrial 16S rDNA (mtDNA) of various social and solitary wasps
(Vespidae) The average Substitution rares in the mtDNA and the nuclear DNA were almost
equal in solitary Eumenidae. With increasing nest size, however, the Substitution rate in
mitochondrial DNA was significantly larger than in nuclear DNA. The Substitution ratio
(mtDNA/nuclear DNA) was almost twice as high in social Stenogastrinae and Polistinae. The
Substitution ratio was about 4.6 in ten eusocial Vespinae species, and exceeded 15 in two
extremely polyandric Apis species. Genetic drift through extreme bottlenecks in the
mitochondrial DNA pool, and/or the larger effective genomic population size in relation to the
mitochondrial effective size, serves as a plausible reason for these phenomena.
Acknowledgement. Financially supponed by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Cole BJ (1983) Multiple maiing and the evolution of social behaviour in the Hymenoptera. Behav Ecol Sciobiol
12:191-201
Wilson EO ( 1971) The insect societies. Harvard Univ Press. Cambridge. MA
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Crawling behaviour in Macoma balthica:
the parasite-manipulation hypothesis revisited

Pp,

Kim N. Mouritsen
Department of Ecology and Genetics, Institute of Biological Sciences,
Aarhus University, Ny Munkegade Building 540.
DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
Macoma balthica is a common infaunal tellinid bivalve that throughout most ol
its North Atlantic distribution ränge has been observed to make conspicuous often Ushaped crawling tracks on the Sediment surface in intertidal habitats. Since previout
studies have shown that crawling Macoma inevitably are infected by digenic trematodet
in contrast to burrowed specimens, the behaviour is presently considered a parasite
induced behaviourial change inflicted by the parasites to promote their transmission vk
predation to various waterbirds acting as final hosts. Although attractive, thi;
manipulation hypothesis has, however, not yet been properly evidenced. The aim of tfoc
present study was, therefore, to elucidate whether also other parameters than parasite
infection are able to explain the observed behaviourial dichotomy.
Crawling and burrowed Macoma were collected on an intertidal flat in Lisia Ba)
in the White sea, Russia. The two behaviourial categories were compared regardim
age, size, sex-ratio, condition, growth rate, intestinal content, and parasite prevalence
Of those parameters sex-ratio, intestinal content, and growth rates differed significanth
between crawlers and burrowers. Crawlers comprised more females, expressed lowe
growth rates, and contained a higher amount of organic components within their gut ii
comparison with burrowers. As evidenced by the absence trematode infections in th<
studied population of Macoma, it was concluded that crawling behaviour is no
necessarily trematode-induced in contrast to common belief. It is argued that crawlin;
Macoma represent a group of retarded animals that optimize deposit-feeding am
consequently are engaged in frequent relocation to encounter unexploited food resource
on the sediment surface.
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the first organisms heat engines? A new paradigm for
the origin of life and early evolution. Anthonie W.J. Muller.
Dep of Geology and Applied Geology, University of Glasgow.
At present most of the ATP consumed by living organisms is generated
by Mitchells chemiosmotic mechanism: respiratory or photosynthetic
enzymes pump protons across a membrane, building up a voltage and
pH difference across it as a high-energy intermediate, and the highenergy protons return through the FQFI ATPsynthase. In a proposed
simple forerunner of the mechanism, which works on continuous lightdark cycling, a membrane voltage is generated by light-induced dipoles
which decay in the dark. A simpler forerunner uses thermal cycling: a
thermotropic phase transition of the membrane lipids results in a high
membrane dipole potential. The most simple forerunner does not need a
membrane at all: in a precursor of the Fi moiety of ATPsynthase the
catalytic ATP-synthesizing cycle is synchronized with a thermal cycle.
These thermal-cycling based forerunners are essentially heat engines. In
an origin of life model constructed with these forerunners:
(1) Proteins come first, nucleic acids come later;
(2) The first enzymes have general condensing capabihty: they can
catalvze peptide bond formation just as well as phosphorylation;
(3) A small fraction of the resulting Polypeptides have the same general
condensing capability: the enzymes therefore can propagate, albeit not
very efficiently,
(4) Thermal cycling occurs when the enzymes are carned along by a
convection current; the convection cell constitutes the self-orgamzing
dissipative structure required for the origin of life; convection occurs in
natural waters such as volcanic hot Springs,
(5) Present day requirement of thermal cycling, for instance during
induction of germination, division, flowering, budding, is interpreted as
possible relic of early thermal cycling;
(6) Present day regulation by Ca2 + , phosphorylation, and

heat-shock
proteins is interpreted as a method for mimicking early thermal cycling

during isothermal conditions.
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JAKOB MÜLLER and CHRISTIANE STÜRZBECHER
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, Zoological Institute, Department of Population Bioiogy,
University of Mainz, Saarstraße 21,55099 Mainz, Germany
Genetic and ecological differentiation in a transition zone oftwo
closely related Gammarus fossarum forms.

A transition zone between two genetically distinct Gammarus fossarum fonr
was mvestigated by allozyme electrophoresis. Syntopic populations consistin
of both Gammarus fossarum forms are frequent along the river Rhine that i
supposed tobea migration barrier for this species. Parallel clines of the allel
frequencies indicate secondary contact of formerly isolated Gammarus fossarut
populations.
However, hybridization in our studied area of overlap seems to be rare. There
fore, a dynamic equilibrium of continual immigration from outside the sym
patnc zone and exclusion by competition inside the zone is suspected. Som
ecological differentiations between the two closely related forms were founc
While co-occuring equally in most habitats, one of the forms predominates i,
spring brooks. In addition, differential temporal fluctuations in abundance an.
sexual activity was found. TTius the strength of competition is weakened and th,
duration of coexistence could be extended.

•HAYSTACKS' AND 'ISLANDS': HIERARCHICAL LEVELS OF SPATIAL
STRUCTURE AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES FOR THE EVOLUTION OF SEX
ALLOCATION IN MITES AND OTHER ARTHROPODS

I
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Cornelis J. Nagelkerke Imperial College at Sllwood Park. Department of Biology: Ascot,
Berkshire SL5 7EN, U.K: E-mail: c.nagelkerke@ic.ac.uk
Evolutionarily stable (ES) sex allocation strategies depend critically on how the population is
stmctured with regard to competition for mates and resources. This structure is determined by
spatial heterogeneity. dispersa! and colonization behaviour. In mating groups lasting one
generation where dispersal is by mated females, female-biased sex ratlos will be favoured by
Mocal mate competition'. especially when the numberof foundresses is small. When groups last
several generations before dispersal takes place ('haystack' structure), local relatedness
develops'and this can favour an extra female blas. However, when groups are permanent with
some dispersal in each generation ('island' structure). relatedness builds up without an effect on
sex ratio bias because competition also takes place within groups. Current models of evolution
under a haystack structure generally assume (1) unlimited growth for a fixed number of
generations (and hence no local density dependence), (2) absence of substructure. and (3) sex
ratios that are inflexible over generations. These assumptions will often be unrealistic. In this
presentation I demonstrate by Simulation that, although local density dependence in the haystack
population diminishes the sex ratio bias, strongly female-biased sex ratios can still develop when
foundress numbers are low. It is also shown that substructure in the haystack by subdivision
mto one-generation mating groups promotes the female bias. Finally, it is shown that the ES sex
ratio can change radically with generations within haystacks. When population growth is density
dependent. the sex ratio of the last generation should be more female-biased than in the
preceding generations. In the case of haystacks subdivided into local mating groups. the sex
ratio in thefirst generation should be less female biased than in the following generations. It is
»rgued that a haystack structure is frequently found among small arthropods with a colonizing
Üfe style and that subdivision into one-generation mating groups may occur, e.g., among plantnhabiting mites. To illustrate these points, predatory mites of the family Phytoseiidae are
:onsidered in more detail. Some species are found to exhibit a stronger female bias than expected
"rom local mating competition alone. This extra bias may well stem from selection in a haystack
itmcture. These species have highly subdivided, locally unstable populations. Other phytosend
ipecies have a life-style that leads to more permanent subpopulations that have an island-like
itmcture. As predicted, these species generally show less female-biased sex ratios.
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Is the highly Polymorphie Vegetative IncompaUbility System selectively
neutral?
Maarten Nauta, Department of Genetics, State University Groningen, the
Netherlands.

Fungi have the possibility to fuse without the interference of sex. In natural
populations, however, vegetative incompatibility (VI) normally prevents this Fusion.

Genetical studies have shown that VI is genetically determined and that it is highly
Polymorphie. A large number of loci exist, with (usually) two alleles eaeh. One
allelic difference normally causes incompatibility.

In an attempt to explain the evolution of this Polymorphie System, several population
genetic models have been studied. A comparison of models with different selective
regimes and a neutral model showed that selection is probably not the main factor in
determining the polymorphism. In large fungal populations random genetic drift and
mutation may offer sufficient explanations.

Vegetative incompatibility is compared with other highly Polymorphie incompatibility
Systems. A test for the neutral hypothesis in natural populations of asexual species
will be discussed.
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Genetic structure of European populations of Atlantic salmon {Salmo
sa/arL.) inferred from RFLP analyses of PCR amplified
mitochondrial DNA.
Einar E. Nielsen. Michael M. Hansen & Volker Loeschcke
Dept. of Ecology & Gcnetics, Univcrsily of Aarhus. Ny Munkegadc. 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.

Throughout its ränge, Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) exhibits large interpopulational
„enetic differences. These differences have been attributed to restricted gene flow
among populations caused by eff.cient homing. Subdivision increases the role of
genetic drift but also facilitates local adaptations.
We studied the genetic relationship among eight populations ot Atlantic salmon
using RFLP analyses of PCR amplified mitochondrial DNA segments. Six different
haplotypes were detected by restriction analyses of the NADH dehydrogenase 1
segment. employing four endonucleases. Most haplotypes were distributed throughout
the study area, which implies extensive gene flow and/or that the genetic differences
between individual haplotypes predate the last glaciarion. Significant genetic
differentiation was observed among populations. No correlation was found between
genetic and geographica! distance among populations. A hierarchical analysis of the
dismbution of the mtDNA variance revealed that only a very small part of the vanance
was distributed among geographica! groups within the study area. The effective
migration of females (Nm)p between rivers was estimated to be approximately 1 per
generation.

Evolution of cannibalism: a simple strategy model in the
2 52?
view of parental control.
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Kinya Nishimura' and Norihiro Yamaldta
Faculty of Fifherics, Hokkaido University, 3-1-1 Minato-cho, Hakodate 041, Japan
We address the evolution of cannibalistic behavior among individuals during larvaj period in temoo
trait populations of discrete generation in the view of parental manipulation. Parent controls the occurrer
of cannibalism of her offspring so as to maximize her fitness.
We focus on size Variation as key factor th
induces cannibalism. We consider the most conservative condition of invasion of cannibalistic trait into t
Population; size Variation is generated only by demographic stochasticity, and there is no kin recogniti
ability. We assume that there is a scaler property between mean (p) and variance (a5) of body sizTin
Population through the developmental period, <72 = cM, where c is a constant. The fitness ofindividual wi
canmbalizing other conspecific increases compared with the fitness of individual without cannibaUzme ffin
1). We suppose that larvae randomly meet each other and cannibalistic individual eats conspecific one if t
Opponent is smaller than its body size.
Intuitively, when the trait group consists of large number ofclutches, cannibalistic trait can invade beca,
that camubal rarely eats relative. We analyze invasion condition of cannibalistic trait with respect to clut
numbers (m) and the parameter that expresses degree of size Variation through developmental period (c)
the condition that the parameter of degree of size Variation (c) is small, the numbers of clutch oermits
invade cannibalistic trait is small compared with in the condition that parameter of degree of size variati,
is large (figure 2). The invasion condition is satisfied earlier in the developmental period in population th
consists of large number of ciutches than in population that consists of small number of clutches F\irth(
canmbaüsm would occur earlier in the case that parameter of size Variation (c) is larger than in the case th
parameter of size Variation is small, when invasion condition holds in the both cases (e.g. m = 25).

Size of Cannibal,

X

Fignrtl Tie cootour plot of individual fltaess
of size x üut enti conspecific victiro size y.

UtrlxknOflsh.flsh.hokudftl.ac.jp

Mean size, JI
Figure 2

Function V dclenninci the invilion condition of
The hoüzonu! dashed Lue
showi numbera of clutches. When the value oPf is below the Une, the invasion condition of cannibalistic mit holds.
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Drosophila melano^asrer.

Estelle J.K. Noach, Gerdien de Jong, Willem Scharloo.

Dept. of Plant Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Section Population
Genetics, University of Utrecht, Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht, The
Netherlands.

Locomotor activity is known to be a very complex behavioral characteristic
of Drosophila. The performed experiment will try to give insight in the
relationship between this behavioral trait and morphological features.
Flies of selection lines on wing length are tested in a locometer. Results are
given in terms of locomotor activity, wing length and weight. Weight and
thorax length are recognised as correlated characters. It will be tested
whether differences occur between the separate selection lines and whether
(cor)relations can be found between the three measured traits.
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morphological investigation of the large arionids
Mollusca: Pulmonata) of N-W Europe: identifying friend & foe.

^

L.R. Noble , C. S. Jones1, J. G. Vemon- & B. Okamura3
Zoology Dept... Aberdeen University; 2 Gcnetics Laboratory. Oxford Univcrsitv
- Zoology Dept.. Bristol University.

Some large arionid slugs are now considered to be important agricultural pests in manv areac nf
Con mental Europe, where slug plagues' have become a common phenomenon However
mnmhnl
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complicated by common colour vaneties L
usedTpCRnSdattTPtS|t0^,hei,r distribution and differentiate pests and non-pests
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The amplification and characterisation of cholinesteraselike gene in various organisms
M. S. Mohamed Said1, L. R. Noble2 & I. W. Craig1
i Genetics
University

Laboratory,

Oxford

University;

2

Zoology

Dept.,

Aberdeen

The human neurotransmitter enzyme gene, butyrylcholinesterase, has no
known physiological function in humans and yet, has previously been shown to
be conserved among some closely related vertebrates. The work described here
extends this ünding across a much wider ränge of species, carried out at the
level of DNA sequence Variation.
PCR with degenerate primers based on the human butyrylcholinesterase DNA
sequence, were used to amplify up a region which included the invariant
serine residue found at the active part of the enzyme. This region is expected
to be under evolutionary pressure to maintain sequence homogeneity, yet
allowing sufficient Substitution over the evolutionary distances covered to
amplify cholinesterase-like genes in a wide ränge of organisms.
By the use of low stringency conditions for the PCR reaction, products could be
observed in most of the organisms tested. The products were then cloned and
21 samples were successfully sequenced. The sequences from the various
organisms were then aligned with respect to the human butyrylcholinesterase
DNA sequence. Phylogenetic trees were then derived from this alignment by
several different computational methods.
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The affective size of spatially structured populations.
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atUra P?Pulations exhibit significant genetic subH
division and, in order to understand the long-term genetic
behavior df such populations, we need to understand how their
spatial strukture influences their effective size (NJ? Onl
Problem in addressing this issue has been confuslon ov4r the
relationship between Ne and neighborhood size. I have examined
both analytically and through Simulation, how neighborhood size
nC u S 5 he . effectlve Population size. A decrease in the
^ KK
neighborhood size reduces Ne/ but, in general, the effect is
small. A second problem arising when there is genetic sub
structure is the potential for bias in the esti^ation of Na
from genetic data. These conditions violate the usual
and an incorrect sampling strategy will
result in Ne bemg consistently underestimated.

EVOLUTION OF DIFFERENT CALL TYPES IN WILLOW-FEEDING SAWFLIES
(HYMENOPTERA: TENTHREDINIDAE)

25 6

TOMMI NYMAN, HEIKKI ROININEN Ahm JUKKA A. VUORINEN
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R3,

Department of Biology, University of Joensuu, P.O. Box III, 80101, Joensuu, Finland

The sawflies that feed on the plant family Salicaceae can be divided into seven informal groups
based on larval feeding habit or gall type: 1) free-living larvae, 2) leaf folders, 3) leaf gallers, 4)
midrib gallers. 5) petiole gallers, 6) stem gallers, and 7) bud gallers. Each gall type can be found
on several willow species. In folders and gallers the fold or gall formation is caused by
substances secreted by the female during oviposition. It has been proposed that the galling habit
evolved from free-living larvae via leaf folders, and that the different gall types evolved gradually
in the sequence mentioned above. Thus, the galling site would have "wandered" from the leaf
margin towards the stem as a result of gradual changes in oviposition site preference. Radiations
to different willow species would have occurred after the evolution of new gall types.
Representative species from the genera Nematus, Pontopristia, Decanematus (all with
free-living larvae), Phyllocolpa (leaf folders), Pontania (leaf blade and rib gallers) and Euura
(midrib, petiole, stem and bud gallers) were chosen for an allozyme study. Eight informative
enzyme loci were surveyed, and a phylogenetic analysis was conducted. The loci were considered
as characters, and step matrices were used to define the cost of transformations between different
character states (allelic combinations). Nematus pavidus, N. Salicis, Pontopristia amentorum and
Decanematus viduatus were used as outgroups.
Preliminary results suggest. that: 1) indeed leaf folders seems to be a basal group, and 2)
leaf gallers evolved subsequently, but 3) after leaf galling had evolved, new gall types evolved
in a less predictable pattem. We suggest that after the gall forming habit evolved, radiations to
free "galling niches" occurred many times. More data are however needed for firmer conclusions.

Use of random amplified Polymorphie DNA (RAPD) markers for
genetic analysis in the Genus Barbus (Cyprinidae)
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C. CALLEJAS and M D. OCHANDO
Dept. Gendtica. Facultad de Biologia. Universidad Complutense. Madrid 28030. Spain.

The random amplified Polymorphie DNA Polymerase chain reaction (RAPD-PCR)
is a recently developed technique that involves the amplification of random fragments

of

genomic DNA. This method has been successfully applied to strain identification, genetic
mapping, etc. in a variety of organisms.

The goal of our study is the phylogenetic analysis of the Barbus species though
the use of RAPD-PCR. The genus Barbus (Cyprinidae) is a very important freshwater
group in the Iberian Peninsula. This genus presents a special evolutionary interest due
to the involved taxonomic polemic and its endemism in our country.
The data we are introducing represent preliminary results in our research. We
have examined the multiple band profiles in three species (or subspecies?): 5. sclateri,
B. bocagei and B. graelbii by using 20 primers (Operon Technology kit C). For p;rh
primer evaluated we have scored from three to five major bands to two or three minor
bands. These fragments ränge in size from 100 to 2500 bp. aproximately.
The amplified fragments obtained in these three groups are very similar in their
number and size. Thus, these first

results seem to indicate a close phylogenetic

relationship among the three analysed groups, that, probably, does not jusüfy the
taxonomic Classification into different species. However, more data are needed to reach
a definitive phylogeny.

Isozyme, RAPD and mtDNA differentiation in geographically distant
populations of Ceratitis capitata
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A. REYES and

M

n OCHANDO

Dept. Gendtica. Facultad de Biologfa. Universidad Complutense. Madrid 28030. Spain.

Ceratitis capitata is a polyphagous and multivolüne species that infests more than
250 varieties and species of comercial fruits. Despite its economical importance, very
few attempts have been carried out in order to asses different aspects of the genetic
structure of its populations.
Thus, we have analysed three samples of C. capitata from distant localities of
Spain, Mälaga (South), Madrid (Centre) and Valencia (East), by means of three different
approaches: the analysis of 25 isoenzymatic loci, 226 RAPD markers obtained with 14
random primers and RFLPs in mtDNA by using 22 restriction endonucleases.
The results we have obtained with these three techniques are highly congruent and
showed up that a great level of geographic differentiation exists in our populations, as
FST = 0.1889 from isozyme data, or NCT = 0.2462 from mt DNA data. The average
similarity value obtained from

RAPD markers, 0.3941, also reflects a high

differentiation.
Levels of gene flow were calculated based upon these Indexes, or the private
alleles method, and no significant gene flow was detected between any of these
populations.
The existence of selective forces acting on these populations and promoting
adaptation to specific environmental conditions as well as the absence of significant gene
flow could be the main reasons of this geographic differentiation.
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Frequency and Density Dependent Fitness Experiments in the Wheat Mildew Fungus
R.B. O'Hara and J.K.M. Brown
Cereals Research Department, John Innes Centre, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7UJ, UK
Powdery mildew is an economically important disease of cereals. It is caused by the
biotrophic fungus Erysiphe graminis, which grows as asexual colonies on the leaves. Recent
work has focused on the effect of the density of colonies on the dynamics of mildew
epidemics. Empirical work has shown that life history traits are affected by density (e.g.
Stähle, 1986, Carver & Ingerson-Morris, 1989), but it had not been established whether this
could cause selection between isolates.
Tests were carried out to investigate whether density and frequency could affect
selection. No evidence for frequency-dependent selection was detected. However, density
did have an effect on the coefficients of selection. The effect of density was investigated
further by looking at how selection changed over a ränge of densities, and some simple life
history traits were examined to investigate which stage of the life cycle of the fungus was
being affected by density. The effect of density dependent selection on the population
structure of the ftmgus will be discussed.
References
Carver, T.L.W., and Ingerson-Morris, S.M. (1989) Mycol. Res. 92: 18-24
Stähle, U. (1986) Z. Pflanzenkrank. Pflanzenzucht. 93: 172-6
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-Jlspect of an evofutionary adaptation in nutritive depot strukture of divinß
6irds-.

2.G2iYariAp Ofy1 & 'MasafQ. O^uyama
'Research Division. Yamastuna Insüiule l'or Omilhology. Konoyama. Abiko City, Chiba, Japan.
:N'ature

Conservation Bureau, F.nvironmenlal Agency of Japan, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.

Many seabirds have been victimized by oil pollution on the sea and most of them were
known to be diving birds.

In the southem Japan Sea the illegal oil spill victimized an

estimate of 4600 seabirds in January 1986 and 76 % of the dead birds counted were a diving
Alcid, rhinocerous auklets (Cerorhmca monocerata) and oil spills have continued victimizing
this family along Japanese Islands.
ranging

Oil was attached to all the auklets with the weight

from 4 % to 65 % of the body weight with an average of 31 %. however, they did

not intake the oil with the exception of several individuals. This means that auklets did not
die from the oil poisoning but from other cause. We studied the reason of the high dead ratio
of this family by the nutritive analysis, using 59 rhinocerous auklets (44 oil-polluted dead, 2
natural emaciated and 13 fishery accidentals).
Oiled auklets were all in mal-nutritive condition in their muscle weights, muscle lipid
weights, body lipid weight, femur marrow water weight, similarly emaciated as in auklets of
natural death. This showed that they died from starvation, for thier lusing ability to pursue
prey marine animals.

Even in healthy condiuons. the level of lipid reserve of this auklet was

lower than the other family, such as Procellariifonns, which adapted for aerial

night.

On the

contrary, the skeletal and pectoral muscle weights (for body weight) of this auklet were
heavier than Procellariiform birds. The family Alcidae has adapted for aerial and submerged
flight

with propelled wings.

They developped large pectoral muscles as well as the large

stemum to support its volume. which also play the important role to prevent the internal
organs from the damage when diving from the air and the hydraulic pressure when submerged
up to 60m depth from the water surface. This heavy bodily composiüon can be attributed to
this species' adaptation for deep water foraging. while the low lipid reserve may suffice their
underwater foraging restricted to local, and nopn-migratory movements. Owing to this low
lipid reserve, when victimized by oil-pollution of the sea, the alcid species tends to quickly
fall into mal-nutritive condition and may die in short periods.
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Extreme genetic homogeneity in a cyclically clonal freshwater bryozoan
B. Okamura', C.S. Jones2 & L.R. Noble2
'School of Biological Sciences, University of Bristol, U.K.
Department of Zoology, University of Aberdeen. U.K.

Organisms ranging from corals to trees include prolonged periods of clonal
reproduction in their life cycles. Such organisms, however, generally undergo a sexual
phase which generates geneücally diverse offspring. Life histories that combine both
asexuaJ reproduction with occasional outcrossing offer the advantages of both
reproductive modes: clonaJ reproduction avoids the cost of sex and allows the
proliferation of highly adapted genotypes, while occasional sex provides geneüc
Variation for both clonal specialization and avoidance of local extinction. Cyclically
clonal organisms, such as Daphnia, conform to these expectations in having high levels
of clonal diversity and evidence of local adaptation and persistence. Here we describe
a system that apparently does not conform.
Colonies of the bryozoan, Cristatella mucedo, are commonly found in temperate lakes
and ponds. Like Daphnia, C. mucedo incorporates a high degree of clonal
reproduction with occasional outcrossing. Genetic characterization (via RAPD PCR)
of local populations in southem England has revealed extreme clonality and high levels
of relatedness both within and between populations. Thus populations of C. mucedo in
southem England are composed of a small number of highly-related clonal types.
Genetic analyses also revealed that sexuality generates little significant Variation.
Thus, although larvae are the result of outcrossing (and not seifing), little genetic
Variation is produced in such clonal populations. Ecological data indicate relatively
frequent within-site extinction and colonization suggesting significant rates of dispersa!
amongst lakes and ponds. Spatial and temporal escape from enemies mediated by
dispersal and colonization may explain how such geneücally homogeneous animals can
persist in the landscape of southem England.
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EVOLUTION OF MIGRATION AND OTHER LIFE-HISTORY TRAJTS :
THE METAPOPULATION EFFECT

T
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ISABELLE OLIVIERI and PIEKRE-HENKI GOUYON*
- UniversM MontpeUier II, Place Eugine Baüillon. 34095 MontpeUier, France.
UnivcrsiuS Paris XI.BSV. 91405 Orsay codex, France.

x Markovian extinetion modcl that takes into account agc-slruclurc of local populations
.llows consideration of the cffccts of demography on the evolution of migration and
eproduetive effort. It is shown that ecological succession and unequal local extinetion rates
ironc'.y affeci the ES dispersal rate. Polymoiphism between genotypes with different
nicration rates can bc maintained, but are not cvolutionanly stablc. Wc Show that, at
quilibrium, while migrants gcnolypcs are selected for at colonization, each populat.on
;vftlves towards üxation of the less-migrating genotype. It is shown that in most cases there is
,n optimal migration rate, which maximizes the metapopulation size. Beacuse of the two-level
elcction, the ESS is always lower than the Optimum dispersal rate. It is shown that, under
;ome circumstanccs, environmental changes may lead the metapopulation to global extinetion,
:ven though the new environment could in fact host a viable metapopulation.
The same modcl is used to study the evolution of reproduetive effort with a hypothcsis
,f density-dependent juvenile suivival, and density-independent adult survival. For a g.vcn
nieration rate, polymorphisms between annual and pcrcnnials, but not between two perennial
.enotvpcs, can be maintained. at equilibrium, while the high-fecundity genotypes are sclected
;or at'colonization, each population evolves towards fixation of the morc perennial genotype
A/hen the ESS is a perennial type, the best strategy of resource allocat.on to rcproduchon is a
;implc funetion of the local extinetion rate and of the trade-off curvc between fecundity and
,dult survival. liiere are interactions between migration and reproduetive effort such that
ncreased adult survival selects for inaeased dispersal, and that mereased dispersal selects for
ncreased allocation to adult suivival. This last result is related to the fact that the optimal
maximizing metapopulation size) dispersal rate is larger for perennial than for annua s.
iVedictions of the modcl arc extended to the evolution of dormancy. d.apause and hostjarusite interactions, and comparcd with published data.

Microsatellite mutation mechanisms in artiodactyls- allele
sequence differences within and between species
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It is generally assumed that simple Strand slippage is the prevaW
mutation mechamsm at microsatellite loci, resulting in allele frequencv
distnbubons where alleles seem to differ from each other by the number
of repeats. For charactenzing Variation within species
(microheterogeneity) and between species (evolution of microsatellite loci)
we sequenced severaJ cattle (Bos taurus, Bos indicus), sheep (Ovis aries)
moose (Alces alces), white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus)• and
reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) microsatellite alleles from four loci
Between-spede. differences were mainly small deletions and insertions of
the flankmg sequences as well as substitutions, mainly transitions In
Cervidae the microsatellite block was shorter and involved more
interruptions than in Bovidae. The degree of similarities of flanking
sequences between species were consistent with the known phyloeenetic
relationships of the species at all loci. In cattle (several breeds and races
studied) sigmficant microheterogeneity (base substitions in the
microsatellite block and hidden alleles as a consequence of length
Variation m different repeat blocks) was observed at three loci At one

;0T*?eflSeq!1?nCed

alleles fal1 11110 three distinct classes

on the basis of

both the flanking sequences and microsateüite blocks. In the first class the
sequences of the alleles differ from each other, too: certain mutations were
charactenstic to zebus. In this class the sizes of alleles were based also on
deletions and insertions of the flanking sequence, in addition to the
microsatellite block The second class is typical for B. taurus breeds only
In conclusion, simple Feplication slippage as the only mutational
mechamsm for microsatellites is an oversimplification. Mutations at the
flanking sequences are much more common than supposed as well as base
substitutions within repeat block. If this tums out to be a common
phenomenon, it has some important implications conceming the
applications of microsatellite loci, and their evolution.
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Wing load plasticity in EristaUs arbustorum (Diptera: Syrphidae).
Mart M. Ottenheim & Graham J. Holloway. Institute of Evolutionary
and Ecological Sciences., P.O. Box 9516, 2300 RA Leiden, the
Netherlands.
Wing length relative to overall body size (wing load) of Eristalis
arbustorum is influenced by the rearin temperature in the first half of
the pupal stage. At lower temperatures the wing load is lower than at
higher temperatures where the wings are relatively longer. The wing
load of females is less than of males. The response to temperature is
nonlinear and the sexes respond differently to temperature. This
plasticity can be observed in the field, where wing load is related to
the average temperature of two weeks preceding the collection date.
A splitfamily laboratory experiment demonstrated genetic Variation for
the way in which the flies respond to temperature.
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What population-genetic models predict about the
distnbution of haploidy and diploidy

TT

Sarah Perin Otto

f0m

The haploid and d.plo.d phases of sexual life cycles are extremely variable in length. rang
ll ttle^eVeloprT:ent0ne or
hal
other phase to equal development in both. Th
f
challenge for theones that descr.be the transition between life cycles over evolutionär^

.me and spec.fica ly the transition between haploidy and diploidy, is to explain this ob
served divers.ty. Most theones concerning ploidy evolution have-focussed on advantageto diploidy mcluding protection against deleterious mutations (the "masking hvpothesis"
["QS3) "p

63).

IT™ 1960,
'nCreaSed rateS 0f beneficial mutations (Paquin and Adam
Population genetic models that predict the evolutionary dominance of diploid-

a, . hovvever

to explain the persistence and evolution of s.ibstanual haploid phases i,

maus hfe eye es.

More detailed Population genetic studies of the masking hvpothesi-

W?) have re

that diPloids
M1 ' " r ^
faster (Orr and Ott,
19.M) have revealed cond.t.ons that favor the haploid phase of the life „ d e as well a-

vive

bTJh

K
11 ' t h e d , P l 0 , d P h a S e ' M a S k i n g m U t a t i o n s a l l o w s individuals to su,
but thereby allows mutations to persist in the population. In contrast. deleteriou.

mutations are revealed in haploid individuals and are more rapidlv eliminated bv selec
.on, creating genet.c associations that are favorable to haploidy. Tight linkage orVariouorms of non-random mat.ng (assortative matmg, seifing, and apomixis: Otto and Mark,
9Jo) maintain these genetic associations and favor the increase of the haploid phase of ,
e c-vcle-

VV,th

beneficial mutations. diploid individuals carrv twice the number of neu

mutations as haploids. but unless these mutations are completely dominant thev have
lower probability of fixation

a

and spread at a slower rate in diploids. Consequentiv bene-

mutations favor the evolution of haploidy rather than diploidv when mutations are
partially recessive or when genetic associations are slowly eliminated (e.g. with linkaee o,
asexual reproduction). These results suggest that a correlation should exist between matmg System and ploidy level. with outcrossing favoring diploid life cvcles and Inbreeding or

asexual reproduction favoring haploid life cycles. This prediction can be tested in groups
such as the Chlorophyta. with extensive Variation both in life cvcle and in reproduetive
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Population size, Inbreeding and disease susceptibility in the Silene alba - Ustilago
violacea pathosystem.
N. Joop Ouborg

& Carin L. Mudde2

Dept. of Ecology, Univ. of Nijmegen, Toemooiveld 1, NL-6525 ED NIJMEGEN, the
Netherlands

1

Dept. of Plant Pop. Biol., Netherlands Institute of Ecology, PO Box 40, NL-6666 ZG
HETEREN, the Netherlands

:

The influenae of population size and Inbreeding level on susceptibility of Silene
alba plants to infection with the smut fungus Ustilago violacea was investigated.
In an experimental garden experiment with 100 individuals from each of 20
populations, 1) significant Variation among populations in susceptibility, 2) significant
Variation among populations in the magnitude of the enhancing effect of the fungal
infection on flower production, and 3) significant Variation in data of first flowering
(being one of the components of disease resistance) was found. Contrary to expectations,
in none of these cases were the differences in these characters correlated with differences
in population size. Furthermore, there was no correlation between disease incidence in the
field (the parents) and disease incidence in the experiment (the offspring). Field
observations in consecutive years leamed that both population size and disease incidence
were highly variable over years.
In experiments with 64 inbred lines, covering 5 Inbreeding levels per line,
Inbreeding depression in disease resistance was found in some, but not in other lines.
Overall the results suggest that the interaction between plant and pathogen is not in
equlibrium in these populations, possible because of the migration and extinction
associated with metapopulation structure.
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Leonid OVSYANNIKOV All-Russia Institute for Melioration and Hydrotechnik

Moscow 127550 Russia
EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMAL VALUES OF SWIMMING VELOCITY
AND FERTILITY OF PELAGIC FISHES . CORRELATION BETWEEN
ENERGY EXPENSES FOR VARIOUS KINDS OF VITAL ACTIVITY
A mathematical model of biological Community consisting of pelagic fish
population and food resource is considered. The model is represented by System
difTerential equations, describing dynaraics of fish population density, resource
density and body mass of adult female. The dynamics of fish population
density is conditioned by the difference between effective fertility and coefficient of
mortaiity. The effective fertility is a proportion of individuals entering into adult
cohort at the maturity age onset. Mortaiity is conditioned by the index of
exhaustion, determined as a ratio of body mass of an individual to its normal
body mass.
Body mass is a characteristic of energy balance of organism. The energy entering
with a food is spent into various kinds of vital activity: basal and active (moving)
metabolism, reproduction.
Disbalance of energetic flow
through organism
determines the dynamics of body mass.
Based on the notion Evolutionary Optimal Criteria (EOG), there were determined
the evolutionary optimal value of swimming velocity and appropriate body mass of
female and number of roes throwing by female of fish for spawning.
The essence of EOG is the following: among population competing for resources
and diflering by values of traits, survives only one population, namely, that
population, whose values of traits provide the maximum to specific rate of growth of
population
There was formulated the dependence of above mentioned traits on coefiicients
accounting the influence of environment. The values of energy expenses on basal and
active metabolism and reproduction rate were determined.
In particular, it was shown, that for pelagic fishes the energy expense on basal
metabolism is equal to active metabolism plus energy on reproduction. The
equilibrium values of fish population density and resource density was determined.
These theoretical results were applied to natural populations of North Baikal
omul. There was obtained the satisfactory agreement with the dates of natural
observations.
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The genetic basis of hybrid male sterility between Drosophila sibling
species: Rapidly spinning a complex web of epistasis.
M.

F. Palopoli. r . -T. Wii

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Vnivcrsiiy of Cliicago. 1101 E. 57th
St., Chicago TL 60637. E-mail:palo@midway.uchicago.edu
To study the genetic differences that are responsible for che sterüity of their male
hybrids, we inuogressed small Segments of an X chromosome from Drosophila simulans
into a pur: D. mauritiana genetic background, and assessed the feriilitv of males carrving
heterospecilic segments of varying size. Alüiough this analvsis considered only 20%'of
üie X chromosome (roughly 5% of the D. simulans genome), and the heterospecific
segments were introgressed in only one direction, a minimum of four factors that
contribute to male sterility had to be invoked to explain the results. In addition, at least
two of the factors exbibited a strong epistatic interaction -- males carrying eithe'r Factor
alone were complecely fenile, whereas maJes carrying both factors were completely
sterile. Finally, disemet spermatogenic phenotypes were observed for sterile
introgressions of different lengths. Males with one category of introgression often
managed to produce large quantities of motile sperm, and were observed copulacing with
females, but always failed to inseminate virgin females. The results suggest that the sc
species haye diverged at a large number of loci which have various pleiotropic effects on
male fertility. By e.xtrapolation, we estimate that there are at least 40 such loci on the Y
chromosome alone, and more than 200 across the entire genome. Because these species
exhibit little DNA-sequence divergence at arbitrarily-chosen loci (many polymorohisms
ar; shared), it does not seem likely that the extensive functional divergence we have
observed could be due mainly to random genetic drift. We hypothesize that adaptive
rixations with pleiotropic effects on male fertility account for the discrepancies beiween
DNA-sequence and functional analyses. Strong epistatic interactions between
conspecinc genes in a hybnd background appear to be the rule for hybnd srerilicv
between recemly-diverged species of Drosophila. These conclusions favor Sewdl
Wnght s belief in the ubiquity of gene interactions, pleiotropy, and the comclexity of the
relationslup between genotype and phenotype.
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Moose, Alces alces, lacks microsatellite Variation within and
between Eurasian and Canadian populations
Jukka Palo and Sirkka-Liisa Varvio
Department of Biosciences, Division of Genetics, University of Helsinki,
P.O. Box 56, Helsinki, Finland
We have investigated microsatellite Variation in Finnish, Siberian and
Canadian moose belonging to four different subspecies (A. a. alces, A. a.
pfizenmayerii, A. a. cameloides and A. a. andersoni). Variation at six loci
was studied in each geographica! area from 4-20 unrelated individuals.
Four of the primer pairs used (HEL10, HEL12, HEL14 and HEL40) were
originally designed for bovine ms-variation study. These primers revealed
extremely low Variation in moose, both within and between the
geographica! areas. Three of the loci were monomorphic and only one from
the 37 moose individuals screened for Variation at HEL12 locus turned out
to be heterozygous. In order to uncover hidden Variation the sequences for
the most common allele at HEL12 and the only allele perceived at HELM
locus were determined for each population. The only difference found was
one TA-repeat more in the Compound type ms-stretch of HEL12-locus in
the Canadian population. In cattle and sheep these primers have revealed
high heterozygosity and a large number of alleles. A preliminary search of
microsatellites from the genome of moose suggests lower frequency of
these loci than in Bouidae. Further, moose microsatellites stiem to be
generally very short. The longest found were (AC),, and (AC)7. Primers
were designed to these two loci, which proved monomorphic, too.

^

Spatial structure of social insect populations

X. T1

Pekka Pamilo
Department of Genetics, Uppsala University
Box 7003, 75007 Uppsala, Sweden
Social insect populations have a hierarchical stmcture, populations consist of more or less
sedentary colomes formed by both reproductive and non-reproductive individuals Sexual
individuals have a short period when they disperse, followed by a long sedentary phase the hfe-span of an individual ant queen can well exceed 20 years. Dispersal and gene
flow are connected to modes of colony foundation. New females can join the natal
colony without dispersing at all, new nests can be founded in the close proximity of the
natal nest by Splitting, or females can fly off and establish new colonies elsewhere
Males are commonly expected to disperse in all these cases.
Adding new daughters to existing colonies leads to positive genetic relatedness of
coexisting reproductive females. The expected relatedness should equal the inverse of the
number of females in a nest. This is roughly supported by genetic data. A social
structure with many reproductive females in a nest and colonies with interconnected nests
established by budding, promotes possibilities for geographic geneüc differentiation
Companson of intraspecific populations or closely related species with different social
stmctures, shows that genetic differentiation (measured by FST) is an order of magnitude
larger among populations with multi-queened colonial networks than among populations
with single-queened territorial colonies.
Restricted dispersal of females affects the optimal resource allocation of colonies
in two ways. Local resource competition between related females should lead to malebiased sex ratios. When the colonies adopt new females, a part of the worker force
should be counted as sexual Investment supporting reproduction by these females. As a
result, the sex ratio among the sexual individuals becomes male-biased. The Investment
in males depends on the parameter defined as the fraction of gene pool contributed by the
dispersing females. As prediceted, sex ratios in ants forming multi-queened colonial
networks are commonly highly male-biased. The dispersal model gives also predictions
that can be used to test the queen-worker conflict over sex allocation. There are too little
data on dispersal to test the predictions.

PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONSHIPS IN THE GENUS LIMONIUM

rp

(PLUMBAGINACEAE) INFERRED FROM cpDNA RESTRICTION ANALYSIS.
Carmen Palacios and Fernando Gonzälez.
Dept. of Genetdcs, Univ. of Valencia, SPAIN.
The genus Limonium (Plumbaginaceae) is very rieh in rare, endemic and
endangered species in the Spanish Mediterranean coast. These features are

mainly due to their genetic System - this genus is rieh in polyploid species,
including many triploids- and to their reproduetive System - with a large number
of apomictic species. In addition, there is ample evidence that hybridization has
played a major role in speciation in this genus, with several species having being
described as hybrids between morphologically similar putative ancestors. For
others, a hybrid origin has been postulated but there is no knowledge on the
possible ancestors. In order to resolve this complex phylogenetic history we have
started a molecular phylogenetic study of which we present our first results
using restriction analysis on chloroplast DNA of several species of the seetdon
Limonium.
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G. Parker

Evolutionary and Environmental Hioln^v University of Liverpool
Sperm compctilion appcars to havc hecn a major force in
evolution.
I shall outline some game theory modeis which predict thi
allocation of sperm number and sizc undcr different bchavioural
circumstances.
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FEMALE PREFERENCES FOR MALE DRUMMING SIGNALS IN
A WOLF SPIDER HYGROLYCOSA RUUROFASCIATA
Siija Parri Department of Biolocical and Environmental Science, Konnevesi Research Station
University ofJyväskylä, P.O. Box 35, FrN-40351 Jyväskylä, Finland

Sexual display in Hygrolycosa rubrofasciata wolf spider is characterised by the dmmming
behaviour ofcourting males. Males move around the habitat and produce dmmming voices by
percussing dry leaves with their abdomen. When females are Willing to copulate they respond
to male counship by shaking their body vigorously thereby producing a weak dmmming. It has
been found that females prefer males that are dmmming most actively. In addition the
dmmming of the most preferred males is more intense in the amount of hits per Single
dmmming.
To study the female choice behaviour and the essential elements of male couning Signals I
investigated the activity and rate of female response for playbacks of manipulated male Signals.
The manipulated components of the signals were frequency (dmmming bouts per time),
volume, and intensitv (number of strikes in one dmmming bout) of dmmming. Manipulation of
volume level was int'roduced to study the search costs females are ready to face in order to
choose between males.
Results ofthis experiment indicate that female H. rubrofasciata prefer male signals played with
greater frequency and intensity level Male dmmming activity has previously been shown to
correlate with male viability indicating that male dmmming activity and intensity of dmmming
may be an indicator of male physical condition and quality. Thus, by choosing more actively
dmmming males females might be able to get better quality mates. Results of search cost level
manipulation indicate that females are not ready to pay any high search,ng cost to choose
between males However, because males are searching and couning females actively and male
quality is correlated with couning activity, females might easily achieve good quality males as
mates.
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Karyotype evolution and genome size in muricid gastropods.

PL3

P.L. Pascoe and D.R. Dixon
Plymouth Marine Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth, PL1 2PB, U.K.
The Muricidae is a widely-distributed family of camivorous marine snails inhabitine
the httoral or sub-Iittoral zones of rocky shores. In all but one of the muricid species
which have been exanuned karyologically to date, diploid chromosome number is in
the ränge 2n = 60 - 70. However, the Atlantic dog-whelk, Nucella lapillus has
undergone a marked reduction in chromosome number since its ancestral form
dispersed mto the nonh Atlantic from the NE Pacific, via an Arctic route durin" a
penod of global wamung, < 5 MYA. N. lapillus is also unusual in'havin« a
Robertsoman polymorphism affecting 5 pairs of metacentric chromosomes in the 2n =
-6 form (diploid ränge = 26 - 36), which has its centre on English Channel coasts
where chromosome number correlates with the degree of wave action on the shore In
this study we have compared the genome size of 8 muncid species from the N.
Atlantic and NE. Pacific (Nucella lapillus, N. canaliculata. N. emarginata, N
lamellosa, Ocenebra erinacea, Murex brandaris, M. irunculus, Thais haemostoma) to
detemune whether the reduction in chromosome number in N. lapillus has been
accompamed by a reduction in nuclear DNA content compared to the congenerics in
the Pacific and the other members of its family.
Chromosomes of Ocenebra erinacea and Thais haemastoma (2n=70) are
predonunantly sub-metacentric and sub-telocentric, and are 2Mm to 7Mm in length
whereas those of M lapillus (2n=26) are mainly metacentric with lengths of 2um to
10nm. Karyotypes of the Pacific Nucella species have yet to be examined, but they are
all reported to have 70 chromosomes. Total diploid length for the 2n=70 species was
approximately twice that of N. lapillus, but genome size, as measured by Feulgen
densitometry, was either slightly less or the same as N. lapillus. These results indicate
that genome-size reduction or polyploidy have not played any part in the evolution of
this group of gastropod molluscs, and do not explain the marked reduction in
chromosome numbers in N. lapillus which appears to have occurred followin® its
0
establishment in the Atlantic since the Pliocene.
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Diagnosis of Sibling Speeles of Drosophila by Three Molecular Techniques
Pascual, M.1, Balanyä. J.', Latorre, A.2 and Serra, L.1
1

Dept. Genetica, Universität de Barcelona, Av. Diagonal 645, 08071 Barcelona
2 Dept. Genetica. Universität de Valencia, Dr. Moliner 50, 46100 Burjassot

D.subobscura has recently colonized the west coast of North-America and
presents a nonh-south cline: the species is very abundant in the north of California,
Oregon and Washington, and gradually decreases until it disappears in Southern
California. Colonization success could depend on the possible compedtion between the
colonizing species and the nearene species of the obscura group coexisting in the
colonized area. According to previous studies, among the nearetie obscura group, the
distribution ränge of the sibling species of the affinis subgroup: D.azteca and
D.athabasca do not overlap. A significant increase in the abundance of D.subobscura
is found in Northern California and Southern Oregon, an area in which no data on the
affinis subgroup species are available. This would suggest a possible influence of these
species on the colonization process. Isofemale lines of D.azteca from Gilroy and of
D.athabasca from Seattle have been characterized using three molecular techniques:
allozyme electrophoresis (12 loci), mtDNA (11 restriction enzymes) and random
amplified Polymorphie DNA (RAPD) (20 primers). All three techniques allow us to
differentiate between the two species although the interespecies Variation is higher for
RAPDs (85%) than for mtDNA (45%) and allozymes (42%). Four localities from
Northern California and Southern Oregon were sampled; in Fort Bragg (CA), Crescent
City (CA) and Medford (OR) only D.azteca was found, while in Eureka (CA) only
D.athabasca was detected. No conclusive explanation can be drawn from these data
unless more samples within the contact zone of D.athabasca and D.azteca are analyzed.
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Lack of Recombination between Chromosomal Arrangements in
Drosophila subobscura
Mestres, F., Sanz, J.. PascuaJ, M and Serra, L.
D e p L G e n e t i c a , Universität d e Barcelona. Av. Diagonal 645, 08071 Barcelona

D. subobscura is a species wich a rieh chromosomal polymorphism This
phenomenon prevents ihe recombination of genes located m the inversions or in its
ne.ghbourhood. Funher. the recombination between many chromosomal inversions is
also absent. The recombination in heterozygotes of the karyotype
has been
analyzed m order to understand the origin of this complex and infrequent arrangement.
No recombinants have been observed out of 415 chromosomes analyzed. The
recombination between the 05 inversion. associated with a lethal gene in the Americancolomzing populations. and the
arrangement has also been analyzed in
heterozygotes. No recombinants were detected among 437 chromosomes analyzed but
an interesting segregation distonion was observed. the 05 being more abundant in the
offspring (59.95%).

Preliminary analysis of satellite-DNA in four species of Tapetinae (Bivalvia
Veneridae).

Passamonti Marco. Mantovani Barbara and Seal! Valerie
University of Bologna. Dep. of Biologia Evoluziomstica Spenmentale. via Selmi 3.40126
Bologna, Italy.
Phylooenetic studies on molluscs are usually based on morphological analyses of shell.
radula°and oenital apparams. The need of phylogenetic analyses based on new approaches is
increasinoly feit. Populations of four taxa of che family Veneridae. subfamily Tapetinae,
(Mollusca Bivalvia) were analyzed: "philippinarum " Adams & Reeve, 1850, "decussatus "
Linne, 1758, "aurea " Gmelin. 1791 and "undulala " Born, 1780 variably ascribed loTapes
Von Muehlfeldt. 1811. Paphia Roeding, 1798 and Venerupis Lamarck, 1818. These
oenera are the most representative of the subfamily. The taxa "philippinarum " and
."decussatus " are solidly ascribed to Tapes. fortheir shell surface sculpturing, while "aurea
" usually ascribed to Venerupis. a genus characterized by smooth shells, has been recently
assigned to Paphia. on pallial sinus features. On the other hand. the pacific "undulala " is a
typical Paphia. which can be taken as a reference taxon. Allozymic analysis of 12
populations of the four species revealed a clear inconsistence with morphological data:
"philippinarum " samples show a lower Nei's genetic distance D. when compared to "aurea
" rather than to its congeneric "decussatus ". On the other hand, "undulata " sample shows
an intermediate level of differentiation. in spite of its conchological features. suggesting a
closer similarity to the "philippinarum "-"aurea " Cluster; T.decussatus appears the most
differentiated among analyzed species (Passamonti et al.. submitted). A preliminary analysis
on genomic DNA with several restriction endonucleases (7-23) was undertaken to find out
highly repeated fractions. The analysis showed the presence of a multimeric ladder in the
"philippinarum". "aurea " and "undulata " digests with Bgl 11. Hae III and Alu 1
endonucleases. No visible multimeric ladder was found in "decussatus " digests. Southem
blot hybridization utilizing the monomer cloned in "philippinarum " (phiBgl II -420pb)
showed a higher affinity of the DlG-labeled probe with "aurea " digests than with ^undulata
" ones. These sequences are absent from "decussatus" DNA, since no hybridation signal
was observed. Although preliminary. these hybridization pattems confirm the
"philippinarum "-"aurea " genetic affinity and support the hypothesis that "decussatus
could be the most differentiated taxon of the group. In conclusion. Southern blot
hybridizations fully parallel electrophoretic data and clearly indicate an inconsistence between
morphological and molecular taxonomy of the four species.
Passamonti M., Mantovani B. and Scali V. Allozymic Characterization and Genetic
Relationships among Four Species of Tapetinae (Bivalvia Veneridae). Submitted.

On the evolutionary stability of onthogenesis in a State dependent
model of Leslie type for population with age structure
Vladimir P. Passekov

TG: ;

Division of Modeling Problems, Computing Center of Russian
Academy of Science, 40 Vavilov Street, B-333, Moscow 117 967
RUSSIA, E-mail PASSEKOV@CCAS.RU

Selection pressure is not limited by influence on qualitatively changing
discrete or continuously varying metric traits. More complex objects such as
for example, curves of irait onthogenetic development are also subjects of its
Operation. Consider a population with overlapping generations which
dynamics obeys Leslie matrix population model with demographic coefficients
dependmg on some parameters. Let the vector of parameters can be panitioned
on subsets of the same size and each of them influences on demographic
characteristics of only one age class. We Interpret these subsets as values of
some traits of individuals at appropriate age. Then the ordering of the
considered subsets by age gives a picture of an onthogenesis of traits. To
study a problem of onthogenesis evolutionary stability, a model of
competition of the given type populations is introduced. Birth and death
coefficients of populations are allowed to be dependent on the whole State of
the competition Community. Linear stability analysis of its monomorphic
equilibna shows that net reproductive rate of the stable resident population
exceeds corresponding rates of invaders. Let functionaj expressions for binh
and death coefficients of populations be the same, and populations differ in
Parameter values (development trajectories). Then the evolutionary stable
trajectory gives a maximum to the function of net reproduction rate i e the
offspring number of individual produced during life cycle. If the number of
age classes is great and the age differences between them are small, we may
approximate the sum of produced offsprings in the net reproductive rate bv
integral and receive that evolutionary stable (infinite-dimensional)
onthogenesis is a Solution of a variational problem: it gives a maximum to the
functionaj of net reproductive rate. That is, searching for an evolutionary
stable onthogenesis reduces to Solution to some variational problem
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Paulauskas, A. Sruoga, E. Mozaliene
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nstitute of Ecology, Vilnius 2600, Lithuania
For many groups of free-living

organisms, biochemical and molecular approaches are now

tandard methods for reconstructing evolutionary history and characterized at population level. We
nvestigated genetically determined protein variability ofblood serum and other biological liquids of
Vnseriformes order water fowl and theirs phylogeny. The material was obtained during expeditions
n different locations of Polyarctics. Far Hast, Kazakhstan of the former USSR and in Lithuania.
Total number of the water fowl species investigated was 26 including 17 species of the Anatinae, 5
pecies of the Anserinae, 4 breeds of the domestic geese and 1 breed of the domestic ducks.
Comprehensive phylogenetic data obtained by methods of morphophysiologic are given
ohnsgard(1978) Dendrogram of the Anseriformes order which we submitted has been calculated
lased on Cluster analysis of the genetic distances (by Nei and Roger) and the method ofUPGMA
Our dendrogram reflects possible way of phylogenies in Anas genus. The data of this dendrogram
hows that mallard ducks and A. querquedula which habitat in a common area and have similar way
>f life, are genetically closed. Genetic difference composed only 0,467. Meanwhile the difference in
nallard ducks and other species of Anas genus is much greater. The results of our investigations
confirms that mallard ducks and A. querquedula have the greatest quantity of common morphs, when
vith other species from Anas genus.
The tribes Mergini and Anserini are the most remote according to electrophoretic data of genetic
rariety in proteins. Above tribes in the course of evolution have earlier separated from common
• ncestor then other investigated tribes. Sea ducks, merganser and eider ducks which have common
ncestors cover separate branches in the phylogenetic tree. Above species are closer to the diving
;lucks than to the river ducks according to genetic data. The Cairini tribe which Covers a separate
Uranch in the phylogenetic tree of the Anseriformes has common ancestors with river ducks, but
;liffers considerable from other birds of the geese order according to morphophysiologic data and the
vay of life. This expressed difference from tribes of Anserini, Anatini, Somaterini is confirmed by
(mr presented investigation data of genetic variety.

Genetical relatedness in a communal bee using microsatellite loci.
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The existence of eusocial insects has for long intrigued evolutionary biologists because of th.
altruism that workers withm such societies exhibit. Kin selection has been invoked to accoun
for the evolution of eusociality, and helps to explain why sociality has evolved most frequently ii
the haplodiploid Hymenoptera; füll sisters within a haplodiploid species are more closely relatec
than those withm a diplodiploid species, relaxing conditions under which altruism is favoured
Relatedness thus becomes a central element to the understanding of sociality Paradoxicallv
coeff,cents of relatedness within nests of eusocial ants, bees and wasps are often low but max
rerlect other selective pressures operating within eusocial societies.
o understand better the role that kin slection may play in favouring the evolution of sociality
e have measured genetical relatedness in a facultatively communal bee, Andrena jacobi usinc
icrosatellite markers. Communal species are considered to have one of the lowest levels o
nsect social Organization. Within A. jacobi , for example, between 1 to 600 females share ;
ommon nest entrance in which they provision offspring, yet within the nest each femah
rovisions her own offspring without help from others.
icrosatellite markers proved to be highly variable. Intranidial relatedness estimates did no
iffer significantly from zero for 3 of 4 loci (ränge of relatedness values: +0.07 to 0.00)
ere was no sigmficant relationship between intranidial relatedness and the number of female'
haring a nest entrance. Km selection therefore seems to have little or no role in favouring th«
xistence of communal behaviour in A. jacobi. These results concur with allozyme and DN/
ngerpnnt studies of other communal bee species. They also support the view that communalitx
ay be a stable level of sociality, not a transient bridge between solitary and higher levels o
cial Organization.
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Genetic drift and the evolution of sex

Effectively neutral alleles have associated selecüon coefficients in the ränge

-l/2Ne < s < l/2Ne, where Ne is effectively populaüon size. As a result of these
reladvely small selecüon coefficients, effectively neutral alleles can drift up to high
frequencies, just like perfecdy neutral alleles (for which s=0). In this talk, we
present the results of a Computer Simulation study that used a multi-locus rautaüon
scheme which was inspired by the ideas of R. A. Fisher. The scheme allows for
both beneficial and deleterious mutaüons. Furthermore, muiaüons can be of any
magnimde.
We consider average fitness after a stationary distribution has been
achieved.

The results show that mean fitness declines as the proponion of

asexually-produced offspring becomes larger. This effect can compensate for the
cost of sex and lead to the success of obligately sexual species in ecological
competiüons against asexual or partially-asexual species. An intuitive explanauon
of the results is provided. and data on the effects of sex on the distribution of
selecüon coefficients is presented. We also show that asexuality can greatly reduce
the rate of adaptaüon after an environmental change. Finally, we present data on
the rate of decay in fitness after a populaüon has undergone a transition from
sexuality to asexuality, and we discuss the importance of this data for
understanding within-species competiüons between obligately sex and asexuality.
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R. Toby Pennington. Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, 20a Inverleith Row, Edinburgh
EH3 SLR, Scotland, UK.
Phylogenetics of tropica! trees: combining moiecular and morphological data in Andira
(Leguminosae, Dalbergieae) to study dispersa! biology
Andira comprises approximately 30 species of trees and shrubs distributed throughout the
neotropics, with one species reaching Africa. It has unusual, drupaceous fruits that are either
small, and dispersed by bats, or large, and probably dispersed by large rodents. Ciadistics
is becoming a preferred method for generating phylogenetic hypotheses, but the majority of
morphological characters in Andira are not suitable for cladistic analysis because they display
continuous Variation and cannot be objectively subdivided into character states. This lack of
characters results in an unresolved morphological cladistic analysis for Andira species. In
contrast, an analysis of chloroplast DNA restriction site Variation resolves relationships
among groups of species, but fails to resolve relationships within these groups. Direct
combination of all moiecular and morphological characters in a Single cladistic analysis
provides the strengest and most resolved phylogenetic hypothesis. This hypothesis suggests
that previous infrageneric classifications require revision, and is consistent with recent, rapid
speciation in eastem Brazil. It demonstrates multiple, independent origins of large, rodent
dispersed fruits from small, bat dispersed fruits. Panems of morphological Variation in
Andira are typical of speciose genera of woody, tropica! plants, and this example
demonstrates that combined cladistic analysis of moiecular and morphological data may
provide a usefol approach for phylogenetics of these organisms, which are an important
component of diversity in tropical Vegetation.
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' Life-history responses to predation in Physa acuta (Gastropoda)
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Life-history theory predicts that an organism's resource allocation pattems
should depend on extrinsic mortality factors. Adaptive response to changes in
mortality regime may arise through either genetic evolution or phenotypic
plasticity.
fo investigate these topics, I subjected experimental populations of the
freshwater snail Physa acuta to different mortality pattems. Besides controls (no
predators) some populations were subjected to predation by one of two spedes of
.predatory flatworms that were found to show strong size-dependences in their
predation.
One predator (Macrostomum sp) feeds only on small juveniles (up to 2 mm).
Theory in this case predicts a shift in prey life-history towards larger offspring.
The other predator (Dugesia polychroa) feeds on adult snails as well, but only up
to 6-7 mm. In this case, theory predicts shifts towards both larger offspring and
larger adults.
These predse shifts were observed in the experimental populations within 3
months of coexistence with predators. Macrostomum presence induced a shift
towards larger eggs, but did not affect Physa adult size. By contrast Dugesia
induced shifts towards both larger adults and larger eggs.
Since some of these responses to predation might be indirect (e.g. mediated by
changes in snail density and/or biomass) I performed analyses of partial effects as
well as density-manipulation experiments. Predator presence remained the most
significant factor responsible for the observed shifts. I conclude that Physa acuta
can adjust on a plastic basis important life-history traits to the presence of
different types of predators.

THE SPREAD OF AN ADVANTAGEOUS ALLELE ACROSS A BARRJER:
EFFECT OF DEME SEE AND SELECFION AGAINST HETEROZYGOTES.
2833,

Jaroslav PIALEK and Nick H. BARTON
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The Universitv of Edinburgh, King's Buildings, I.C.A.P.B., West Mains Road, Edinburgh
EH9 3JT, U.K.
Tension zones could be viewed as genetic barriers to gene flow. If a cline is
associated wich a physical barrier, as has been documented for many
chromosomal races, the effect on gene flow should be substantially
increased. Cline theory predicts that even a mildly advantageous allele can
easily penetrate past a barrier wich the rate of spread affected by
population density. How will the spread be affected when these factors act
at the same time?
We have investigated the relationship between time to fixation of an
advantageous allele and its delay as a function of increasing phvsical
barrier, selection against heterozygotes and deme size. A Monte'-Carlo
Simulation based on a 2-dimensional stepping-stone model with an array
of 8x20 demes was used. Time to fixation is defined here as time in
generations spanned from the initial contact between two races to the
point when the advantageous allele has reached fixation.
The following trends have been observed:
1. No selection against heterozygotes
(i) the advantageous allele is hardly affected by a physical barrier
(ii) increasing deme size tends to shorten the time to fixation.
2. Selection against heterozygotes
(i) for low values of selection against heterozygotes and weak
physical barrier the spread of advantageous allele is faster
when demes are 1arger
(ii) with increasing selection against heterozygotes and/or physical
barrier the opposite trend is observed: time to fixation is lower
when deme size is small
(iii) genetic drift contributes substantially to the probability of
crossing both genetic and physical barriers.
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INFECTION IN DROSOPHILA SIMULANS:
DOES THE BACTERIA MODIFY THE FITNESS OF ITS HOST ?

Tll|

Denis POINSOT and Herve MER^OT
Laboratoirc de Dynamique du Genome et Evolution; Institut Jacques MONOD
2, place Jussieu; 75252 Paris Cedex 05 FRANCE
e-mail : poinsot@ccr.jussieu.fr
Wolbachm are endocellular bacteria of arthropods, transmitted only through the cytoplasm of
' the egg. In Drosophila simulans they can be responsible of cytoplasmic incompatibility, a high
embryonic mortality when infected males are crossed with uninfected females. This
phenomenon gives an advantage to the infected cytoplasm, allowing the infection to spread
in the population. The question asked is whether bearing the endosymbiont involves a cost to
the infected female. The fitness effect of two bacteria, wHa and wNo,_ has been studied in
three different cytoplasmic combinations (one bi-infection and two mono infections). The
fitness of infected Drosophila simulans strains has been compared to that of replicates cured
from their bacteria following an antibiotic treatment (tetracycline). Only uninfected males
were used in the experiments to exclude cytoplasmic incompatibility. The components of
fitness studied were development time, fecundity, hatch rate, egg-to-adult survival and number
of offspring (productivity). No significant differences were found in development time, hatch
rate and egg-to-adult survival. A lower productivity in tetracycline-treated strains was detected
three gcnerations afiter treatment in all strains. This lower productivity was still present five
generations after treatment in the replicate cured from its wNo Wolbachia. A last experiment
carried out 14 generations after treatment failed to reveal any differcnce in productivity in
this strain between infected and uninfected replicates. At this time, further experiments
involving all three cytoplasmic combinations did not reveal any differcnce in fecundity
between infected and uninfected replicates. The results are discussed in terms of selective
pressures bearing either on the Wolbachia or on their host. Our results support the idea that
parasites transmitted exclusively through the egg will tend not to harm their host.

Key words: Wolbachia,
incompatibility.
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Behavioural changes in Ruddy Shelducks (Tadorna
ferrugmea Fall.) of the Askania-Nova population
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Ethological studies were carried out in the
Askania-Nova Nature Reserve (Ukraine) from 1987 tili
present. No Ruddy Shelducks inhabited this region
until the end of the last Century. The first attempts
to introduce them there were made in 1886, when 16
young birds were released in the Reserve, in 1889 the
first nesting was recorded. Since then, the population
greatly increased. Now the water bodies of the Reserve
house a unique population of free-living Ruddy
Shelducks; their number exceeds 600 in the smnmer
penod. The birds are supplied by food all year round;
in addition, there are many natural (tree holes and
burrows) and artificial (wooden boxes) nesting sites.
This attracts birds and promotes extremely high
population density. It is maintained by specific
behaviourai mechanisms. In nature, Ruddy Shelducks
e£
1:efritor'iality and aggressiveness. A pair
of these birds is known to protect an area of more
,„^2 1Cnq*k^ inuthe natural habitats. In Askania-Nova,
up to 60 pairs have been nesting in the recent years
SU»??®-

?rrit0fY

less than 20 ha-

M°st

of them nest on

small Islands 10 to 50 m long. The nests may be
located 7 to 10 m apart. Double and triple clutches,
as well as uoint clutches with mallards and other
ducks are frequent. (This phenomenon is also observed
m nature, though very rarely). After the young hatch
up to 5 broods may occupy a pond of 5.6 ha. Due to the
low level of aggression, many cases of brood
amalgamation were observed. (No »creches» of the Ruddv
Shelduck in nature, contrary to the Common Shelduck
(raaorna tadorna), are known to the author).
Aggression of the Ruddy Shelducks towards conspecifics
is usually expressed m more ritualized form than in
the wild. Meanwhile, they sometimes would show
aggression towards unusual objects. Since 1955 the
resident birds remained in Askania-Nova for winter;
now more than 200 individuals winter in the Reserve.
p igng-term changes in behavior provide the
existence of the unique population of Tadorna
zermginea in Askania-Nova Nature Reserve.
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EVOLUTION OF MAJOR SPERM PROTEIN GENES IN PARASITIC AND
OTHER NEMATODES
JM RUBIO
PEM MARTIN
RJ POST

•

Animal Taxonomy Section
Depanment of Entomology
Wageningen Agricultural University
PO Box 8031
6700 EH Wageningen
The Netherlands

Major Sperm Protein is unique to nematodes and coded by a small gene with two
exons. Known copy number varies from one to 50, with pseudogenes, depending
upon species. In Filarial parasites there are around five copies with a rate of
concened evolution by non-homologous recombination slower than the rate of
speciation. As a result different pans of the same gene at the same locus can show a
different evolutionary history and are not suitable for recovering the speciesphylogeny. This pattem of evolution may be shared with repetitive genes for some
structural proteins in other taxonomic groups. The Single intron is not present in all
species of nematode and appears to have been lost. In some species the intron seems
to show sequence homology with mariner.
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Sclection against hatchery genes in brown trout expcrimcnt
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Phylogenetics relationships and systematic on the Oreochromis niloticus
subspecies-complex (Pisces: Cichlidae) with use of microsatellites markers.
POUYAUD Laurents*, DESMARAIS Eric*. CHENUIL Anne*, BONHOMME Frangois* and AGNESEJean"ran^ois*#

- Laboratoirc Genome et Populations, Universite de Montpellier II. CNRS URA 1493, Place Eugene Bataillon.
3.C. 63, Fj-iOQS Montpellier Ccdex 5i France.
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The African cichlid Oreochromis niloticus (Lirmaeus) is one of the most imponant
ishes in tropica 1 fresh- water aquaculture. Seven subspecies have been described on
norphological characters by Trewavas (1983).
Many authors tried to study relationships among these subspecies with difficulty, as no
ompletely diagnostic characters exist. Seyoum et al.. (1991) investigated the sub-species
omplex using restriction endonuclease analysis of mitochondrial DNA. Changes in
lomenclature were proposed, 1 subspecies renamed (Oreochromis niloticus flloa as O.
ancellatus ßloa) and 1 species created O. niloticus tana. Nevertheless, these study couldn't
eveal sufficient differentiation between the other subspecies.
Our study presents the genetic polymorphism of 5 microsatellites loci. These loci were
•btained from a partial genomic bank of an other African cichlid Sarotherodon melanotheron
Rüppell, 1852).
These results show clear differentiation between each sub-species. Diagnostic alleles
re presented. Phylogeographic relationships and biogeographic scenarios are proposed which
icrease our understanding of speciation events in this complex.
Contrarily to a widespread opinion, our study clearly shows that moderately
olymorphic microsatellite loci such as those we have worked out for tilapiines species (3 to 7
lleles / loci) are excellent phylogenetic markers.

cJnM ^? .Chromosomes of Corydoras catfishes, with a preliminary report on
C. adolfoi and C
sympatnc species from a tributary of the Upper Rio Negro.
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Thc genus Corydoras Lacepede is placed within the Callichthyidae one of almost
twenty famHes in the order S]lunformes that are commonly known as catfishes There
are eight calhchthyid genera, which are all characterised by the possession of two lateral
mws of scutes or bony-like body plates. AI, calhchthyid" catfS, ~
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s^m, rH51^165'

f'6 are ab0Ut 130

Corydoras

species known to inhabit smaU
streams and running pools throughout tropica! South America.
^

distinctive but simple monochromic
tan or pale white body colours The
n^m , ^ COnsidered diagnostic and of taxonomic value by many authors However
pigmenjanon pattems are known to be often variable both within an'd among popuMons
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Levels of DNA sequeace Variation in a Drosophila melanogaster
pseudogene provide evidence of linked directional selection.
Jonathan K. Pritchard, Stanford University
and

Stephen W. Schaeffer, Pennsylvania State University
It is expected on theoretical grounds that if directional selection is a frequent player in
evolutionary processes, then one should observe reduced levels of Variation in regions
of low recombination. There is some evidence that this is the case in Drosophila. The
question addressed in this study is whether this so-called "hitchhiking effect" can be
strong enough to maintain low levels of Variation at a completely unconstrained locus.
We have examined within-species DNA sequence Variation in a D. melanogaster cutide
protein pseudogene (LCFV) which lies in a region of infrequent recombination. The
observed level of Variation is much lower than at many other D. melanogaster loci. This
contrasts sharply with phylogenetic evidence showing a high Substitution rate in the
pseudogene. These data are used to infer that strong or frequent directional selection has
occurred in the recent evolutionary past in the region containing this gene.
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GENETIC STRUCTURE OF PINUS MUCO TURRA POPULATIONS
FROM TATRA MTS.

I3

Wieslaw Prus-Glowacki and Dorota Wysocka
Adam Mickiewicz University
Department of Genetics
ul. Mi^dzychodzka 5, 61-371 Poznan, Poland

The genetic structure of twelve populations of Pinus mugo from Tatra Mts. growing on
limestone^granite and pet bogs were studied by means of isoenzyme electrophoresis:
These three groups of populations differ in several genetic parameters. Populations
from the limestone are most heterozygotic, posses in average more alleles and genotypes
per locus. Those from the peat bogs are less heterozygotic and showing lower number of
alleles and genotypes. The populations from the granite are intermediate as far as
investigating genetic parameters are concerned.
All populations are close to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The GST coefficients
indicate the higher differentiation of the populations from the peat bogs than from the
limestone or the granite. There is no correlation between the geographic origin of
populations and the genetic similarity acc. to Nei's and Hedrick's formula.
The multilocus analysis of Single samples reveal the significant level of vegetative
propagation in the populations of this pine species.

Relationship between incidence and amount of migratory activity in the
blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) - Consequences for the evolution of
sedentariness in a migratory bird species
"TPi
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Francisco Pulido and Peter Berthold, Max-Planck-Institute for Behavioural Physiology,
Vogelwarte, Schloss Moeggingen, D-78315 Radolfzell, Germany

Over its entire ränge, the blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) is highly differentiated with respect
o migratory behaviour. Individuais from northem populations are long-distance migrants and
':ompletely migratory; those from southem populations are partially migratory and migrate only
;hort distances. Blackcaps from some Atlantic Islands do not migrate at all. In previous
ixperiments it has been show that different components of migratory behaviour in this species
are to a large extent genetically controlled.
Drawing on data for migratory restlessness of almost 1000 blackcaps from different
>artially migratory populations, we studied whether the amount (a continuous trait) and the
ncidence (a dimorphic trait) of migratory activity are inherited as one ore two distinct traits. We
>redicted that if incidence and amount were only one trait, the distribution of migratory
ictivities in each population should be accurately described by a censored normal distribution.
/Ve developed a simple method for estimating means and variances from the empirical data
ind used these estimates for Computing realized heritabilities. In all populations the censored

lormal distribution gave a very good fit to the actual distribution of migratory activities in the
>arental generation (= in the wild). These findings and the results obtained from the
:omparison of resemblances among family members, including or excluding individuals with
:ero activity, strongly suggest that incidence and amount of migratory activity is only one trait.
Hence, birds with no activity are not categorically different, but at the lower end of a
•.ontinuous distribution of activities. These results suggest that partial migration and
;edentariness can be selected from a completely migratory population within few generytions.
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multilocus model of the selection barrier between populations
One of the postzygotic mechanisms that may contribute to the formation of isolatii
bamers between populations may be selection against the introgression of genetic maten
from one to another population. To quantify the selection barrier between separa
populations that evolve in different environments Zhivotovsky and Christianst
(Evolution, in press) have introduced the strength of the selection barner as the eventu
sumval of the descendants of a small group of immigrants from a donor population wi:
respect to the sumval of individuals of the recipient population, and analvsed the case <
geneücally closed populations. We generalize this model for the arbitrary distam
between populations subject to weak viability selection on multiple loci, and calculäte tl
strength of the selection bamer in terms of the initial differences in allele frequencies ar
hnkage disequilibria between the populations. The special case of stabilizing selection on
quantitative trait is considered, in which the strength of the selection bamer is represente
in terms of variance components.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GENOMIC CONFLICT AND PHENOTYPIC INSTABILITY
FOLLOWING SYMPATRIC AND ALLOPATRIC MATINGS IN BASIDIOMYCETE roNGI^
Ramsdale M and Rayner ADIVI, School of Biology and Biochemistry, University of Bath

233.
Following mating in the basidlomycetous füngi. populations of nuclei and organelles are brought
toeether that are capable of forming diverse and unstable relationships. Genomic disparity arising
within a cell, either in a ycnulic sense (as a result of non-self fusions). or an epigenetic sense (as a
result of self-füsions between cells in alternative developmentnl states) engenders the possibility
for conflict. coercion and/or confusion at the cellular level According to circumstance this may
.also lead to complexity and instability at subsequent developmental. population biological and
evolutionary scales of Organization
These possibilities have been examined in the context of naturally-occurring and laboratory
synthesized heterokaryons of two tungi producing mycelia with multinucleate hyphal
compartments. HetcrohasiJiini unnosum and Stcreimi hnsnuim. Using a combination of
fluorescence lieht microscopy. molecular DNA fmgerprinting techniques and laboratory-based
pairing experiments. nuclear and mitochondrial genomes have been followed. through a variety of
sib-related, non-sib-related sympatric and non-sib-related allopatric heterokaryotic associations
Patterns of genomic exchange were examined during heterokaryon formation
In addition,
observations on the allocation of nuclei to hyphae and conidia. the somato-sexual responses of
homokaryons recovered from heterokaryons via conidia (compared with their progenitor
basidiospore-derived counterparts); and the influence of difVerent genomic combinations upon
spore germinability and post-germination mortality were also investigated The patterns observed
were strongly supponive of the occurrence of intracellular genomic contlict, panicularly in the
non-sib-related sympatric and non-sib-related allopatric associations Differences in the behaviour
of laboratory synthesized heterokaryons and naturally-occurring heterokaryons suggest that
genomic conflict may act as a streng selective force in natural populations. effectively removing
maladapted heterokaryotic associations from a population Furthermore. in sympatric
populations. co-evolutionary feedback processes may operate to reinforce those mechanisms that
prevent or limit the take-ovei of genomic territory by non-self genetic entities.
The possible Interpretation of these Undings in terms of genomic contlict will be discussed, along
with a consideration of the options available to fimga! Systems for the attenuation of such
conflict.
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Evolutionary dynamics of some spatially-extended
individual-based models.
D. .-1. Rand
I will discuss dynamics and evoluuon in spatially-extended individual-based models.
Such Systems djsplay a ränge of new phenomena and their behaviour can differ radically
from Chat of mean-field models.

In particular. I want t o consider t h e evolution of

transmissibility and virulence in liost-parasite Systems and a spatial meclianism for t h e
evolution and niaintenance of sexual reproduction.
In the former there a ränge of new dynamical and evolutionary phenomena.

In par

ticular. (i) m Uns System selective pressure is substantially reduced compared t o t h e
corresponding mean-Keld models and a r t i f i c a l suppression of the pathogen population
leads t o faster evolution and reduces evolutionary stabil,ty; (ii) unlike t h e mean-field
models. there exists a crit.cal transmissibility T c above which the pathogen dies o u t a n d
( m ) t h e System displays self-evolved cnUcality. If the transmissibility T is allowed t o
m u t a t e . , t evolves t o the crit.cal value T c . T h u s the System evolves s o as t o put itself
a t the boundary of where it can exist.
For the latter I will present a spatial mechanism by which sex can resist parasites by
creating genetic diversity. Recombmat.on m the host populauon acts so as to produc'e
a genetic environment that. although spatially correlated. is randomly d.stributed in
Space. The propogation and evolution of parasites in such a random environment is
greatly constramed and the effect is usually sufficient to overcome the two-fold disadvantage of sex. I will consider a ränge of models illustrating this phenomenon.
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An evolutionary explanation for ( 1T G>
human handedness
ISIS.
M. Raymond1, D. Pontier2, A. B. Dufour2 & A. P. Moller3
1. Lab. Genet. & Environnement, Univ. Montpellier II, 34095 Montpellier
2. Biometrie, Genet. & Biol. Pop., Univ. Gl. Bernard LYON 1, 69622
Villeurbanne France
3. Zoological Institute, Copenhagen University, DK-2100 Copenhagen 0,
Denmark.

Around 10-13% of humans are lefthanded, in probably all ethnic
groups. This percentage has apparently not evolved during historical
times, and probably not greatly during the neolithic or at least the upper
paleolithic period. Predominance of right-handed individuals is detected in
the Homo lineage as far as 1.9 million years ago, but not in the dosest
living

human

relative

(Pan

sp.). As

left-handedness is

repeatedly

associated with lower survival, the persistance of left-handed humans has
always remained

puzzling. Here we present a hypothesis for the

rpaintenance of left-handed people, and discuss it in the context of the
evolution of handedness in humans.
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IS SEXUAL REPRODUCTION BY PARASITIC NEMATODES AN IMMUNE
EVASION STRATEGY?
Andrew F. Read, Ken Moms, Alan Gemmiii, and Mark E. Vinev.
Institute of Cell, AnimaJ and Population Biology, University of Edinburah, EDINBURGH
EH9 3JT, U.K.
"
Parasitic nematodes of higher vertebrates all have biparental sexual reproducüon, whereas freeliving, and parasites of plants and invertebrates frequentlv reproduce bv seifine
panhenogenesis. One explanation for this is that sexuaj reproduction generates novel parasite
genotypes which are less susceptible to host immune responses raised agamst parental
genotypes. If so, parasite breeding System has clinical and epidemioloeical consequencesacquired immumty may also provide a selective benefit toomcrossine sufficient to offse- its
genetic costs.

ör

We have been investigating th-s hypothesis using Stroneyloides raiti. a nematode of rats All
parasitic adults are parthenogenetic females. Their offspnna develop either into inlecüve larvae
or into free-living dioecious forms which reproduce by convenüonal meiosis and svneamv to
produce infectious progeny. The switch between morphs is under both environmental and
geneuc control; arufical selection can result in the almost total loss of sexual reproduction.
^sexual reproduction is an immune evasion strategy, (i) the production of sexual morphs
snould be correlated with developing immunity, and (ii) host protective responses should be
most effective agamst the genotype that elicited them. We repon a vanetv of experiments
testing these predictions.

SKULL S/ZEAND SHAPE VARIATION OF WEASELS (MUSTELA NIVALIS)
IN NORTH AMERICA
i r ??
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Santiago Reig
Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales, CSIC
J. Gutierrez Abascal 2, 28006 Madrid, Spain.
Mustela @Pinar 7. csic. es

Geographie Variation of weasels (Mustela nivalis) is extreme throughout
i'ts ränge in Eurasia and North America. The large morphological plasticity shown
by the species, mainly in terms of size Variation, is even more remarkable
considering the high degree of ecological specialization characteristic of this
-small carnivore. This contrast between morphological generalization and
ecological specialization has motivated numerous studies trying to find
environmental interpretations (Bergman's rule, character displacement, changes
of prey size) accounting for this variability. To verify those hypothesis, material
from North America is particularly interesting because of the enormous diversity
of habitats encompassed in its area of distribution and its sympatric and
allopatric condition relative to the ränge of distribution of two other weasel
species.
Morphological Variation of this weasel species has lead to the recognition
of numerous subspecies and distinet forms throughout its distribution ränge
worldwide. A key question that needs to be answered firstly concerns the
validity of those subdivisions and the taxonomic degree of differentiation
between forms. Environmental hypothesis associated with weasel variability
would change drastically depending on the genetic and taxonomic identity of the
different forms observed (species, subspecies). This study aims towards an
appraisal of the morphological variability in size and shape shown by the skull of
Mustela nivalis in North America and its taxonomic and evolutionary
implications. There seems to be some evidence supporting the distinetive
character of the small weasel forms from North America, separating them from
Eurasian taxa.

r\r\ GEOMETRIC ANAL YS/S OF StZE AND SHAPE VARIA TION IN BARB
l^ö •
MORPHOTYPES FROM LAKE TANA (ETHIOPIA)
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Santiago Reig", Alexander N. Mironovsky", Ignacio Doadrio', Yurij Yu. Dgebuadze" and
Mikhail V. Mina'".
Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales, CSIC, J. Gutierrez Abascal 2, 28006 Madrid. Spain
Severtzov Institute of Evolutionary Animal Morphology -and Ecology, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Leninsky Prospect 33, 1 17071 Moscow, Russia.
Koltzov Institute of Developmental Biology, Russian Academy of Sciences, Vavilov St. 26. 1 17334
Moscow, Russia.

A group of 13 distinct Barb morphotypes have been described in Lake Tana (Northern
Ethiopia) and assigned to a Single species Barbus intermedius. which renders this species a
spectacular example of fish polymorphism. Morphological examination of size and shape
Variation among morphotypes was made using geometric morphometrics instead of traditionai
measurements, allowing the use of a more detailed information. Nineteen 2-D landmarks were
digitized on each fish from photographs of 300 fresh specimens captured in Lake Tana,
including 12 currently recognized morphotypes and some specimens of VaricorhinM<; beso,
which was used as an external group. Shape analysis was mainly based on the superimposition
of l a n d m a r k c o n f i g u r a t i o n s using generalized and ordinary l e a s t S q u a r e s and resistant fit
procedures. Results suggest that morphotype "intermedius" represents the dosest form to an
average type, whereas "acute" and "small eye" were the most differentiated. Morphological
distances^ suggest the existence of two groups of morphotypes clearly defined. One group
includes "acute" "barbel" "white hunch" "black hunch" "small eye" and "big eye" and the other
one mcludes "lip" "carp" "intermedius" and "zurki". This grouping seems unrelated with size of
the mdividuals, which was estimated by centroid size. Most differences were localized on the
head and nuchal hump, which is likely to have streng functional constraints. Available data on
the ecology of these morphotypes suggest ecological adaptations that parallel the morphological
changes observed. Despite the key question should remain focused on the taxonomic and
genetic identity of these morphotypes. a detailed account of the differentiation paths linking one
morphotype to another and their functional implications will provide essential Clues to
understand the evolutionary history of the species in Lake Tana.
Least Squares superimposition of the head
region of morphotype "small eye" (dotted linel
matching "intermedius" (solid linel
configurations showing the spatial divergence
at each 2-D landmark. Both fish configurations
haye been scaled to the same geometric size
to allow the study of shape Variation.
Differences in the head shape and Position of
the eye and the mouth may reflect the
piseivory diet of morphotype "small eye."
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AND STRUCTURAL BARRIERS TO INTROGRESSION AS REVEALED BY
iENOMIC MAPPING. Loren H. Rieseberg, Biology Department, Indiana University,
tloomington, IN 47405, USA.
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--^The majority of plant and animal species that have been analyzed karyotypically differ
i chromosome structure. Because certain structural rearrangements such as cranslocations
nd inversions are associated with disrupted meiosis and semisterility in interspecific hybrids,
hromosomal structural differences are thought to serve as reproductive bamers between
lany animal and plant species. This interpretation has been questioned recently, however,
ecause of the difficulty of disünguishing between the sterility effects of the chromosomes
lemselves and genic differences.
Here we describe the impact of both chromosomal structural differences and genic
ictors on the genomic location and frequency of introgression between two karyotypically
ivergent sunflower species, Helianthus annuus and H. petiolaris. Analysis of 197 mapped
lolecular markers in 58 backcrossed progeny between these two species revealed that 40% of
ic genome from seven collinear linkages introgressed, whereas only 2.4% of the genome
:om ten rearranged linkages was transferred. Thus, chromosomal structural differences
ppear to provide an effecnve mechanism for reducing or eliminating introgression in
iarranged chromosomal segments or adjacent regions. On the other hand, observations of
ighly variable rates of introgression fordifferent markers within the collinear portion of the
enome suggests that genic factors also affect rates of introgression in Helianthus. That is,
ilection against H. petiolaris genes in concert with linkage may have reduced or eliminated
ans of the genome not protected by structural changes. Co-adapted gene complexes that
isist dismpüon could account for these results.
To test for the presence of co-adapted gene complexes, all pairs of introgressed
larkers were analyzed for significant associations. Two uniinked groups of markers
isplayed significant associations suggestive of epistasis. Both groups include markers from
)ur linkages, indicating that gene interactions. in concert with selection and physical linkage,
ould greatly reduce overall nuclear gene flow. Thus, barriers to introgression among wild
jnflower species include both chromosomal structural and genic factors.

OULVUNCOUPLED PATTERNS OF SIZE AND SHAPE EVOLUTION BN A FOSSIL
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RODENT (STEPHANOMYS): A FOURIER ANALYSIS APPROACH
S. RENAUD, J.-J. JAEGER and J.-C AUFFRAY

Institut des Sciences de l'Evolution, CC064. Universite Montpellier II. Montpellier Cedex 5. France
e-mail: sabrinatfäisem.univ-montp2.fr

Size and shape evolution were investigated along the Pliocene lineages of the fossil
rodent Stephanomys. Previous studies on this genus were mainly based on size Variation and
descriptive comparisons, without attempting to quantify shape changes Hence, on the basis
of regulär size increase, Stephanomys was considered as a valuable example of phyletic
graduaJism. In Order to quantify morphological Variation within and among the lineages, a
method for analysing complex outlines, the elliptic Fourier transform, was applied to toöth
contour (upper and lower first molars) This allowed to compare evolution in size,
estimated by tooth area, as well as evolution in shape, represented by Fourier coefficients.
While size gradually changes with time, shape gives a rather discontinuous
evolutionary pattern for both upper and lower molar. The significant correlation between .
shape and geological time suppons the existence of a global trend of morphological change
through time. In terms of shape changes, fossil samples are grouped with no respect to their
lineages, suggesting that the evolution of this traits occured by steps and in a parallel way in
the different lineages. These groups could thus be interpreted as stages of the morphological
evolution. The correlation between upper and lower molars suppons the hypothesis that this
stepped evolutionary pattem may be caused by the existence of mechanical or
developmental constraints rendering only few morphologies stable.
Hence such a discrepancy between size and shape evolution of a Single stmcture
suggests that these two features depends on different types of genetic determinisms and
mechanical constraints, leading to different evolutionary pattems. Thus, it might be
misleading to infer any evolutionary process directly either frorn morphological or from
biometrical data.
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intraspecific differences of Daphnia life histories in response to two food

sources, Scenedesmus and Oscillatoria
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Sari Repka and Claire des Forges
Netherlands Institute of Ecology, Centre for Limnology, R.jksstraatweg 6, 3631 AC
Nieuwersluis, The Netherlands.
In this study we describe the effects of two food sources differing in quality on life history
traits of Daphnia galeata, Daphnia cucullata and their interspecific hybnd, Daphnia
cucullata*galeata. Two clones of the three co-occurring taxa were reared on both a green
kleae Scenedesmus obliquus generally considered as a good food source, and on a filamentous
cyanobacteria Oscillatoria limnenca. Filamentous cyanobacteria are considered as poor quality
food source for Zooplankton. In accordance to this, reproduction on Oscillatoria was
• generally lower than on Scenedesmus, but still a positive population growth rate was
achieved with the exception of one hybrid clone.
A difference between the soecies in the way they reacted to Oscillatoria could be
observed- D cucullata seemed to be the best of the taxons at utiiizing Oscillatoria.
Oscillatoria had a more severe Inhibition effect on D. galeata and the hybnd measured as the
population growth rate, r. The r of D. cucullata did not change between the food types, thus
it improved its competitive abüity in relation to other species when fed Oscillatoria. In
addition, D. cucullata experienced no mortality on Oscillatoria, in contrast to the other
taxons. There was no clear difference between D. galeata and the hybrid in how they reacted
to the food types.

There was a lot of intraspecific Variation in the manner the different tood types

affected the growth and reproduction of the animals; a differential reaction to the two food
types can especially be seen for D. cucullata and the hybrid clones. Both D. galeata clones
grew and reproduced better on Scenedesmus. Especially in egg production there were only
clonal differences and no significant differences between the species. Clearly, considerable
Variation in several life history traits exists between clones within these Daphnia taxa,
especiallyD galeata clones used. Therefore, it is important to be able to paitition the withinand,between species variance for different traits before making definitive conclusions about
species-specific differences in such traits.
The competitive relations between the three taxons change temporaUy in relauon to
the changes in environment. According to our results, filamentous
cyanobacteria in the
environment improve the competitive ability of D. cucullata.

,

WHEN EXPLOSIVE CHROMOSOME DIVERGENCE DOESNOT RUN PARALLEL TO
GENIC DIFFERENTIATION: THE GASE OF THE FOSSORIAL RODENTS OF THE
GENUS CTENOMYS
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Isabel Rey1, Begona Arano1 & Annie Machordom2
'•Depanmem of Biodiversity and Evoluuonary Biology. Museo Nacional de Ciencias NatunUes. Madrid. Spain
Department of Ecology. Subdirecciön Generai de Investigaciön Agraria. Spain
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Despite its morphological uniformity, the genus Ctenomys shows some of the highest
chromosomal variability within the fossorial species. The possible relation between
chromosomal variability and high levels of genic Variation has not been established in
Ctenomys . As an attempt to clarify this latter point we have analysed. by means of ailozyme
electrophoresis and RFLP. 24 populations of the genus, which had been assigned to 10
ditterent species by previous authors on the basis of morphological or cariological
charactenstics. Populations studied belong to the Argentinian ränge of the ample distribution of
the genus. 7 out of the 10 species had also been previously pooled in two larse «roups
attending to their chromosomal characteristics. coinciding with their geoeraphical distribution
one bemg known as the "Corrientes group" in northem Argentina and^a second one named
Mendocinus group" in the south. Octadon degus was used as an outgroup in the subsequent
phylogenetic analysis which included all populations.
For the ailozyme study a total of 38 loci encoding 19 enzymes and 2 non-enzymatic
were analysed.The average genetic variability ranged from complete homozygosity (H= 0 0) in ,
the population of Ctenomys roigi to a maximum heterozygosity of H= 0.048 found in one of
the populations of Ctenomys talarum. In general, the "Corrientes group" showed much lower
heterozygosity values (H= 0.01) than the "Mendocinus group" (H= 0.036) This low
vanability within the northem group seems to run parallel to the low genetic divergence found
among its pooled species. Average Nei's genetic distance within the "Corrientes °roup" is
DN= 0.049 which is a very low D-value for rodent species. On the contrary. a higher
dirferentiation is found among the species conforming the "Mendocinus group" where DN=
0.146, with minimum values of DN= 0.009 between two populations of the species Ctenomvs
talarum. and DN= 0.270 between two different species Ctenomvs talarum. and Ctenomys
austrahs. The highest average divergence, considering all the species examined. was that of
Ctenomys yolandae. DN= 0.270 (minimum DN= 0.207 and maximum DN= 0.415)
Nine restriction enzymes were used in the RFLP analysis of mitochondrial DNA, giving
a total ot 31 haplotypes. MtDNA divergences among the species included in the "Corrientes
=^°UP are 'ower ^an those among the remaining species.even when considering the
Mendocinus group", therefore supporang the ailozyme results.
Our results point to a clear case of disjunction between the degree of chromosome
vanability and Variation at gerne level: the species of the northem "Corrientes »roup", which
were detined on the basis of an extremely high diversity in chromosome number. show verv
Iit.He genetic Variation or differennation. This leads us to doubt the validity of the scecific level
ot many species ot the genus Ctenomys.

30If what to do when sclection fluctuates : gamble, save,... or both ?
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Claude RISPE, Jean-Sebastien PIERRE & Jean-Christophe SIMON
IN RA, Laboratoin- Je Zoologie, Domaine Je La Motie-ati-l'icomte, 35650 Le Rhen FRANCE
I. Phenotypic models of fluctuating selection :
Several classical models examine the problem of maintaining polymorphism under a fluctuating
selection, through comparison of a constant gain (saving) strategy versus a stochastic gain
(gambling) strategy Haidane & Jayakar (1963) concluded that polymorphism was not possible
in a haploid model (but it was in a diploid model). MacNamara (1980) used an ESS approach to
a similar model (the one-armeJ banJit) : with additive gains, a pure strategy always wins. We
developed a phenotypic model with mixed strategies, considering multiplicative gains. We
showed that in this case, the ESS may be a mixed strategy, in intermediary selection conditions
ihat we precise : the geometric mean fitness of the gambling strategy must be superior to unity,
and the inverse of the harmonic mean must be lower than unity
II. A possible application : cyclical vs. obligate parthenogenesis (in aphids, daphnia...):
Such models can be applied to the case of cyclical parthenogenesis (c.p.). In aphids, for
example, the sexually produced eggs are the species form of resistance to cold, and confer a
rather constant winter fitness, while obligate parthenogens (o.p.) play a risky strategy (high
reward in mild winters, high losses in cold winters). The variability in winter severity may then
lead to a polyphenic equilibrium in intermediate selective conditions. In daphnia, a similar
Situation may be found in temporary ponds submitted to a risk of drought ; the sexually
produced eggs which are the resistance form to drought represent a "play it safe" strategy vs. the
gambling strategy of continuous clonal reproduction.
We propose a model based on experimental data on the genetic determinism of the type
of life-cycle in an aphid species (Simon, 1991). O.p. generally keep the ability to produce males,
a character that seems to be recessive while c.p. is dominant. We show that the polymorphism is
still possible, though in a more restricted area of selective conditions than in the phenotypic
model. This polymorphism is dynamic (the alleles frequencies being not fixed). Such System is
extremely original since the exchanges between the sexual/asexual compartments are bidirecfional; o.p. may participate to the sexual reproduction (through their males), transmit their
genes, and garantee a minimum fitness in case of unfavourable conditions.
HALDANE, J.B.S. & JAYAKAR, S.D., 1963. Polymorphism due to selection of varying dtrecUon. J. Genet., 58: 237-242
MCNAMARA. J., 1980. The application ol'Statistical decision theory to animal behaviour. J. ol Theor. Biol., 85: 673-690.
SIMON, J.-C, R. L. BLACKMAN and J.-F. LEGALLIC. 1991. Local variability in the lit'c-cycle of the bird cherry-oat

Rhopalosipum padi (L.) in westem France. Bull. Ent. Res .Sl : 315-322.
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The "shape" of female mating preferences in a bushcricket.
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Michael G. Ritchie, University of St Andrews.
(mgr@st-andrews.ac.uk)
The "shape" of female mating preferences (or the "preference function") is an
important component of models of sexual selection and communication
Whether preferences are directional or Stabilising can influence the dynamics of
the communication System. The extent of overlap between the shape of
preferences and the current distribution of male traits will determine the strenqth
of sexual selection on male traits and can indicate the extent to which
coevolution, species recognition or arbitrary sensory biases may have
influenced the evolution of the communication System. Here I describe
expenments designed to assess the distribution of preferences and traits usino
the phonotaxis - calling song interaction of the bushcricket Ephippiqer as a
model system. Results indicate that the shape of preferences varies with
different structural components of the signal. One major component is
characterised by apparently broadly coevolved female preferences Another is
subject to directional preferences (resulting in preference for young males)
while another has a pronounced mismatch between signal and preference with
the most preferred signal component being well outside the ränge of the
species. These results indicate that, while some traits are probably recognition
Signals which have evolved by coevolution, others are subject to "sensory drive".
One female bias could be adaptive. In conclusion, female preferences can be
mu'tlvariate in nature- Even in an apparently simple communication
system, different components of a signal can be subject to contrasting selection
pressures from preferences.
==ieuion
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' CELLDLAR MECHAHISMS OF RESORBTIU PROCESSES IN THE DEUELOPING
SCELETON IN THE DIFFERENT CLßSSES OF UERTEBRATE
Rodlonova N.U.
I.I.Shaalhausen Institute of Zoology NAS of Ukraine. Kiev
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He described
the
coaparative
aspect of the resorptive
processes in the chondral and bone tlssue durlng skeleton
aorphogenesls In the aaphlbian, reptillan. bind and saaaalian
speciaents.Despite the specifity of this processes in the
vertebrate of the different classes It was established that
the cellular aechanisas of resorptlon reaain the saae. By the
electron
aicroscopic
and
cytocheeical studies, in the
vaskulär canals of cartllaginous eplphyses and In the zones
of
endochondral
process of bones, there aere revealed
aonocytes, aacrophages, the cells
of
the
interaediate
dlfferentiation stages aaong the perivascularly located foras.
In the lysosoaes as «eil as on the surface of cytoplasaic
aembrane
of
mature
aacrophages
the activity of acid
Phosphatase and non-specific esterase
aas
deaonstrable.
Phagolysosoaes shoved accuaulation of S -sulphate label 2
hours after its injection into an organisa. Nacrophages cause
degradation
of
non-alnerallzed
cartllaginous aatrlx by
secreting hydrolases and other enzyaes and then phagocytize
the preforaed Substrate. In the zones of endochondral process,
aacrophages also penetrate into the "capsules" of hypertrophic
chondrocytes and are involved In their destruction. The cells
are regarded as tissue- specific aacrophages - chondroclast.
The aineralized aatrix of the bone and cartllage Is resorbed
by aultinuclear: osteoclasts.
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The Evolution of Genetic Correlations: An Analysis of Patterns
Derek A. Roff,
Department of Biology, McGill University,
1205 Dr. Penfield Ave., Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3A 1B1

The genetic correlation is a central parameter of quantitative genetics, providing
a measure of the rate at which traits respond to indirect selection (i.e. selection that acts
not upon the traits under study but some other trait with which they have genes in
common). In this talk I review the pattem of Variation among four combinations of
traits: life historical x life historical (LxL), morphological x morphological (MxM), life
historical x morphological (LxM), and behavioral x behavioral (BxB). A total of 1798
correlations, distributed over 51 different animal and plant species, were analyzed.
Because selection will tend to fix alleles that show positive correlations with fitness traits,
correlations between life historical traits are predicted to be more often negative than
those between morphological traits. This prediction is supported, the ranJdng (decreasing
Proportion of negative correlations) being LxL > LxM > BxB > MxM. The mean
magnitude of the genetic correlation shows little Variation among morphological and life
historical combinations, and the distribution of values is remarkably flat. However, the
estimated Standard errors and the coefficient of Variation (SE/ra) are large, maldng it
difficult to separate biological factors influencing the pattem of dispersion from
experimental error. Analysis of the phenotypic and genetic correlations suggest that for
the combinations MxM and LxM, but not LxL or BxB, the phenotypic correlation is an
adequate estimate of the genetic correlation.
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Selection on sclfing rate in structurcd populations
RONFORT Joellc (*) and Denis COUVET (**).
O Laboraioire de G6n6tiquc ci d-Am6!ioration des pianies - INRA- Domainc de Mdgueil34130 Mauguio FRANCK

(") Institut d'IIcologic, Univcrsite

DADTC FDAKTF
Fans VI, 4. Place Jusstcu 75252 PARIS FRANCE

Prcvious thcorelical smd.es oftl.e evolution ofthe seifing rate have sbown that tmxed
matmg Systems arc not cvolul.onary stable states Such modcls have however not inoluded die
efTccLt of population stmeture and tl.us hiparcnml mbreedi.tg togetlier will, the evolution of
sdfing rates and mbreeding depression. In order to cxaminc selection on sclfing rates in
structurcd populations, a stochastic m«J=l simulatmg a ftn.te

populat.on mth partial selfmg

and restneted pollcn and seed dispersa! has been developped Selection on the matmg System
wu tbllowcd by mtroducmg modifiers affeetmg Ü.e seifing rate The major result was that,
«Ith density dependent

recruitment, a proccss which maintains the populaüon stmeture

ncccssary for b.paremal Inbreeding to occur, a mixed matmg system could bc maintained. This
rcsnlt was associated with an incrcasc of the mutation load witli high seifing rates and, the
selected selfmg rate depended on the degree of populat.on strueture rather than on the initial
selfmg rate. With low dominancc of deleterious alleles, complctc allogamy can bc scIcctcd for
l urther st,.dies showcd that the more general condition of spatial heterogene,ty of recruimient
can lead to similar rcsults, the most important condit.on being the maintcnancc of genctic
strueture within populauons. A bnef survey of the empirical literature shows tliat a positive
relationship between the magnimde of inbreedmg depression and die Inbreeding cocffictem
within populations has been observed, in suppon of tlie present model
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S. Knoll & M. Rowell-Rahier
Univursite de Neuchätel, Institut de Zoologie, Rue Emile-Argand
II, CH-2007 Neuchätel
I l e r h i vorous insects with their strong association to host plants
ollen show very patchy distributions. On what scale "gaps"
hetwecn suitable host plants/host plant patches are barriers to
jicne flow and affect population structuring depends on the
dispersal of the species.
Wo adressed this question with two closely related leaf beetle
species, Oreina cacaliae
and O. speciosissima
(Coleoptera.
Cluysomelidae). Both can occur sympatrically on the same host
plants at the same sites, but show different abundances in the
l'ield. Since direct observations of long distance dispersa! of
insects are almost impossible, we took first an indirect
approuch and tried to draw some conclusions from the genetic
structure as revealed by allozyme electrophoresis.
The sampling was done in a hierarchical design, patches within
localities (distances < 5km), localities within regions (distances
20 - < 400 km) and regions within the western species ränge
(from the Pyrenees to Czechia). Analyses of 23 presumptive
loci encoded by 17 enzyme System revealed that most
tlifferentiation already occurs between patches. Correlation of
genetic distances (Nei's genetic distance) with geographica!
distances is significant. Indirect measures of gene flow suggest
low gene flow between patches. In summary, both species
show considerable genetic differentiation at a very small scale
with evidence for restricted gene flow and Isolation by
distance.
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DnaSP, DNA sequence polymorphism: an interactive Computer program
for estimating Population Genetics parameters from DNA sequence data
ROZAS.J. and ROZAS. R. Depanament de Genetica. Facultat de Biologiu,
Universität de Barcelona. Barcelona. Spain.

DnaSP, DNA sequence polymorphism. is an interactive Computer program package
for the anulysis of DNA polymorphism from nucleotide sequence data. The program,
addressed to molecular population geneticists, calculates several measures of DNA
sequence Variation within and between populutions (with and without the sliding
window option), linkage disequilibrium parameters (including two different tests to
determine whether the associations between Polymorphie sites are or not significant),
and Tajima's D statistic. DnaSP can automatically read two types of Input Data File
formats: NBRF/P1R and MEGA formats. In both cases two or more homologous and
aliened nucleotide sequences should be included in just one file (ASCII file). The
Output is displayed in three kinds ot Windows: text, grid (the Output data are laid out
in rows and columns like in a spreadsheet application). and graphic (scattergraph and
line chart). The resulis can also be saved in a file (that can be used as input for other
programs). or sent to the printer.
The program, that is written in Visual Basic v. 3.0 and runs on a IBM-compatible PC
under Windows, can handle a large number of sequences of up thousands nucleotides
each.
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Speciation through hybrid zones: Gene flow. Haldane's r u l e and
imprinting
P.ubio J .M.
School of Biologicai Sciencss. University or East Angiia. Norwic:
;-?R4 7 7 J . U n i L e d K i n g d o m . a n d . D e p t . o f A n i m a l 7a:-:or 1 oiiiy.
W a g e n i n g e n A g r i c u l t u i - a i U n i v e r s i «-.y . PC BOX 8 0 3 1 6 7 0 0 ' W o g e n i n g e . " .
.hir Het'nerlands.
* o n n d e r s * a n c s p e c i ä c l o r . i t w o v l d sct^rr. ' j s e f u l t. ; p.av -r c£ m u c i i
Information as possibie on the spatiai genetic sr.ruc-ur* of taxa
'-hat are considered cocd s p e c i e s . I t i s be Coming incrsas i n g l y
apparent that species across their ränge are ofttri civid^d into
p a t c h w o r > : o f p a r a p a t r i c s u b s p e c i * s a n d r a c e s . a n d w h e r e z w o forrr..
meet. mate and hybridize. a hybrid zone occurs. Mcreover. i t i s
necessary t.j maintain the hybrid zone r/nrough tirne that the
nyorids live close to the parental forms: thev would Show only
p a r t i a i s t e r i l i t y . a n d t h e y c o u i d c r o s s w i t h c h e p e r e n t a l f orr::S .

A ränge of questions should be asked cf any hvbrid zone in order
t o u n d e r s t a n d i t s S t a t u s , a n d t h e r e b y p r o c e e d r.o t h e x o r e ' i r e n e r a
questions of genome differentiation. racia 1 distribut ion and
speciation. Un view of t h i s . studies have been i:oc:;sed on such a
zone in the grasshopper Chorthipous oarailelus in the Fyrenees.
iwo subspecies are present on the continent. C.oara1Ie1us
ervthropus found in the Iberian Peninsula and C.oara i1e i us
oarallelus being wideiy distributed throughcut in the rest of
Europe. The hybrids between both subspecies of CD fuir'il a l l the
characteristics mentioned above.
bome cytogenetic characters l o c a l i z e d on the sex chromosome a l l e ;
distinetion between both subspecies and hybrid individuals.
These characters have been studied in natural populations and
backcrosses. especially the gene flow effect and the transmissioi
of the sex chrümosome t o the next generations. The e f f e c t of
heteroChromat in conformation and sex linked genes will a l s o be
discussed.
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-low do longlived seabirds avoid over-investing in their offspring?
3ernt-Erik Saether, Torkild Tveraa og Reidar Andersen.
Xccording to life history theory, we would expect that longlived seabirds should
ninimize the effects of reproductive investment on future survival. This paper
>resents a summary of both empirical and experimental studies on the antarctic
>etrel Thalossoica antarctica. The aim has been to study the mechanisms that
egulate reproductive investment. The antarctic petrel is a medium-sized seabird (5'00 g) that only breeds on the Antarctic continent. It is suitable for studying
nvestment in breeding because it has to fly at last 400 km over land to feed its
>ffspring and lives in a rather hostile environment.
)ur data show that body size is an important determinant of reproductive success:
arge birds are more successful than small birds. When the body condition of the
>arents is artitically changed, they invest more in their chances for future survival at
-ie expense of a reduction in the provisioning rate of food to the chick.
"he parents spend long period on the sea. Düring that period the egg or the small
'edging are warmed by the other adult, which then continously loose weight.
:xperimentai evidence suggests that when the rate of energy requirements do not
ixceed a certain therehold, some individuals are Willing to reduce their body
ondition to a very low therehold while waiting on the mate. Large individuals are
/illing to invest more than small ones.
)ur results that an understanding of the factors influencing body condition may be
nportant when examining the adaptive significance of Variation in seabird life
istories.
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riuctualiny asymmctry in thc chromosomal raccs »fhousc muusc in 'lunisia and
thcir hybrids.
K. SAID', N. Cll/Vrri'. K. BENZEKRI1, J.C. AUFFRAY2 and J. BIUTTÜN-DAVIDIAN-.
1: Facultc de Mcdccinc dentaire Monastir, 5000 Monasiir, Tunisic
2: l.aborutoirc Giinötiquc et Environncmcnt, Institut des sdcnccs de l'Evoluiiun, Univcrsitc
Mompdlicr II, I'lacc E. Bataillon, 34095 Monlpcllicr Ccdcx 5. France.
Prcvious studiub have detnonsiratcd ihat two chromosomal raccs of thc housc
mousc occur in Tunisia, onc consisting in micc carryiug thc 40 acroccniric Standard
kaiyutypc and Uie other represented by a Robcrtsonian (Rh) racc (2n=22), hoinozygous for
ninc ccmric fusions. Allozymic divcrgcnce indicatcd ihal 22Rb inicc presented a redueed
level of genic variabilily rcsulting in gcnic difFcrcnüation from local sUndard populations
with hybrids showing intermcdialc Icvcls. Thc Rb populations arc restriaed to citics of
central Tunisia whcrcas thc 40 acroccniric micc occur in ruraJ villagcs. Hybrids occur al thc
contact zoncs bclwccn thc two habitats and exhibit an inipainnent of fertility leading to
complctc slerility in some individuals.

We reporl here a study on thc dcvclopmcnlal stability, estimated by thc fluctuating
asymmctry of dental measurements, of thc two chromosomal raccs and thcir hybrids. Thc
data show an incrcasc in tooth size and a reduetion in llucluating asymmctry in hybrids.
These rcsults indicate that hybrids arc developmentally liucr than cither of tlic parcnlai
raccs. Such changcs in size and fluetuating asymmctry may rcsult from a heterotie cfFcct
suggcsling that thc gcncticaJ diverycncc between tlic two raccs may bc higher than Ihat
prcdictcd by allozymcs. Morcovcr, this study provides furllicr evidencc oflhe indcpendance
betvveen dcvclopmcntai stability and fertility.
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Female-female competition and the role of females in influencing mating patterns.
Maria SandeU, Dept of Animal Ecology, Lund University

The role of females in influencing mating Systems has usually received less interest than
that of males. Nevertheless, the behaviour of females may have substantial effects on
the evolution of mating patterns. Already mated females may use vanous ways to
reduce the mating success of their mates. Intrasexual competition among females and
'its effect on the mating System was studied in the European starling (Siumus vulgaris).
Females suffer fitness costs when mating polygynously because males contribute less in
incubation and nesüing feeding. Already setüed females may minimise these costs by
preventing the settlement of other females. Mated females showed strong aggressive
responses against intruding females. The peak in aggression is associated with the
settlement of secondary females, suggesting that female-female aggression is used to
prevent or delay females from mating with the same male. Breeding interval between
polygynously mated females was negatively related to the distance between their nests
and experiments demonstrated that the distance between nest sites also affects the
possibility for males to attract additional females.

PRELIMNARY DATA ON GENETIC DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN
- . er

FRESHWATER CRAYFISH
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Fiammetta Santucci1, Bruno Cicolani1, Paolo Andreani2, Luciano Bullini2

1) Dept. Environmental Sciences, Univ. L'Aquila, Via Vetoio, 67100 L'Aquila, Italy;
2) Dept. Genetics and Molecular Biology, Univ. Rome "La Sapienza", Via Lancisi, 29
00161 Rome, Italy.
Natural

populations

of

two

species

of

freshwater

Austropotamobius pallipes and Astacus leptodactylus,

included within the same genus
isoenzyme analysis of 15 loci.
Au.

(Astacus),

were

crayfish
previously

investigated

by

pallipes has an European ränge with three subspecies, whereas As.

leptodactylus is found in Eastern Europe, Greece, Turkey and Siberia

The Italian taxon. Au.

pallipes italicus, distributed

Dalmatia, is severely endangered

by

pollution and

from

Calabria

tc

habitat disturbance

(IUCN Invertebrate Red Data Book 1983), which has drastically reduced
its suitable habitats. Crayfish reintroduction was carried out in Italy b>
the imnussion of Turkish AJ. leptodactylus specimens.
The comparison of autoctonous A u . p a l l i p e s i t a l i c u s and introduced
showed

As. leptodactylus

that

the

two

species

are

genetically

differentiated at 9 out of the 15 loci studied, with a Nei average genetic
distance

of

0.91,

a

value

often

found

between

congeneric

species

Similar levels of genetic variability were observed in the two species: a)
expected

mean

heterozygosity (He) = 0,11 and 0,12 in Au. pallipes and

As. leptodactylus,

respectively; b) percent of Polymorphie loci about

0,27 in both species. Some taxonomic and ecological aspects of genetic
data are discussed.

GENETIC STRUCTURE OF THE HYBRJDOGENETIC RANA ESCULENTA FROM ITALY

<31-6. Fiammetta

Tl

Santucci1, Giuseppe Nascetti2 and Luciano Bullini3

1) Dcpt. Environmental Sciences, Univ. L'Aquila, Via Vetoio, 67100 L'Aquila, Italy;
2) Dept. Environmental Sciences, Univ. Viterbo, Via De Lellis 01100 Viterbo, Italy,
3) Dept. Genetics and Molecular Biology, Univ. Rome "La Sapienza", Via Lancisi, 29
00161 Rome, Italy.
The

genetic

Rana esculenta
loci.

structure

from

R. esculenta

eight

diagnostic

Italy

of
and

specimens

loci,

which

68

populations

Sicily

were

was

the

investigated

idenlified

show

of

distinct

on

the

alleles

hybridogenetic
by

basis

in

the

water

frog

isozyme analysis of
on

their

parental

25

genotypes

at

Ra na

species

lessonae and Rana ridibunda and are heterozygous for both alleles in their hybrid
R. esculenta. The analysis of

derivative
populations
clonally

showed

a

transmitted

widespread

through

1-3

hemiclones
remaining

loci,

with

showed

a

10

genomes, at
caused

showed
1

by:

or

2

i) local

iii) premeiotic

a

at

Variation

in

the

of

the

ridibunda

loci

Ldh-1, 6Pgdh, Aat-I, Aat-2,

hemiclones

were

identified.

genome

differing

maximum of six different haplotypes per

"new"

alleles,

diagnostic loci.
mutation:

recombination

iv) meiotic

v) meiotic

not

found

in

The observed

ii)

events,

recombination

recombination

esculenta xR. esculenta
specimens of
in

Italy;

were

from

is

each

population. Eight

multiple
leading

Italian

lessonae or ridibunda

hemiclonal

colonization

occasionally

to

variability

in

triploid

could

be

by

R .esculenta-,

the

inclusion
Heppich

of

a

Tunner,

R. esculenta (Hotz & Beerli, 1989);

R. ridibunda specimens originated from occasional R.

of

matings

(Hotz

et

al.,

1992).

The survey

of

about

4,000

R. esculenta complex did not reveal the presence of R. ridibunda

the

however,

detected.

(which

lessonae allele at one or two of the diagnostic loci, while the

lessonae chroraosome in the clonal ridibunda genome (Tunner &
1991);

hybridogenetic

the

variability

generations),

Pgm-2, Cpi-2. Eighteen different
other at

genetic

a

The

few

specimens

various

homozygous

hypothesis

for

for

ridibunda alleles at 1-3 loci

hemiclonal

Variation

in

R. esculenta

are discussed and its possible adaptive significance is examined, also in relation to
the evolutionary success of

this species

in disturbed

areas.
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DISCRETE PACKING OF SPECES AND TAXON CYCLES
AKIRA SASAXI

T:L

Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka 812-81, JAPAN

We examine two models focused on the pattem of character distribution in the
evolutionarily stable (ES) community/population.

Speeles Packing: In the first,

we

consider the interspeeifie competiüon along a resource axis, with each species specialized to
a niche Position with a fixed

niche width. In spite that we allow continuum of species to

invade, the ES Community should consist of a fmite number of species with distinctly
separated characters. This makes a Sharp contrast to the continuum of coexisting species
predicted in the previously developed models. Prey-predator or host-parasite interaction
could complicate the dynamics, but the ES Community again consists of a discrete set of

species in each trophic level.

Body Size Evolution: In the second, the body size

evolution is modeled assuming that intraspeeifie competiüon favors 1 arger size but the
viability selection favors an interaiediate. We assume a small extent of uncertaimy and cost
to the payoff for the contest between individuals of similar sizes. This is enough to preclude
any continuous distribution from ESS. Instead, the ES population either be in stable
polymorphism of distinctly different sizes, or cycles indefinitely between discrete set of sizes.
The model therefore suggests that discrete size polymorphism is expected to evolve even if
there is no physiological or developmental cost of producing continuous size variations, and
that sudden shifts could occur in body size evolution as a result of itraspecific compeddon.

Characteristics of Cytoplasmic Gross IncompatibiUty in the Parasitoid Wasp
y ^ Gß
Nasonia (=Mormomella) vitripenrnsI f iq.
Cvtoplasmic incompatibility was first found in MaSßnm in the mid-igSO's
when the frequency of hybrid (female) progeny from Grosses of wild type males
to females of Stocks carrying the eye color genes peach (nsJ and tinged (HJ
dropped from the normal 85% to nearly 0%. The reciprocal Grosses yielded
normal frequencies of hybrid female progeny. Smce then, other wild type and
mutant Stocks have acquired incompatibility similar to the types that appeared
in the ES and ii Stocks.
The incompatibility is matemally transmitted, persisting through fifteen
eenerations of backcrossing. It is not accompanied by the presence of dead
embryos larvae, or pupae. No evidence of nuclear control has been found.
The incompatibility has been found only in Stocks inbred for many generations
'in the laboratory, not in Stocks when first introduced into the laboratory.
When wild type sperm enter eggs of incompatible females, the first visible
difference from normal fertilization is the appearance of a tangled mass of
chromatin: the chromatin of the sperm.

The factors that cause the incompatibility can be inactivated by
tetracycline, and can be transferred to wild type Stocks or to "aposymbiotic"
Stocks created by tetracycline treatment. Transfer can be by injection ot
crushed eggs of incompatible Stocks into wild type or aposymbiotic females or
into the hosts on which they feed. Contact with the crushed eggs may also
cause transfer to aposymbiotic females.
The incompatibility factor can be cultured in chick egg yolk sacs, and may
be a bacterium of the Wnlhachia group. An additional, smaller, agent may
also be involved.
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Genetic basis of flowering

-j- ^

time Variation

Helmi Kuimnen and Outi Savolainen
Department of Genetics, University of Oulu, nN-90570 Oulu, Finland
Adaptation of plant populations to their locai environment is often due to
quanntaavely varying traits. While they can be analysed in the framework of
quanntanve genetics, it has until recently been difficult to find the loci
responsible for the Variation. We want to find out the genetic basis of the
™: " ad^a0n 10 examining candidate loci, we can use QTL mappmg to
^ate the loc, m mos, cases, QTL mapping has been done in cmp planTs (Ld
in a "»tural population of the
selüne
, 7 0™*°* flOWering
seifing annual _Arabidopsis ü^liana. If not vematized, nonhem populations

timlsofF 7

davs neTT

S0Uthem POpUlati0nS

^errapidly. The flowering

differ by more than 100
days^The backcross of an Fl between the Fmnish Naantali natural population
EUr0pean POpulati0ns

and mo, 7""
^^
^ rCSPecI t0 ^wenng time
and molecu'a. markers mcluding RFLPs, RAPDs, CAPS (cleaved amplified
polymoiphic sues) and micmsatellites. This analysis revealed two loci at the
op of chromosomes 4 and 5, with major effects of at most 20 and 7 days
Flowenng time differences are influenced by vemalization, but even after füll
vemalizanon, differences remained.
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Spatial structure as revealed by microsatellites in plants
Outi Savolainen, Rob van Treuren, Kam Kärkkäinen and Auli Karhu
Department of Generics, University of Oulu, FIN-90570 Oulu

Miciosatellite loci are are highly Polymorphie, they are found in all areas of
the genome, and, being PCR-based, they can be analysed firom small amounts
of üssue. We have studied microsatellite Variation in the seifing Arabidopsis
thaliana and its outcrossing relative Cardaminopsis petraea. About one third of
published microsatellite sequences of A- thaliana (Bell and Ecker 1994)
funetion in the related species (as such, without any funher optimizing of PCR
conditions). The esnmates of population differentiation obtained by allozymes,
sequence Variation, and microsatellites will be compared. Microsatellites
developed for Pinus radiata (Smith and Devey 1995) funetion in P. sylvestris.
Initial studies have shown that in a sample of 50 trees, 6 and 11 alleles could
be found at the two loci studied, with the highest within population expected
heterozygosity 0.85. The distribution of genetic variability between populations
was as for other random molecular markers in Scots pine (FST = 0.02). The
high genetic diversity offers much promise for within population studies.
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Concordäiit vs. conflicting character sets in systematics*
hints from Dolichopoda

-L

Valerio Sbordoni
Depanmem of Biology, "Tor Vergaia" University, Roma, Itajy

The occurrence of differences in weight, significance, and even direction, between characters m assessing systematic relationships and tracing phylogenies at any systematic rank is
an issue long recogmsed by many systematists. Yet the significance and the management of
concordant and conflicting data sets in systematics represents a continuing source for discussion and controversy. Types of character sets to be faced include molecules vs morph'ology, qualitative vs. quantitative, adaptive vs. neutral, etc. A major issue of debate also
concems the problem of character selection and/or weighting.
A selected array of species in the cave cricket genus Dolichopoda has now been sufficiently
investigated by different character sets to provide a robust source of empirical data for
comparative analysis.
A formal test of congruence and conflict has therefore been performed on distance matrices
denved from three multivariate sets of morphometric characters and four sets of molecular
data mcluding allozyme polymorphisms, mtDNA RFLP's, DNA-DNA hybridization data
and sequences of highly repetitive satellite DNA. Congruences and conflicts between these
data sets in tracing systematic relationships are highlighted and discussed in respect of their
evolutionary meamng and scaling and their role as tools in phylogenetic analysis

02^-

ffighly repetitive satellite DNA as a molecular marker for phylogenetic analysis of the genus Dolichopoda
F.Venanzetti1, L.Bachmann2 and V.Sbordoni1
'Depanment of Biology, "Tor Vergata' Univcrsity, Roma, Italy
- Depanment of Population Genetics, Univcrsity of Tübingen, Germany

Dolichopoda (Orthoptera. Rhaphidophoridae) cave crickets are distributed throughout the
North Mediterranean region with populations usually isolated from each other, with very
low, if any, levels of gene flow.
The evolutionary relationships within a sample of populations and species of cave crickets
belonging to this genus have been so far investigated by means of several morphometric
character sets and molecular markers with different informational value in respect of phylogeny and adaptation (Sbordoni et al., 1991). In order to get additional Information we also
started extensive studies on highly repetitive DNA, a class of DNA supposed to be fast
evolving and selectively neutral (Bachmann et al., 1944 and in prep.). Tandemly repeated
satellite DNA is typically non-coding and located in the heterochromatic regions of chromosomes. High intraspecific sequence homogeneity contrasts frequently high interspecific
diversity. This is usually explained by the concept of "concened evolution" (Dover. 1982).
We have isolated and characterized a restriction satellite DNA, approximately 500bp in
length, which can be detected in all Dolichopoda populations and species so far examined
and that seems to be widespread throughout the entire genus.
Repetition units from 12 populations were isolated and cloned into plasmid vectors and
about 50 clones were selected for further sequence analysis. A neighbor-joining phenogram
eenerated from pairwise Kimura distances shows homogeneous Clusters of sequences, that
are consistent with the specific rank of populations and in agreement with those derived
from other molecular markers such as allozyme polymorphisms, DNA-DNA hybridization
data and mitochondrial DNA RFLPs. Species can clearly be discriminated, indicating a role
for satellite DNA as a marker for cladogenetic events. However, sequences derived from
different conspecific populations cannot be discriminated.
This suggests that specific evolutionary changes of satellite DNA in the genus Dolichopoda
result from long term genetic Isolation.

ASYMMETRIC STRAND MUTATION INDUCED BY METHYLASES
PX
Chiara Scapoli, Carlo Nesti, Davide Meloncelli and Italo Barrai
Department of Biology, University of Ferrara, Italy
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Methylating enzymes are generally present at the level of the most primitive
prokaryotes, and they seem to play a role in gene regulation also in those
organisms as they do in eukaryotes (1). For instance, CpG aethylation has been
recently suggested to play a role in the evolution and stability of chromosome
structure (2). However, methylation is also considered a common cause of mutation and base Substitution. In particular, the frequent C.G->T.A
transition
is attributed to specific cytosine methylation, and it is possible to test, in
rigorously orthologous proteins, whether there is an excess of CG=>TG and
CG=>CA transitions as compared with other base substitutions.
In this study, the distribution of the twelve possible substitutions was studied in pairs of rigorously orthologous ubiquitins from eukaryote organisms.
The C=>T transitions, followed by a G, and G=>A transitions, preceded by C
were attributed to methylation on the sense and antisense Strand respectively.
It was observed that a significant excess (905) of C=>T transitions, followed
by a G in 3',
exists in all organisms as compared to the (92) G=>A trans
itions preceded by a C in 5' . Since the transition CG=>TG indicates methyla
tion of the sense Strand, and the CG=>CA methylation on the antisense, the
ratio of sense: antisense transitions is 10:1. There seems to be strong indication that there is Strand asymmetry in mutations presumably induced by
ethylation. The excess might be due to several processes, such as bias of DMA
,
epair processes, bias of mutations at 5•-CG-3' Sites in silent vs. non-silent
utations, or preferential methylation of the sense Strand in eukaryotes.
n the analysis between species, three different matrices of nucleotide subtitutions, corrected for multiple events at the same Site, were obtained and
,
sed for constructing phylogenetic trees (by using the Average Distance Mehod): 1) a matrix for C/T transitions at CG Sites, or "methylation" substituions; 2) a matrix for all other substitutions or "residual" substitutions; 3)
general matrix for the total number of nucleotide substitutions.
he comparison of the two phylogenies obtained from methylation substitutions
nd from residual substitutions shows that methylation mutations do not accuulate proportionally with time of Separation as other mutations do. The
hylogeny from methylation substitutions is not consistent with the evolutionry rela-tionships of the organisms used, as the one from all other mutations
s. The distorting effect of the methylation substitutions is visible also on
he phylogeny obtained from all mutations. Thus, we believe that by removing
rom the total substitutions those attributable to methylation, it is possible
o improve the accuracy of phylogenetic trees obtained from sequence data.
• Noyer-Weidner M. and Trautner T.A. (1993). EIS, 64: 39-108
. Noguiez, P., et al. (1993) Human Genetics 92: 57-60

Ivolutionary c h a n g e , s m o o t h o r j u m p i n g ?

3222..

W. Scharloo
Population Geneties
University of Utrecht

The Netherlanda

Charles Darwin considered artificial selection as a model
=or evolutionary change. I intend to look at «hat »ojarn
•xperiments
on artificial
selection,
predomnantly with
)rosophila. have learned us about genetic vanabi 1 ity that i
ised for phenotypic change by selection. Is it smooth
jumping? Does it reveal discontinuities?.
In the course of time complexities were observed wich did
10t fit into
the current theory. Instead of declining. genetic
/ariabi1ity often increased during selection. Lethais and
jenes with
large effect cropped up. Sometimes selection only
äueeeeded
into one direction. Localization of the genes
iccumulated by selection showed distribution over the ^ole
jenome but often a few loci contributed most of the selection
-esponse. The effect of the genes was in some cases strongly
iependent on characteristics of developmenta1 processes which
-ould inhibite phenotypic change or lead to thresholdlike
^^ncreasing P O P U lat ionsize extended se lectionprogress but
iid not reveal new aspects of genetic Variation
with the
exeption of the
application of insecticides
in natural
populations. D o w e m i s s important aspects of g e n e t i c V a r i a t i o n
in our small laboratory populations?
Recently it has been suggested that a large part
evolutionary change. and in particular genetic adaptation is
generated by Single genes with large effect. But one has to be
cautious when this is concluded from the endstage of a long
proces of selection.
>.„
Could differences which have to be bridged now
by
mutations with large effect nevertheless be
^
gradual selective change? What kind of artificial selection
experiments could contribute to the Solution of this kind of
Problems? Is it necessary to involve developmenta1 genetic
methods in the analysis?
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Self-incompatibility and a positive correlation between
heterozygosity and fitness in Arabis petraea.
Mikkel H. Schierup and Jens Mogens Giesen
Depi. of Ecology and Gencucs, University of Aarhus, Ny Munkegade. build. 540,
DK-8000 Aarhus C. Denmark

Positive correlations between individual heterozygosity at allozyme loci
and fitness have been reponed for many plant species. The two common genetic
hypotheses for the phenomenon are (1) strict overdominance in fitness at loci and
(2) dominance in fitness at loci with linkage disequilibrium. We report results for
Arabis petraea (Brassicaceae), a self-incompatible perennial with a circumboreal
dismbution. Heterozygosity at 9 Polymorphie allozymes was correlated to
morphological measurements of green house grown individuals, collected as seed
families from two natural Icelandic populations. A highly significant positive
correlation between heterozygosity and the growth measurements believed to
correlate with fitness was found in both populations, and this could not be
attributed to either the effect of matemal heterozygosity or the effect of progenv
heterozygosity alone.
~ '

Empirical results are presented that indicate very restricted gene

flow

in

A

petraea. The nature of the interaction between a sporophytic self-incompatibility

System and population strueture was therefore investigated with Computer
simulations. The results point to the sporophytic self-incompatibility System as
importam in shaping the above correlation, and this will be discussed in relation to
the overdominance and the dominance hypotheses of heterozygote advantage.
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Host shifts in parthenogenesis-causing bacteria
Menno Schilthuizen & Richard Stouthamer
Dept. of Entomology
Wageningen Agricultural University
P.O. Box 8031
NL-6700 EH Wagemngen
The Netherlands
c-mail nicnno.schilthuizen(®mede\v.ento.wau.nl

Wolbnchin

bacteria arc known or suspected to induce parthenogenesis in a wide
variety of parasitic wasps. They cause unfertilised females to produce all-female
nffspring by disrupting thc first mitotic division. This results in gamete
iuplication and, hence, diploidisation. The embryos produced follow the
lymenopteran sex dcterniination and develop into females.
l'his paper will discuss thc degree of phylogenetic fidelity of these
parthenogenesis-causing Wolbaduas. Comparative molecular phylogen-etics are
icrformed both on the bacteria and their insect hosts, both intra- and
nterspecifically. These analyses provide insight into thc frequency of host shifts.
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EVOLUTIONARY DIVERGENCE OF DROSOPHILA GENES

' ^

K^rl gghmid and Diethard Tautz
Zoologisches Institut, Universität München,
Luisenstr. 14 , 80333 München; Germany

We are studymg the evolutionary divergence of randomlv isolated genes from
\S<?PA f MELANO8ASTER• About one hundred different cDNA clones were
isolated from an embryonic cDNA übrary. With these cDNAs we performed
Southern hybridization expenments against genomic DNA from D
melanogaster
vmhs, Musca dornest,ca and Tenebrw molitor for a quick
assessment of their degree of evolutionary conservation. To infer possible

funcfons of the these cDNAs. .he clones „ere p,r,i,llr sequenced andT hu
hybnd'zed aga.nsl „hole mount embryos of D. meLoglter. Furthermore
their level of expression in embryos was estimated.

mermore,

The majonty of these expressed sequences seems to be little conserved on
sequence level and to evolve rapidly. About one third of the partial DNA

dT ? A h

OWe
statistlcall y significant matches in searches of sequence
n C e S
^
databases. They compr.se a sim.lar composition of different classes of genes

7

CDNA Seq

uencinS Projects. Sequences with a match
^ HClhere
s m Kther
in databases tend to be more conserved than clones with unknown identitv
Analysis of express.on patterns showed that about a quarter of the unknown

arernSCnbfd 'V Spahally resuiated manner. However, no relationship
^
with their degree of evolutionary conservation could be detected
Curremly, we are investigating the molecular evolution of a subset of these
cDNAs m more detail. This subset includes cDNAs which on Southern Blots
appear to evolve rapidly, whose partial sequences do not give a match in
databases and which exhibit a spatially restricted expression pattern or a low
evel of express.on in the embryo. Their homologous transcripts were isolated
3
OMA ^
ry0niC cDNA übrary of the closely related species D. yakuba and the
cDNAs from both species are being compietely sequenced. Results of this work
will be presented.

Nucleolus organizer regions and karyotipic evolution in the genus Qphrvotrocha (Polychaeta)

pß

G. Sella*. R. Vitturi#, M.S. Colomba#, P. Protto*, S. Quaranta*, L. Ramella*
•Department of Animal Biology, University of Turin
# Institute of Zoology, University of Palermo
Species of the genus Onhrvotrocha (Polychaeta, Dorvilleidae) have been widely used as a model for
comparative studies on sex allocation pattems, reproductive strategies, mechamsms of speciation.
Four out of the nine most studied species (LC. Q_ notonlandulata. 0_ macrovifera, Q. labroruca
labronica. 0_ labromca pacifica) have three pairs of chromosomes, two (LB, a diadema. Q Puenlis)
four pairs and three (i.e.

a

robusta. O. gracihs, O. hartmanni) five pairs. From a karyological point of

view the 9 species proved to be rather homogeneous.

Their karyotype showed metacentric

chromosomes only, apart from 0_ robusta where also a pair of acrocentric chromosomes was found
(Robotti et ai. 1991). The haploid nuclear DNA content was 0.4 pg on average in 7 out of 9 species
. (Sella et ai, 1993).
To test whether such karyological homogeneity also mvolved the activity of the nucleolus Organizer
regions , silver positive pattems were analyzed in metaphasic plates of the nine quoted species.
Silverpositive regions were always termmally located in all but one species, CL diadema, where
NORs were interstitially located. This pattem might have been originated in an ancestral species with
2n = 10 chromosomes by means of a centric fusion of two monoarmed chromosomes, one displaying a
terminal NOR and the other one without it.
According to the cunent interpretation of the evolutionary meaning of Variation in silver stained
regions, a Single pair of NOR represents a plesiomorphic character, while more than one, pair of NOR
represents an apomorphic character. According to this hypothesis, karyotype of CX robusta should be
considered as the most conservative withrn the genus because it shows a Single pair of NOR
chromosomes (as well as the hypothetical ancestral number of chromosomes). The ancestral condition
seem to have been retained also in O. diadema and O puerilis. In contrast, in 0_ gragilis and Q_
hartmanni the occurrence of a polymorphe silver positive pattem could indicate that the ancestral
nucleolus orgamzers have been involved in karyotypic changes. The four species with six
chromosomes have two chromosome pairs involved in nucleolus Organization and display NOR
polymorphisms.
Oohrvotrocha.

Therefore they can be considered as the most specialized within the genus
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Sex-ratio and local male competition in Dinoßhilus nvrociliafK

p^

G. Sella, B Besostri Grimaldi. M C Premoli, L. Ramella
Department ofAnimal Biology, University of Turin
The small marine worm Dinophilus gymcHjatus shows a very in.erestinu case of f„m„, K e lase
sex-ratio and a very remarkable mating system This species has
.
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Spatial structures of grasshopper populations
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Michael G. SERGEEV
Department of General Biology
T1G
Novosibirsk State University
2 Pirogova St., Novosibirsk 630090 Russia
and Institute for Systematics and Ecology of Animals,
Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences
11 Frunze St., Novosibirsk 630091 Russia

The analysis of species population distributions over regions, geographica!
landscapes and their units allows us to distinguish their groups with similar
relations to ecogeographical characters, including environmental heterogeneity.
It is essentially important for re-estimation of different ecologo-geographical
barriers being the limits for species spreading. Completely isolated
populations are exceptional. They may be observed for non-flying montane or
island forms. Continuous populations with uniform structure are very rare too.
On plains, we can describe at least three species population groups. These
groups form the limited number of combinations in every concrete region or
locality. We described 4 types of such combinations (Stebaev, Sergeev, 1982;
Sergeev, 1986; Kazakova, Sergeev, 1992). Observed pattem may be
essentially changed at various scales of studies. The analysis at the regional
and basin levels usually shows that every part of ränge is a mosaic, where
parcels of transitional, marginal and sometimes main types of settlement
distribution intersperse throughout the dominating background.
Our data allow us to Support an idea that really the majority of
grasshoppers (including good flyers) and locusts do not crossed many interand intralandscape boundaries. As a rule, these boundaries are associated with
difference of phenotypic traits of these insects. Such pattem is supposed to be
general for temperate Eurasia, especially for arid and subarid regions. In this
way, general population structures at various levels of studies should be
evaluated and possible trends of microevolution may be estimated. The another
thing is associated with understanding the problems of a biological diversity
because we can evaluate both a taxonomic diversity and diversities of
population and Community types too.
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Trade-offs between life history traits and sexual Ornaments

TP
c

Ben Sheidon. Lars Gustafsson and Anna Qvarnström
Section of Animal Ecology, Department of Zoology, Uppsala University,
Villavägen 9, S-752 36 Uppsala, Sweden

Both life history traits (e.g. clutch size, timing of breeding, parental investment)
and sexual Ornaments can be regarded as forms of reproductive investment
that, all eise being equal, are condition dependent. Consequently, one can
expect trade-offs between life history traits and sexual Ornaments. We
investigated the existence of such trade-offs by performing brood
manipulation experiments on pairs of collared flycatchers Ficedula albicollis
and studying the effect that these manipulations had on the subsequent size
of a sexual ornament (the white forehead patch) in males. The white forehead
patch is positively related to several measures of condition in males and
seems to be involved in signalling during aggressive encounters between
males. We found a strong relationship between the degree of experimental
manipulation of parental effort and the subsequent size of the ornament in
males: males that had experimentally increased parental effort developed
smaller Ornaments in the following year and vice versa. In addition to this
intragenerational trade-off, we found an intergenerational one: ornament size
of male recruits was related to the experimental manipulation they had
experienced during rearing. Thus males face a trade-off between their
ornament size in future years and that of their sons. The fitness cost of smaller
Ornaments is not clear, but for unmanipulated males, between year changes
in ornament size are positively related to changes in the number of females
that they are mated to. Viewing sexual Ornaments as subject to similar
processes as 'classical' life-history traits provides insights into a number of
areas, including age-related patterns of ornament Variation and the
relationship between certainty of paternity and paternal effort and also
suggests a sensitive method for measuring the fitness costs of reproductive
decisions in iteroparous organisms.

32>2 Evolutionary consequences of sexually transmitted diseases for
host reproductive strategies

X T lU-

Ben Sheldon
Section ofAnimal Ecology, Department ofZoology, Uppsala University,
Villavägen 9, S-752 36 Uppsala, Sweden

Sexually transmitted parasites are widespread: well-studied examples are
known from several vertebrate classes, arthropods and plants. As
epidemiological models show that the number of, and variance in the number
of, sexual partners are critical variables in predicting the spread of a sexually
transmitted parasite, pathogenic sexually transmitted parasites may exert
strong selection on host sexual behaviour. I discuss some possible cases and
consequences of such selection. Further, selection to avoid infection by
sexually transmitted parasites might explain why female vertebrates provide
such a hostile environment for male ejaculates, and hence contribute to the
commonly observed relationship between male sperm production and the
frequency of multiple mating. This may also have interesting consequences
for a special subset of good genes models of female choice. Because the risk
of infection increases with the number of partners, hosts potentially exposed to
sexually transmitted parasites face a special case of a current versus future
reproduction trade-off. I discuss possible consequences of this for host
reproductive strategies.

The evolution of ineffective antipredator behavior in a sunfish -salamander svstem

^ I,

Andrew S.h and Andrew Storfer, Center for Ecology, Evolution and Behavior, T.H. Morg^hool of
Biological Sciences, Umversity of Kentucky, USA.
Field surveys and experiments demonstrated that streamside Salamander larvae Ambystoma
barboun, suffer heavy predation by the green sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus. Behavioral observations and a
model that quantitatively linked antipredator behavior to predation rates suegested that the key orev
ineffective' behav.or is relatively high larval activity in fish pools in the da"ytime; i.e.. if larvae hide thev
can survive well, but because they are over-active in fish pools in the davtime they suffer heavy
mortality. The evolutionary mystery is thus: why have larvae not evolved to decrease the level of

this key ineffective trait?

Perhaps /f. barbouri larvae respond poorly to fish because they lack a long evolutionary historv
with predatory fish. To test this historical perspective, we compared the antipredator behavior of A
barboun to that of a s.ster species, A. texanum. that inhabits fishless. ephemeral ponds. Various lines of
evidence suggest that A. barbouri is recently derived from an ancestor that probablv resembled A
texanum. A phylogenetic constraint hypothesis predicts that due to selection from fish predation '
barbouri should be less active than texanum, but that barbouri mieht still be too active because of its
history of evolution without fish. Comparisons of the activity of the two species showed however that
m all tested condit.ons (with or without predatory fish present), barbouri were more actiCe than texanum
That is. evolution has gone in the wrong direction as far as this key ineffective trait is concerned
Lack of evolution due to lack of genetic Variation also appeared unlikely to be an important
constraint on the evolution of inappropriately high activity in the presence of fish because larvae did
evolve (based on the comparison between sister species) and because füll sib analvses revealed
significant Variation in key antipredator traits in both species.
Instead. the key constraint shaping the evolution of activity levels in these larvae appeared
to be behavioral correlations across situations. That is, the same individuals (and sibships) that
tended to be active in the absence of fish were also inappropriatelv active in the presence of fish and the
same md.viduals (and sibships) that were best at hiding (least active) in the presence of fish were also
relatively mactive in the absence of fish. We refer to these as 'fast' and 'slow' lan-ae. In streams that
consist of a mixture of fish and fishless pools, strong selection favoring high activity (fast larvae) in
fishless pools (high activity translates to high feeding, growth and developmental rates) apparently
overrides selection favoring low activity in fish pools. The overall result has been the evolution of fast
larvae with a concomitant inability to cope well with predatory sunfish.

An additional factor influencing the evolution of behavior in this System is gene flow amon«
populations. Isolated populations showed local adaptation; an isolated population that co-occurs with
fish showed lower activity and stronger responses to fish than an isolated population in a fishless stream
In contrast, two populations that experience different selection pressures (one with fish, the other without
fish), but also considerable gene flow, did not significantly differ in antipredator behavior. That is, gene
flow can further limit local adaptation to predators and thus also help to explain the existence of
ineffective antipredator behavior.
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SIMMS ELLEN L. University of Chicago, Dept. of Ecology and Evolution, 1101 E.
57th Street, Chicago, Illinois, USA, 60637. Costs and benefits of plant
responses to herbivores and pathogens.
Plants exhibit various evolutionary responses to tissue damage caused by disease or
herbivory Traits may arise which reduce the level of damage, either through
resistance or avoidance, or plants may evolve mechanisms for tolerating damage by
reducing its effect on fitness. Resistance is defined as the ability of a plant genotype to
reduce tissue damage by grazers or parasites (including disease) relative to other
eenotypes Tolerance is defined as the ability of a plant genotype to sustain a particular
level oftissue damage with relaüvely less fitness decrement than other genotypes
experiencing the same level of damage.
Coevolutionary cost-benefit models predict that an important constraint on the level
of Quantitative plant resistance to phytophages is the pleiotropic fitness cost associated
with allocation of resources to defense. Similarly, intermediate levels of tolerance may
be maintained by pleiotropic fitness costs of allocation to compensatory growth and
reproduction.
A field experiment was performed to detect fitness costs in the common moming
elorv Ipomoea purpurea, of resistance to and tolerance of anthracnose, a leaf-spotting
disease caused by the pathogenic fungus, Colletotrichum dematium. This expenment
vielded no evidence that resistance to anthracnose involved direct fitness costs.
Nevertheless, the fitness ofdiseased plants was negaüvely geneücally correlated with
the fitness of uninfected control plants. This result could be exp ained largely by the
detection of fitness costs associated with disease tolerance. I will discuss several
implications of these results for the evolution of plant responses to herbivores and
pathogens.
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Mitochondrial Markers in Native Scots Pine.
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William Sinclair, John Mörman and Richard Ennos
UmversityofEdinburgh. K i n g ' s B u i l d i n g s . M a > f , c l d R o a d . E d i n b u r g h .
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l co?"!;!0 8 "Umber 0f faCt0rs' the nalive Ca'edonian pmewood of Scotland now cov<
otiy 5/, oftbeir former ränge. They exist as a series of small widely scatlered remnants c
which Pmus sylvestris L. is the dominant component and constitute one of the only remiinin
suvaTn hTTT "rwT"' •DeSpite their limited disIribution. the remaining pmewood
sustam high levels of b.odivers.ty and for this reason as well as the.r undoubted aestheti.
cultural and h.stonc qualities, they have become a significant pnority for a number c
conservation agencies.
One of the most urgent priorities in terms of conservanon. ,$ to strike a balanc
between ma.nta.mng the Variation found in the Scots pine pouplations and the "native" aspec
ot the remnants. Monoterpenes and isozymes data have been used to develop guidelines an
conservation programmes for management of the remaining pmewoods. but this informatio
has inherently limited value as most Variation resides within populations rather than betweenThe development of techniques used in molecular biology will significantly increase th
levels ofboth detection and quantification of Variation, and will allow the study of selectivel
neutral genetic Variation. The distribution of this material is however, strongly influenced b
interpopulation gene flow via pollen and seed
In P. sylvestris pollen rtow
betwee
populations ,s substantial and therfore biparentally inhented nuclear markers or patemalh
inhented chloroplast markers would show a low degree of interpopulation differentiation Thi
mitochondnal genome of Pinus however, is matemally inhented and as such would b.
expected to show a higher degree of interpopulation variability as seed movement between th.-'
remnants is relatively mfrequent. This population-specific Variation can readily be detectei
using techniques developed in molecular biology, such as Restriction Fragment Lengtl
Poiymorphism (RFLP) analysis and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)-based methods
Total DNA is extracted from P. sylvestris buds or needles, digested with a series o
restnction endonucleases, electrophoresed and Southern blotted onto nylon membranes
Hybridisation with homologous probes then follows and RFLP pattems examined. These car
then be used to build up a "genetic register" of all the remnant populations.
PCR and mtDNA specific primers can be used to amplify fragments of mtDNA fron
individuals of the different native pine populations which are then screened either directly oi
after restriction digestion. These are also screened for Variation between the remnan
populations.
This work is being carried out on a number of native Scots pine populations and result:
so far will be oresented

337ON SPERM AND THE IMMUNOCOMPETENCE HANDICAP
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Folstad, /. and Skantein. F.
Department of Ecology/Zoology, IBG, University of Troms0, 9037 Troms0, Norway.

Hamilton and Zuk suggested in 1982 that sexual omaments evolved
through sexual seiection as indicators of parasite resistance. As a
mechanistic explanation to why sex traits should reflect parasite
resistance, the "immunocompetence Handicap" hypothesis suggests that
development of sexual omaments have costs to immunity. Sexual
hormones, such as testosterone, have a dual effect; they induce
development of sexually selected traits, while simultaneously supressing
the immune system. Here we present a novel idea to account for this
seemingly maladaptive effect of sex hormones. Spermatozoa are
considered "non-self by the immune system. Therefore, auto-immune
attacks from the immune system on gonads occurs and may influence
fertility. Thus, given the adverse immunological effects on sperm,
individuals must supress immune function during spermatogenesis. This
is an adaptive explanation for the immunosupressive effects of sex
hormones. The consequences this may have had in the evolution of
signals in sexual seiection is discussed.
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Salt adaptation in a constant or (temporally or spatially) varying environment.

Marret Smekens, Netherlands Institute of Ecology, P.O Box 40 NL fifififi 7,
U' NL"6666 Z(
Heteren, The Netherlands

™r°noPus. the Buckshorn Plantain, is mainly growing in the coasta
zone where ,t .s exposed to fluctuating concentrations of NaO Thest
esf
habitats are characterised by a hiahlv variable ahint;^
•

r"T

A. • -ction ,0 Lt. oVScest
accumulate, probably to cope with osmotic stress.
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Plants are grown under four differem
selective environments, two constant (salt or non-salt) anri ru> r.
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selective environmem
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Questions are:
-Is there genetic Variation for the selected component?
-Do different Imes change in salt adaptation?
-Are there changes in plasticity of salt adaptation in the different
selective environments?
uirrerent
-Are there changes in sorbitol synthesis. as a correlated response?
The expenment st, II runs, but after three generations it seems that nenetir
Variation for the selected component is available.

mole nteSh^th^r

t h e v a r Y i n 9 environments will become
more plastic then the Imes selected in the constant environments

-For sorb^ol synthesis, it is expected that lines selected in a constant environ
ment may change their constitutive levels, whereas in variable environments
selection results in mducable concentrations and higher plasticity.
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Paternity and paternal care in polygynous European starlings, Sturmis vulgaris.
H.G. Smith and L. Wennerberg, Department of Animal Ecology, Lund University, S-223
62 Lund, Sweden.

Among animals, parental care by females is more widespread than parental care by males. A
lower certainty of relatedness to putative offspring for males than for females have been
suggested to be important in the evolution of parental care. How much a male invest in
parental care is thus expected to increase in relation to the certainty of paternity. When faced
with a reduced paternity in a brood, a male bird may act in one of several ways. He may
commit infanticide to entice his mate to produce a new clutch in which his paternity his higher.
Altematively he may ignore the brood or adopt it but reduce his parental investment. In this
study the choices made by polygynous male European starlings Stumus vulgaris when facing
reduced paternity were studied. The expected paternity for polygynous males in one of their
broods were experimentally manipulated and the resulting paternity evaluated using DNA
fingerprinting.

When paternity was predictably low and the likelihood that females rapidly

produced replacement clutches was high males committed infanticide. When paternity was
predictably low but also the likelihood of a replacement clutch was low, males ignored the
broods. When the threat against paternity was intermediate, males adjusted their level of
parental investment to the expected paternity in the brood. This study, thus, demonstrates that
male starlings have an array of behaviours to cope with Variation in paternity.

Evolutionary radiations in echinoderms:
larval and adult diversification.

OU-O.
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Smith, A.B.

Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History Museum Cromwell
Road, London SW75BD, U.K.
Echinoderms pass through two very distinct and contrasting phases
during their life history, a benthic adult stage and a planktonic larval
stage. Furthermore, the metamorphosis that occurs between larval and
adult stages entails complete anatomical reorganization. We know
much about how adult morphology has evolved because of the fossil
record, and this reveals that changes have occurred erratically over
time. In contrast, there is no fossil record of larval forms for
comparison and s o we cannot teil directly whether larval evolution
occurred largely independent of, or in tandem with, evolution of adult
morphology.
It i s , h o w e v e r , p o s s i b l e t o c o m p a r e a n d c o n t r a s t p a t t e r n s o f
larval and adult morphological evolution from the analysis of character
distnbution amongst extant forms, given a reliable phylogeny for the
group. Phylogenetic hypotheses are now available for a number of
echmoderm groups b a s e d on ribosomal RNA s e q u e n c e d a t a a n d in many
c a s e s these a r e congruent with morphology-based phylogenies, giving
greater confident that the postulated relationships are correct.
Using well-supported phylogenies I investigate how larval and
adult evolution compare and contrast during two radiations; the postPalaeozoic diversification of echinoids and the early Palaeozoic
diversification of the five echinoderm classes. These analyses reveal
that larval a n d adult s t a g e s of life history have been evolving largely
mdependently and that the establishment of adult body plans and larval
body plans are unrelated.

ÖU-1.
Ann Smithson and Mark R. Macnair
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Exeter, Hatherly Laboratories,
Prince of Wales Road. Exeter. EX4 4PS. U.K.
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT FITNESS AND THE EVOLUTION OF FLORAL
TRAITS THROUGH POLLINATOR BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS

Floral corolla traits in insect-poilinated plants are frequently Polymorphie for
characters such as colour. scent and size. Frequency-dependent selection (FDS) has
been suggested to be one of the most important mechanisms by which
polymorphisms are retained in populations, and the potential for pollinating insects to
exert FDS on corolla traits, particularly on corolla colour, have been investigated.
An experimental approach was adopted, using captive colonies of bumblebees
Bombus terresrris foraging on arrays of artificial flowers of two or three morphs
which are varied in frequency and in nectar availability. It will be shown how and
when pollinators do forage in a frequency-dependent way, and how this behaviour is
influenced by factors such as nectar offered by different floral morphs and by
pollinator experience. In addition. the order in which flowers are visited by
pollinators is non-random, and the potential for pollinators to induce assortative
mating will be discussed. We consider the consequences of such pollinator
behaviour for evolution of floral corolla traits: pollinators can induce either positive
FDS on floral traits by preferring common corolla colours, leading to
monomorphism. and also negative FDS by preferring rare corolla colours, thus
leading to polymorphism.

Cuckoo host selection; characteristics deternining the seiection ot the host
the European cuckoo (Cuculus canorua)
-2 .
A
Soler, J.J. 4 Melier, A.P.
OU - J . 3 v
"7"(
Population Biology, Copenhagen University, Universitetsparken 15, DK-2100.
It is known that not every species is used as host by the European cuc
(Cuculus canorus). Some Potential host characteristics are commonly regarded
suitable for rearing young cuckoos. Some host characteristics are insectivo
open-nesting,laying of small eggs, building of shallow nest cups. However,
works are available which have analysed host characteristics in relation to'
parasitism rate by the European cuckoo.
"
We have used 73 species of European passerines as Potential 'hosts.
these, Information was available in the literatureon all the following variabL
1) parasitism rate (dependent variable), 2) host density 3) body mass,. 4) clu
size, 5) incubation period, 6) duration of host parental care for their own chi.
(nesting plus fiedging period), 7) brood reduction strategy (yes or no), 8) t
of nest (open, semi-open or hole-nesters), 9) sociability (sölitary, semi-colon
or colonial ) and 10) food type that host brings to nestlings. To create
continuous canonical axis with the discrete variables (7, 8, 9 and 10), we carr
out a canonical correspondence analysis and later used the coordenat'e value
each species to compute the comparative analysis of the host characterist
(discrete and continuous
variables together) using Felsenstein's (19.
independent comparison method to control for the common phylogenetic descent. .
The results of the analyses showed that the density of the host species
the variable with the strengest relationship with parasitism rate (part
correlation coefficient r = 0.379, p< 0.0015) followed by the duration of paren
Investment period (partial correlation coefficient r = -0.278, p< 0.02) and a
the kind of nest. selecting the open nesters (Canonical axis 1, r = 0.232,
0.05).^ These three variables accounted for 25% of the variance (multiple r =
F= 7.545, d.f= 3, 68, p< 0.0002). However, the duration of the parental c
period could be related to the kind of nest used, given that hole-nesting spec
normally have a longer nestling period than the non-hole-nesters (perhaps beca
of the reduction in predation risk). Therefore, we reanalysed the data ignor
the hole-nesters, but the results were the same. The variable best related w
the parasitism rate was the host density (partial correlation coefficient i
0.368, p= 0.005), followed by the duration of parental care (partial correlat
coefficient r = -0.296, p< 0.02), both variables together representing 21% of
variance (multiple r = 0.455; F= 7.042, d.f= 2, 54, p= 0.00192).
Therefore, the cuckoo selects its hosts on the basis of their availabil
and it prefers those which have a short breeding period. Perhaps the reasoo
the insectivory variable did not prove significant in the analysis was beca
most of the passerine species used feed their chicks insects, and the variance
too small to be related to the different parasitism rates.
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PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY OF GROWTH AND SURVIVAL
IN THE COMMON LIZARD (LACERTA VIVIPARA)

"T J

Gabriele Sorci & Jean Clobert
Laboratoire d'Ecologie. CNRS URA 258. Universite Pierre et Marie Curie
7 quai St. Bernard. Case 237. F-75252 Paris Cedex 05 France. E-mail: gsorci@snv.jussieu.fr

Phenotypic plasticity is a pervasive phenomenon in animals and plants indicating the
faculty of a given genotype to express different phenotypes across different environments. In
some cases, phenotypic plasticity can be interpreted as a response to cues heterogeneously
distributed across environments, response which may result in selective advantages for the
individuals expressing it (e.g., predator-induced changes in both invertebrate and vertebrate
prey morphology). In some other cases, phenotypic plasticity may however simply reflect
non adaptive responses to proximal environmental factors (e.g., temperature effects on
ectotherm developmental time).
We investigated sources of Variation of growth and survival in two populations of
Lacerta vivipara from Northern (Brittany) and Southern France (Lozere) respectively, which
show high geographic Variation for both characters. We conducted two different experiments
to explore this issue. In the first one, hatchling lizards from the two populations were raised
under identical laboratory conditions. This experiment showed that. when experiencing the
same environmental conditions, the individuals of the two populations tended to grow at the
same rate. This suggests that the observed differences in growth rate between geographically
distant populations of Lacerta vivipara cannot be attributed to genetic factors, although we
found evidence of within population genetic variability for growth rate.
In the second experiment, we raised hatchling lizards from one population (Lozere) in
outdoor enclosures located in both sites (Brittany and Lozere). This experiment showed that
transplanted lizards had both higher mortality and growth rate than lizards which stayed in
their site of origin. These findings are in good agreement with the observed differences
between the two natural populations. This experiment also showed that families with high
survival and/or growth rate in one environment did not tend to have high survival and/or
growth in the other environment, suggesting that genetic Variation for plasticity of life
history traits exists in the Lozäre population.
Overall, our findings underline the potential role of phenotypic plasticity in-explaining
pattems of geographic Variation of life-history traits, and that plasticity itself may be under
genetic control.

Evolution ofageneraJist genotype: assessing the adaptiveness ofphenotypic plasticity.
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plasticity is the ability of a genotype to adopt different phenotypes in
differem environmental conditmns. These phenotypic changes may or may not be
adaptive If adaptive, we refer to the changes as adaptive phenotvpic plasticity Althoush
some multivanate approaches to the study of phenotypic plasticity have been developed
most attention has been paid to the umvariate case, i.e., the reaction norm The goal of '
W°*.'s to examine multivanate phenotypic plasticity to determine which characters
are exhibiting adaptive phenotypic plasticity while Controlling for phenotypic correlations
henotyP'c
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The fo^u^

'S the inducible defense System involving the predaceous dipteran
freshwater cmstacean Daphnia. In the presence of Chaoborus

Chaoborus and the
rU

^rZc

T h anil en?at!ve PhenotyPe manifested by changes in many morphological
,nduced phenotype is less vulnerable to predation bv Chaoborus
^ u

Although the most nouceable charactenstic of the induced morph of Daphnia is the
necktooth (a small senes of spines along the dorsal margin of the head), essentially all
morphological characters exhibit some difference between the two morphs I will be
discussing three alternative ways of assessing the direct adaptive plasticitv of these
individual morphological characters with respect to the selective aeent that causes them
iÄ!?:
^ a"cm",ivc
»f •pp™-h,„j
The most appropnate approach invoives two steps. First, the adaptiveness of
change for each character must be established, while Controlling for phenotypic
correlations. This can be estimated as the selection gradient, the partial regression of
relauve fitness on phenotype. The data used are the mean values for each phenotypic
eaC c,oneand morph. along with an estimate of relative fitness denved from
predation expenments involving Chaoborus. Second, the average induced chanee is
estimated for the population. The direct adaptive plasticity for a character is the product of
selectio.n gradient and the averaged induced change. This
nmHPrrr0pnate
product represents the direct increase in relative fitness in an environment with
0
P iC?n °
ed by exhibiting the average induced change in that character
nf s
m
S L nT 0108^ charuCuerS meas"redl 7 exhibit h^gh'y significant induced change in '
the population, and 5 exhibit a significant panial regression on fitness, i.e., a non-zero
element in the selection gradient. Analysis of the direct adaptive plasticity indicates that 4
a S1§m i t effect- Wlth the neckt00th being the Single mös. lmTontt
THT
(laterai extensions of the head shield), body length, and
tailspTne leng"™" W
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Gene silencing and mating System evolution in polyploid hermaphrodites

3U-L4-

Thomas Städler

I 3

Department of Ecology and Evolution, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität,
Siesmayerstrasse 70, 60054 Frankfurt am Main, Genmany
The evolution of mating Systems continues to be extensively studied at both theoretical and
empirical levels. In this endeavor, polyploids have received much less attention than diploids,
despite their prevalence among vascular plants and their occurrence among many animal phyla.
I have studied the consequences of gene silencing for reproductive Isolation and mating System
evolution in polyploid, self-fertile hermaphroditic animals and angiosperms, building on a recent
model of speciation in polyploid fems. Assuming disomic inheritance in an allotetraploid, one or
the other of the duplicated loci may fix deleterious or 'null' alleles. as long as the second locus
remains fully functional. Pattems of silencing are likely to be different in independently evolving
lineages: two populations may have the genotypes aa 00 and 00 bb at a given locus pair, where
a and b denote functional alleles, i.e.. they are reciprocally silenced. Imerpopulational 'hybrids'
between such genotypes would be aO bO, and are thus expected to segregate for null alleles.
Assuming that there is no gametic selection and that null alleles are fully recessive, it follows that
1/16 of selfed progeny will be homozygous for null alleles at both diploid loci. Outcrossing
among reciprocally silenced genotypes thus involves the cost of partial hybrid sterility, and gene
silencing can be regarded as an additional factor promoting self-fertilization.
However, it also follows that the magnitude of fitness loss depends on both the mating System
of hybrids and on their relative proportion in local populations, in that high frequencies of
hybrids and/or high seifing rates promote their sterility. One important prediction emerging from
this scenario is that once such hybrids are generated, they should experience strong selection for
outcrossing. This may be viewed as a special case of Inbreeding depression, as previously masked
deleterious alleles can suddenly be expressed in the progeny of these hybrids. The consequences
of gene silencing for mating System evolution thus appear to be context-dependent.
The model-specific prediction of higher outcrossing rates in interstrain hybrids is currently
being tested in genetically diverse populations of Ancylus flu viatilis, an allotetraploid freshwater
pulmonale that has undergone some gene silencing subsequent to polyploidization. Previous work
has suggested the preponderance of self-fertilization in this snail. Using progeny anrays from a
large number of families and multilocus allozyme data (parent-offspring comparisons), the aim is
to estimate outcrossing rates at the family and group levels ('pure strains' versus 'hybrids'). The
first such data strengthen the previous inference of generally high seifing rates. but show higher
outcrossing in some families, and should eventually reveal whether gene silencing has affected
the mating System of hybrid snails.
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Phylogenetic relationship of the European Ips bark beetles
(Coleoptera, Scolytidae): a mitochondrial DNA and allozyme analysis

P "p

Christian Stauffer1)-) and Ferenc LakatosOS)
') Institut fiir Forstentomologie, Universität für Bodenkultur. 1190 Vienna
• Schooi ot'Biological Sciences. UEA Nonvich NR4 7TJ Enal and
-• Edeszeti es Faipari Egyetem Erdövedelemtani Tanszek. H-940Ö Sopron

tps acwmnants and /. sexdendatus inlestmg Pinus silvestris. 1. mannsteidi infestmg'pZm/j mvra i
ammnus l Juphcatus and /. typographus inlestmg Pwea abies and /. cembrae mtestmg Larv
deadua belong to the genus Ips De Geer (1775). A phylogeny ol these seven species was denve,
trom sequence and allozyme data to hypothesise the evolutionarv diveraence of their hos
relationship. The species are imponant pests in the European comferous tbresis. Lanae and adulv
bore through the phloem layer d.smptmg the water flow

and assinnlate transport benveen roots an.

crown. In doing so they can kill even healthy looking tree Stands dunng mass outbreaks causini
economic damage
We exammed divergence of the mitochondrial DNA by sequencmg a COI region and tunher bx
analysmg 5 Polymorphie enzyme loci. The differentiation of the sequences based on about 600 basi
pairs was between 15°/o and 20% among species. The species were not clustered accordmely to the

I. amitimis and I. typographus. which are morphological quite similar, were groupec
I. amitimis and I. acurmnatus. Even the scolvtid outaroup Blastophagw
on average 25° o divergence to the Ips speaes. Thus phvlogenetic relar.onships
of th,

host tree e.g.

more distantly than e.g.

minor had

mitochondnal haplotypes directly contradict hypotheses of species relationships from

previou.-

studies based on morphology and ecology. This high Variation amone species suggests that th,
species divergence is more ancient than prevnously thought and that genera were possiblv groupec
due to convergent morphological and behavioural evolution. However, the allovzme data revealed ;
contrastmg relationship pattem. No loci fixed for altemate alleles was detected in the 5 loc
compnsing more Chan 50 alleles and the dendrogram was based on differences in allele frequencies

I. typographus) and 3% (e a
Ips sp. populations was high Tht

The sequence divergence within the species was between 0% (e.g.

I. cembrae) whereas

vanation based on allozymes within Single

possible causative factors for this difference between the nuclear polymorphism and the low
mitochondrial divergence within the species. mcluding high gene flow and/or the occurrence oi
cytoplasmic incompatibility inducing Wolbachia. are discussed
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The rate of evolution of an induced life history response
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Stearns, S.C., and M. Kaisen Zoology Institute, University of Basle, Rheinspmng
9, CH-4051 Basle, Switzerland. email: steams(a)ubaclu.unibas.ch
The evolution and ecology of inducible defences are rapidly growing fields.
Inducible defences should evolve when there is a reliable cue to the presence of
the selection pressure, when that selection pressure varies in space or time, and
when defense is costly. These costs are expressed in life history traits: reduced
growth and reproduction. Changes in life-history traits can be induced by
environmental cues that are reliably associated with differences in age- or sizespecific mortality rates. How fast can inducible life history responses evolve? In
a long-term selection we are selecting 4 types of flies. Those in the first
treatment (HAM) encounter high adult mortality and should evolve faster
development, smaller size at eclosion, higher weight-specific fecundity early in
life, and a shorter reproductive life, in approximately that order. Those in the
second treatment (LAM) encounter low adult mortality and should evolve slower
development, larger size at eclosion, lower weight-specific fecundity early in life,
and a longer reproductive life. The flies in the third treatment (HAMPA)
encounter high adult mortality when propyl acetate (PA) is present (one month)
in the larval medium and low adult mortality rates when it is not (the next month,
in altemating sequence). They should evolve a plastic response to the
environmental cue, PA, expressing the HAM phenotype when PA is present in
their larval medium and the LAM phenotype when it is not. The flies in the
second treatment (LAMPA) experience the reverse: low adult mortality when PA
is present and high adult mortality when it is not. They should express the LAM
phenotype when PA is present and the HAM phenotype when it is not. Propyl
acetate is nearly physiologically neutral, and larvae are attracted to it. We use it
as an environmental cue to demographic conditions. These experiments bear on
several important issues. Here we report on the rate of evolution of induced
tesponses to PA as a cue to demographic conditions. using data from the HAMPA
and LAMPA treatments.

Epistasis and the Evolution of Compensatory Fitness Mutations
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A'nirby' nep,t' 0f Z0OlOgy' University of Maryland, College Park, MI
f
20742, S. V. Muse, Dept. of Biology, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802;
Email: stephan@zool.umd.edu

The analysis of epistatic interacrions has played an imponant role in population senetic
theory since it was introduccd by Haidane and Wright. Historically. ep.static interacio-s defined as interacnons between genes. Epistatic interacrions are expected to lead to nonrandor
associaüons between polymorphisms at different loci within popularions; however, nonrandor
associations are rarely detected in natural populations. Most notably, extensive studies o
hnkage disequihbnum based on allozyme Variation at many loci in natural populations o
Drosophila have failed to lend suppon to Wrighfs ideas. In contrast, the Observation
emerging from the application of recomb.nant DNA technology to Drosophila populatio,
genetics show several examples of extensive nonrandom associations between DN/
polymorphisms oyer relarively short distances. In the Adh and whiu locus regions o
Drosophila, strong hnkage disequilibna are clustered within the transcriprional unit.
We examined the hypothesis that the linkage disequilibna at Adh and white are causet
by epistatic selection maintaining the secondary stmctures of messenger RNA in these regions
In its simplest form, the mechanism underlying the action of epistatic selection on secondan
stnicture may be as follows: A mutarion occumng in a secondary structural dement such as thi
0f 311 ^ hairPln may be individually deleterious because it increases the structure's fte
t
energy wh.ch may destabilize this stnicture. However, the pairing potential of a functionalh
imponant stnicture. and thus f.tness, can be restored if a second "compensatory" mut^ior'

CUrSj o M A
SeqUenCe 0f the hdix- To exam,ne this hypothesis, we firs
inferred RNA secondary struetures in the regions of interest based on phylogenetu
compansons. Then, we tested the significance of the phylogenerically predicted stems usine ;
newly developed hkelihood ratio test and simulations. Our results suggest that the pattern oi
hnkage disequilibna at Adh is consistent with this model of compensatory f.tness interacrions
The approximately I-kb long "haplotype blocks" which we observed in a recent sequencinc
survey of white may be explained by a similar mechanism.
OCf
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PHYLOGENETIC EVIDENCE THAT APfflDS, RATHER THAN
PLANTS, DETERMINE CALL MORPHOLOGY
David L. Stern
Wellcome/CRC Institute and Department of Genetics, Tennis Court
Road. Cambridge, CB2 1QR, U.K.
Many diverse taxa have independently evolved the habit of living in
plant galls. For all but some viral galls, it is unknown whether plants
produce galls as a specialized plant reaction to certain types of
herbivory or whether herbivores direct gall development. Here I
present a phylogenetic analysis of gall-forming cerataphidine aphids
that demonstrates that gall morphology is extremely conservative with
respect to aphid phylogeny, but variable with respect to plant
taxonomy. In addition, the phylogeny reveals at least three host plant
switches where the aphids produce galls most similar to the galls of
their dosest relatives, rather than galls similar to the galls of aphids
already present on the host plant. These results indicate that aphids
determine the details of gall morphology, essentially extending their
phenotype to include plant material. Based on this and other evidence,
I suggest that the aphids and other galling insects manipulate latent
plant developmental programs to produce modified atavistic plant
morphologies rather than create new forms de novo.
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Genetic Variation in populations of the blowflv T „rir

mitochondrial DNA Sequences
Polymorphie DNA analysis (RAPD).
Jamie Stevens and Richard Wall
SchoolofBiological Sciences. Universiry of Bristol, Bristol, UK

Afnca, Hawaii and Australasia. Intraspecific genet.c Variation was^srnZ b"
y
companson of mitochondrial DNA fmtDNAl
amplified Polymorphie DNA (RAPD) analysis
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random

was used, smee its rapid rate^lTutlon is
genetic divergence between recently isolated
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analysis fonned the bas.s for a broad scale popu.at.on study
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genetic homogeneity of L. sencata populations to be explored.
highlight the existence of distinet pattems of global Variation.
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AffeleratPd ratgs of mnlecular evnlution in the Blue Mussei. Mytilu*

TZ.

Don Stewart, Randy Hoeh, Brent Sutherland, and Lefteri Zouros
Biology Department, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, B3H 4J1
Blue Musseis of the genus Mytilus have an unusual System of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) inheritance. Male mussels are heteroplasmic for two types of mtDNA.
Although they receive mtDNA from both their mother and father, they only transmit
their fathei's mtDNA and then, only to their sons. Females possess and transmit
only their mother's mtDNA. This sytem has been dubbed "doubly uniparental
inheritance" (DUI) of mtDNA and the dass of molecules transmitted through males
and females are referred to as the M and F types, respectively. A comparison of
DNA and amino acid sequences for the mitochondrial genes cytochrome c oxidase
subunits I and III for the M and F types from Mytilus edulis and Mytilus trossulus
indicates that these sequences düster together by gender rather than by species
affiliation. In other words, the split between M and F types occurred prior to the
divergence of these two mussei species. Another Observation based on these data
is that the M sequences are more divergent than the F sequences. On a broader
taxonomic scale, it also appears that both Mytilus sequences (i.e., M and F types)
evolve rapidly and are the most divergent mtDNA genomes yet observed.
Specifically, our analysis of pairwise genetic distances between Mytilus M and F
and ten other Metazoan sequences (representing mollusks, arthropods,
deuterostomes and nematodes) indicates that the Mytilus comparisons are always
the largest Reladve-rate tests (using Drosophila as a reference taxon) indicate that
Mytilus has undergone a significant increase in its rate of molecular evolution within
the Mollusca. Furthermore, by combining conservative estimates of times of
divergence and branch lengths obtained from a neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree
(based on a matrix of pairwise sequence divergence), the rate of molecular evolution
(i.e., substitutions/site/lineage/million years) is faster in Mytilus than in either
arthropods or vertebrates. We propose that the two unusual phenomena in Mytilus
(i.e., DUI and a high rate of mtDNA sequence divergence) may be causally related.
DUI involves a physical Separation of the M and F types into sperm and eggs, and
the M type (which is not present at all in females) is also the minority molecule in
male somadc tissue. This Separation into distinct environments could introduce
different selection pressures on the M and F types and, perhaps, decrease the sum
total selection pressure on either type. There is evidence from the sequence of
these protein coding genes that the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions is higher
in the M lineage than in the F lineage. If DUI does reduce selective pressures on
one or both of these gender-associated lineages, and if the phenomenon of DUI is
old and dynamic (appearing, disappearing, and re-appearing), it may explain the
unusual rate of molecular evolution in these mussei sequences.
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The causes and significance of Haldane's rule in the meadow grasshopper
Chorthippus parallelus

Anne Summers, Sonia Virdee and Aulay Mackenzie, Department of Biology,
University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, UK.

Haldane's rule states that if only one sex is sterile or inviable among species' hybrids, it
is the heterogamedc sex. The causes and significance of this phenomenon are
contentious issues, and this study aims to test some recently fonnulated ideas using the
Pyrenean hybrid zone between subspecies of the meadow grasshopper, Chorthippus
parallelus parallelus and Chonhippus parallelus erythropus, as a model system.
Laboratory-bred hybrid males of Chonhippus parallelus are subject to Haldane's
rule, and are completely sterile, but no hybrid male sterility has yet been recorded in
the field. Virdee & Hewitt (1994) have demonstrated an asymmetry in dysfunction
among reciprocal crosses using natural hybrids, which implies the presence of
modifiers for dysfunction. The initial component of this current study comprised the
setting up of crosses between grasshoppers from corresponding sites at the Col du
Pourtalet and the Col de la Quillane, in order to test for the existence of such
modifiers, and to elucidate the spatial homogeneity of their genetic architecture. If
different modifier genes have arisen across the geographic ränge it is predicted that
crosses will lead to the breakdown of modification and hence dysfunction. Results
from these crosses will be discussed.
Addinonally, grasshoppers were sampled at 5km intervals along a transect through
the Col de Bouchero, and a preliminary morphometric analysis performed on
characters known to differ at the subspecies level. Clines for all characters are
apparently exactly coincident and displaced 5km south of the zone centre, which
implies introgression of the C p parallelus genome across the col into Spain. Crosses
have revealed preferential inheritance of the parallelus X (Bella et al, 1992), which
may arise from a conflict between meiotic drive genes on the X chromosome and
autosomal drive-modifiers. Funher work will involve testing this hypothesis with
crosses.

!>5l Sundstrom L & Chapuisat M

hacuitative sex ratio biasing in ants

The sterile worker castes in social insects pose an evolutionary enigma: how can natural
selection.va process based on propagating genes to the nexLgeneraüon, promote such
altruism? Hamiltdn's rule äfid the concept öf inclusive fifhess provide a theöretical
framework for understanding the evolution of altruism: individuals- may gain
reproductive success aTsöTlirougfi olRer relffiveFtKIn owtToffipnrig~Especially"1 ri~
social hymenopterans kin selection appears to be amajor factor favouring sociality,
since the haplodiploid sex determining System causes females to be more closely related
to sisters than to their own offspring. However, haplodiploidy also causes asymmetric
genetic relationships within colonies: females äfe eqüally related to all offspring (males
and females), but more closely related to sisters than to brothers (relatedness
asymmeü7).' This, in combination with predictions froiri sex ratio theory', parent-'
- - -offspring conflicts-and kin selection theory, reveals a conflict between colony queens
and workers over sex allocaüon. Workers maximise their inclusive fitness by producing
a female biased sex ratio, whereas the colony queen maximises her fitness by a sex ratio
closer to unity. Hence, inclusive fitness arguments provide a basis for predicting
reproductive characteristics of social insect colonies and analysing the outcome of the
worker-queen conflict. Conversely, sex allocaüon studies in social insects can be used
to lest inclusive fitness theory itself, since worker control Over sex allocaüon is
expected under kin selecüon. The most powerful such test is the analysis of individual
colonies where the predicted sex allocaüon varies due to differences in worker fitness
functions. Previous work has shown that in a number of species workers apparently are
in control of the final sex raüos produced in their colony. However, queens can control
the sex raüo of the eggs that are laid, since only fenilised diploid eggs develop into
females whereas unferülised, haploid eggs develop into males. Hence, to bias sex raüos
in their favour workers must able to selecüvely destroy male brood. This study presents
empirical evidence of worker-controlled facultaüve sex raüo biasing in response to
relatedness asymmetries caused by inter-colony variaüons in queen maüng frequencies.
Whether the workers change brood sex raüos can be analysed by comparing the primary
(egg) sex raüo laid by the queen in spring with the secondary (final) sex raüos raised
from the same cohort of brood. The results show that male eggs are selecüvely
destroyed in colonies producing all female brood and that there is no association
between the primary and secondary sex raüo. Hence, queens apparenüy have very little
control of sex allocaüon in the species studied here (Formica exsecta).
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Mate quality affects offspring sex ratio in the blue tit (Parus caeruleus).
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Erik Svensson & Jan-Ake Nilsson, Department of Animal Ecology, Ecology Building, S-223
62 Lund, SWEDEN.
Questions conceming the occurrence of adaptive sex ratio manipulation have a long research
tradition in evolutionary biology, but evidence from birds is scarce. It has been suggested that
birds are unable to adaptively determine the sex of their young due to the constraints of their
sex determination Systems. Here we report results from a study of Variation in nestling sex
ratio in the blue tit (Parus caeruleus), a small passerine bird laying large clutch sizes. Using the
technique offlow cytometry, which quantifies sexual difFerences in the total amount of DNA in
blood cells, we determined the sex of 389 blue tit nestlings from 41 broods. The overall
hatching sex ratio between broods was significantly greater than expected from a binomial
distribution, suggesting that the nestling sex ratio does not simply reflect random chromosomal
segregation at meiosis, but that females in some way can control the sex of their individual
eggs. Brood sex ratios were not significantly afFected by brood sizes or timing of breeding, in
contrast to some previous studies. Nestling sex ratios of the broods were instead influenced by
properities of the fathers: females mated to males that survived until the next breeding season „
(high-quality males) produced male-biased broods, as opposed to those that were mated to
males that did not survive (low-quality males). Although it has previously been proposed that
females should produce an excess of sons when mated to high-quality males, our data provide
the first evidence that the father's phenotypic quality influences the sex ratio Variation in a
natural population.

Plumage condition affects night Performance in starlings: implications for
developmental homeostasis, abrasion and moult. John P. Swaddle - Behavioural

Biology Group, School of Biological Sciences. University of Bristol, Woodland Road,
Bristol BS8 1UG, U.K.
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Variation in

length

and asymmetry of

wing

primaiy

feathers can arise from a

breakdown of developmental homeostasis, feather abrasion and incomplete growth
during moult. Indirect predictions have been made conceming the impact of primary
length and asymmetry on the flight

ability of birds, but they have not been expliciüy

tested. Here 1 provide evidence from both natural Variation in primary feather condition
•

and

experimental manipulations of primary feather length and asymmetry to indicate

that these factors do influence aspects of flight

Performance in the European starling

(Sturnus vulgaris). Damaged and incompletely grown primary feathers reduce escape
night Performance. Experimemally reduced primary lengths reduce the take-off speed;
increased feather asymmetry decreases aenal manoeuvrability. A comparison of the
experimental and natural plumage data indicates that birds in the wild may be able to
adapt to their change in wing morphology, perhaps to minimise the effect of feather
loss or damage on flicht

Performance. The results from this study indicate that primary

feathers are under streng stabilising selection to maximise developmental homeostasis
and reduce feather asymmetry. These findings are also of ecological imponance to the

damage-avoidance and moult strategies of these birds. This is the first experimental
evidence to indicate a quantitative reduction in flight

Performance with feather lengths

and asymmetries typical of those observed during flight feather moult and feather
damage in any species.

SELFISHNESS AND THE INTEGRATION OF GENETIC INFORMATION

DÜRING EVOLUTIONARY TRANSITIONS
Eörs Szathmäry

Collegium Budapest (Institute forAdvanved Study), Szenthdromsäg u. 2.,
H-lOl4 Budapest; and Dept of Plant Taxonomy andEcology, Eötvös
University, Ludovika ter 2, H-l083 Budapest, Hungary.
E'tnail: szathmary@2eus.c0lbud.hu
—
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It has happened a number of times in evolution that originally unlinked
replicators have formed a higher-level unit: unlinked genes have been
engulfed in compartments, genes have been linkcd into chromosomes, anc
organelles have joined eukaryotic host cells. The question naturally arises
how mechanisms to prevent unbounded competition ofthe lower-level
replicators evolved. Comemporary analogous can also be pointed out. It
seems that some fonn of population structure was essential for cooperatio
to arise. Three of them will be discussed in some detail:
1) Stmctured demes. Selection in them explains the dynamics of defective
interfering viruses and the existence of coviruses (segmented multicompartment viruses).
2) Replication and difiusion on surfaces, as modelled by cellular automatz
Coexistence of complementing, but competing replicators can arise either
through some mesoscopic structure (hypercyclic spiral waves) or without
an obvious pattem (metabolic co-operation). The general importance of
this mechamsm will especially be emphasized.
3) The stochastic corrector model: group selection of reproducing
compartments. This model is applicable to to the gene —> protocell
transition, to the establishment of chromosomes in protocells, to the
coexistence of different plasmids under selective conditions, to the nuclea
dynamics of hypotrich ciliates, and to the archezoon —> metakaiyote
transition (coexistence of semi-autonomously replicating organelles).
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Population genetic structure of Pinus sylvestris (L.) revealed by
analysis of allozyme and RAPD Variation: discrepancies and similarities.
Alfred E. Szmidt, Xiao-Ru Wang, Meng-Zhu Lu, and Laura Parducci
Department of Forest Genetics and Plant Physiology, The Swedish University
of Agricultural Sciences, S901-83 Umeä, Sweden

Abstract
Several recent studies have compared the usefulness of allozyme and
random Polymorphie DNA (RAPD) markers for population genetic analysis of
plants. In most of these studies, only diploid material was studied. In such
material, heterozygotes cannot be distinguished from dominant homozygotes
because of the dominant nature of RAPD Variation. In conifers, this limitation
can be alleviated by using haploid macrogametophytes which permits
determination of allelic composition of any individual for a given locus. We
analysed allozyme and RAPD Variation in haploid macrogametophytes of
forty Single trees in two populations of Pinus sylvestris (L). RAPDs showed
higher expected and observed heterozygosity than did allozymes. The
genetic distance between the two investigated populations was low and
similar for allozyme and RAPD loci. In both populations, fixation indices (F)
were high and negative for all RAPD loci, indicating heterozygote excess over
the expected panmictic proportions. In contrast, both positive and negative
F values were observed among allozyme loci with an average showing only
modest departure from panmictic expectations. Several hypotheses are
proposed to explain the observed discrepancy between F values for allozyme
and RAPD loci.

The Maintenance of Alternative Phenotypes by

"TdjQ

Threshold Selection, Mutation and Drift

Yoshinari Tanaka and Derek A. Roff
Deparment of Biology, McGill University,
1205 Dr. Pmfleld Ave., Montreal, Quebec
Canada, H3A 1B1
The evolutionär)' maintenance of alternative phenotypes by mutation, directional
selection and genetic drift is analysed by a diffusion approximation of gene frequen'cy
distribution and a Monte Carlo Simulation. The alternative phenotypes (a dichotomous
character) are assumed to bc determined by the threshold model of quantitative genedcs.
We assume an ideal truncation selection against one of the phenotypes: all individuals
of one morph (individuals in which the underlying character is lower than the threshold
point) do not reproduce at all. This scheine of selection is quite different from the usual
truncation selection. wherc the truncation point moves wich evolutionary changes of the
genotypic distribution and the directional selection intensity is kept constant. At
equilibrium substantial amounts of additive genetic variance can be maintained in the
Population. The proportion of the unselected phenotype is mostly determined by the
per-locus (not genomic) mutation rate in a large population. In a small population
(population sizcclOOO), however, the number of individuals with the unselected
phenotype is nearly independent of the per-locus mutation rate: the number of loci and
population size. The result implies that one individual with the unselected phenotype
appears evcry two or three generations in a small population. Thus, mutation and drift
can maintain alternative phenotypes even in a small population.

Dale Taneyhi11
Rules & Mechanisms in the Evolution of

T8

Foraging Behaviour

Recently chere has been renewed interest in proximal mechamisrns in behavioural
ecology. Laboratory studies with bumble bees [Bambus spp.) were designed to
elucidate the mechanism by which bees decide to depart patches. Captive bees
foraged from rings of S wells drilled in block« of Plexiglas; the rings were filled
with from 0-4 pL 30 % sucrose Solution and were designed to mimic flowers borne
in umbels. In tests with pairs of rings, bees ^robed 2 wells on average before
departing when encountering an empcy ring, an^ they probed 10 wells on average
whea Erst encountering a filled ring. Receiving iucrose from one ring had a consistent carryover effect: bees probed an averag-. of over 3 wells before departing
on empty rings if they had first visited a filled r: t. Further tests used triangles of
rings and varied amounts of sucrose Solution in ' .e wells. Bees probed fewer wells
o n b o t h 1 p L r i n g s a n d 4 p L r i n g s t h a n o n t h o ^ '.vich 2 p L . I n b o t h 2 a n d 4 p L
triangles, the numbers of wells probed declinec :om first to third rings. When
visiting empty rings, the number of wells probr before departure depended on
previous exrperience: bees always probed more
LIS on empties if they had first
visited one or two filled rings, and the effect va. d with nectar vohune. Effects
of filled rings were asymmetric: bees probed mo: .vells on empty rings after first
visiting a 2 pL and then a 1 ßL ring than vice ^rsa. To explain the results a
present a model based on an increment-decay mi anism. I discuss the difference
between "rules" vs. mechanisms as proximal mc
s of foraging behavior.

Phenotypic plasticity in Iris pumila - spatial
and temporal aspects

357-

^
A. Tarasjet

m

Depanmmt ofEvolutionary Biology
Injtltutt for Biological Research
Belgrade. Serbia
I conducted an cxploratory analysis ofthe phenotypic
plasticity in dwarfbearded ins - Iris pumila L. flhdaceae). I.
pumila, rhizomatous perennial insect-pollinated herb, is very
suitable object for studies of phenotypic plasticity for several
reaions. First, since it can reproduce vegeiatively, parts of
the same clone can be grown in different environments
(spatial aspect of phenotypic plasticity). Second. due to its
perrenity, clones of I.pumila can be monitored in different
years (temporal aspect of plasticity).
22 quantitative traits wert measured on parts of clones
ftom two populations (Brdaice and Borova Sumica - 30
clones each) transplanted on experimental plots in
"Brdaice" and "Borova lumica" localitjes. Each clone was
represented by two replicas and monitored in three
flowering seasons (1992,1993 and 1994). Collected data was
analyzed in several ways by SAS (SAS Institute 1989)
Statistical package. On the basis of results ofperfbrmed
analysis, 1 had come to following conclusions:
1) Analyzed traits exhibit phenotypic plasticity in face of
both spatial and temporal environmental variabilities. This
•
was indicated by treatment effects in two-way and repeated
measures ANOVA's.
2) GeneUc variability of phenotypic plasticity is
considerubty low for most of the analyzed traits. Evidence
for such condusion can be found in small number of
significant interaction terms in two - way and repeated
measures ANOVA's. Low genetic variability indicates small
Potential of phenotypic plasticity for changes by selection.
3) Phenotypic plasticities of the same trat:were similar
in different populations for most ofthe analyzed mau. This
conclusion is based on the lack of significant interaction
tenns (population x locality and population x year) ftom two
- way ANOVA's. Possible explanations for this similarity
are lack of genetic variability of phenotypic plasticity and/or
snnilanty of "selection regimes" in different populations.

4) Traits dnergence between populations ws not
followed by divergence of plasticities. Changes oftrait m.
should be followed by changes in trait's phenotypic
plasticity under the expectations ofsocalled "pleiotropic
model" '. Observed lack ofconelation between tnut and
trait's plasticity divergcnces is in better agreement with
"epistatic model" '.ofplastidty's genetic determination.
5) Traits vith high phenotypic plasticity do not diver,
less. It is often assumed (hat high phenotypic plasticity
should act as a "buffer agamst selection" u Divergence
between populations for irait means was not prevented bx
high phenotypic plasticity in case odrispumila.
6) Phenotypic plasticity and genetic variability ofthe
same tntit were positive/y correlated. Some authors statte
that phenotypic plasticity and genetic'variability are
alternative ways of adaptation to heterogeneous
environments. My results are in better agreement with
expectations that phenotypic plasticity and genetic
variability can be positively cotrelated4 because tiiey are
adaptations to the same factor (heterogeneity of
eimronment)
7) Phenotypic plasticity and developmental instabilin
do not have common genetic basis. at least for the mosr
plastic. vegetative traits. Such conclusion can be drawn
.
from lack of any significant coirelation coefficients betwe
measures of phenotypic plasticity (variabüity between vea
and between localities) and instabüity (asymmetry,
variabilities between ramets and between replicas ofthe
same clone) for vegetative traits. For floral traits significa
conelations were detected but only for variability betweei
years (as a measure of phenotypic plasticity) and variabili
between different replicas in the same environment (as a
measure of instability). This measure of instability can als
be a result of plastic response to uncontrolled environmen
Variation 1 and, therefore, observed positive correlation ca
reflect positive relarionship between different phenotypic
plasticities of floral traits.
1.Scheiner SM & Lyman RF (1991) J. Evol Biol 4 . ;j
2. Grant V (1977) Organismic Evolution. 3.Gram V (198
The Evolutionäre Process «t Schemer SM & GoodnighVC
(19%4) Evolution 38:845-355 S.Bradshaw AD (1974)
Brookkaven Symp. Biol. 25: 75-94
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ITS polymorphisms and their meaning for concerted evolution
in Drosophila melanogaster
- r j
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Christian Schlötterer & Diethard Tautz, Zoologisches Institut,
Luisenstrasse 14,
D-80333 München, Germany
The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) is part of the
ribosomal rDNA Cluster. Interspecies comparisons have shown
that
a large portion of the ITS is evolving neutrally. Therefore,
the ITS provides a useful marker to monitor genetic exchanges
driving concerted evolution.
In Drosophila melanogaster ribosomal genes are located
on the X and Y chromosome. Concerted evolution of the rDNA
arrays is dependent on genetic exchange between the X and Y
chromosome.
We found three different levels of genetic
exchange to be involved in homogenization of the rDNA Clusters:
within Single chromosomal lineages, between homologous
chromosomes and between non homologous chromosomes.
Comparisons of ITS polymorphisms within natural populations
suggest that these exchanges have very different rates.
Intrachromosomal exchange is the most frequent exchange
mechanism, leading to the predominance of homogenized rDNA
arrays on Single chromosomes. However, genetic exchange
between homologous chromosomes is still frequent enough to
detect "composite" rDNA arrays. Genetic exchange between
rDNA Clusters on the X and the Y chromosome are apparently
significantly less frequent.

Thomas F, Renaud F. Demeeus T, Cezilly F & Rouset F
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Hamilton and Zuk theory suggests that male 'brigthness' allows females to assess male ability ;
resist parasites In this hypothesis the füll expression of secondary sexual traits and parasi
load are respectiveiy assumed to mainly depend on individual vigour and genetic resistanc
Here, we propose that a negative correlation between brightness and parasite load incorrect
suggest a causal relationship between parasitism and mating success. Indeed, parasitism c;
negatively covaries with host age in certain circumstances of host monality induced by parasi
accumulation, while both male brightness and female preferences positively covaries with ac
Thus some properties of host-parasites associations, coupled with the host reproducti'
behaviour can provide fortuitously Supports for the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis.

Parasites, age and sexual selection
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LONG-TERM PARTHENOGENESIS AND THE EVOLUTION OF
ACARIFORM MITES

"f ±

RICHARD H. THOMAS1 & ROY A. NORTON2
Department of Zoology, The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road,
London, SW7 5BD, UK
2State University of New York, College of Environmental Science &
Forestry, One Forestry Drive, Syracuse, New York 13210-2778, USA
We are studying a higher taxon of oribatid mites, known colloquially as the
nothroids, which appears to have dispensed with sex altogether, yet
contains hundreds of species that are numerically abundant,
geographically widespread and geologically old. This Situation is precisely
the opposite of typical parthenogenetic species which are relatively very
young and invariably have sexual sister species. Intensive and extensive
sampling of natural populations of many nothroid species provides no
evidence for geographic parthenogenesis or for cyclical parthenogenesis,
thus any sexual reproduction in these animals must be occuring at
extremely low frequency. Fossil evidence places the origin of these
lineages in the Devonian, over 380 Mya. The most parsimonious
Interpretation of the available data is that these animals have speciated
and diversified in the absence of sex. Morphological evidence suggests
that a major group of acariform mites, the Astigmata, has evolved from
within the asexual nothroids. The Astigmata is a very diverse group
containing, among others, house dust mites, stored products pests,
parasites, and slime mites (of Drosophila culture fame). Parthenogenesis
occurs only sporadically throughout this group, as in most invertebrate
groups. We present results from DNA sequence data testing the
monophyly of the asexual nothroid lineages and investigating the origins
of the Astigmata.
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R. Thomhill, Dept. ofBiology, The University ofNew Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-1091
Euctuating Asymmetry and Honest Signaling ofPhenotypic Quality in Human Sexual Selection.
Judgments offacial attractiveness are expressions of psychological adaptations, presumably for
mating. Thus, the form that sexual seleaion took in the evolutionary history ofhumans is knowab'e from the judgments. Four models of the sexual selection process have been proposed to
account for the evolution of secondary sexual traits: arbitrary or aesthetic model, the good genes
model, the mate recognition model, and the good provider model. Degree of symmetry reflects
thedegree of developmental health, and probably overall phenotypic quality. The arbitrary and
mate recognition models predict a positive correlation between facial asymmetry and the sexspecific development of attractive facial secondary sexual traits. The good genes and good
Provider models predict a negative relationship between the same variables. A negative
relationship was found. This research provides evidence, then, that secondary sexual features of
the face honestly signal phenotypic quality. Other research reveals that non-facial secondary
sexual traits of men also signal phenotypic quality. The research discussed was done in
collaboration with Steven W. Gangestad.

Introgression of mitochondrial DNA between two hare spedes

in Scandinavia.

PlT-

r.flrl-Gustaf THnlin. Maarit Jaarola, Hakan Tegelström and Karl Fredga.
Department of Genetics, Uppsala University, Box 7003, S-750 07 Uppsala,
Sweden

In Scandinavia two species of hare occur, the European hare (L e p u s

europeus Fall.) and the mountain hare (L. timidus L.). The European
hare has been introduced since the 19th Century. The two species are
known to^hybridize and produce viable offspring in captivity. Morphological intermediates, believed to be hybrids, have been observed in the
wild. Analysis of mitochondrial DNA restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) was performed to investigate whether hybridization
between the two hare species occur in the wild. Morphologically distinct
specimens of European and mountain hares were collected from

totally 15

localities in Scandinavia. The sequence divergence in mtDNA between the
species was estimated at 8%. Intraspecific mtDNA sequence divergence
varied between 0.09-0.4% in European hares and 0.1-1.4% in mountain
hares. Six out of eighteen European hares examined carried mtDNA of
mountain hare origin. No mountain hare with European hare mtDNA
was found. Thus, our study demonstrate introgression of mtDNA haplotypes from

mountain hares to European hares. The results indicate that

interspecific hybridization between wild female mountain hares and male
European hares occur and that the hybrids are fertile.
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Maria Ujhelyi
Semmelweis University of Medicine, Institute of Behavioral Sciences
Budapest, Hungary

Some thoughts about the origins of syntax

Teaching experiments with a pygmy chimpanzee seem to show that this
animal has some grammatical skill since he comprehends and creates
meaningful differences given between alternative word Orders.
What is the significance of this finding? Is the bonobo's Performance an
evolutionary precursor for the grammar, or may this capacity be of
interest but have no significance from an evolutionary point of view?
A unique dissolution occuring in human Speakers i.e. morpheme use
impairment with intact syntax throws a new light upon this question. This
finding raises the possibility that the present day unitary grammatical
system has different evolutionary roots which reflect different time and
context.
The syntax i.e. the combination of linguistic Clements for creating
different meanings might have originated earlier in the hominoid evolution,
while using morphemes to join Clements is presumably a recently evolved
capacity. The syntax (in this meaning) serves as a precondition for the
arising morphological system, but the true grammar with its special
evolving is present only when the latter is established.

SEX RATIO AND NATURAL SELECTION IN HUMANS: INTER- AND INTRAPOPULATION ANALYSES.
Ulizzi L* and Zonta L.A. **
* Dept. of Genetics and Molecular Biology, Univ. "La Sapienza", Rome, Italy.
"Dept. of Genetics and Microbiology, Univ. of Pavia, Itaiy.
In humans the secondary sex ratio (males/females at birth) exceeds, slightly but
significantly, the expected 1:1 segregational ratio. It is well known, however, that sex
ratio values varies over lifetime: since mortality rate is higher in males than in females at
most ages, sex ratio is progressively reducing so that at the reproductive age it is closer
to 1, this value being very likely stabilized by natural selection. Secondary sex ratio can
show variations between and within populations, and its temporal trend follows different
pattems in different populations. Both genetical and environmental factors have been
invoked to explain znterpopulation variability, whereas biological and socio-economic
variables, such as parity, parental age and social class, are generally considered to play
a primary role in determining /nfrapopulation variability.
In previous papers we studied with different approaches the above mentioned
causes of the sex ratio variability. We considered large populations representative of the
main human groups and we compared the secular trends of the sex ratio. The data
covered a period of over fifty years. In the Italian population, furthermore, we analyzed
the covariation of secondary sex ratio with some biological and socio-economic
Parameters.

In the present work we summarize the main results of these studies and we
report a preliminary analysis performed on different Italian regions which are at different
stages of demographic transition. We have studied a partitioning of the sex ratio
variability: in an attempt to isolate any specific effect, we have used a Statistical
multivariate approach to analyze the relationships between sex ratio and relevant socioeconomic and biological parameters, such as Stillbirth rate, parity and maternal age and
educational level.
Ulizzi L. (1983) Ann.Hum.Genet., 47:321-327; Ulizzi L. and Zonta L.A. (1993)
Ann.Hum.Genet.,57\2'\/\-2'\9, Ulizzi L. and Zonta L.A. (1994) Hum. B/o/., 66:10371048; Ulizzi L. and Zonta LA. (1995) Hum. Biol., 67:59-87

PLASTICITY IN REPRODUCTIVE TACTICS IN A FRESHWATER COLONIAL
ANBVIAL
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Laura Uotila and Mervi Niemelä

Uboratory of Ecological Zoology, University of Turku, FIN-20500 Turku, Finland, and
Konnevesi Research Slation, Departmem Ol' Biolouy, University of Jyväskylä. FIN-44300 Konnevesi
Finland

Life-cycles of modular, colonial animals involve both asexual reproduction and sex. In tfi
generally sessile life-style of modular organisms, different forms of growth and
reproduction function both in local foraging for resources and spatial and temporal
dispersa!. In different environments, partition of resources among the reproductive
functions can be expected to vary.
We studied the reproductive tactics of Cristatella mucedo (BRYOZOA: Phylactolaemata)
in different experimental conditions in two different flow regimes and Standing water. Thi" '
conditions affected the pattern of water flow over the substrata, and probably also the
availability of food. Reproductive traits studied were: clonal growth of colonies by
budding of daughter zooids, fission of colonies, production of asexual resting stages
(statoblasts), and production of sexual larvae.
Rearing conditions clearly affected clona] growth, but the Performance of colonies of
different origin (colonies collected from separate sampling locations) ranked differently
between the conditions. The effect of colony origin on sexual reproduction and Initiation
of statoblast production was more pronounced than that of the growth conditions. In
general, there was a positive correlation between the different reproductive traits.
The results suggest a rapid phenotypic response to different growth conditions in clonal
growth of Cristatella colonies. Production of statoblasts and larvae, in tum, may be bettei
buffered against environmental changes. The observed pattems in responses may be due t
differences in reaction norms among genetic individuals. Because of the strong effect of
origin of colonies, we conclude that reproductive tactics may differ among populations.

ACCESS TO MUSEUM COLLECTIONS FOR EVOLUTIONARY STUDIES
Extraction, amplification and sequencing of DNA from unbuffered

O& O

formalin-fixed specimens

p 7

Anne-Marie Vachot and Monique Monnerot.
CNRS, Centre de Geneüque Moleculaire, F-9n98 Gif sur Yvette cedex, France

Museum collections around the world contain many millions of
specimens fixed in unbuffered formaldehyde and preserved in ethanol. A large
number of these wet specimens were obtained at great expense from remote
parts of the globe and would be difficult or impossible to recollect. The use of ,
fixed specimens for evolutionary studies based on molecular markers is of great
interest because it significantly widens the number of taxa which can be used
for phylogeny and/or population genetics. Recent focus on rare or extinct
species exacerbates this relevance.
Recent advances in the technology of DNA analysis have allowed
some museum collections to become valuable sources of DNA. However,
organisms which are stored in liquid preservatives have been used less in
molecular biological studies than dried skins or ancient bones, as evidenced by
the relative lack of publications on this subject.
Our work is devoted to the use of unbuffered formaldehyde fixed
museum specimens as a source of DNA. After having analysed the effects of
this common fixative on DNA we set up a protocol suitable for the recovery of
DNA from formaldehyde fixed specimens. DNA extracted following our
protocol can be amplified (up to 500 bp) and sequenced. Examples are given
using frog specimens.
We also report a study, the aim of which is to define a new recipe for
liquid fixatives that will preserve both whole ammal morphology and DNA.
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Pekka Vakkari and Anu Manila
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Foundation for Forest Tree Breeding, Viljatie 4A5. SF-00700 Helsinki, Finland

GENETIC VARIATION IN THE STANDS OF ENGLISH O A K r n
EUROPEAN WHITE ELM (Ulmus laev.s) IN FINLAND

The Finnish populations of Quercus robur and Ulmus lue vis reoresent
margin of both species' distribution in Eurooe The namr-ii
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Pekka Vakkari

'

Dept. Ecology and Systematics, Division of Population Biology, University of Helsinki
P.Rautatiekatu 13, SF-00100 Helsinki, Finland

INDUSTR1AL MELANISM OF MOTHS EN FINLAND

Industrial melanism of moths has been monitored in Finland over 20 years starting in
1972. Melanie forms have been observed in more than 40 species (northem melanism
excluded), but in most cases only sporadically. Most important species are two small
noctuid moths, Oligia latruneula and Oligia strigilis, followed by Apatele rumicis,
Tethea or and Earopis crepusculana/ biswrtata. Only a few melanic Peppered moths
have been recorded.
The frequency of melanics of 0.latruneula ranges from 0.8 to 1 in all Urban populations. The melanism of O.strigilis is restricted to 3-4 towns and the frequency of
melanics is always below that of the other species. High melanic frequencies have been
recorded also in rural populations of O.latruneula in the SE-part of the country and in
the southem archipelago, whereas rural melanism of O.strigilis is very uncommon.
Temporal changes in the melanic frequencies are mostly alarming: there is a slight
decline in the case of O.latruneula in the center of Helsinki, but a rapid increase in the
rural populations over large areas. These changes and some details of the geographic
pattem are not connected to liehen damage and thus, selective predation is probably not
the only selection component.

Non-equilibrium Population Dynamics
of 'Ideal and Free' Frey and Predators

"TlO

Minus van Baaten* & Maurice W. Sabelis*
') University of Warwick. Department of Biological Sciences, Coventry CV4 7AL UK
§) University of Amsterdam. Pure and AppUed Ecology. Section Populauon Biology." Kmislaan 320. 1098 Sf
Amsterdam. The Neiheriands

It is long known that aggregated spacial distributions of prey and predator may promot
ecological stabüity
stabüity of thc population dynamical equihbrium). However
fre
prey and predators will setüe at sufficienüy aggregated distributions only if patch qualir
(reflccted in prey ecund.ty) is very heterogeneous. Hence, the conditions for simultaneou
ecological and evoluüonary stability are rather limited. We present the results of a systemati,
survey us.ng Computer simulanons. suggesting that adaptive patch choice may lead to non
equibbnum pers.stence under a much wider ränge of conditions, depending on the way the idea
free distnbutions are achieved and, in particular, on the Information that is avaüable lf prey am
predators can distinguish among patch types but cannot detect population densmes within th.
patches spat,al distnbutions will be density-independent. Then, parameter space contains •

iL

reg1011 0f ecoloSlcal stability that is surrounded by a region of limit cycles. If predators or prex •
can d^ct population densities within the patches. they can adopt flexible patch selectioi
strategies. Spaoal distnbunons become density-dependent. and the set of inhabtted patches is nc
longer constant; ideal free distributions will expand and shrink when populations fluctuate Ii
onJy the predators can adopt flexible patch selection strategies, the equilibrium becomes unstabk
and ecological stabüity vanishes. Nevertheless, predator and prey may coexist in a ümit cycle i.
t ere are enough marginal patches, and prey fecundity in the high-quality patch is suff.cienth
large Thus, a flexible aggregative response of the predators is a destabilizing mechanism tha.
nonetheless may contribute to persistence. If both prey and predators have flexible patch
selection strategies, simulations lead either to chaotic fluctuations or to extinction, but not to
suble equiiibna or limit cycles. The conditions for coexistence by far exceed those for ecological
and evoluDonary stability when distributions are density-independent
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TREECON for Windows: a Software package for the construction and drawing of evolutionary
trees for the Microsoft Windows environment
Yves Van de Peer and Rupert De Wächter

Pf

Departement Biochemie, Universiteit Antwerpen (UIA), B-2610 Antwerpen, Belgium

TREECON is a Software package developed primarily for the construction and drawing of
evolutionary trees based on distance data calculated from nucleic and amino acid sequences. It
implements several equations for Converting dissimiiarity into evolutionary distance and several
algorithms for inferring tree topologies. Bootstrap analysis on sequence data is also implemented.
The Software package, which was initially developed to run under the DOS operating system, has
now been adapted for the Microsoft Windows environment. TREECON for Windows has a Standard
MS-Windows interface including pull-down and pop-up menus, dialog boxes and scrollable lists. It is
therefore assumed that users are familiar with the basic interface elements of MS-Windows.
TREECON for Windows is written in C and runs on IBM-compatible Computers (80386 and higher). A
hard disk and a mouse are required. The Software package consists of several executables which
are managed through a principal menu. As dynamic memory allocation is used throughout the
program, the size of the data is constrained only by the available memory. Trees as shown on the
display (see figure) can be scrolled in both directions and customized to the needs of the user. The
user can select different colors and different fonts for species names, bootstrap values, Cluster names
and so on. Furthermore, selected
numbers of species can be put in
different fonts and Clusters of
sequences can be represented as
triangles or by shading.
Taxon
designations can also be added.
Trees can be saved in different
formats (text, HPGL, ...) and printed
as they appear on the screen
(WYSIWYG). On-Iine help is also
available. TREECON for Windows
is available from the authors for a
minimal fee to defray the costs of
diskettes and
mailing.
Please
contact the authors for details by
email at yvdp@uia.ua.ac.be or
dwachter@uia.ua. ac. be.
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Yves Van de Peer, Gert Van der Auwera and Rupert De Wächter
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Departement Biochemie, Universiteit Antwerpen (UIA), 8-2610 Antwerpen, Belgium

One of the charactehstics of the small ribosomal subunit RNA (SSU rRNA) is that conservative
areas of the molecule are in.erspersed wi.h areas of variable stmcture In the course^fe^n'he
latter areas accumulate substitutions, insertions and deletions at a much higher rate than the more
conservative ones. Th,s stnjctural Organization pemnits the study of phylogenetic relationships over a wide
spectaim of Phylogenetic distances. However, a Substitution in a vanable area of the molLle do^s nol
have the same phylogenetic meaning as a Substitution in a more conserved area of the molecule Most
evolu lonary studies do not take into account this distinction. In some studies all nucleotides a^elreS

«nnotbedTpenda^lIgned35 ^

COmPle,ely

fr0m ,he analyS'S' under lhe

'ha, ,hey

^we

have put some effort in the unravelling of local secondary structure models for the most
e,V
Can 66 found by the Observation of compensating substitutions in the
^uence ahgnment, we feel that they can be aligned with sufficient confidence to be included in
phylogenetic analyses. However, since variable areas fix mutations at a much higher rate than
U5>nahla
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is
Of the vanaburty of the area
defined as a quantity proportional to its rate of Substitution
dunng evolution. When the Substitution rate for each Position is known, all SSU rRNA sequence positions
can be divided into a number of sets, each set consisting of positions of comparable variability i e fixing
mutations at a similar rate. Once the alignment has thus been calibrated, a new distance matrix can be
computed, based on a specific correction for each subset of positions. Th,s 'Substitution rate calibration'
has been applied to the evolution of stramenopiles and alveolates.
The stramenopiles comprise species that either posses evenly spaced tripartite tubulär hairs
attached to the flagellum or other parts of the cell surface, or species that have been derived from
organisms having these structures.
Taxa presently included in the stramenopiles are the
bicosoecids, labynnthuloids. oomycetes, hyphochytriomycetes, diatoms, chrysophytes phaeophytes
xanthophytes, and eustigmatophytes. Alveolates comprise the ciliates, dinoflagellates, foraminifers'
and apicomplexans, and are characterized by the possession of alveoli, which are membrane-bound
65 01 5 0r SaCS underlyin9 the Plasma membrane. Phylogenetic reconstructions based on
CC^OMA ' ®
SSU rRNA regularly suggest stramenopiles and alveolates to be sister although bootstrap support for
w
this groupmg is usually low.
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Tree topologies based on 'Substitution rate calibration' do not suffer from anomalies caused
by the presence of extremely long branches. Furthermore, since the method makes it possible to use
the complete sequence alignment, even when distantly related organisms are included trees are not
dependent on the choice of the alignment region used.
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The relati'onship between latitudinal clines and life history traits

_

| L|_

in Drosophila melanogaster

W. van Delden and A. Kamping
Department of Genetics, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Latitudinal clines are found on both hemispheres for the allozyme loci alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) and a-glvcerophosphate dehydrogenase (q-Gpdh), for the Inversion In(2L)t and
for quantitative traits like body size and thermal resistance. The relationships between these
characters and their adaptative significance will be discussed.
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The phylogeny of the mastigomycetes as inferred "
from large ribosomal subunit rRNA sequences
Gert Van der Auwera, Peter De Rijk and Rupert De Wächter
Department of Biochemistry, University of Antwerp
Universiteitsplein 1, B 2610 Antwerpen, Belgium

Zoosporic fungi are lower fungi that produce motile reproductive cells bearing
one or two flagella. Three of these fungi, viz. chytxidiomycetes, oomycetes and
hyphochytriomycetes have been classified in the past as mastigomycetes, and they are
distinguished on the basis of the number and type of flagella present on the zoospores.
Hyphochytriomycete zoospores have one flagellum, which is directed anteriorly during
motion and bears flagellar hairs or mastigonemes. Because of the mastigoneme action,
the cell is pulled by the flagellum. Chytridiomycetes produce zoospores that also have
a Single flagellum, but it does not have mastigonemes. It is directed posteriorly and
pushes the cell forward. The zoospores of oomycetes have one flagellum of each kind.
On the basis of small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) sequences, it was
already shown that the mastigomycete grouping is an artificial one: the
chytridiomycetes Cluster with the zygomycetes and higher fungi, while the oomycetes
Cluster with the heterokont algae, an assemblage referred to as the stramenopiles. The
heterokont algal group consists mainly of the chrysophytes, eustigmatophytes,
xanthophytes, bacillariophytes and phaeophytes. We determined the SSU rRNA
sequence of the hyphochytriomycete Hyphochytrium catenoides, and as was expected on
the basis of biochemical and ultratsructural data, this sequence also clustered with the
stramenopiles.
We also determined the large subunit ribosomal RNA (LSU rRNA) sequences of
the oomycete Phytophthora megasperma, the chytridiomycete Blastodadiella emersonii and
the hyphochytriomycete Hyphochytrium catenoides. Phylogenetic trees based on LSU
rRNA confirm that the mastigomycetes are at least diphyletic. Preliminary results
indicate that B. emersonii diverges first in the fungal clade, before the zygomycetes and
the higher fungi. P. megasperma and H. catenoides Cluster together, but no other
stramenopile LSU rRNA sequences are known yet. In the future, some heterokont algal
sequences will be determined in order to further investigate the relationships within
the stramenopiles, which still remain contrcversial. The relationships of the
stramenopiles and true fungi relative to other eukaryotic taxa will also be discussed.
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Population Gknetic Aspects of Spore-Kilhng in Podospora ansenna.
••

v

and Rolf F. Hoekstra.

Department of Genedcs. Wagenmgen Agnculmral Umvers.ty,
Dreyenlaan 2. 6703 HA Wageoingen. The Netherlands.

Hxoerimental populaüon genenc smdies were made to understand the evolution of
snore killing a form of meioüc drive in the ascomycete fungus Podospora ansenna.
^re killing is an easy to measure phenotype; Asci resulting from crosses between a
spore kWer soain and a sensitive (non spore küler) strain contain only two instead of
the normal four ascospores, all of them having the spore toller genotype.
To understand the significance of spore Jolling in evolution a survey was made over
several years of the natural populaüon around Wageningen (The Netherlands). Among
73 new strains isolated from horse and rabbit dung, 17 strains contained some type of
spore killing. At least 5 different types of spore killing could be idenufied. These
results infer that spore killing is a common phenomenon and more types can coevolve with sensitives in a so far stable Situation.
Outcrossing or heterokaryon formation between isolates is a necessity for spread of
selfish genetic Clements within a population. However outcrossing is thought not to
occur between different fungal individuals in nacure. The secondary homothalhc
fungus P ansenna is capable of seifing and does not need outcrossing to reproduce
(P.anserina produces only sexual offspring). We tested strains for outcrossing on
natural media (horse dung) and found percentages ranging from 0 to 2%.
Also preiiminary results are presented of competition experiments between different
mw types or küler and sensitive isolates. In these experiments even higher percenta
ges of outcrossing were found.
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The generation of genetic diversity in asexual Taraxacum officinale.
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Peter van Dijk and Tanja Bakx-Schotman
Netherlands Institute of Ecology (KIOO-CTO)
Dept. of Plant Population Biology
PO Box 40, NL-6666 ZG HETEREN, The Netherlands

The functional significance of sexual reproduction is still one of the important questions
in evolutionary biology. The common dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) seems to be an
almost ideal model organism to test the numerous hypotheses that have been suggested in
the last 15 years.The common dandelion occurs in two forms: 1. sexual diploids
(ix = 16): outcrossing (self-incompatible) hermaphrodites and 2. asexual triploids
(l(3x=24): autonomous, obligate apomicts, that produce pollen.
Allozyme studies have indicated that asexual populations consist of many clones. It has
been suggested that new 3x clones are produced by crosses between 2x sexual mothers
and 3x apomictic fathers in mixed sexual-asexual populations. Evidence comes from wide
experimental crosses and shared allozymes and rDNA polymorphisms. However, pan of
the diploid offspring in wide crosses, appears to be due to seifing, as a consequence of
the breakdown of the SI. system. Shared polymorphisms of nuclear inherited genes, could
be due to introgression of genes of apomicts into the sexual gene pool and do not prove a
local origin of new apomictic clones.
Until now, there are no data on the frequency of formation of new clones in natural
mixed sexual-asexual populations. Therefore the breeding system of offspring from field
pollinated sexual plants in mixed populations was studied. The results show that although
arising at low frequencies, each year several thousands of new clones are produced in
medium sized mixed populations. It is assumed that these new clones spread gradually
into the asexual ränge.
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T. Van Dooren1, J.A.J. Metz: and E. Matthysen'

T

'Department of Biology, University of Antwerp (U.I.A.). 2610 Antwerpen, Belgium.
'Section Theoretical Biology, Institute of Evolutionäre and Ecological Sciences
University, PO Box 9516, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands.
Delayed maturation in semelparous
dynamics.

populations

with

Leiden

non-equilibrium

Evolutionary arguments
explaining nsk aversion' strategies incorporate environmental
variability in the appropriate funess measures. Environmental variability can be a consequence
of stochastic processes, but fluctuations in population size driven by non-equilibrium population
dynamics, can also affect life history parameters through density-dependence.
For semelparous organisms with life cycles that are typically longer than one reproductive
season, delayed maturation can be Seen as an exchange process between temporal populations.
In organisms with a strictly biennial strategy, individuals breeding in even and uneven years
actually belong to different temporally separated populations. This has some consequences
when modeling the evolutionary dynamics of delayed maturation in such populations.
We studied the evolutionary dynamics of delayed maturation in a semelparous two-phase model
with density-dependent fertility and clonal reproduction. We considered all possible attractors
of the resident population(s), basing our conclusions on invasion exponents calculated for
invasions into any mixture of temporally separate populations, for parameter values where such
a Separation occurred.
This study shows that non-equilibrium dynamics selects for a nonzero probability to delay
maturation. Coexistence of delaying and non-delaying strategists is possible though, in cases
where the non-delaying strategy has a periodic attractor in the absence of the other type. If there
is a nonzero delaying probability that is evolutionary attracting, then it is a continuously stable
strategy.
Intuitively, we might expect that the evolutionary walk will halt at a bifurcation boundary,
where the fluctuations in population size disappear. This is not the case. The evolutionary walk
never reaches a bifurcation boundary of the population dynamics.
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Responses and correlated responses to artificial selection on leaf length in
Plantago lanceolata,

L.

A.van Hinsberg, Netherlands Institute of Ecology, P.O. Box 40, NL-6666 ZG
Heteren, The Netherlands.
p lanceolata. the Ribwort Plantain, occurs in a wide ränge of habitats
and has a variable growth form. Clear differences in a number of
morphological traits exist between populations. Plastic responses tp light
conditions result in a ränge of phenotypes similar to the ränge resultmg from
genetic differences between populations. The specific associations of
morphological traits seem to be caused by Variation in a common
developmental process.
An artificial selection experiment was conducted in two contrastmg
light environments to answer the following questions:
DDoes artificial selection for one trait (leaf length) lead to correlated
responses in other traits?
2)Can selection for one trait change the associations among traits?
3)Does artificial selection in one environment lead to correlated responses in
the trait in the other environment?
4)How does selection influence plasticity in growth form in reaction to
varying light conditions?
Large direct responses in leaf length were found after bidirectional
selection. The correlated response in the other environment was in the same
direction but smaller than the direct response. Selection for leaf length also
resulted in correlated changes in other traits. However, in several cases
selection affected the specific association among traits. Plasticity of some
plant characters was also influenced by selection while in other traits
plasticity remained unchanged. These results suggest that the associations of
traits found in P. lanceolata are not due to developmental constraints, but are
brought together by natural selection.
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Natural Variation in flowering time in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Peter H. van Tienderen
Netherlands Institute of Ecology, NIOO/CTO
PO Box 40, 6666 ZG Heteren, The Netherlands
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Host-plant species as a factor influencing genetic diversity
in P0Pulations of aphids Aphis gossypii
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Flavie Vanlerberghe-Masutti and Pascal Chavigny

INRA, Laboratoirc de Biologie des Invendbrcs. 123 Bd F. Meilland. 06606 Antibes Cedex FRANCE
Tel : +33 93 67 89 64 - Fax : +33 93 67 89 55 - E-mail: fvl@antibes.inra.fr

Part of the evolutionary biology of insect-host plant interactions can be assessed from
knowing if and how genetic variability in conspecific populations is associated with different
types of ressources and how biological traits of the insects are acting on this variability
(Futuyama & Petersen 1985). From that point of view, it seems interesting to study the
correlation between the genetic diversity in aphid populations and the diversity of ecosystems
in which they are encountered.
Among aphids, the species Aphis gossypii is cosmopolitan and extremely polyphagous. It is
one of the most important pest of vegetable crops in greenhouses, tunels and open fields
(tomato, sweat pepper, cucumber, Zucchini, melon, etc) in citrus orchards, in cotton fields or
on flowers. This aphid is an effective vector of several plant pathogenic viruses and it is
becoming more and more resistant to insecticides. Therefore, for pest management it could be
important to be able to differentiate aphid genotypes on different host-plants in different
environments.
Variability in biological features, such as fecundity or virus transmission, between distinet
clones of A. gossypii is detectable but genetic markers discriminating such clones are hardly
identified. This paper presents the level of variability in random amplified Polymorphie DNA
(RAPD) pattems obtained for A. gossypii individuals collected in fifteen populations from
different locations and host-plants.
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Mfermce on ancient population genetic Parameters from sequence data on

multiallelic mating system loci in plants: a dream or a reahty?
X. Vekemans, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, 1850 Chaussee de Wavre, B-l 160
Brüssels, xvekema@ulb ac.be
Recently, analyses of sequence data from multiallelic sporophytic and gametophytic
self-incompatibility loci in plants have given evidence for the occurrence of transpecific
polymorphisms dating to more than ten million years. It has been shown that these
observations are compatible with a model of balancing selection acting on these loci.
The simultaneous development of molecular and theoretical investigations on this topic
have opened up the perspective of infering some population genetic parameters, such
as population size and structure, gene flow, the occurrence of population bottlenecks,
in ancient times. In this talk I will discuss the theoretical models and show how they
can be used for inference purpose, with an emphasis on the bottleneck issue. Then I
will present some analyses of sequence data based on single-locus population samples
and point out the discrepancies with theoretical expectations and the limits of the
approach. At present the models are not rully validated by the available data. A
discussion on the causes of these discrepancies and on a possible future of plants
paleo-genetics will be presented.

G«netic relationships among A.alba and the relic population
A.nebrodensis based on RAPD markers and chloroplast DNA Variation.
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F. Vicario, G. G. Vendramin, L. Lelli, P. Rossi
Istituto MigUoramento Genetico deUe Piante Forestali, CNR, via Alto
Vannucci, 13, 50134 Firenze, Italv
I

A. nebrodensis is one of the most relevant examples of a relic species in
Europe, with a very limited distribution and in an evident State of regression It's
actual natural ränge bas been reduced to a Single population located in a very
restncted area on the Madonie mountains, in Sicily: only 29 trees are constdered
to belong to this species.
Little is known about the origjn of this species and the phylogenetic
relationships with other Abies species. Some authors have hypothesized that A
nebrodensis is originated from the southcm populations of A. alba as a
conseguence of Isolation during the post-glacial period; on the other hand there
is also an contrasting hypothesis of an indipendent origin of these species.
The aim of this work was to use molecular markers for clarifying genetic
relationships among the unique population of A.nebrodensis and some Italian A
alba populations.
RAPD markers were used in Order to esümate genetic Variation within
and among populations. Out of 60 primers tested, 12 resulted in Polymorphie
banding pattems both within and among populations and showed a high
reproducibility. The level of RAPD differentiation among A. nebrodensis and
A.albo is much higher than those found among Abies alba populations located
more than 1000 km apart: these results seem to confiim the hypothesis that the
two groups of populations belong to diflferent taxonomic groups.
Two chloroplast DNA spacer regjons between two pairs of tRNA genes
were amplified and restncted with different enzymes. The amplification produets
were then cloned and sequenced. No diflferences in the size and in the restriction
pattems were observed among the studied populations. The sequences of the
intergemc spacers are very useful for evolutionaiy studies of related species: the
DNA sequence of A. nebrodensis was compared with the same sequence of
other Abies species using an alignment Programme. The results showed a low
sequence divergence between the different species.
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P. Verdyck*, K. Desender*, P. Grootaert* & J. Hulselmans**
: Dept. Entomology, Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, X
Belgium ; ** : Evol. Biol. Grp., Dept. Biology. RUCA, Groenenborgerla.
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The niche-width Variation hypothesis (Van Valen ,1965) p.
between niche-width and morphologic or genetic variability, m
Proportion ofsome multidimensional resource space used by a sp
1973). For several insects a positive correlation between niche-v
been demonstrated. In most studies niche-width was derived f.
variety of habitats were the species occured. We prefered tc
important niche component : host plant use. Phytophagous inst
ränge of hostplants, which can be very nairow or very broad. S
evolved together with their host plant(s), and are therefore an int
niche-width Variation hypothesis. According to the niche-wid
living on a Single hostplant should be genetically less variable tha
hostplants, even if the Single hostplant is very abundant.
For testing this "modified" niche-width hypothesis we studi
Phyllotreta.
Several species of this genus are mono- or o,
tetrastigma), feeding on few closely related plants, while othcruciferae, P. nigripes) are found on a variety of hostplants and c;
Allozyme electrophoresis was used to detect genetic variability. \
ofeach ofthese species and compared several measurements of geni
heterozygosity per locus per individual [H] and gene diversity [He
support the "niche width-hypothesis" and are compared with those
(both specialists and generalists).

ilates a positive relationship
-width being defined as the
:s in a Community (Shugart,
i and genetic variability has
. geographic distribution or
)k at another evolutionary
are dependant on a certain
: species probably have co:ing group for studying the
iriation hypothesis species
ecies with a large ränge of

Shugart, H.H. & Blaylock, B G (1973) The niche-variation hypc
with Drosophila populations. The American Naturalist.
Van Valen, L. (1965) Morphological Variation and the width
American Naturalist. 99 : 377-389.

is : an experimental study
575-579.
:he ecological niche The

ertain species of the genus
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oidied several populations
/ariability (polymorphism,
The results do not always
eher phytophagous insects

Melanie genes: their effects on fitness
Verhoog M, Brakefield P & Hollowav GJ
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Temporal patterns in the genetic structure of a parasitised population of a
clonal freshwater bryozoan

J.G. Vemon1, B. Okamura2, & L.R. Noble3
'Geneücs Laboratory, Department of Biochemistry, University of Oxford. U.K.
of Biological Sciences, University of Bristol, U.K.
^Department of Zoology, University of Aberdeen, U.K.
2School

Empirical and theoredcal studies suggest that: (i) parasites are ubiquitous in animal
populanons. and; (ii) genetic novelty, created by sexual reproduction, may promote
resistance to common parasites. However, some animals present a paradox: they reproduce
predominantly asexually, and show low levels of genetic variability, but still sustain high
levels of parasinsm. An example is the colonial freshwater bryozoan Cristatella mucedo
which reproduces mainly asexually (clonally) and shows little intra- or inter-population
genetic variability. Although many populanons hartxiur myxozoan parasites, C. mucedo is
common in isolated lakes and ponds throughout Britain.
We are using PCR derived RAPD markers to conduct a longitudinal study of the diversity,
abundance and relatedness of clones within a Single population. The study encompasses a
period of hieh infecrion rates by myxozoans foUowed by host population decline and
subsequent recovery. Ecological sampling indicated that the population crash suffered by
bryozoans reflected a parasite-mediated reduction of host fitness.

NATURAL HYBRIDIZAT10N BETWEEN ORCHIS LAXIFLORA AND O PALUSTRIS
,o o.
(ORCHIDACEAE) IN ITALY.
389Tl?
F. Verra§, P. Arduino§, R.CianchiS, B. Comas$, W. Rossi*, L.Bullini§

§Dept. Genetics and Molecular Biology, Univ. of Rome "La Sapienza" via Lancisi 29 I
00161 Rome, Italy. «Institute of Botany, University of Sassari, via Muroni 25 1-071 or
L'Aqlte', Italy.
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The loose flowered orchid, Orchis laxiflora and the bog orchid O. palustris are
differentiated in their morphology, genetics and ecology. The former prevails on wet
grassland up to 1000 m, whereas the latter is typical of marshes, often at sea level
In the last centunes, human activity (deforestation, land reclaiming. agriculture) ha=
strongly affected the ränge and local distribution of these two species, favouring the
spread of O. laxiflora, severely reducing suitable habitats for O. palustris and creatino
opportumties of secondary contacts between them. Several hybrid zones between O
laxiflora and O. palustris were detected in Italy (Rossi etat., 1994), among which the
followmg were genetically analyzed: - Bassa del Bardello, a reclaimed land near
Ravenna (Romagna); - retrodunal areas south of Viareggio (Tuscany); - Baanaccio
the bottom of a drained lake with sulphureous water near Viterbo (Latium)- - several
marshes near Lecce (Apulia). Different genotypes (parental, F, and Fn hybrids
backcrosses, mtrogressants) were recognized on the basis of 17 loci found diaanostic
between O. laxiflora and O. palustris over the 30 studied. The Proportion of F, hybrids
was found to decrease proceeding from north to south (Romagna: 25%; Tuscany:
16%; Latium: 15%; Apulia: 7%). A limited number of recombinant and introgressed
classes (less than 10 %) was detected, indicating a low hybrid fertility The lower
hybndization rate observed in Southern Italy (Apulia) seems to be related to a partial
ecological segregation between O. laxiflora and O. palustris in this area with the
former often associated with Plantago crassifolia and the latter with Schoenus
nigricans.
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Selection against transposable dement insertions is strenger in Drosophila simulans than
in Drosophila melanogaster.

C. Vieira. C. Biemont

T1Z

Laboratoire de Biomötrie, G6n6üque, Biologie des Populaüons, URA CNRS 2055
Universild Claude Bemard-Lyonl, 69622 VILLEURBANNE Cedex, FRANCE
E. mail: biemoni@biomserv.univ-lyonl.fr

The insenion site numbers of the transposable Clements (TEs) copia, mdgl, 412, and gypsy
were determined in various natural populations of Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans by
in situ hybridization. In D. melanogaster all Clements except gypsy had many copies scattered
over the chromosomes. In D. simulans only the 412 dement presented a high number of
insenions. The value in D. simulans was lower than in D. melanogaster suggesting a difference
in effective population size according to Aquadro et al. (1988). In an attempt to explain the
difference in copy number in both species and to test theoretical hypothesis of TE Containment
in genome, we have determined the proponion of 412 insertions on the X chromosome (related
to the autosomes) in diploid genomes, haploid genomes, and interpopulation hybrids. In both
species, the values obtained were lower than the value of 0.20 expected for the hypothesis of no
selection against insertional mutations. Moreover the proportion of insertions on the X
chromosome was significantly lower in D. simulans than in D. melanogaster (0.087 for D.
simulans against 0.137 for D. melanogaster in diploid genomes; 0.102 against 0.146 in haploid
genomes; 0.098 against 0.149 in interpopulation hybrids). These results suggest that selection is
the main force acting against the mutational effects of TE insenions, and is stronger in D.
simulans than in D. melanogaster, independentlly of effective species size.
Aquadro et al. 1988 The rosy region of Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila simulans. I. Contrasüng levels of
naturally occurring DNA restricüon map Variation and divergence. Geneücs 119: 875-888.
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GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION AND GENETIC STRUCTURE
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OF NATURAL POPULATIONS OF CASTANEA SATIVA MILL. IN TÜRKEY

F.Villani1, M.Cherubini1, A.Sansotta1, D.Cesaroni2, V.Sbordoni2
'Istituto per l'Agroselvicoltura, CNR. Porano (TR), Italy;

2Dept.of

Biology, "Tor Vergata" Univcrsity, Roma, Itaiy

In the study of Variation of Castanea sativa, Turkey represents an area of special inten
due to its complex biogeography and also because the centre oforigin ofthis species is thought
be located in the Ponto-Caucasian region. Chestnut ränge extends from the Eastem Black Sea co;
to the Mediterranean coast, i.e. from Eurosiberian to Mediterranean phytogeographic are;
Previous studies based on isozyme analysis camed out on Castanea sativa from Turkey showec
high genetic divergence between the Western and Eastem populations. Such divergence was al
confirmed by morphological and physiological data. Furthermore, populations from Northe
Bithynia, a geographically intermediate area, showed the highest polymorphism level a
intermediate genetic distance values (Villani et al., 1992, 1994). Two hypotheses were attempt
to explain such results: i) populations from Northern Bithynia are the product of introgression it
secondary contact zone; ii) the same populations represent a source for all European chestnut.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the degree of genetic and morphomet
differentiation both at inter and intra population level in order to provide further data to test the
hypotheses. Two series of data sets were used: winter buds from 34 population samples across t
chestnut ränge in Turkey; fruits from open pollinated trees (half-sib families) belonging to
populations representative of the three main population groups previously found. Genetic d;
were obtained from electrophoretic analysis of 12 gene enzyme Systems. Morphometric data wt
based on 13 fruit traits. The results highlighted the following: i) presence of three genetic clusti
was confirmed both in the adults as well as in the progenies, with the central populations (Northe
Bithynia) being intermediate and displaying the highest level of polymorphism; differences in t
contribution to the interpopulation genetic divergence was observed among the loci examint
ii) high degree of outcrossing rate was observed in all populations studied; unlike adult sampl.
deviations from HW equilibrium were detected in the progenies (excess of heterozygote
iii) Variation in morphometric traits was correlated to Variation in allozyme frequencies
also finely tuned at the regional scaie.

and it u

These results are in broad agreement with the hypothesis of an early geographic Isolation
the Eastem and Westem groups of populations followed by extensive introgressive hybridizati
in the Bithynian region. The genetic structure of populations in the hypothesized hybrid zone
presently investigated at the microgeographic scale. Possible pre- and postzygotic isolati
mechanism occurring between populations is also tested by controlled cross experiments.

Ecological versus evolutionary stability: does natural selecüon promote persistence of hostparasitoid interactions?
. _.
39 2>
J.T1.U.
Marcel E. Visser1, Pejman Rohani2 & Gerard Driessen3
Netherlands Institute of Ecology, P.O. Box 40, 6666 ZG Heteren, The Netherlands, 2 Imperial
CoUege at Silwood Park, Ascot, UK & 3 Universitd Claude Bemard, Lyon, France.
1

When attempting to explain phenomena and processes at the population level from the
individual level, (he primary question is whether properties of individuals make a difference to
these processes. If so, the next question is which of these properties are favoured by natural
selection. This approach emphasis the interplay between ecological and evolutionary processes:
the direction of natural selection depends on the environment, and part of that environment (the
number and properties of conspecifics) depend on the outcome of this selection process. We
address these questions for a host-parasitoid interaction in a patchy environment.
The system we envisage is based on a host-parasitoid interaction well studied in both the
field and the laboratory: parasitoids of the genus Leptopilina attacking larvae of Drosophila on
Stinkhoms. Parasitoids, after landing on a patch (a Stinkhorn), search for some time for hosts
(Drosophila larvae) before moving to a next patch. The decisions on which patch to land and how
long to search for hosts are crucial, both in terms of individual reproductive success and the
overall distribution of parasitism over patches. The latter determines to a large extent the dynamics
of the interaction. We therefore focus on patch arrival and leaving decisions.
We discuss two patch leaving rules, one based on the marginal value rule and assuming
global knowledge of patch quality, and one in which parasitoids only get information from patches
visited by them. Furthermore, we look at one arrival rule, where parasitoids only land on a subset
of high quality patches. In all these cases parasitoids use the same rule but can differ in a
parameter within this rule.
Firstly, we examined ecological stability. A null : -odel, were parasitoid leave from and
arrive on patches at random, always resulted in an unstable interaction. For both the leaving rules
that were considered, the dynamics of the interaction was strongly influenced by the value of the
parameter: the interaction was either unstable, chaotic or stable. For the arrival rule most
parameter values resulted in an unstable interaction. These results clearly demonstrate that
individual behaviour has a strong influence on processes at the population level. Secondly, the
evolutionary stable parameter value is calculated using a simple invasion model. For both leavin
rules it seems that natural selection pushes the system from both the unstable and stable regioi
towards the chaotic dynamics. This would imply that in our model natural selection leads
persisting host-parasitoid interactions in a patchy environment.

QUANTIFICATION OF SWIMMING BEHAVIOUR OF FISH
WITH AN AUTOMATED VIDEOMONITORING SYSTEM

Claus Vogl, Britta Grillitsch

Institute of Laboratory Animal Science, University of Veterinary Medicine Vietma
Linke Bahngasse 11, A-1030 Vienna, Austria

Fish have evolved a great diversity of pattems of locomotion.
Quantification of swimming behaviour has been hampered by problems in
gathering reliable, multiparametric data.
With an automated, personal Computer based video-processing, objectrecognition, and object-tracing System (BehavioQuant*) aspects of
spontaneous swimming behavior oftwo fish species (zebra fish, Brachydanio
rerio, Cyprimdae; cichlid, Aequidens rivulatus, Cichlidae) were recorded
(groups of up to ten, untagged individuals in Standard laboratory tanks). The
primary data provided by the monitoring System are the time-correlated and
individually assigned coordinates in two-dimensional projection.
Secondary parameters describe position and velocity of movement in
horizontal and vertical direction, intraindividual temporal covariation of
velocity and direction, and interindividual interdependencies. The two fish
species show basically different pattems of locomotion and corresponding
differences in the secondary parameters.
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DNAs AND CHROMOSOME EVOLUTION IN THREE

GERBILLUS

T13

SPECIES

V. Volobouev, N. Vogt, B. Malfoy and B. Dutrillaux
Institut Curie, Section de Biologie, CNRS UMR 147 Paris, France
C-banding

and

fluorescence

in situ hybridization (FISH) on

chromosomes, and Southern blotting were used to analyze the constitutive
heterochromatin in three species of the genus Gerbillus (Rodentia). Two of
them namely, Gerbillus nigeriae and G. aureus are characterized by a large
amount of heterochromatin which attains 50 and 40% of the total chromosome
length respectively. Their heterochromatin is C-band positive but may be Rband positive or negative. The centromeric heterochromatin of the third
species, G. nanus is unremarkable.
Two tandemly repeated DNA sequences of G. nigeriae (GN1 and GN2)
have been isolated and characterized. Both share a 36 base pairs (bp)
repeated unit which comprizes a 20 bp motif, also found in Primate alphoid
and other repeated DNAs. The localization of GN1 and GN2 sequences on
metaphase chromosomes of the three Gerbillus species was studied by FISH.
In G. nigeriae and G. aureus, whose chromosome polymorphism suggests an
actively going chromosome evolution, both GN1 and GN2 sequences were
observed at various chromosome sites : centromeric, telomeric and
intercalary. At contrast, the karyotypically stable G. nanus, which seems to
have more ancestral karyotype and morphology possesses only GN1
sequences, localized in the juxtacentromeric regions.
The possible relationships between the chromosomal distribution of
constitutive heterochromatin, the nature of repeated DNA sequences and the
mode of chromosome evolution are discussed.
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THE REPRODUCTIVE ISOLATION MECHANISM
OF BLACK SEA WETTING POPULATIONS.

™f 1

Sergei V. Volodin
Institute Biology of Southern Seas, 2 Nakhimov Ave., Sebastopol 335011,
Ukraine

The population structure in whiting is shaped during the spawning period. At this
time, specimens from distinct populations are aggregated at the spawning grounds. As a
result, the particularities of the gene pool of future generations are determined here. Düring
the pelagic period of life, eggs, larvae, and fry are distributed in the surface layers, initiaUy
according to the major current paneras of the Black Sea; this is superimposed by numerous
local eddies which are effective over periods of months to years. Nevertheless, adult fish
retum to the same spawning grounds where their parent-generation spawned. Such a
condition has been described for many fish species which, like whiting, have pelagic eggs and
larvae, including black halibut, pollack, and cod.
In this connection, I must link population structure with the spatially divided spawning
locations in Merlangius merlangus euxinus. In üterature is presented

the distribution of

whiting eggs and larvae near the northern and eastem coasts of the Black Sea. Examining egg
distribution, however, reveals more than one area where whiting spawn.
As spawning ground location south on Black Sea corresponds with the results ofour
Institute's ichthyoplankton research. This confirms the hypothesis that whiting spawn in this
region.
Spatially separated spawning grounds and the circulation System in the Black Sea
suppon the conclusion that several populations of whiting can be found in the Black Sea.
The whiting has no horizontal migrations. Adult fish move only vertically from low
depths to shallow water and back. They also move to shallow water for spawning, because
their eggs and larvae appear in the zone of near shore eddies. Such mode of life may be a
factor influencing the population structure of Black Sea whiting.

Robertsonian fusions, heterochromatin and chiasma
distributions in the karyotype evolution of grasshoppers

336

L.V.Vysotskaya
Novosibirsk State University, Russia

T13

The karyotypes of grasshopper species oftwo subfamilies: Acrididae and
Oedipodinae (Orthoptera, Acrididae), were studied. The chromosome
morphology, heterochromatin localization, the formation of synaptonemal
complex and frequency and distribution of chiasmata were analyzed. We
revealed two trends in the evolu- tion of grasshopper chromosomes. The first
one is reduction of chiasma frequency. This trend is found in the both
subfamilies. The reduction of chiasma frequency is accompanied by
robertsoni- an fusions of chromosomes in Acridinae, but not in Oedipodinae.
The second trends is the formation of chromosome regions with the restriction
of recombination. The restriction of crossing over is due to the absence of
chromosome pairing. The regions with reduced recombination are located
distally in Oedipodinae and proximally in Acridinae. The opportunity of
Robertsonian fusions is supposed to depend on the localization of
chromosome regions with restriction of recombination.
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Developmental genetic Variation in interspecific hybrids of flour beeth
Wade MJ & Johnson NA
T
4

Using interspecific hybrids between two species of flour
beetles, Triholium castaneum and I. freemani. we have discovere
significant Variation within and among I. CfrBtaneum populations
for genes affecting antennal and limb development. Heritable
Variation in the degree of developmental asyemetries was also
observed. Srudies at different temperatures, spanning the ränge
of environments experienced by this species, indicate further
that there is a large component of genotype-by-environment
Variation involved in development. Because these genes are
segregating within 1- castaneum but produce scorable
developmental phenotypes only in interspecific hybrids, it is
also clear that gene interaction (espistasis) and canalization
characterize the development of limbs and antennae in this
species.

SEX ALLOCATION OF THE TWO FORMS OF MYRMICA RUGINODIS (Hymenoptera, Formicidae)
^u^Walin' & Perttu Seppä2, 'Department of Ecology and Systematics & »Department of Biosciences.
Jniversity of Helsinki, PO Box 17 (Pohj. Rautatiekatu 13). FIN-00014 Umversity of Helsinki, FINLAND.
-usociality is defined by ovedapping generations, shared brood care and reproductive division of labour.

n social insects some individuals (workers) give up their reproductive potential to help others (queens)
o reproduce more effectively. Workers can, however, gain fitness

benefits through the reproduction of

elatives. This concept of inclusive fitness states that helping behaviour is beneficial if its benefiVcost
atio exceeds the inverse of the relatedness between the two individuals. In eusocial Hymenoptera the
ivolution of eusociality is easy to understand because due to the haplodiploid sex determination System
«orkers are more related to their sisters than to their own offspring. However, haplodiploidy also causes
:onflicts. because it leads to asymmetncal relatedness among colony members: If all the colony
•nembers are descendants of one reproductive pair the workers are three times more related to their
sisters than to their brothers. Thus workers should prefer a female-biased sex ratio at the population
evel but equal investment in both sexes is the queen Optimum. However, ant colonies may have many
queens per colony or the queen may mate multiple times. The effect of having multiple queens depends

Dn the relatedness among them, whereas multiple matings by a queen always reduces conflict.
interestingly individual ant colonies tend to specialize in producing unisexual brood. Three mechamsms
nave been proposed to explain this: i) colonies differ in the amount of total resources available to them
,1)

sexes differ in their dispersal ability leading to competition between related individuals iii) colonies

differ in their relatedness asymmetry, that is. workers1 relatedness to sisters compared to brothers.
We studied the sex allocation of the red ant Myrmica ruginodis , which has two social types. Macrogyna
colonies tend to have one queen only and the queens are larger, whereas microgyna queens are smaller
and colonies are multiple-queened. We excavated a total of 35 whole colonies (17 macrogyna and 18
microgyna) and measured queen number, colony size. number of male and female pupae and related
ness among colony members (as estimated from allozyme analysis of four Polymorphie loci). Our results
indicate that workers control the sex allocation of individual colonies of Myrmica ruginodis in response
to the relative relatedness asymmetry of their colony. In the microgyna form also the competition for
resources between related females affects sex allocation, pushing it towards more male bias.
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Radiation and Classification of the blowfly genus Lucilia
(Diptera: Caliiphoridae).
Richard Wall & Jamie Stevens,
School of Biological Sciences, The University of Bristol, U.K.
The genus Lucilia (Diptera: Caliiphoridae) is a small, relatively homogeneous
group of metallic, green-blue, calliphorid flies commonly known as
greenbottles. All species of the genus are morphologically similar and many
species can only be reliably distinguished by the shape of the male genitalia.
The larvae of most species of the genus are saprophages livina in
ammal carcasses and proteinaceous waste materials. However a small
number of species have also evolved a specialised facultative ectoparasitic
hfestyle, causmg cutaneous myiasis, largely affecting sheep, although thev
may also stnke a ränge of other wild and domestic animals and humans.
Tl\e . Lu^il'a appear to have been originally and
.
predominantlv
palaearctic in distnbution. However, in addition to natural patterns of global
radiation, in recent history as humans and domestic livestock began to move
worldwide with increasing facility, a number of species appear to have been
carhed to new habitats, where they began to diverge genetically In some
cases, for spec.es of veterinary importance, a relatively precise chronoloov
can be constructed for these introductions. By the early 20th centurv LuJil
had been recorded in North and South America, South Africa, Australia and
other regions of the Pacific.
Given its apparently recent radiation, the genus Lucilia is of
considerable mterest for studies of evolution and speciation, although, at
present, the Classification of the genus remains unclear. Discrete strains of
some species are recognised while the integrity of other species is uncertainsome authors recogmse sub-genera while others do not. In this paper we will
first describe the current State of knowledge of the Classification of the genus
We will then present a cladistic parsimony analysis designed to investiqate
phylogenetic relationships among Lucilia species, using presence or absence
data based on morphological characters, as a first step towards elucidatinq
the evolutionary relationships within the genus.

•
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Non-orthologous evolution of alpha satellite DNA at the centromeres of humans
and the great apes: analysis of a chromosome-specific chimpanzee alpha satellite
repeat unit.
,
Peter E. Warbunon1, Thomas Haaf2, John Gosden1, and Huntington F. WÜIard-3.
iMRC Human Genetics Unit, Edinburgh UK; 2 Department of Geneücs, Yale Umversity
School of Medicine, New Häven, Connecticut, USA; 3 Center for Human Genetics. Gase
Western Reserve University School of Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio, USA

Alpha satelüte DNA is a tandemly repeated DNA family found at the centromeres of
the chromosomes of primate species ranging from old and new world monkeys to higher
Primates and humans. The fundamental repeat unit of alpha satellite DNA is based on tandem
diverged 169-172 bp monomers. which are often found to be organized in chromosomespecific higher-order repeat units. These sequences are subject to concerted evolution which
results in a high degree of species-specificity and. within a species, chromosome-specificity.
The sizes and banding structure of chromosomes of man (Homo sapiens (HSA)),
chimpanzee (Pan rroglodvies (PTR) and Pan pamscus (PPA)) and gorilla (Gorilla gorilla)
share a remarkable similarity, and the sequences are highly syntenic. It is of interest to ask if
alpha satellite arrays at centromeres of homologous chromosomes between the different
species are closely related (evolving in an orthologous manner), or if the evolutionary
processes that homogenize and spread these arrays within and between chromosomes result in
non-orthologous evolution of arrays.
In this study, we attempt to gain further insight into this dynamic evolutionary process
between the alpha satellite arrays found on the chromosomes of humans and chimpanzees. By
using PCR primers specific for the human chromosome 17-specific alpha satelüte subset, we
have amplified, cloned and characterized a chromosome specific alpha satelüte DNA subset
from the chimpanzee PTR genome. Hybridization on both Southern bots and in situ as weU as
sequence analysis shows that this subset is most closely related in human to chromosome 17.
However, in situ chromosome analysis reveals that this s 'bset is not found on
thecorresponding homologous chromosome in chimpanzee (PTR 19), but instead is found on
PTR 12 , which is homologous to HSA 2p. This study adds analysis of a chimpanzee derived
chromosome-specific alpha satelüte subset to the accumulating evidence that centromeric
alpha sateüite DNA undergoes dynamic evolutionary processes resulting in divergence of
centromeric sequences despite the high degree of chromosomal similarity between the great
apes and humans.
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Studies of macroalgae biodiversity at the infraspecific level is mdimentary in comparison to
higher plante. EspeciaUy, analysis of genetic diversity at the populaüon level in relation with gene flow
and breeding System have been paracularly neglected. Marine environment is often considered as stable
and charactensed by high dispersa! abilities. Therefore, magnitude of gene flow is supposed to be high
and in parricular wrthm population spatial structuration is supposed to be non significant. Since few
years, many studies tend to invalidate this fa« but data mostly regard animal species and data about
algae are still scares. Moreover, algae are unique in having a wide vaiiety of life cydes that involve
haploid, diploid and haplo-diploid ones. These life cydes may strongly aflfect breeding System in
different manners. Because haploid selection purges the genome of deleterious mutations at expressed
loci, we might expect inbreeding depression to be minimal in species charactensed by a prolonged
haploid phase, and then seifing is expected to evolve in such species.
Muence of life cycle on breeding system and spatial genetic structure withrn a population were
expenmentally studied on an haplo-diploid red seaweed species: Gracilana verrucosa. The life cycle is
haplo-diploid with haploid female and male gametophytes, and diploid terasporophytes as ftee living
mdividuals occumng together in natural populations. Haploid and diploid individuals are
morphologically indistinguishable except when fertile (consequently we expect the same genes to be
expressed in both phases). One population corresponding to a rock pool of about 100 m2 was mapped
and sampled (100 individuals), ploidy level and sex were determined fbr each individual.
Genotypmg at a hypervariable single-locus DNA markers, a (TC)n PCR-analysed microsateUite
was done. Microsatellites are tandem repeat of short motift (1 to 5 nudeotides, here a TC motif) highly
Polymorphie through the Variation of repeat number; leading to alleles of corresponding size The most
prone mutation process for imcrosatellites loci correspond to a stepwise mutation model This implies
that alleles of close sizes are more likely to be related than alleles with larger size differences.
The studied locus is presumably charactensed by a very high mutation rate because it was
highly Polymorphie with 39 alleles revealed for 189 haploid genomes studied.
Breeding system was firstly estimated using heterozygote deficit measurement. The resuks
suggest that the species is highly endogamous. However, this classical population genetics parameter
could only be applied to diploid data. So an other method was developed integrating haploid data and
based on spatial genetic analysis. The 3 following charactenstics (I) occurrence of restricted gene flow
(2) very high mutation rate of the locus and (3) step wise mutation model suggest that we may expect
positive correlation of allele sizes over short distances withm a population. To test this hypothesis
spatial autocorrelation of allele sizes was calculated within the population. Significant positive
correlaüons of allele sizes did occur over short distances (below 1 metre). These data suggest that
Inbreeding does occur and that a genetic micro differentiation in space may occur with in a population
Moreover, diese resuks are the first experimental data that tend to confinn the step by step mutation
process of microsateUite sequences. 'fWla+VOA qe-K-Wc iWcWNL. <y
Kcxpio - Opioid «<
>se5u>ee.d ÖTaciCazici ftfrocoso*.: w/tn/i populctfic
Key words: life cycle, haplo-diploidy, Gracilana verrucosa, microsateUite, breeding system, within
ci*ol toj^d
population spatial genetic structure, red algae.

Mlcroevolutionary processes in Daphnia due to predators
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Anke Weber
Netherlands Institute of Ecology, Rijkstraatweg 6, 3631 AC Nieuwersluis,
The Netherlands. Phone: (31) 2943-3599. Fax: (31) 2943-2224. E-mail:
weber@nioo.nl.
Abstract
Daphnia spp. (Crustacea: Cladocera) respond specifically to different types and
intensities of predation reacting on kairomones which are emitted by the predator. Two
effects of the predator are distinguished: 1. indirect effect (kairomone), acting on an in
dividual basis; 2. dired effect (size-selective predation), shaping the popoulation
composition. Both effects are met by the daphnids by adjusting the life- history to the
predatory regime in order to maximise fitness. To gain more insight in the intra- and
interpopulation differences in heritability and fitness is the aim of this study. To achieve
this, the response of one Daphnia species (D.galeata) to two different predatory regimes
(Chaoborus flavicans (phantom midge), preferring small prey items; Gasterosteus
aculeatus (stickleback), preferring larger prey items) is tested in laboratory experiments
on individual and population level. From two historically different locations, one of which
without Gasterosteus predation and one without Chaoborus predation, a number of
clones are sampled and tested in laboratory experiments. Initially the influence of
predator specific kairomones on life history traits and phenotypic plastidty of individual
daphnids are investigated in a multifunctional set-up. This includes exposure to only one
Single kairomone as well as to a mixture of Chaoborus and Gasterosteus kairomones.
The next step are experiments on population level to transfer the value of clonal specific
adaptation and plastidty into fitness in the field. This will be done by exposing aquarium
populations to kairomone conditions as in the previous experiment and monitor changes
in population composition. The same experimental ser-up, replacing the kairomones by
living predators, will also be used to test to what extent the adjustments made to specific
pedatory regimes are translated to and incorporated in the genetic code of an individual
to benefit future generations. The results will be compared to the outcome of an
individual-based model (OSIRIS).
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MHC-dependent mate preferences in humans
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students were ^ed for^e^ HLA^^-^^d^DR^TTi11011
^idmaJ^3115
rnghts^O" the following day, the women were^ke?, ™!" ,7^ a T-sh" during two
odours ofsix T-shins
each. They scored male body odours as mor^ltt, , fate
theydiffered »om thewn
in their MHC than when they were^resS^
was reversed when the judeine womPnVJ2,f^rence in odour assessment
odours of MHC-dissimilar men remind the test wom^ contraceptives. Furthermore, the
of their own actual or
former mates than do the odours of MHC-similar mpn Th ^ 0
mfluence human mate choice today.
suggests that the MHC
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tecM« of sexfora hermaphrodite: how much does thenalwormDugesia
üychroa (Turbellaria, Platyhclminthes) pay?
.,fp weinzierl Peer Schmidt, Kai Berthbld, Leo W. Beukeboom and Nico K. Michiels, Arbeitsuppe Michiels, Max-Planck-Institut für Verhaltensphysiolog.e, D-82319 Seewiesen, Germany.
In snecies with nvo sexes the 'cost of sex' is the cost of producing males, which gives a
« »ofold advantage in thecaseofa 1:1 sex ,a,i= This twofo d ^.ag« doe, no,
•cessarily apply to a simultaneous hermaphrodite that reproduces asexually (P™duc"
irthenottenetic eggs or seeds), because it still has the cost of male allocat.on. Although it can
Sease S reprolfctive success up to twofold by reducing male Investment, th» requ.res
Iditional anatomical and behavioural changes after transition to parthenogenes.s, which is not

«henögS

isc in

Qugesia pofychroa is a simultaneous hermaphrodite that occurs in two

otypes. diploid sexuals and triploid pseudogamous parthenogens. We foun^h" P^^vhave
tve fewer testes, produce less sperm and lay more cocoons than sexuals, indicating that they ha
lined a reproductive advantage over the sexuals. Surpnsingly, we found no behavioural
fferences (mating frequency and duration) between both biotypes.
But there is also a benefit to the maintenance of the male function in parthenogens if they
•e still able to mate with sexuals. This can result in the spread of genes for parthenogenesis in a
-xual population. In D.polychroa, triploid parthenogens produce haploid sperm whichc fertihze
ie haploid eggs of sexuals in hybrid crosses. Using ammals from a mixed diplo.d-tnploid
Doulation we investigated the conditions for gene flow from the tnploid to the diploid
ibpopulation. Sexual and parthenogenetic worms copulated readily with each other even when
lVen a choice. From sexual cocoons sired by a triploid father fewer young ha ched, butthese
3ung grew at a similar rate as offspring of a sexual father, some reaching adu t size within four
,eek! Thus conditions for gene flow from parthenogens to sexuals are met. It was previously
nown that new triploid parthenogenetic lineages can anse in the F2 generation after a
ybridisation event between both biotypes. We found 3 tnploid young among a sample of 229
ffspring from diploid mothers. Athough this is not a considerable cost of sex it may be an
nportant source of genetic Variation in the parthenogenetic population.
The above mentioned advantages may be balanced by specific disadvantages of
arthenogenetic reproduction. Theory predicts that asexuals are more susceptible to parasites (Red
)ueen) and/or accumulate more deleterious mutations than sexuals. This may explam why the
"arthenogens produced a high proportion (about 30%) of infertile cocoons. An expenmental
^s pröposed that uses the u^que features of reproduction in Dugesia to est,mate mutation

S

Dads of parthenogenetic lineages.

Plant Defense as a System of Cascading Reaction Norms. ARTHUR E. WEIS. Department ofEcolosr
and Evolutionary Biology, University of California. Irvine. CA, USA
92717 AND D GORDOh
BROWN, Department of Biology. St. John 's University. Collegeville. MN. USA 55108
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frhenotypic plasticity can be shaped by selection when development occurs in environments tha
vary over Space or time. An important component of environmental Variation for plants is the abundanci
of their natural eneimes. One would predict a general decline in plant fitness as herbivore densin
mcreases. Thus plant Performance can be
depicted as a norm of reaction in response to herbivore abundance. The shape and slope ofthis declinim
fiinction will be influenced by the two general components of plant defense-resistance and tolerance
Resistance mechamsms alter the attractiveness or palatability of the plant and thereby influence thi
amount ofüssue damaged by herbivores. Tolerance mechanisms influence the plant's ability to.regrov ,
alter damage is inflicted. Resistance and tolerance can themselves be depicted as norms of reaction Tht
expected damage level, as a fiinction of herbivore density, is the resistance reaction norm Tolerance ^
reaction norms show fitness as a fiinction of damage reeeived. When the two reaction norms (damage v
herbwore density, and, fitness v. damage) are combined, damage terms cancel to make fitness a fiinctioi'S
of herbivore density.
.^
In effect, the resistance-tolerance dichotomy in plant defense is analogous to the habita
preference-performance dichotomy in animals. The effectiveness of a resistance allele determines if thi
plant develops in a high or low damage environment. The selective advantage ofthat allele however wil
depend on the plant's ability to tolerate damage. Similarly, the selective advantage of alleles affe'ctim'-:
regrowth Potential will depend on the likelihood of plant damage. Thus resistance and tolerance hav '•
epigenetic effects on fitness.
.
:
Our current long-term field experiments use the reaction norm approach to evaluate the variatioi •
m selection intensity on defense components induced by the wax and wane of herbivore populatiö.
density. We are usmg goldenrod (Solidago altissima) and defoliating beetles (Tnrhabda spp) tc
measure genotypic vanance in resistance and tolerance reaction norms for 35 cloned plant genotype:
drawn from a natural population. In one experiment where we manipulated beetle densities, the increasi
in /o defoliation with increase in beetle release densities appears as a saturating curve. Both the plan
genotype and the genotype x release density interaction effects were highly significant in an ANOVA. Ii
another experiment with the same 35 genotypes, several growth Performance and fitness component;
declined linearly with % defoliation. Although the genotype effect was highly significant, the genotype >
defoliation level term was not; this indicates genetic variance for overall growth Performance, but not foi
tolerance. Correlations between parameters of the resistance and tolerance reaction norms suggests tha
plant genotypes with the greatest potential growth vigor are the most heavily attacked. The heavy attnrl
on the potentially most vigorous genotypes reduces their realized Performance to levels similar to plant
of lower potential. Thus, differential herbivory on goldenrod genotypes reduces genotypic variance ii
fitness at high insect density.
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THE PIERIS NAPl/BRYONLAE HYBRID ZONE AT PONT DE NANT, SWITZERLAND:
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NO SELECT1VE IMPORTANCE OF THE TWO HOST PLANTS
ALUARIA PETIOLATA AND BISCUTEUA LAEVIGATA

Remo Wenger, A. Porter, HJ. Geiger
Institute of Zoology of the University of Berne
Baltzerstrasse 3, CH-3012 Berne, Switzerland
Pieris napi and Pieris bryoniae are widespread in Switzerland but occupy different habitats.
Pieris napi is found at elevations below 1200 m whereas the taxon Pieris bryoniae is most

common in alpine habitats. At Pont de Nant in the Swiss Alps both taxa hybridize in a narrow
zone at approximately 1200 m, the boundary of the napi/bryoniae hybrid zone
corresponding to the ranges of host plants. The preferred cruciferous host plant in the
bryoniae habitats is Biscutella laevigata (Lorkovic, 1962; Petersen, 1963). This food plant
is absent in the napi habitat and the napi larvae seem to live oligophagous on several other
cruciferous plants (Lorkovic, 1962; Petersen, 1963) the most common of which at low
elevations is Alliaria petiolata. Varga (1967) proposed that this discontinuity in the
distribution of host plants could have lead to adaptation of the two taxa to different food plants
and by this way to partial reproductive Isolation as it is the case in the Papilio
glaucus/canadensis hybrid zone in North America where adaptation to host plants comprise
an important selection pressure (Scriber, 1982; ündroth et al., 1988b) probably
contributing substantially to the hybrid zone dynamics.
Therefore, in this study the hypothesis was tested in how far the two taxa and their F1hybrids are adapted to their sympatric hosts Alliaria petiolata and Biscutella laevigata,
respectively, and whether adaptation to hosts is an important factor maintaining the hybrid
zone. Adaptation to host plant measured in terms of duration of larval developmental time and
larval mortality rate doesn't seem to produce any selection differential: neither for
developmental time nor for mortality rate a significant interaction between crosses and host
plant was found indicating larvae of all crosses grew equally well on both food plants. Larval
developmental time was most strongly affected by temperature conditions (P<0.0001) and
photoperiod (P<0.0001). In addition, there was a strong interaction temperature x
photoperiod (P<0.0001) with Short photoperiods being especially effective in prolonging
developmental time at low temperatures. Mortality rate only differed significantly in
dependence of temperature (P<0.0001) with mortality rates being increased by a factor of
1.5 at low temperature.

4-07
Interactions between Systemic diseases and plants in natural
plant populations
Anders Wennstrüm
Dept. of Ecological Botany
Umeä university
S-901 87 Lmeä
Sweden

Many systemic and perennial smuts and rusts occur in high frequencies in natural plant
populations. One such example is the rust Puccinia minussensis which frequently
mfect more than 50% of individuals in populations of the clonal plant Lacluca sibirica.
A ränge offleid and greenhouse studies were set up to study this interactions. The
results show that to understand this and similar interactions between systemic
diseases and their host plants we need a much more open and wider view on how
these interactions work thar is given from the more Standard "susceptibilityresistance-host density" explanations that are used. It is copcluded that we need: I)
Long-term studies. 2) Studies on difierent Systems. 3) To understand the
importance ofe.g. life-history strategies ofboth host and pathogen. 4) Information
about how abiotic and biotic factors afiect the interaction.

T "2
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IT &Werran, John H. üniversity of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. USA

Wolbachia are cytoplasmically inherited bacteria found in
reproductive tissues of many arthropod species. These bacteria
are associated with reproductive alterations in their hosts,
including parthenogenesis, reproductive incompatibility and
feminization. A survey of neotropical and neotemperate insects
shows that 10-15% of species have Wolbachia. encompassing all
the major Orders. A fine-scale phylogenetic analysis was
undertaken using DNA sequences from ftsZ, a rapidly evolving
bacterial cell-cycle gene. ftsZ sequences were determined for
39 different Wolbachia strains from 32 different species of
insects and one isopod. The following results were found, (a)
there are two major divisions of Wolbachia (A and B) which
diverged 58-67 MYA based upon synonymous Substitution rates, (b)
a general concordance is found between the ftsZ and 16S rDNA
phylogenies, indicating that these represent bacterial strain
rather than simply gene phylogenies; however, a possible example
of recombination between A and B division bacteria may have
occurred in the feminizing Wolbachia present in an isopod, (c)
extensive horizontal transmission of Wolbachia has occurred
between insect taxa, including different insect Orders; one
strain in particular (designated Adm) shows extensive recent
horizontal transmission, (d) there is an association between the
Wolbachia found in a parasitic wasp (NasoniaV and its fly host
(Protocalliphora), suggesting exchange of bacteria between these
species, (e) parthenogenesis induction has evolved multiple
times among the Wolbachia. and (f) some insects harbor
infections with more than one Wolbachia strain, even within
individual insects.
Single and Double infections were further studied in the
parasitic wasp Nasonia vitrioennis. Vi' Id-type strains of this
wasp typically harbor infections of both A and B bacteria.
However, prolonged diapause (the larval overwintering stage of
the wasp) can result in stochastic loss of one or both strains
of bacteria, giving sublines from a Single lineage that contain
A+B, A only, B only or no bacteria. Grosses between A and B
sublines shown nearly complete reproductive incompatibility
between them. Thus, Wolbachia can be responsible for the rapid
development of bidirectional reproductive incompatibility, even
within a Single strain. Evolutionary implications of these
findings are discussed.

4-os>
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SIMULTANEOUS OPTIMISATION OF SEX ALLOCATION AND CLUTCH
SIZE

Stuart West & Kate Flanagan
Imperial College at Silwood Park, Ascot.
Berkshire, SL5 7PY. UK
E-mail: swest@bio.ic.ac.uk

.Z .

.

Given a fixed amount of resource to expend on reproduction a sexually reproducing v; i j,-.
organism must decide how many offspring to produce (defined as the clutch size) and
'
how to aJlocate resources between the two sexes (defined as sex allocation). Normally,
clutch size and sex allocation considerations can be isolated, but if females produce
Single sex broods then the optimal sex allocation strategy depends upon the clutch size.. „ ^
of broods and vice versa.

/ •

.

In this talk I shall consider the optimal reproductive strategy of a female parasitoidv...* -who lays predominantly Single sex broods. I will first present a model which predicts
that the optimal clutch size and sex allocation strategy of a female should depend upon
the extent to which she is host and/or egg- limited. A host-limited female is expected to
die before she has deposited all of her eggs, while an egg-limited female is expected to
run out of eggs before she dies. Then, I will go on to report field data from seven
parasitoid species in the genus Achrysocharoides Girault and field experiments with one
of those species (A. zwoelferi Delucchi) which provide Support for the model described
above.

i
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Aucoumea klaineana:

A Pleistocene success story now in decline ?

Lee White1 and Kate Abernethy2.

' The Wildlife Conservation Society, New York 10460-1099, U. S. A. & I. C. A. P. B.,
University of Edinburgh, EH9 3JT, Scotland.
2 c. I. Ff. M. F., B. P. 769, Franceville, Gabon & Dept. of Biological and Molecular
Sciences. University of Stirling, FK9 4LA.. Scotland.
Changes in Vegetation over the last 10,000 years in the Lope Reserve, central
3abon, resulting principally from movements of the forest-savanna boundary, have been
econsiructed by a combination of mapping of modern Vegetation patterns, polten
3rofiles

and dating changes in d13C values in soil organic matter. Savannas have existed
Afithin the rain forest throughout this period, but their extent has varied from several
-lundred to many thousands of km2. These changes have resulted, in part, from changes in
;limatic conditions, but human demographic changes have also played a vital role. The
earliest known human remains in the area are estimated to be 350,000 years old.
fhrough their use of fire these peoples may have had a profound eflect on Vegetation
dynamics, particularly during times of climatic stress.
In the absence of fire three species of large forest tree, Aucoumea klaineana
Burseraceae), Lophira alata (Ochnaceae) and Sacoglottis gabonensis (Humiriaceae)
are able to establish successfully in savanna. A Vegetation succession follows which has
esulted in the formation of large Stands of forest in which one or more of these species
dominate. However, their seeds seem unable to establish under a closed canopy and all
hree species become rare or absent in later successional stages.
Aucoumea klaineana is an endemic species whose distribution is restncted to the
southern two thirds of Gabon. We suggest that it is a species which adopted a highly
äuccessful reproductive strategy during a period of forest expansion, but because of its
dependence on a dynamic forest-savanna interface it is now in decline in mature forest.
It is, in effect, a victim of its own success. Other endemic species, both plant and animal,
are also aburidant close to the forest savanna intertace in Lope, emphasising the
importance this habitat may have in the evolution of the African rain forest System.

ITG
Ltd., 140 Cowley Rd., Cambridge CB4 4DL, U.K.

'

The genetic basis of developmental stability
"Ganalization", was one of the Chief concerns during the 1940s
and 50s of C.H. Waddington, the great developmental
geneticist who worked at the University of Edinburgh. Todav "
several kinds of specific genetic mechanism can be envisaoed
to explain canalization. In this talk, the focus will be on
evidence that one major element in developmental stability is
Par^^a^ genetic functional redundancy, involving paralogous
genes. Recent examples involving neurogenesis in Drosochila
and limb development in the mouse will be reviewed. Yet, while
Partial functional redundancy of paralogues can provide
developmental stability and, hence, have selective value as a
stabiiizing force, much circumstantial evidence suggests that
initial selection for paralogues is for new developmental
functions, made possible through differential regulation of
the gene duplicates. Some of these findings will be
summarized. Partial genetic functional redundancy can act,
therefore, either as an innovative or conservative force
Upor\the folutionary stage. The talk will conclude
with a discussion of the need to resume Waddington's research
Programme, with an analysis of the molecular basis of
background genotype" effects on expressivity and penetrance
of genetic morphological defects, in light of contemporary
concepts and employing the armoury of modern molecular tools.

4-12
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How to analyse the genetics of phenotypic plasticity?
Jack J. Windig
University of Antwerp (UIA), dep. of Biology, Universiteitsplein 1, 2610
Wilrijk, Belgium.
The genetic background of phenotypic plasticity has been analysed in
many~ different ways. The aim of this research was to compare the
different ways and identify their power and possible bias. The different
ways of analysing plasticity fall into two categories: genetic correlations
across environments and heritability of plasticity. For both categories
many variations exist. The different measurements are however related
ahd from one measurement another can often be calculated. Large
datasets with a balancd half-sib family structure and a split family design
were generated from linear reaction norms. In Monte Carlo simulations
the power and bias of all the different methods were compared for two
environments. Additive genetic correlations of -1, 0 and 1 with equal
additive variances and unequal additive variances in both environments
were analysed. Not all the methods were equally reliable, but most were
in good agreement with expectations. Published work on the plasticity in
wing pattem of a seasonally polyphenic, tropical butterfly is compared
with the theoretical relationships derived above.

413.
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The body mass allometries as evolutionarily determined
by the foraging process of mobile organisms
Lars Witting
Dept. Ecology & Genetics, University of Aarhus, Denmark
The evolution of the well known ±1/4 and ±3/4 exponents of the empirically established
body mass allometries have remained an unsolved problem in evolutionary ecology. I
show that these, and other, exponents of eight body mass allometries can evolve from the
constraints associated to the foraging process of mobile organisms. More explicitly it is
the constraints by which the foraging process is regulated by intra-population interference
competition and the constraints by which the exploitation of the individuals inhibit their
own foraging that explain the evolution of the body mass exponents. The explained
exponents mclude those of metabolic rate, life-span, population density, home-range,
population energy use, maximum life-time reproduction, maximum rate of population
increase, and the level of social behavior. The model suggests that some of the body mass
exponents vary with the dimensionality of the foraging behavior, i.e., they take the values
±1/2 when foraging occurs in one dimension, ±1/4 and ±3/4 when foraging occurs in two
dimensions, and ±1/6 and ±5/6 when foraging occurs in three dimensions. In comparison
the empirically established exponents of terrestrial organisms resemble the theoretical
exponents for foraging in two dimensions, whereas the enipirical exponents of pelagic
organisms resemble the theoretical exponents for foraging in three dimensions.

A-j4-

Population dynamics by
density dependent life-history evolution

|

HO

Lars Witting
Dept. Ecology & Genetics, University of Aarhus, Denmark
Beginning with Malthus the classic theory of population dynamics is based on the
assumption of no evolutionary changes in the growth rates of populations. This principle
implies the population dynamics that is described by the Malthusian law, the logistic
equation, and the Lotka-Volterra predator prey equations. Here I propose an extension of
this theory by incorporating the evolutionary changes in the growth rates as they arise
from density dependent selection through intra-population interference competition. The
extended theory merges into the classic theory when heritable Variation is absent. It is
shown that the proposed theory explains the periods in the population cycles of forrest
insects, and the cyclic changes in the phenotypes of small rodents. Amongst others, these
include a periodic cycle in body mass, and the theory predicts that there exists also a
periodic cycle in the sex ratio. The stability of the population cycle
influenced by the
level of heritable Variation, and if this level exceeds a certain threshold value the
amplitude of the cycle will continue to increase and the population is expected to become
extinct.

4-15
T15
Seifish genetic Clements as the optimal genetic code,
and related talk on sex ratios and socia communities
Lars Witting
Dept. Ecology & Genetics, University of Aarhus, Denmark
It is often believed thai the evolutionary interest of cytoplasmic sex ratio distorters is in
conflict with the interest of the individual, and that the sex ratio distorters are maintained
in natural population because of their seifish component that generates a female biased sex
ratio. To me this reasoning is up side down, at least within mobile organisms. Instead, I
explain the evolution of a female biased sex ratio through selection by intra-population
interference competition when combined with a relatively low population density. This
evolutionary determinants of the sex ratio occurs independently of the underlying genetic
system, and one optimal genetic code for a female biased sex ratio is a cytoplasmic sex
ratio distorter. This approach explains also the widespread occurrence of female biased sex
ratios and parthenogenesis in insects and poikilotherm vertebrates, against male biased sex
ratios and the absence of pathogenesis in mammals and birds. Finally, it gives a Solution
to the problem that social communities with thousands of non-replicating workers per
replicating queen have evolved in insects and not in vertebrates.
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MtDNA Evolution of Neotropical Pitvipers (Bothrops atrox Species Group)
W. Wüster', M.G. Salomäo1'2 and BBBSP3
'School of Biological Sciences, University of Wales, Bangor,
Gwynedd LL57 2UW, Wales, UK
'Laboratörio de Herpetologia, Institute Butan tan, Av. Vital Brasil 1500
05503-900 Säo Paulo SP. Brazil
3Butantan-British Bothrops Systematics Project (M.F.D. Funado, S.A. Höge,
G. Puono, M.G. Salomäo, R.D.G. Theakston, R.S. Thorpe, D.A. Warreil & W
Wüster)
The Bothrops atrox species group comprises a complex group of highly
variable pitvipers with a long history of systematic confusion. We use
comparative sequencing of a section of the cytochrome-6 gene (mitochondrial
DNA) to infer the phylogeography and systematics of this group. Phylogenetic
analysis of sequences of the Bothrops atrox complex and other species of
Bothrops, using a variety of algorithms (Fitch-Margoliash, maximum
likelihood, parsimony analysis) strongly supports the monophyly of the
Bothrops atrox group. Phylogenetic relationships within the Bothrops atrox
group are complex. Relatively low levels of among-population sequence
divergence (<5%) suggest a radiation within the last 2 million years. Several
of the nominal species currently recognised within this group do not represent
historical entities. The results of this study are discussed with refercnee to
observed pattems of Variation in the morphology of these snakes, and with
reference to biogeographical hypotheses for the Neotropical region, particularly
the Pleistocene refuge hypothesis.

T7

Genetic structuration on a
microgeographic scale:
implications for the fixation of chromosomal mutants in
Sorex araneus (Manmalla, Insectivora)

416
Andreas

TtAl

Wyttenbach & Laurence Favre

The spectacular chromosomal evolution in S.araneus lead
to the existence of about 30 chromosomal races. Therefore
S araneus has become a model species to study the link
between genetic and karyotypic evolution and the formation
of new races. Robertsonian fusions between acrocentnc
chromosomes (ancestral type) lead to metacentric chromosomes
which subsequently spread through populations and became
fixed. The mechanism by which the chromosomal mutants
(metacentrics) were fixed is unclear.
The Chance of establishment of a chromosomal
rearrangement depends on its fitness and the population
structure. Since it has been shown that fitness effects for
are of minor importance (Garagna et al. 198S,
s araneus
wallace 6 Searle 1990) I shall focus on population
structure. Simulation studies and population genetic models
Show that geographic subdivision off populations and
migration rates strongly affect fixation probability.
Similarly, stochastic processes can have a streng effect on
the spreading and fixation of a new chromosomal
rearrangement. On a population level no Polymorphie markers
are available for S.araneus and therefore its population
structure remained mostly speculative.
The development of Polymorphie microsatellite markers
for 10 loci allowed an analysis (FSTAT) of the genetic
substrueture and gene flow patterns on a microgeographic
scale. The results are discussed in the light of their
relevance for the fixation process of chromosomal vanants
in S.araneus.
Garagna et al. (1989): Spermatogenesis in heterozygotes for
Robertsonian chromosomal rearrangements from natural
populations of the common shrew, Sorex araneus.
J.Reprod.Fert.87, 431-438
Wallace B M.N. & Searle J.B. (1990): Synaptonemal complex
studies
of the common shrew (Sorex araneus).
Comparison of Robertsonian heterozygotes and
homozygotes by light microscopy. Heredity 65, 359 367
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The evoliition of minicircles in trypanosomatids
Yurchenko, V. Yu., Kolesnikov, A.A.
Department of Molecular Biology, Moscow State University,
119899 Moscow, Russia

It is known, that kinetoplast DNA associates consist of minicirclc molecules,
hat differently organized, c.g. molecules with various number of conservativc regions
CRs). We are suppose that it is reflection of different evolution ranges of this
irganisms, because CR contains replication ori and this region is very useful for cell.
Ve assumc that, organisms with multi-CRs minicircles are more progress, than
>rganisms with one-CR minicircles. As usually considerate, the minicircles within one
ssociate arc evolved independently. The populations of minicircles with difTerent
>rganization arc one of "hot points" of trypanosomatids evolution.
But in vivo only one region funetionate as replication ori, and other regions
nust be blocked. Possibly, the next step of evolution process is minicircles with
iseudo-CRs plus one functional ori. As example, in Trypanosoma brucei and other
rypanosomatids we can obtain a lot of modified universal dodecamers. In this
'ccurrence cells do not synthesized the abundance of proteins for blocking, but in
•ther conditions this regions may funetionate as replication ori.
Our hypothesis is concorded with rRNA genes schcme of evolution for
rypanosomatids.

1-2d_

Zeyl C & Bell G
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The spread of a retrotransposon
in sexual and asexual populations of yeast.
The most plausible inierpretauon of the occunence of transposable elemcnts is that
they spread infecriously when rare, irrespective of any omer consequences they
may have when they bccoroe abundant or domesticaied. We transfonmed strains of
yeast with the element Ty-3 and used the transformants to iniroduce it at low
frequency into isogcnic populations. The experimental populations varied in ploidy
and in sexuality. Asexual populations were haploid or diploid. In eilher case, the
element could be either activated or repressed through its linkage wiih a betagalactosidase promotcr. In sexual populations that wem periodically through a
haploid-diploid cycle of matinjg and sporulation, the element could be
^ the
haploid phase, or in the diploid phase, or in both, or in neither. The leading result
of the experiment was the rapid spread of the element in sexual populations and its
loss from aeexual populations, when transposition was induced by growth on
galactosc. This provides solid experimental Support for the interpretation of
transposable Clements as genomic parasites. There were, however, iwo anomalous
results. One was the spread of Ty-3 in some lines where transposition was
repressed by growth on glucose. Its presence seems to be associated with a matmg
advantage in these cases. The second was the failure of Ty-3 to spread rapidly in
sexual populations when transposition was induced in both the haploid and diploid
phases. This was attributable to periodic selection for more emeient
utilization driving down the frequency of the rare Ty-3 - beariiig lineages.

Insect Mitochondrial Control Region:
Structure, Evolution and Usefulness in Evolutionary Studies
De-Xing Zhang & Godfrey M. Hewitt

T

Population Biology Sector, School of Biological Sciences,
University of Hast Anglia. Nonvich, NR4 7TJ, Britain.

The control region (A+T-rich region) is die largest non-coding and presumably die most variable region in insect
mitochondrial genome. Consequendy, it has been regaided as an ideal DNA marker for detecting intraspecific
polymorphisms. Comparative analyses of DNA sequences of this region from a diverse group of insects teveal
several important characteristics: (1) A secondaiy structure element, probably associated with repücation origin, is
highly conserved in phylogenetically distant groups such as grasshoppeis and Drosophila. Also, sequences
flanking this stem and loop structure are highly conserved rather than sequence of die structure itself. (2) The
control region in insects is extremely rieh in A+T nucleotides, in most cases studied more than 86% (up to 96%)
being A+T. (3) Conserved segments or short motift can be identüied between quite diverged taxa; the whole
control region or its subdomains may be highly conserved between related species. (4) Mitochondrial control
regions characterised in insect can be classed into 2 types. with type I containing clearly distinguishable conserved
and variable domains, and type n without such division. Tandem repeats have been c^served in both groups.
These characteristics have clear implications in use of this region in evolutionary studies. Firstly, the extreme
A+T-rich composidon of this region makes it very difficult to reveal polymorphisms with RFLP analysis, as few
restnenon enzymes are employable. Secondly, the frequent occunence of tandem repetidon in this region and
iength heteroplasmy hinder correct PCR amplification of the entire region and subsequent sequence analysis. It
also seems that the control region does not evolve as fast as previously speculated and ceitainly much slower than
neutral nuclear sequences in some cases studied. The above aspects indicate limitadons for this region in
intraspecific systematics studies, especially when PCR-sequencing is the main technique for

detecting

polymorphisms. However, for species with a tandem repeat-free control region, it may be usefiil for detecting
polymorphism, if no other mitochondrial sequences reveal enough genetic Variation. The existence of some highly
conserved sequence motifs or segments with in this region may allow one to design conserved PCR/sequencing
primers to study closely related species. Finally. as widely conserved stmctural Clements seem to exist across
insect taxa in this major mitochondrial regulatory region,
evolutionary processes involved.

it will be most interesting to study the possible
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CHROMOSOMAL EVOLUTION IN THE MAMMALS AND FISHES IN EUROPE
Jan Ziia1, Petr Räb1, Milos Macholän1, Ruth B. Phillips2
1INSTITUTE

OF ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AND GENETICS, CZECH ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES, BRNO and LIBfiCHOV, CZECH REPUBLIC

2DEPARTMENT

OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
MLWAUKEE, USA

Comparative and population cytogenetic research of the European
terrestrial mammals and freshwater fishes is synoptically surveyed, and the pattern of chromosomal divergence found in the
both group is considered and compared. Polyploidy and unisexual
reproduction represent significant mechanisms of karyotypic and
genomic evolution in certain lineages of the fishes but these
processes do not occur in the recent mammals. This gives ar
opportunity to evaluate the importance of these mechanisms ir
the repatteming of the karyotype, and to assess the impact of
such changes on the evolutionary divergence potential withir
a lineage. The question of the adaptive role of chromosomal rearrangement is further raised in respect of the assumed coincidence of major environmental changes and accelerated rates oi
karyotypic evolution. Possible feedbacks between chromosoma]
Constitution and selection at the organismal level are exemplified in relation to contrasting habitats and geografic distribution pattems in fish and mammalian populations or species
Salmonid fishes, soricid insectivores and muroid rodents ar«
employed as models and examples to demonsträte the evolutionär
isäues under discussion.
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